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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Although the use of rhetoric in ancient Greek novel was recognised early on in 

modem scholarship, this important aspect of the ancient novels has never been 
extensively discussed In this thesis the rhetorical dimension of three Greek 

novels is given principal attention; the investigation is focused on the use of 

rhetoric by three novelists representing three different centuries. In these novels 
we trace rhetorical elements back to various sources, such as rhetorical 
handbooks used for teaching or parallels found in actual speeches, we attempt a 

definition, analysis, and illustration of the most prominent rhetorical features 
and show how and to what extent rhetoric is employed by the novelists.
The first part investigates the rhetorical dimensions of the courtroom speeches 
and their relationship with rhetorical principles of forensic oratory. In chapter 
one we examine the use of rhetoric by Chariton who seems to show a good 
degree of awareness of theoretical forensic principles and makes a surprisingly 
extensive use of rhetoric. In chapter two we show with the assistance of various 
rhetorical handbooks that Achilleus Tatios’ speeches hide an enormous amount 
of careful rhetorical planning. In chapter three the discussion of Heliodoros’ use 
of forensic oratory shows that he uses selectively advanced rhetorical techniques 
and transforms them into literary tools by putting them at the service of 
literature. The fourth chapter attempts an investigation into the use of rhetoric 
in the fragments with the main aim to show that the use of rhetoric is not 
coincidental in the three authors chosen for this investigation.
The second part looks at rhetoric in the novel from a different point of view. 
Chapter one investigates the possibility of direct influence of classical rhetoric 
on the novel. The second chapter examines the way rhetorical exercises taught at 

the highest and last level of education influenced different sections of the works 
of the novelists. The third part illustrates the extensive use of epideictic oratory 
in all three novels and shows that epideictic oratory in them is greatly 
influenced by contemporary rhetorical studies (from progymnasmata to 

declamation). Finally, the fourth part explores the creative manner in which 
rhetoric was used by the three novelists and the issue of their readership.
In conclusion, the result of this study is that rhetoric is much more extensively 
used in the novels than has been appreciated until now; these works presuppose 
rhetorical training of their authors who derived much of their inspiration and 
writing abilities from close contact with rhetorical studies.
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Introduction.

1. a. Aims of this study.

This research project is an exploration of one of the ancient novel’s most 

prominent features: the use of rhetoric. Although it is concerned with three 

novels, those of Chariton, Achilleus Tatios, and Heliodoros, this study can be 

used as a basis for wider conclusions on the genre in general. In this survey we 

attempt to locate, analyse, compare, and evaluate some of the most significant 

aspects of rhetoric in the novels in question and assess the way rhetoric is used 

by the ancient novelists. By establishing certain connections between speeches in 

the novels and rhetorical material originating from the actual rhetorical context 

of the time we try to elaborate on the depth to which rhetoric has pervaded the 

novels and to trace its sources. This study tries to advance the view which 

accepts that the novels have been “influenced” in one way or another by rhetoric, 

and define its features. Although accepted in general terms today as present in 

the novels, the use of rhetoric in the novel has never received a thorough 

examination. A study with a single aim to investigate the rhetorical procedures 

in the ancient novel and establish relationships with current rhetorical theory 

has never, to our knowledge, been conducted. Because of this, the relationship 

between rhetoric and the novel has always been either too vague or incompletely 

appreciated. As a result, the role of rhetoric in the novel has meant different 

things to different people, and generalisations found in various books have not 

helped us to get a clear picture of the case.

The first step of this survey is to explain how the relationship of rhetoric and the 

novel is manifested, where exactly in the novels we find rhetorical features and 

how we can establish that the highly rhetorical passages are following rhetorical 

principles traceable in handbooks and/or real speeches.

This study allows us to see how rhetoric functions in each novel respectively and 

to pinpoint the personal preferences and the ingenuity of the different authors. 

It reveals their educational background and their aspirations. It also uncovers a 

lot of information about the structure of the novels and the anticipated 

audience. Furthermore, it allows comparison and evaluation of similarities and 

differences in the deployment of rhetorical themes and structures in the three 

novels. By establishing how this material changes we can find a new path of



interpretation. Without getting too much involved in the still ongoing discussion 

of the actual dates of the novels/ we deal with Chariton (first century), 

Achilleus Tatios (second century), and Heliodoros (third or fourth century). 

Each of these authors represents a different stage in the history of the novel. 

Also some of the early fragments are assessed in order to give a more complete 

perspective on the history of the genre.

To give an idea of where this analysis can lead we only need anticipate one of 

the conclusions; that Chariton's novel is much more rhetorical than has been 

appreciated until now. Therefore, if somebody would try to give a general 

overview of the use of rhetoric in the ancient novel, the starting point -  in 

respect of sophistication - in the diagram of rhetoric in the novel would be much 

higher than it is today, peaking with Achilleus Tatios and staying still quite 

high with Heliodoros.

To sum up, the aim of this study is to identify and evaluate rhetorical 

procedures in some highly rhetorical passages of the three novels under 

examination; also to compare and contrast this material with handbooks and 

other material of late antiquity. Finally, another objective is to compare the 

novels from this particular aspect and to assess the role of rhetoric in them.

1. b. Method.

Our analysis and appraisal of the rhetorical aspects of the ancient novels is 

based on rhetorical sources of Roman times and later Greek antiquity. These 

have two forms; firstly, the manuals that survive give a very good picture of the 

standard rhetorical theory of their time and of various trends. Particular 

emphasis is placed on them. Second, additional evidence is sought, to some 

extent, in surviving actual speeches, especially when the information found in 

the manuals is not elaborate enough or is non-existent. These two main 

instruments of work can be related to the novels directly and indirectly. The 

former happens when there is evidence of close correspondence between the 

principles found in the rhetorical manuals and in the speeches in the novels. The 

latter takes place on a larger scale in the whole construction of a speech, the way

’ For the chronology of the novels in question see the discussions of each novel’s date in 
Schmeling (1996) on the respective author.



the ideas are discovered and built and in the marshalling of arguments which 

recalls processes recommended in the handbooks and followed in rhetorical 

schools by students.

The rhetorical aspects of the novels are isolated and analysed according to the 

traditional tripartite division of rhetoric: forensic, deliberative, and epideictic. 

Obviously, for the first type of speeches there is a lot of material to base a survey 

on, but for the other two types the handbooks of antiquity give far less attention, 

especially on the theoretical level.

A great number of direct sources preserving rhetoric of the Hellenistic era has 

been lost. The information we have today survived mainly through manuals of 

later antiquity and through Roman authors who showed interest in rhetoric. 

Luckily, rhetorical theory is a very traditional discipline in its basic principles 

which remained stable in general terms. The different trends and fashions do not 

seem to have upset its basic structure. This is very fortunate because it allows 

some liberty in using material predating and post-dating the novels in question. 

Apart from the classification of the speeches according to their general family in 

which they belong, we found it practical to study them in groups in which a 

certain rhetorical feature is dominant, as, for example, the chapters of the 

funeral speeches (p. 224ff. and p. 247ff.) or the section on eschematismenos logos 

(p. 145ff.). Furthermore, in various places, the analysis is expanded into speeches 

which are adapted to fit each author’s aims; the discussion reveals their 

rhetorical nature and their special relation with rhetoric.

Since the use of rhetoric affects much more than just the stylistic level, the 

speeches that are incorporated in the novel are quite different from proper 

rhetorical speeches. Since these speeches are not independent from their context, 

their length, contents, and nature are often substantially distorted compared to a 

real speech. The author often wishes to elaborate on different dimensions of an 

issue or provide information useful for his narrative strategy and, therefore, 

some compromise takes place to satisfy different -  not immediately apparent - 

priorities. Consequently, although in the discussion of the speeches we analyse 

them as if they were proper rhetorical speeches, we always keep in mind this 

idiosyncrasy.



1. c. Reasons for the selection of the three novels.

In our attempt to examine as wide a range of novels as possible within the word 

and time limits of a doctoral thesis, we have isolated three novels from three 

different centuries of our era. Our preliminary investigation took into 

consideration all novels and fragments, but a selection had to be made based on 

the following criteria. First, the selection was to represent a wide chronological 

span from the earliest complete novel to the latest. Second, the frequency and 

extent of rhetorical material - thematic, structural, and stylistic - is much more 

prominent in the novels selected than in the other complete novels, and this 

allows for investigation of a wider range of evidence of the impact of rhetoric on 

the novels. Longos was excluded as a maverick case, a novel with a great deal of 

idiosyncrasy within the genre; and Xenophon’s novel has been excluded because 

it shows little evidence of the influence of rhetoric.

Because our selection means that the other two complete novels have been 

excluded from our investigation we cannot claim that our results apply to them. 

However, it is interesting to compare these two novels with the other three in 

terms of rhetorical influence.

As has been noted, Longos is “the most marked individualist among the writers 

of Greek novels.”  ̂ His novel does not conform to the picture we have for the 

genre; “travel and long periods of enforced separation are absent”; language and 

style are extremely stylised.^ In general, Longos’ priorities are of a different 

nature from those of the other novelists;"* the pastoral tradition, admiration of 

nature and poetic language take precedence over any kind of rhetoric. 

Nevertheless, the use of rhetoric in his novel is not insignificant.^

In fact, there is evidence of a considerable variety of rhetorical devices in his 

novel. A short selection made by McCulloh (1970) shows that in his novel we 

find examples of the suasoria (“Daphnis trying to decide whether to knock at the 

door of Chloe’s cottage” in 3, 6), the controversia (“the court speeches of the

"Hagg (1983) p. 35.
 ̂Ibid  p. 36 and p. 37.
 ̂For a convincing explanation for this see Holzberg (1995) p. 97f. where further bibliography 

can also be found.



Methymnaean youths and Daphnis” 3, 15-16)/ lamentation (“Lamon over the 

ravaged park” 4, 8), stories explaining “the origin of something -  pan-pipes (2, 

33, 3 - 34), or the echo (3, 23), or the moaning of the dove” (1, 27),^ or even 

ekphrasis}

Schonberger (1960) also identifies the use of rhetorical showpieces in the novel 

of Longos and characterises the novelist as a representative of the sophistic era. 

The description of the garden in 4, 2-3 and the speech of Chloe when she thinks 

that Daphnis is no longer interested in her (4, 27) belong to the type of the 

exercise of “what x would say in y circumstances”  ̂ (ethopoiia). To this list of 

examples we should also add the trial scene in 2, 15-16 with a speech for the 

prosecution and a speech for the defence. Furthermore, in 1, 16 we find a 

“beauty contest”^̂  where both Daphnis and Dorkon are making speeches and 

Chloe is the judge (“èôixa^e” 1, 15), who in the end gives the winning prize (a 

kiss) to Daphnis, both because she was pleased with his praise (“f)o0Eioa tcp 

èYxcüniQ)” 1, 17) and because she always wanted to.^  ̂ According to Hock 

“readers would have appreciated Longus’s rhetorical ability to argue both sides 

of an issue.”

Likewise, the use of rhetoric in Xenophon’s novel deserves some a tte n tio n .A  

cursory reading of Xenophon’s novel shows that there is extensive evidence of 

laments and lament-like speeches, various speeches of pleading (1, 13, 6; 3, 5, 7- 

8; 3, 8, 4 and 6-7; 5, 7, 6-9) or advisory speeches (1, 16, 3-5) or even a deception 

speech (Manto addressing her father: 2, 5, 6-7).^  ̂This speech belongs to a trial

 ̂ See, for example, Holzberg (1995) p. 94: “Longus parading all the rhetorical devices at his 
disposal and illuminating his show-pieces -  these include magnificent nature scenes - with as 
much colour as possible.”
 ̂See Schwartz (1998) 153-156 and 157-161 respectively.
 ̂For all these examples see McCulloh (1970) p. 41.

* Ib id  p. 31: “the book is first of all presented under the guise of an ekpbrasis, of rhetorical- 
educational description.” See also Hunter (1983) p. 52.
 ̂Schonberger (1960) p. 23.

Translation by Gill, C. in Reardon (1989) p. 295.
“  Anderson (1984) p. 44ff. and Hock (1997) p. 45Iff.

Hock (1997) p. 452.
For Xenophon’s use of progymnasmata see Ruiz-Montero (1994b) p. 1112ff.
Some of the most notable are: Anthia: 2, 11, 5-6; 3, 5, 2-4; 3, 6, 2-4; 4, 6, 6-7; 5, 5, 5-6; 5, 7, 2-3;

5, 8, 7-8; Habrokomes: 2, 1, 2-4; 2, 8, 1; 5, 1, 12-13; 5, 7, 3-4; 5, 10, 8; Habrokomes’ tutor: 1, 14, 5;
Manto: 2, 11, 2.

For a discussion of this speech which is identified as an ethopoiia see Hock (1994) p. 457ff., 
where there is also additional information on other ethopoiiai and ekphraseis in Xenophon and 
Longos.
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scene. Furthermore, Hagg identifies descriptions “on the introduction of a new 

character into the action” (e.g. 1,13, 3; 1,14, 4; 2, 3, 1), the digression in 1, 8, 2-3 

and other descriptions as well as general observations, etc.^^

As stated above (p. 9), to examine in depth all the surviving Greek novels would 

have been beyond the scope of a PhD thesis. Nevertheless, the observation that 

all five complete novels show to a greater or lesser extent familiarity with 

rhetorical devices invites comparison from this perspective and raises 

interesting questions; how can the differences be accounted for?

The extent to which a novelist makes use of rhetorical techniques may be a 

matter of personal choice. Even in the three novels examined in this study there 

are great differences in the treatment of rhetoric. Chariton, for example, makes 

much less use of rhetoric when compared to Achilleus Tatios; Heliodoros, on the 

other hand, makes a much more restrained and selective use of rhetoric in 

comparison to both, using rhetoric mainly to satisfy needs of his plot.^^ 

Xenophon’s novel is seen in the light of “personal stylistic urges” by Ruiz- 

Montero.^* Furthermore, according to Hâgg “long sections of Xenophon’s 

romance are dominated by pure “summary.” The narrator has quite definitely 

placed his “emphasis on narration.”^̂

For Xenophon, emphasis on adventures and plot has taken precedence over 

rhetorical speeches; descriptions and any kind of digressions are rare.^^ His 

characterisation is more stereotyped than that of the other novelists and 

“external events, partly of a violent nature, dominate.”^̂  Although half as long in 

comparison to that of Chariton and a quarter to that of Heliodoros, Xenophon’s 

novel, according to Hâgg, is full of narrative material: “hero and heroine visit an 

astonishingly large part of the Mediterranean world” encountering numerous 

adversities and adventures (shipwreck, pirates, death and burial, crucifixion, 

confinement to a brothel, etc.).^  ̂This has been attributed to an “abridgement of

Hagg (1971) pp. 97-101.
See also p. 218, p. 258, p. 285 and p. 304f.
Ruiz-Montero (1996) p. 68. 
Hagg (1971) p. 97.
Hagg (1971) pp. 99-101. 
Hagg (1983) p. 21.

22 Ibid
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an originally much longer or more “even” novel.”^̂  Whether or not this is the 

case is still under discussion/"^ There are still today scholars who claim that “the 

followers of the epitome theory undoubtedly have far more convincing 

arguments than its opponents.”̂  ̂ The fact that in this short novel, full of 

narrative and adventure, there is still some scope for rhetorical speeches seems 

to us remarkable. In a novel of such a nature one would not normally expect to 

find any kind of rhetorical digression.

In conclusion, although all five Greek novels that survive complete display 

familiarity with rhetorical techniques to a greater or lesser extent, the present 

study focuses on the three that offer the richest and most interesting material for 

our investigation. It goes without saying that its results will therefore be valid 

only for those three novels, not for the genre as a whole. On the other hand, they 

have so many essential features in common, as far as plot, characters and style 

are concerned, that taken together they appear fairly typical of the genre as a 

whole. To examine how the other two - the fast moving, action-packed narrative 

of Xenophon and the idiosyncratic tale of Longos, a kind of Theokritean idyll in 

prose - might fit into the picture, would be a worthwhile undertaking for which 

the results of the present study, if valid, might serve as a starting point.

1. d. Rhetorical manuals and the criteria for the selection of the rhetorical 

texts.

All the rhetorical handbooks used in this thesis offer “technical instruction in 

the art of rhetoric”^̂  or in certain aspects or areas of the art of rhetoric. As

Ibid:, see also Ruiz-Montero (1994b) pp. 1094-1096 where there is further bibliography on this 
matter.

For example, people against the epitome theory try to refute it by attributing the simple style 
of the novel and the lack of detail to the “insufficient imagination or energy in the author” (Hagg 
(1983) p. 21); also “contradictions and logical flaws” are explained as “natural features of a 
simple adventure story” (Hagg, ib id ) or “corruption in the manuscript tradition” (Hagg, ib id). 
O’Sullivan (1995) attributes the idiosyncratic “compositional technique” (pref. P. VII) of 
Xenophon’s novel not to the epitomization of an original but to the oral background of the novel 
Thus, in order to explain this novel’s oddities, the author reopens the question of the origins of 
the novel and suggests that Xenophon’s novel predates that of Chariton (p. 169); cf. Ruiz- 
Montero’s criticism in Gnomon (1999) 71, pp. 303-306; see also Morgan in Journal o f Hellenic 
Studies {\996) 116, pp. 199-200.

Holzberg (1995) p. 52; Kytzler, however, in Schmeling ed (1996) claims that although “this is 
certainly a highly probable explanation” (p. 348) it is difficult to be proven or unequivocally 
refuted either (p. 349).

See Caplan (1954) p. xxiv for the “primary purpose” of the author of the A d  Herennium.

12



Clark rightly points out/^ “the art of rhetoric aimed to present the general 

principles of effective public speaking in a systematic form as a guide to 

students who were learning to write and speak.” De partitione oratoria, for 

example, was written by Cicero “for the instruction of his son.”̂ * Quintilian 

clearly states in his introduction that his aim is “the education of the perfect 

orator”^̂  and his books offer specific instruction on how to speak effectively in 

any department of oratory. In this sense all manuals lay out rules for the speaker 

to follow, as for example in the “delivery” part in A d  Herennium (III. xi. 19ff.) 

“the speaker is told precisely what use of voice, pause, and gesture he ought 

consciously to make in a variety of situations.” ®̂ Similarly in Quintilian XI, III, 

Iff. In the same way Menandros presents specific rules and principles to make 

an enkomion of a city (346, 15 -  346, 25), for example, and Dionysios of 

Halikamassos on how to create an eschematismenos logos?^ Therefore, the 

rhetorical material included in these handbooks represent rhetorical material 

used in teaching.

Moreover, the rhetorical textbooks in which the Romans managed to preserve 

much of the Greek rhetorical theory is based on the Greek tradition “that 

instruction in public speaking could be reduced to a system, and the necessary 

precepts learned by heart and applied in practice.”^̂  After Hermagoras, 

manuals, which “had been produced in Greek for generations,” “became quite 

stereotyped in form”^̂  and “though, naturally, individual authors liked to 

introduce their own modifications of the divisions and subdivisions, and to 

refine on the work of their predecessors” “there was a certain family likeness 

about these manuals of rhetoric.” '̂* In the De Oratore, for example, the 

interlocutors are “critical of the professional rhetoricians” and their handbooks 

(I, 32, 145; II, 18, 75; III, 19, 70) but “when they come to expound their own 

views on oratory, we find that they themselves accept the traditional divisions

Clark (1957) p. 68. 
Ibid

27

28

Butler (1921) p. 9 (I, pr., 9; I, pr., 21-25). 
Caplan (1954) p. xix.
See p. 145.
Bonner (1977) p. 68.

”  Ibid  
Ib id  pp. 68-69.
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of Greek rhetoric, and take for granted many of the traditional precepts.”^̂  

Although the handbooks are not replicas of one another, their agreement is far 

more extensive that their few substantial divergences even if this is never 

acknowledged openly.

The extent of rhetorical material found in the novels made it necessary to try to 

verify their rhetorical nature with firm first-hand evidence from ancient 

handbooks. In order for this to be achieved with precision we had to base our 

investigation on specific rhetorical handbooks. Although the continuity in the 

rhetorical tradition is such that use of various rhetorical texts could be made 

here, on a strictly methodological basis we thought it inappropriate to exceed 

the chronological limitations too much. Therefore, the selection of the rhetorical 

handbooks in relation to each novelist was made on a chronological basis (e.g. 

the A d  Herennium in the case of Chariton; Quintilian, Hermogenes, etc. in the 

case of the second century Achilleus Tatios, etc.) to the extent that it was 

possible. As a result, the earlier the novelist the more exclusive this selection 

was. Whereas this criterion could lead to an exclusion of discussion of 

significant rhetorical material present in the novels, this criterion was violated 

with the least possible negative consequences; this happens especially in the case 

of epideictic rhetoric for which firstly, there is a limited range of (mainly later) 

sources and secondly, the continuity of rhetorical theory appears to be beyond 

doubt.

Apart from the chronological criterion, we tried to adapt our selection to the 

needs of the rhetorical material found in the three novels. We avoided treatises 

as, for example, the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum  because it was felt that they 

would not contribute anything more to our specific discussion than a more 

contemporary handbook. Apart from that, especially for the Rhetorica ad 

Alexandrum, its impact on the development of rhetorical theory and 

terminology has been regarded as non-existent.^^ Aristotle’s Rhetoric, on the 

other hand, apart from its exclusion on chronological grounds, was frequently 

consulted (e.g. in the divisions of a speech or the emotions and character in book

Ibid  p. 69.
^ See Russell-Wilson eds. (1981) Menander Rhetor p. xi: “Menander met a need; he formulates 
much of the practice of the great age of the Second Sophistic.”

Kennedy (1994) p. 51.
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2), but for our novelists we preferred to use more contemporary sources which 

preserve Aristotelian material anyway and could be expected to be much more 

straightforwardly related to the schools of later antiquity. The A d  Herennium 

and Quintilian are some of the most comprehensive and detailed rhetorical 

handbooks that have survived from antiquity. The works of Cicero (in the same 

first century BC tradition as the A d  Herennium) complete the picture. The 

various treatises on progymnasmata, Hermogenes’ On Issues and Dionysios of 

Halikamassos’ Peri eschematismenon logon proved to be valuable sources as 

they completed the picture of the rhetoric of the time, and Menandros Rhetor’s 

works, although later than (at least) Chariton and Achilleus Tatios, is the only 

comprehensive source on epideictic oratory.

Our selection of texts, however, does not imply that it is the only one possible. 

The area is still fertile for various approaches based on other rhetorical texts 

which focus on different aspects of rhetoric.

1. e. The implications of a study on the use of rhetoric in the novels.

When one starts isolating incidents in the novels where rhetoric is applied with 

the intention of assessing the exploitation of rhetoric in them, one is suddenly in 

front of fundamental issues of the genre. The question of chronology in relation 

to the use of rhetoric, the extent and role of literary loans, the author’s 

education, his rhetorical abilities and creativity, the role of rhetoric as a means 

for producing narrative/fiction, the reasons of the use of rhetoric in the novel 

and its interpretation, the peculiar form and content of the novel, the impact of 

“rhetorically charged” novels on the reader, the question of readership, the value 

of rhetoric as a unifying common denominator of the genre, the multiplicity of 

the rhetorical forms and concepts found in them, etc., are only some of the 

matters arising. Unfortunately, rhetoric in the novel has been regarded as so 

obvious that it did not attract a closer look with the aim of a detailed appraisal. 

The “how,” “where,” “what,” and “how much” questions in respect of rhetoric 

have never received a proper answer.
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2 . The treatment of the topic by previous scholars.

The history of the issue.

The history of the question of rhetoric and the novel in modem times goes back 

to Rohde. This issue is indirectly related to the question we are concerned with 

in the present work, which is more specifically defined as “rhetoric in the 

novel.” *̂ There is limited research on this area, with some good contributions 

coming mainly from the last decade.

a. Rhetoric and the novel.

Scholars have not failed to notice the existence of rhetoric in many novels from a 

very early stage in the “modem” bibliography but the assertion never led 

anybody to conduct a special investigation into it. On the contrary, many 

scholars have shown (personal) dislike towards rhetoric as a feature in the novel. 

As a result, discussion of this topic has been deflected by various secondary 

concems in the area of this genre. Thus, it has been discussed as a part of the 

whole question of the origins of the novel, the style of the novelists, their 

chronology, their reception, etc., but very little has been done to treat the issue 

on its own merit by conducting an analytical discussion of the rhetorical 

features. It seems that rhetoric has served modem scholarship only as a means, a 

catalyst which prompted research into various aspects of the novel not directly 

relevant to rhetoric.

Erwin R o h d e ,in  his 1876 discussion on the basic ingredients of the Greek 

novel, claims that the novel of Antonios Diogenes is a very early novel"̂  ̂because, 

among other reasons, we do not “hear” from Photios’ account any pathetic 

speeches, descriptions of works of arts etc.;'̂  ̂ therefore, in this novel there is 

“nichts von all jenen rhetorischen Pmnkstiicken der spateren Romanschreiber.”'̂  ̂

He recognises, however, that the novels that were produced later were different

See p. 22ff.
Rohde (1876); (repr. 1960).
Ibid. p. 277=258.
Ibid p. 308=286.
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because in the meantime a new force (“eine neue Macht”) appeared which 

influenced it and this was the “sophistische Redekunst.”"̂^

Rohde regarded rhetoric of the second sophistic as a factor which influenced the 

formation of the novel and this is apparent mainly in the novels that exist today 

in a complete form. His main idea was that the second sophistic contributed to 

the “crossing” of the erotic stories with travelling stories."̂ "̂

Although Rohde’s dates have had to be significantly revised, what we have to 

keep from his inspired -  for its time - theory is that he did not overlook the role 

of sophistic rhetoric in the development of the novel. It is in his remarks, 

however, that we find his rather hostile attitude towards the use of rhetoric in 

the novel, which he saw as an artificial element."^  ̂Even so, Rohde’s work in this 

early stage of research in the area is important since he recognises the role of 

rhetoric in the development of “phantasie”"̂  ̂ and the use of the progymnasma 

(mainly ethopoiia) in the novels etc."*̂  Although the careful use of stylistic- 

rhetorical language in the novel was always a noticeable issue for scholars much 

earlier than Rohde, as the Byzantine scholars Photios, Psellos, etc.'̂ * noted, 

rhetoric was treated as evidence of the quality of the novels on a stylistic level 

and was never, as happened with Rohde, explained in the general context of the 

(mainly sophistic) novel.

From now on the issue is taken up mainly in the discussions of the origins of the 

novel. Schwartz notes in his 1896 study that the novels contained rhetorical 

speeches, monologues, descriptions, rhetorical style and most importantly 

figures (Figuren)"^  ̂ which exist also in rhetoric. He uses these remarks as 

evidence of his central theory that the novel originated in the “environment” of

Ib id  p. 308=286.
Ib id  p. 309=287.
See also W. Kroll’s account in RE 31 (1937) 1208.
See, for example, Rohde (1960) p. 336=312ff., etc.

^ Rohde (1960) p. 348=323.
See ib id  chapter III, esp. pp. 343(=318) - 387(=360).
See, for example, several testimonia of Achilles Tatios in Vilborg’s edition (1955) pp. 163-168, 

where principally “Xé îç” is the main concern of these authors. Also Photios, Bibliotheca cod. 87 
(Vilborg ed. (1955) p. 163-164); cod. 94 (Vilborg ed. (1955) p. 164); Michael Psellos, De Cbariclea 
et Leucippe iudicium  in Vilborg (1955) p. 165-166. I.P. Rhakendytes (2tivotl)iç QTiTOQixfjÇ, see 
Vilborg ed. (1955) p. 168), for instance, advises that Achilleus Tatios and Heliodoros can be used 
as models in making what he calls “àcpTiYTHAauxalç QTixoQLxalç èwotaiç” (Walz vol. 3 p. 521) and 
in Walz {ibid) p. 526 Achilleus Tatios’ name is found among authors, such as I. Chrysostomos, 
Isokrates, Libanios, etc.

Schwartz (1896) p. 145.
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the rhetorical schools of Asia Minor where rhetoric had played a role in the 

transformation of historiography into “quasi-poesie”^̂  which together with 

Alexandrian love poetry constituted the parents of the novel as a genre.

In one century of research into the rhetorical origins of the novel the presence of 

the rhetorical element in the novel was explained only as a result of its biological 

pa ren tage .A s a consequence scholarship on the topic restricted itself to just 

accepting in general the presence of rhetoric in the novel and circling around 

this idea. Rarely was the rhetorical aspect considered as deserving any 

sympathetic discussion as an integral part of the novels. Whenever this 

happened the discussion privileged mainly the stylistic elements.

Norden^^ turns his attention to the “new style,” as he calls it,^* as manifested in 

genres of the time of Hadrian to the end of the empire. In the chapter on the 

erotic rom ances,Norden touches some of the still important rhetorical aspects 

of the novel mainly in the area of style. He underlines that we can only 

understand the novels if we take into consideration that they were written by 

rhetors and if we take their rhetorical aspect seriously. Even in such a short 

discussion this scholar manages to give some examples of the relationship 

between rhetoric and the novel by drawing a parallel between Seneca’s 

controversiae and passages from the novel, by comparing the style with

Ib id  p. 146.
See Schwartz (1896), esp. pp. 145-148.
In 1902 Bornecque, based on common elements shared by the two genres, regards declamation 

as the origin of the novel, a suggestion which strangely enough did not become subject to much 
discussion (p. 130). Others also followed suit and agreed with this view during the last century. 
Rohde’s theory had an impact on Cataudella’s views published in 1958. His theory of the 
formation of the novel takes into account the activities of the sophists. Furthermore, Rohde’s 
theory instigated the publication of a significant article (1962) by another Italian scholar, 
Giangrande. He challenges the theories of Rohde (1876) and Schwartz (1896) on the one side, and 
the views of Lavagnini (1922) on the other, basically on the basis of the parental ingredients that 
they proposed and the way the novel was created. Giagrande proposes a new parental ingredient; 
the prose paraphrasis which was made for practical purposes and was taught and practised 
extensively in schools {ib id  p. 152ff.). His main conclusion is the “origin of the Greek love- 
romances must reside in prose paraphrases of Alexandrian love-elegies and epyllia, paraphrases 
which the rhetors must at first have started to compose as models for their pupils.” In his theory 
Giangrande rejects any idea of “fusing” of ingredients in the schools of the second sophistic 
proposed by others but keeps the role of the sophists and their occupations (here paraphrasis) as 
a significant factor in the creation of the genre. Giangrande’s theory shows for one more time 
that without explaining the occurrence of rhetoric in the novel we cannot appreciate the genre 
completely.

Norden (1915^) published his work as early as 1898.
Ib id  p. 407.
Ib id  pp. 434-442.
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Hermogenes’ views in his Peri ideon and by unreservedly accepting the 

overshadowing role of rhetoric on their works of literature.

An important study in this area was that of W o l f f . I n  the analysis of the 

ancient novels, contained in the first part of his study, he considers all these 

rhetorical themes and motifs - which scholars today tend to look at with a 

sympathetic eye as “functional” in the novel - as “irrelevancies.” In the case of 

Achilleus Tatios, in particular, who “in the number and the bulk of irrelevancies 

. . .  far exceeds Heliodorus,”^̂  he compiles lists of “irrelevancies” of the plot (e.g. 

the story of Menelaos^*), of characterisation (e.g. “the needless analysis of 

“psychological” commonplace^^), irrelevancies of setting (e.g. the painting of 

Europa, the garden, etc.^^), irrelevant science and pseudo-science (e.g. the 

phoenix, the crocodile, etc.^ )̂. He finds a good side in all these “irrelevancies” 

which is the effect created “by turning the expectant mind away from the 

continuation that is not essentially connected with what precedes.”^̂  This is 

examined along with a similar phenomenon, the “element of the unexpected” 

(jtaQdôoÇov)^^ in which he includes ironŷ "* and antithesis'^ which is analysed 

into several categories.

His conclusion is that the rhetorical elements were stretched so much that they 

became “artifices” which he analyses.^^ His overall view on the irrelevancies is 

that for Heliodoros “about a quarter” is “out of its frame” while for Achilleus 

Tatios it “must be nearly half out”!̂  ̂ Especially for the latter Wolff seems to 

show little tolerance:

“But such is the mass, and such the damnable iteration of the irrelevancies in 

“Clitophon and Leucippe,” that for the most part they simply put the reader out 

of patience”!̂ *

Wolff (1912).
Ib id  p. 201.
Ibid  p. 203.
Ibid  p. 206.
Ibid  p. 207.

“  Ibid  pp. 207-208.
Ibid  p. 210.
Ibid  p. 21 Off.
Ibid  p. 213.
Ibid  esp. p. 217ff.
Ibid  p. 221ff.
Ibid  p. 202.
Ibid  p. 202.
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Therefore, by using interrelated stories and incidences and “tricks of rhetoric, 

the novelists are perceived by Wolff as having some kind of odd obsession or 

lack of sense of “relevance.” On the other hand, both the categorisations of 

several rhetorical tricks and their analysis provide a good rudimentary basis for 

further (mainly stylistic) analysis on a more proper basis.

Fortunately, from Perry’s 1967 book onwards the question of the origins receded 

considerably and scholars started taking a closer look at the novels themselves. 

Perry’s rejection of the previous method of trying to find biological parents 

which scholars had followed up to his time put an end to the dispute over the 

“father” and the “mother” of the novel and opened the way for a fuller 

appreciation of the novels in their literary-cultural context.

In his attempt to define the creation of the novel based on what he calls the 

deeper “idea” that generated it. Perry fails to pay sufficient attention to the role 

of rhetoric in the shaping of the genre and its overwhelming power of creating 

literature, of generating long parts of fiction, as we will see in this survey. In the 

analysis of Chariton’s novel for example {ibid chapter III), Perry pays little or 

no attention to the rhetorical abilities of the author -  he considers this novel as a 

part of the presophistic stage based on the (admittedly sound) principle of its 

internal nature rather than its date^^ and considers this novel as “fundamentally 

drama in substance and historiography in its outward form."^^

In his 1969 article, Reardon introduces the idea that the novel attracted 

sophisticated writers because “it offers obvious scope for literary 

development,”^̂  since other rhetorical activities {progymnasmata, speeches, etc.) 

leave little space for creative initiatives on the author’s part.

In his review of the origins of the novel Lesky notes that we should take into 

consideration the preparatory role that rhetorical schools played in the way of 

thinking and writing which was fruitful for the authors of novels, although the 

earlier theory that the novel was produced in the rhetorical school of the second 

sophistic is no longer valid.^^

Ib id  p. 220.
Perry (1967) chapter I, esp. pp. 18-27. 
Ibid  p. 140.
Reardon (1969) p. 306.
Lesky (1963) pp. 915-916.
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Concerning declamation Russell notes that declamation and the novel are 

“expressions of a common culture” since we find both rhetorical/declamatory 

elements in the novel and novelistic features in the declamations/"^ In similar 

terms, Cataudella in 1957 suggests that there is some influence on the “romanzo” 

by the Greek and Roman declamation/^ As obvious by now, the concentration 

on the origins of the novel led to limited research on the rhetorical elements of 

the novel.

The issue of the relationship between rhetoric and the novel is closely related to 

another still ongoing discussion on the issue of readership. The present study is 

indirectly involved in this as the use of rhetoric may be taken into consideration 

in determining not only the readership targeted by the author but also 

independently the readers whom it really had^^ This research project supports 

and advances Bowie’s view^^ that the novel of “Chariton comes closest to the 

“sophistic” novel in its exploitation of allusion to classical texts, . . . , and I 

would not doubt that Chariton aimed at and reached well-educated readers.” *̂ 

As we will see later on,^  ̂rhetoric in Chariton’s novel is too highly sophisticated 

to let us believe that this author targeted anything less than a sophisticated 

audience.

Even until recently it has been suggested that the poor textual tradition of 

Chariton’s novel “suggests that the novel was not held in high esteem by the 

educated” and, Reardon continues, “in all probability educated people did read 

it” but not as literature of high quality.*^ But we feel this judgement is too 

harshly applied in Chariton’s case. The evidence of the textual tradition cannot 

be used to draw conclusions on the readership of the novel - since the novel’s 

textual tradition is not significantly large. The role of “Tyche” in the textual 

tradition of these texts -  similarly to its role in the stories - should also not be 

underestimated. The fact that we possess Chaireas and Kallirhoe from a very 

poor tradition does not suggest that it was unpopular while, it is true, a rich 

tradition might have indicated the opposite.

Russell (1983) pp. 38-39.
Cataudella (1957) pp. 117-126.
For a discussion of the readership issue, see p. 293ff.
Bowie (1996) pp. 87-106.
Ib id  p. 106.
See p. 50ff,. p. 192ff., p. 247ff., p. 262ff., p. 283ff., esp. 300ff., and 307.
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2. b. Rhetoric in the novel.

The general discussion on rhetoric in the novel in the last two decades can be 

traced back to the 1984 work of Anderson who in chapter 3 discusses the 

rhetorical features of the ancient novels/^ Anderson tries to illustrate some 

rhetorical features/^ as for example the rhetorical display, the use of paradox 

and antithesis, other stylistic elements, etc. The chapter discusses all these 

elements in passing and presents Anderson’s views on rhetorical “snapshots” of 

the ancient novels. Similarly, Reardon (1991) gives some examples of the 

influence that rhetorical education had on the nove l .The  discussion offers a 

general overview on the overall use of rhetoric in the novel. Pemot again in his 

1992 article*"  ̂goes through some rhetorical influences on the novel of Heliodoros 

in which Charikleia’s rhetorical dexterity is singled out as unique and quite 

unexpected for a female character.

During the last decade more progress has been made in the area of rhetoric in 

the novel than ever before. The main reason for this is that scholars turned their 

attention from the issue of origins to the investigation of rhetoric in the 

surviving novels. Scholars started re-evaluating this important compositional 

element of the novel, some of them with the aim of using it as evidence for their 

views on the novel’s chronology, others to find correspondence between 

rhetorical or legal proceedings and the real world of the time and others to view 

some aspects of the style of the erotic fiction based on ancient stylistic manuals. 

In the still very few articles or chapters dealing straightforwardly with the topic 

of rhetoric in the novel, the issue is treated briefly, mainly with the aim of 

establishing certain relationships (mainly generic) on a small scale basis, but to 

the best of our knowledge, this feature has never been regarded as deserving a 

more comprehensive analysis. It is only in the 1998 thesis of Schwartz that the

Reardon (1996) p. 314.
Anderson (1984) pp. 43-61. Earlier, in his 1978 thesis, J. Morgan takes a close look at some 

(mainly stylistic) rhetorical features in the last two books of Heliodoros in ch. 4 of his 
introduction pp. 80-91, esp. 81-82.

See Hock (1997) pp. 451-452 for his criticism of Anderson’s treatment of the rhetorical speech 
in Longos 1.16.

Reardon (1991) p. 84ff.
Pernot (1992) pp. 43-51.
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forensic speeches are given special attention and this is in the context of the 

author’s interest of the “courtroom scenes in the ancient Greek novel.”*̂

One very sympathetic treatment of rhetoric in the novel can be found in the 

1990 book of Yatromanolakis on Achilleus Tatios. In this book the author 

claims that the dominant views on the language and style of Achilleus Tatios - 

which range from “extravagant” to “absurd” -  are static (not productive) 

because they simply present a series of phenomena without any attempt to find 

any reasons that prompted the author to choose them. Therefore, he suggests 

that all these “unnecessary” or “absurd” elements of Achilleus Tatios’ speeches 

have to be analysed in the light of “the erotic author who tries to present a 

sensual love story in an (appropriately) sensual manner.”*̂  The author seems to 

disapprove of previous scholarship on the matter, which saw “stylistic daring” 

as a negative feature, by approaching it in a positive way with the aim to 

appreciate the amazing potentiality that prose can have.*^

Apart from this, and still on the stylistic level, Yatromanolakis analyses certain 

linguistic and stylistic features (considered as daring) of Achilleus Tatios in the 

context of the novel,** namely the element of ykuxuTTjg in Achilleus Tatios based 

on the remarks of Hermogenes {On the Ideas), the structural balance in sentences 

of Achilleus Tatios, and he cautiously offers an explanation of the difference in 

style and language between the purely narrative line of the novel and the several 

areas of the novels which retard the progress of the plot. According to him, these 

passages provide a kind of “lyric pockets” (pools/areas) and so the alternation is 

reminiscent of the double nature of tragedy where the dramatic episodes are 

interrupted by the lyric stasima. If this is true, then we can explain those 

elements in the same way as we justify and appreciate differences between lyric 

and epic elements in tragedy.*^

The 1990 book of Yatromanolakis marked the beginning of a number of 

sympathetic approaches to rhetoric. In his 1990 article Hemadez Lara analyses 

three rhetorical-stylistic elements in the novel of Chariton, namely, rhetorical 

figures, rhythmical clausulae, and the presence of atticisms, and questions the

Schwartz (1998).
Yatromanolakis (1990) Achilleus Tatios p. 160.

87 Ibid. p. 160. 
Ibid  p. 161ff.
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traditional (early) dating of Chariton and his characterisation as belonging to 

the “presophistic stage.”^  The author of this article challenges the dominant 

view that Chariton wrote his novel before the middle of the first century. 

Although Hernandez Lara’s work aims at setting a new date for Chariton, the 

analysis of figures and other rhetorical-stylistic features offers a new insight in 

the rhetorical abilities of Chariton which, as we will see l a t e r , a r e  much more 

complicated than previously suspected. Similarly, in her 1991 article “Aspects of 

the vocabulary of Chariton” Ruiz-Montero questions Papanikolaou’s conclusions 

on Chariton’s chronology (as early as the second half of the T* century B.C.).^  ̂

Based on a number of observations about Chariton’s language she concludes that 

she prefers a date “towards the last years of the first century A.D. or the 

beginning of the second.”^̂

In 1991 Ruiz-Montero^"^ investigates the use of progym n asm ata  by Chariton and 

Xenophon, and although she devotes a very short discussion to such a wide 

topic, she offers innovative suggestions on the relationship between 

progym n asm ata  and the novel of Chariton.^^

Ferrini in a number of articles deals with the wider issue of monologues in the 

novel^^ as a group which is quite distinct from the rest of each novel. More 

significantly, in the 1987-88 article Ferrini discusses the speeches of Melite at 

the end of book 5 of Achilleus Tatios where Melite manages to convince 

Kleitophon to accept her advances through melodramatic and oratorical means 

of persuasion. Her discussion reveals many rhetorical tricks which Melite uses to 

achieve her aim. Her 1991 article deals with the judicial, military and a few

Ibid. p. 171.
Hernandez Lara (1990) p. 267.
See p. 44ff., p. 198ff., p. 247ff., and p. 262ff.
Cf. Papanikolaou (1973) pp. 160-163.
Ruiz-Montero (1991) p. 489; see also her (1980) article; also Ruiz-Montero (1994a) p. 1012 and 

Hernandez Lara (1994) p. 224.
Ruiz-Montero (1991a) pp. 709-713.
In the same year (1991) Billault published his 1987 thesis in which he discusses some 

rhetorical aspects of the novels, especially ekpbrasis (pp. 245-265) and digression (pp. 265-301), 
in the context of the rhetorical tradition. A. Billault’s (1990) article concentrates on the use of 
ekpbrasis in the Greek novels and complements the work made by Bartsch in (1989) (and Harlan 
in her 1965 dissertation) which looked mainly at the equally important issue of their function in 
the novels.

Ferrini (1990).
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other direct speeches which, she claims, make the reader think that s/he 

participates in the whole process.

Ruiz-Montero,^* who in a series of articles has provided a fresh look at many 

aspects of the ancient novel during the last decade, is in particular “rhetorically 

alert” when discussing the ancient novels. In her most recent 1996 article she 

takes seriously the rhetorical aspect of the novels as an important criterion for 

the classification of the ancient novels. She challenges the over-simplistic 

traditional terms “sophistic” and “pre-sophistic” n o v e l , b y  applying the only 

viable criteria of “spirit” and “chronology.”^^ When both criteria are applied we 

face a series of discrepancies -  especially with Chariton (and Ninos) - where the 

use of complicated rhetorical material by Chariton puts into doubt either his 

novel’s chronology or its “pre-sophistic” labelling or both.

Furthermore, based on the chronology of the beginning of the second sophistic 

set “in the second half of the first century A.D.”^̂  ̂ she claims that “only Ninus 

could with any certainty be said to predate it.” ®̂̂ However, still in this novel, as 

we will see later on in the relevant chapter on rhetoric in the fragments (p. 

162ff.) we find the application of complicated rhetorical techniques and this in a 

high proportion of the surviving parts.

Our survey is concerned with the location and analysis of the rhetorical aspects of the novel 
based on a number of rhetorical sources. However, in places, we have independently arrived at a 
similar conclusion that the public speeches, especially the judicial ones, put the reader in a 
position where he has to appreciate and judge each side’s speeches. We think that these speeches 
not only create the illusion that the reader participates in the story but they actually draw the 
reader into the story in a compulsive way and raise the dramatic tension and suspense as well as 
being a means of intellectual challenge.

In Schmeling ed. (1996) pp. 29-85.
Earlier in 1976 Anderson in his paper “Redating the Second Sophistic” (in Reardon (1977) p. 

80) expresses his reservations over the dating of the second sophistic and in his conclusions he 
claims that is “increasingly difficult to accept Chariton and Ninos as “presophistie once their 
deliberate pretension are taken into account” and that “it might be more useful to discard the 
term “sophistic” altogether in favour of “late Greek rhetoric.”

Ruiz-Montero (1996) p. 3Off.
Ibid p. 30.
Ibid
This is also implied by her on p. 47 where she talks about Ninos’ “heavily rhetorical nature.” 

Furthermore, Jenistova (1953) in the analysis of Ninos takes into consideration its rhetorical 
aspect (esp. on p. 218 ff.) and accepts that the novel has taken over “motifs from rhetorical 
exercises” (p. 319).
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According to Ruiz-Montero’s conclusions on Chaireas and Kalîirhoê^^ and 

Ninos there is a “high level of rhetorical awareness and mastery of both 

a u th o r s ; ' ' i n  discussing the “rhetorical context" she tries to make the reader 

aware of some rhetorical motifs in the ancient novels.

Ruiz-Montero views the laments in Chariton, Xenophon, and Ninos as a direct 

influence of tragedy, especially Euripides. In part III (p. 222ff.) of the present 

study there is a discussion of the direct relationship of the material contained in 

the lament speeches with epideictic oratory, too.

As far as the fragments are concerned, in her most recent comprehensive article 

on the surviving fragments of the ancient Greek novel, Stephens (1996) among 

her conclusions underlines that “the style even of very small fragments, like the 

majority of the larger ones, adheres for the most part to rules of ancient rhetoric, 

employing the series of highly artificial conventions that were taught and 

assiduously practised in the s c h o o l s . A n d  she goes on to raise the question 

whether style is an important criterion in the rough dating of the fragments. Her 

conclusion is that style has often been used - especially in the case of the novels 

where other chronological information is scarce - for an estimate of their time of 

production.^^* Perhaps, we add, a new comprehensive study of Chariton’s novel 

can provide some clues for estimating his still problematic dating.

The article of R. Hock̂ ®̂  deals, at least thematically, more straightforwardly 

with the issue of rhetoric in the novel. In this informative article Hock makes a 

clear case for the relationship between romance and the progymnasmata and 

attempts a general appreciation of the primary evidence of rhetoric in the novel. 

The treatment of such a neglected issue is always welcome and the variety of 

information is quite good, but the nature of this article does not allow the author 

to go deeper into the rhetorical presence in the novel than a short treatment of 

the topic with a few prominent examples. Apart from the conclusion that there 

is a serious relation between rhetoric and the novel - still insufficiently

In his most recent article on Chariton, Reardon (1996) estimates that “Chariton was fairly 
well-educated” (p. 323) and in monologues he “uses a whole battery of rhetorical figures” (p. 325). 
Also on p. 332 he provides a general estimate on Chariton’s rhetorical tendencies.

Ruiz Montero (1996) p. 68.
Ibid. pp. 48-49.
Stephens (1996) pp. 681-682.
Ib id  p. 682.
Hock (1997) esp. pp. 435-465.
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researched - there is an additional remark on the rarity of such works: “the 

romances may well be one of the hottest properties in town, as has been noted, 

but the rhetoric of the romances is not one of the hot topics.”^̂*̂ Looking back on 

what has been achieved in the area, he notices with dismay that the issue has 

been so much misunderstood and maltreated that “clearly, then, sustained, 

sophisticated, and sympathetic analyses of rhetoric in the romances are a 

desideratum.”̂  ̂  ̂

A new study, which appeared at a very advanced stage of our survey, is 

Schwartz’s dissertation on the courtroom scenes in the ancient Greek novel 

(1998). In this work Schwartz is concerned throughout her study with the 

relationship of the imaginary courtroom scenes to the world of real life. She 

offers a discussion of the trial scenes and often she refers to rhetorical features of 

the courtroom speeches, although she seems to rely on secondary sources for 

that.^^  ̂However, in this work the priority is not to investigate the bearings of 

rhetorical theory on the forensic speeches of the novels, and courtroom speeches 

are seen as a part of the trial scene which starts with the crime and ends with the 

punishment. The closest that the author gets in her analysis to the association of 

certain rhetorical techniques with a certain handbook is that of Aristotle’s 

Rhetoric (see, for example, pp. 90-91 for the case of Dionysios’ speech in 

Chariton 5, 5, 9). We have kept our original discussion, which was done 

independently at an early stage of this project, since we view our subject from 

different angles (she is mainly concerned with the relationship of courtroom 

scenes with legal realia) and our analysis relies heavily on sources different from 

the ones Schwartz (1998) uses.

Schwartz is focused on discussing the adaptation of the motif of trial scenes by 

the novelists, and this is reflected in the method she follows, the material she 

examines, and the contents of her project.^However, in the discussion of her 

topic one finds valid points on the use of forensic rhetoric by the five novelists

Ib id  p. 448.
Ib id  p. 453
See, for example, her identification of certain rhetorical features of Mithridates' speech 

Chariton 5, 7 which relies directly on Russell (1983); see Schwartz (1998) p. 94 and p. 96.
In her introduction she defines her three perspectives; the first is “narratological,” the second 

“considers the generic convention of the trial scene,” and the third considers “the novels from a 
legal perspective;” see Schwartz (1998) pp. 12-13.
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she examines, and her work is a very sympathetic reading of some rhetorical 

features used in the courtroom scenes of the extant novels.

In the discussion of the history of the issue of rhetoric we have seen that rhetoric 

is principally mentioned and utilised as evidence either in the discussion of the 

origins, or rather briefly in general overviews of the novels, or completely 

ignored, but it has never been an independent issue worth of a large scale survey. 

As a result, we are still short of evidence and conclusions for the presence and 

function of all branches of rhetoric in the novels. This leads to unsatisfactory 

readings with low rhetorical awareness. Literature can be read for pleasure by 

anyone, but scholars should try to read it with the eyes of the intended or actual 

reader with the aim to appreciate it fully. This low “rhetorical alertness” has lead 

many scholars to overlook the rhetorical dimension of the novels; all this goes 

back to the lack of conclusive studies and information in this particular area. As 

Hock has rightly pointed out for one aspect of rhetoric, “the value of these 

progymnasmata for reading the romances is immense, as knowledge of them 

helps us to recover some of the conventions of thought that governed both writer 

and reader;”""* this conclusion has further application to all forms of rhetoric in 

the novel.

Hock (1997) p. 454.
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3. Rhetoric and characterisation in the three novels.

When dealing with the use of rhetoric in the novels we need to distinguish whose 

rhetoric we are talking about. Does rhetoric belong to the character making the 

speech, so that it can be seen as a means of characterisation, or does it belong to 

the author, in which case it would mean that the novel contains rhetorical 

pockets directly coming from the authorial voice?

Rhetorical speeches of the novels can be produced by the speakers themselves, 

the narrator-participant in the story, or the author. The question that arises then 

is: how does the rhetoric employed by a character in a novel suit his/her 

characterisation or status? Why do we often find people of a different status 

such as women, servants, robbers, etc. having rhetorical abilities? What makes 

them have these abilities?

In Achilleus Tatios, for example, rhetorical techniques used in speeches 

sometimes appear to be unlikely for their speakers; rhetoric seems to be imposed 

on them for the sake of epideixis. This may be because the novel is a first person 

narrative by the main hero, Kleitophon. The narrator-protagonist takes over and 

presents show-pieces for the sophisticated reader. In these instances rhetorical 

principles are taken very seriously indeed, leading to a richness of rhetorical 

techniques and motifs.

The novel of Achilleus Tatios is the first Greek ego-narrative novel. The novel, 

however, is the story of Kleitophon narrated to the authorial voice which is 

clearly heard in i ,  1 - 1 ,2  in first person; “the reader experiences events through 

the eyes of the narrator-hero and can more easily identify with him and the 

other characters.”^̂ ^

The first narrator -  the authorial voice - and Kleitophon -  the narrator- 

protagonist of the story -  appears to have similar interests and tendencies. The 

first narrator is attracted by a certain picture which he describes in great detail, 

presenting thus an excellent ekphrasis (1, 1, 2 -  1, 1, 13). Earlier (1, 1, 1) his 

description of the Sidonian port has similar qualities, and also later (1, 2) the 

first narrator appears irresistibly attracted to Kleitophon's story whom he
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encounters near the place where the picture was. Kleitophon is going to offer his 

story as evidence of how true the first narrator’s explanation of the picture is: 

“oiov cigxei Ppecpoç oupavou xai yfig xai SaXdooTiç” (1, 2, 1). In their short 

discussion the first narrator appears eager to listen to Kleitophon’s story even if 

it might look like a fiction: “M ti xaroxvi]oj]ç, œ  péXriore” eqpr|v, “jtpoç t o u  Aïoç 

xai TOU ''E q c o to ç  aÛTOü, t o u t t i  |AdX.X,ov fjoeiv, el xdi ^luSoiç êoixe” (1, 2, 2 -3 ). 

Soon we realise that both the authorial voice and the narrator-protagonist tend 

to be attracted to stories. All the information we get from the beginning of the 

novel about the first narrator point in this direction. In the rest of the novel the 

second narrator behaves in a similar way.^^^

The novel is thus presented as the result of the accidental meeting and 

conversation of two people: two characters (the first narrator is also a character 

no matter how small his participation in the initial chapters is) who could be 

easily identified as two scholastici or two pepaideumenoi}^^ educated people of 

the time, who share similar in te re s ts .T h e ir  initial exchanges are also the 

author’s introduction to his readers. First, it is made clear that Kleitophon is 

narrating his own story in which he is the main hero. Second, this initial 

dialogue and the rhetorically charged ekphrasis serve to attract people who are 

equally interested in such stories and rhetoric. The rhetoric used by the speakers 

serves as a preparation for the abundance of the rhetorical material contained in 

the novel, and perhaps is indicative of the intended readership of this novel.

Holzberg (1995), p. 90; see also the discussion in Hâgg (1971) p. 124ff. and Yatromanolakis 
(1990) Achilleus Tatios^. 92ff.; for the “narrative complexity which the presence and variation 
of a narrative voice can offer” in the Greek “sophistic” novels see Harrison (2000) pp. 234-235.

For an enlightening comparison between the narrator-protagonist and the initial narrator -  
the authorial voice or “the ideal listener” (as called by Yatromanolakis), see Yatromanolakis 
(1990) Achilleus Taf/ospp. 94-95.

The term is found in Chariton 5, 4, 1 where the narrator characterises Dionysios as such. It 
has been widely used by Anderson for the intellectual educated people of the sophistic schools in
the age of the second sophistic; see esp. in his (1989) p. 79ff. and (1993) p. 171 and passim, for
scholasticus, see Bonner (1977) p. 309f.; also Conte (1996) passim.

Conte (1996) identifies the main hero (and others) in the novel of Petronius as scholastici. 
There, Conte claims, the scholastici are “made objects of derision by the ironic strategy by the 
“hidden author.” In this way the author invites “his reader to chuckle at the mania for grandeur 
of declamatory, scholastic culture. The aim of striking at the vanity of his culture explains why 
the author hid himself, preferring to hand over his stage to degraded characters nourished on 
great literary models” (p. vii); see also ib id  chapter 1, pp. 1-36; also pp. 37-38 and elsewhere. 
This reference along with the initial question of this chapter (p. 29) and encouragement to view 
Achilleus Tatios’ novel in the light of Conte’s interpretation of Petronius was given to me by Dr. 
J. Morgan for which I am grateful to him.

See the chapter on readership p. 293ff., esp. p. 300ff.
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As Harrison has rightly noted, because of the set-up of the prologue there is “a 

clear distancing of the plot of the novel from the voice of the author” and, at the 

same time, “failure to return to this frame at the end, surely deliberately, adds to 

the impression of complexity in the matter of narrative voice.”

In Achilleus Tatios’ novel rhetoric is a pre-eminent characteristic of the main 

hero, the narrator-protagonist, who has the tendency to be drawn into situations 

which are given rhetorical treatment and, thus, he produces rhetorical 

showpieces, such as ekphraseis, various descriptions, rhetorical speeches, etc. 

This is apparent from the very beginning and it gives a clue for the way we 

should read this novel. It is not confined to his own speeches but seems to appear 

in the speeches of other characters, betraying the narrator-protagonist’s 

inclination to reproduce rhetorical sp eech es .T h e  result is an abundance of 

showpiece rhetoric in the novel. This, we assume, was destined to be appreciated 

by its readers who would get enjoyment by recognising what they knew from 

schools; it is also instructive principally for the characterisation of the 

protagonist. The educated person at the peak of the second sophistic, the 

product of the schools, had similar tendencies to the ones that the narrator- 

protagonist shows. The pepaideumenos-scholasticus does not miss any occasion 

to show it. The speeches are rhetorically charged because the narrator is 

ironically presented as a typical product of the schools of oratory of the second 

sophistic. If this is true, then we see an ironical detachment of the author from 

his main character to the point that he can be considered as making fun of his 

hero’s misadventures and his response to them. The narrator-protagonist is 

presented as favouring rhetorical speeches because of his inclination to produce 

rhetorical showpieces and live through them the excitement that they offer. In 

this way the rhetorically aware and trained reader may have identified and, 

ultimately, sympathised with the main hero and narrator.

Harrison (2000) p. 234.
See also Anderson (1993) p. 163: “We are dealing . . . with a lover straight out of a Tyrian 

declamation school. Clitophon is physically as well as intellectually experienced; there has been 
sexual experience for a start, and a distinctly academic approach to sexuality . . . ”

Furthermore, see the ingenious comparison of the “pathetic power” of Encolpius’ rhetorical 
questions with the On the Sublime by Conte (1996), which leads to the conclusion (among 
others) that such rhetorical devices bring the “narrative alive with pathetic colors” and thus the 
effects produced have an impact upon the reader (Conte (1996) p. 9ff.).
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This may be the main reason why we experience the all-pervasiveness of rhetoric 

in the novel of Achilleus Tatios. In this novel all characters show some kind of 

rhetorical ability. We seem to be visiting a world full of well-trained speakers 

like the protagonist himself. Perhaps this is an indication that the intended 

readership of this novel was likewise aware, interested, and appreciative of 

rhetoric.

As we saw earlier (pp. 29-30), right from the beginning of the Leukippe and 

Kleitophon we see the two voices -  the authorial voice and that of the narrator- 

protagonist -  in strong agreement on one theme: the omnipotence-supremacy of 

Love. This is what the initial picture illustrates, for which the author shows 

great admiration and respect. The narrator-protagonist not only accepts the 

authorial interpretation of the picture, but also agrees with its basic idea and 

sets out to prove the point with another story -  his personal experience which 

contains many examples of what adventures/suffering Love can cause 

("Tooavtaç ü p Q E iç  e q o d to ç  Jta0c5v" 1, 2, 1).

Despite his education which shines through on every occasion, ranging from 

various samples of oratory to a great mythological knowledge, the character 

Kleitophon shows a number of signs which are not compatible with his 

educational experiences. A fine example of this contrast can be found at the end 

of book 2, while on board on a ship Kleitophon meets Menelaos, who explains 

the reason for his immigration as the result of his love of a nice young boy (2, 

34, 4); to that Kleinias responds with his own bad experience with love. After 

that Kleitophon, wanting to cheer his co-travellers up, as he admits in his 

narration, introduces for discussion a question on homosexual and heterosexual 

love. In response to Menelaos’ argument favouring homosexual love, Kleitophon 

(who does not share Menelaos’ view) employs a formidable rhetorical 

presentation of his view which is highly indicative of his education:

“IIcüç Ô Q i|iu te Q o v , ” EcpTiv, “o T i jtaQ axutl^ Q V  |a 6 v o v  o iX E x a i x a i  o u x  a j t o X a u o a i  

ôC ôcoo i TCP cpiA .ouvT i, o X k  EOixE Tcp T o u  T a v x d X o u  j t c n p a t i ;  jioX ,A .dxiç  y d p  £ v  (p 

n:CvETai jtÉcpEuyE, x a i  à jtîiA .0E v 6  è p a o t r i ç  o ù x  E upcbv j t iE îv  t o  ô e  e t i  j t iv o p E v o v  

d p T td ^ E x a i J tp lv  6  jtCvcov x o p E O 0 f|. x a i  o u x  e o x i v  d j i b  J ia i ô b ç  d jtE X 0E îv  è p a o x ^ v  

d X u T tov  E x o v x a  x ^ v  f i b o v q v  x a x a X E iJ tE i y d p  e x i  ô i i l ic o v x a ” ( 2 ,  3 5 , 4 -5 ) .
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This initial response is only a sample of the quality of rhetoric that Kleitophon 

employs and constitutes only the beginning of a speech which is coming soon as 

a response to Menelaos’ arguments, which again are of a high rhetorical value (2, 

37, 1-10). In this second speech Kleitophon excels himself by showing not only 

rhetorical mastery but also formidable knowledge of mythology on which he 

bases many of his arguments. The strength of his speech is acknowledged 

indirectly even by Menelaos at the beginning of his last speech (2, 38, 1). By 

contrast Kleitophon, the master of speaking, is still the character we saw only 

days earlier asking his cousin, Kleinias, for advice on how to woo Leukippe: “tC 

Xéycû; tC jtoiw; jcœç ctv Tuxoifxi tî|Ç èQcoiiévqç; oùx oiôa yaQ tyoi tàç  ôôoùg” (1, 9, 

7).
This obvious contradiction between theoretical expertise and practical naivety 

follows the narrator-protagonist in his adventures. In his speech to Menelaos he 

claims inexperience with women, although he makes a meticulously detailed and 

mythologically supported case. His picture from his speeches at the end of book 

2 comes in contrast with the word-bound boy (in book 1) who seeks help from 

somebody else more experienced in 1, 9 where he confesses his love for Leukippe 

to Satyros, and again in 2, 4 where he admits cowardice in love-matters 

("ôeôoixa ôè (iq aToXpioç xol ôeiXôç epcoToç 2, 4, 4-5). All

this indicates a considerable discrepancy between Kleitophon’s eloquence due to 

his education and his ineffectiveness in action. His thorough education does 

nothing to help him in facing his personal “reality.” Elsewhere, he appears 

credulous: he falls an easy victim to Thersandros’ trap and takes as true without 

questioning any claims his deceitful co-prisoner makes in 7, 3-4. His response to 

Kleinias, who tries to make his friend wait until he is certain about Leukippe’s 

death, is that he is absolutely convinced: “ t o u t o u  àocpaX-éoTepov jtcDç ôtv 

(idOoiç;” (7, 6, 2).

Earlier in book 5 after a long persistent persecution, Kleitophon succumbs to 

Melite’s wishes without being able to help himself escape from her amorous 

attention (5, 25-26) with the assistance of his education. In book 3, captured by 

the Egyptian robbers (3, 9ff.) Leukippe, according to his account, is apparently 

killed and her entrails eaten in front of him (3, 15, 3). At that moment, while 

everybody averts from looking at the disgusting spectacle, he is looking (3, 15,
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5). His strange inclination to look at the spectacle makes him identify with 

Niobe instead of helping him appreciate what is really going on (xai Td%a 6 tt|ç 

Ni6pT]ç pî)6oç onx fjv il^enôfjç. . .  3, 15, 6).

Again later in 5, 7, 4ff. Leukippe falls victim to robbers. After a swift 

persecution they apparently decapitate her and this happens in front of 

Kleitophon’s eyes who watches from a distance. When finding the headless body, 

Kleitophon, quick to accept that the body in front of him belongs to his fiancée, 

verbalises his pain in a lament (5, 7, 8-9).

All these examples show that, although well educated, Kleitophon fails to cope 

with life and appears as an easy victim who suffers at the hands of the god of 

love. Is this not what the authorial voice and the protagonist have agreed right 

from the beginning? Is this not the occasion for the whole account of 

Kleitophon? Is this not what the reader has been clearly warned that he is going 

to hear? “Oiov ap%6i Ppeqpoç oûpavou xai yfiG %al Sakdooqç”^̂  ̂ is not only the 

author’s and the narrator’s theme but would also be the reader’s conclusion after 

Kleitophon’s account of his suffering. Love’s omnipotence finds no match in the 

protagonist’s education.^^"  ̂The fact that his schooling in rhetoric and mythology 

does not help him to overcome adversity portrays Kleitophon as a pathetic 

figure; Achilleus appears to have treated him with ironic detachment.

Further on this, as Reardon has noted, the various divergences in the treatment 

of conventional motifs (love, rivals and fidelity, reunion, etc.^^ )̂ in Achilleus 

Tatios can be explained as a result of sophistication and, ultimately, creativity

A.T. 1, 2, 1.
See also Harrison (2000) pp. 215-220. Harrison compares Lucius (from Apuleius’ novel) “the 

narrator of the novel” and Apuleius “its author” and finds that there is much resemblance 
between them (pp. 218-219). Lucius “shares the social origins of almost all the major Greek 
sophists of the first and second centuries AD,” (p. 216) and “though Lucius has many traits of 
the elite intellectual in the Metamorphoses, his education does not prevent him from making 
many foolish decisions and choices” (p. 218). Although he appears to be “credulous,” “foolish,” 
“too easily swayed by momentary sensual pleasure,” etc. (p. 219), he is capable of producing “a 
persuasive and highly invective forensic oration of Ciceronian character when required to at a 
mock trial in Book 3 (3.43-7.3)” (p. 219).

Courtney (2001) in comparing the novels of Petronius and Achilleus Tatios claims that a 
main difference in the protagonists of those novels lies in “the interval between the events and 
their recounting” which is not substantial in the case of Kleitophon; in Petronius, however, “it 
occasionally becomes clear that Encolpius is looking back at the events with a certain 
detachment and even amusement, though at the time he presents himself as thinking of them in a 
semi-tragic light.” In this way “the irony of the narrator, who as such is sophisticated and 
competent, converges with that of the author” (p. 37).

Reardon (1994) p. 86ff.
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of the author rather than as a means to create a parody of the genre. Reardon is 

against viewing Achilleus Tatios’ novel either as a parody or as a comic novel 

altogether, but rather he sees it as “an amused comment on its own genre”^̂  ̂and 

as “a genuine if offbeat specimen of its genre.”^̂ * He therefore considers that the 

“isolated and special episodes” of Leukippe’s sacrifice in 3, 15 with the 

corresponding soliloquy of Kleitophon in 3, 16 along with Leukippe’s 

decapitation and Kleitophon’s short corresponding speech in 5, 7 are 

deliberately created and expect the audience “to enjoy the kitsch, to relish the 

frisson such an incident would induce”; a l s o  he supports the idea that 

Kleitophon’s ill-conceived rhetorical outbursts are evidence of deliberate and 

“highly sophisticated sensationalism” which should not be taken at their face 

va lue .Th i s  view is further corroborated by the acute observation that in these 

episodes “the author has chosen to revert to an uncomfortably severe form of 

ego-narrative that he has in principle abandoned.”

In the other two novels, those of Chariton and Heliodoros, rhetoric is employed 

by the authors mainly to characterise their heroes. This should be interpreted 

with caution. First, rhetoric by definition is bound to distort pictures; it has 

cleverly been defined as “the science of occasion,” namely “how to say just the 

right thing at just the right moment.”^̂  ̂Not every single element of the speech 

should be taken as a means of characterisation, but we should take into account 

the “rhetoric of the situation”^̂"̂ and the function of each employment of 

rhetoric. If seen in this light, the use of rhetoric on each occasion is better 

understood and explained. In her introduction to the Alkestis, for example. Dale 

states that in these situations the question is not “What would X, being such a 

man, be likely to say in such a situation?” but “suppose a man involved in such a 

situation, how should he best acquit himself? How gain his point? Move his 

hearers? Prove his thesis? Convey information lucidly and vividly?”^̂  ̂Trying to

Ibid  p. 92.
^ Ibid  p. 93.

Ibid  p. 84.
Ibid  p. 83.
Ibid  p. 84.
Ibid  p. 84.

”  MacQueen (1990) pp. 111-112.
Dale (1954) Euripides Aicestis p. xxv of the introduetion. I owe this referenee to Prof. C. 

Carey, to whom I am grateful 
Ibid. pp. xxvii-xxviii.
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understand why the characters speak in a certain way in certain circumstances 

is a better way of approaching them. This is, Dale claims, “the dominating 

consideration,” namely “what points con\à be made here.”^̂  ̂The dramatist is “as 

it were a kind of Xoyoypdcpog who promises to do his best for each of his clients 

in turn as the situations change and succeed one another.” This in no way 

means that we should discard rhetorical speeches as indications of character. It 

means, however, that the speaker’s specific situation should also be taken into 

account.

What Euripides is doing in the Alkestis is true for the novelists as well. Their 

characters, like those of tragedy, react to particular situations determined by 

what Dale called the “rhetoric of the situation.”^̂ * The novel unfolds scene by 

scene and not as one picture from the beginning to the end. It is principally the 

plot-line that unifies the whole thing.^^^

In Theagenes and Charikleia, rhetoric is used mainly by educated speakers, 

usually coming from the higher classes, characters such as Thyamis, Arsake, 

Hydaspes, and principally Charikleia. The rhetorical techniques they use are 

very advanced i n d e e d . L i k e  most figures in Heliodoros’ novel, his two 

protagonists are characterised mainly through their speeches and through their 

reactions to speeches; Charikleia’s resourcefulness, calm and self-control even in 

extremely desperate situations become apparent in the way she speaks; her 

rhetorical skills, in contrast to those of Theagenes, are consistent with her 

dominant protagonist role in the novel as opposed to the role played by 

Theagenes.

Charikleia’s rhetorical speeches play a great role in the presentation of her 

character. She proves to be extremely versatile in any awkward position and 

able to escape danger through the use of rhetoric (see, for example, her response 

to Thyamis’ wedding proposal in 1, 21). The reader has been indirectly warned 

about this ability of Charikleia. Her step-father, Charikles, in despair because of 

his unsuccessful attempts to convince his daughter to start thinking about

Ibid  p. xxviii.
Ibid. p. xxviii.
Ibid. p .  XXV.

Ibid. pp. xxviii-xxix.
See, for example, p. 138ff., p. 143ff., p. 145f., p. 154ff., p. 157, etc.
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marriage confesses defeat. Because of this he asks Kalasiris to intervene and 

help. His daughter’s good education has made her invincible in speech:

O uT E  YotQ O ep ajtE u cov  o u t e  E Jtay Y E X X d p E v o g  o u t e  X o Y io d j iE v o ç  à v a x i v œ v  jc E Îo a i  

ÔEÔuvTiiiai, d X X à  t o  y o X z i t é x a x o ^  t o î ç  é f io tç .  t 6  t o u  X.6 y o u .  x a t ’ ê p o u  xEyoiiTai 

jtTEOoîc; x o ù  T ^ v  EX k o Y w v  j t o k u j t E io ia v .  ïjv  jto ix iX .T ]v £ 5 i6 a Ë d fiY ]v  j t o o ç  

xaraoxEu^v t o u  t o v  d o iO T o v  f ] o f ) o 6 a i  pC ov. EJtavaTEivExaL è x O E id Ç o u o a  |i,£v  

j ta Q 0 E v C a v . . .  (2, 33, 5).

This very instructive comment by Charikleia’s step father is confirmed by her 

actual speeches in various situations; it comes to a climax in the scene at 

Hydaspes’ court, where she manages to save herself and Theagenes from certain 

death, which not only reunifies her with her real parents but also changes the 

whole religious-ideological beliefs of Ethiopia concerning human sacrifice.

Apart from the main heroes, there is much scope for characterisation of 

secondary characters through their use of rhetoric, as in the case of Knemon’s 

parents, and of Kybele (p. 214ff.). As for the first, we see an effective speaker 

seeking justice and punishment of his son while his wife is using rhetoric for her 

self-interested purposes (p. 127ff.).

As for Kybele, we are in front of an interesting character-type, the favourite, 

capable, and conniving servant through whom the heroes come into indirect 

contact with somebody in a superior position who, apart from power, has an 

interest in them.̂ "̂  ̂Kybele is the old steward next to Arsake (see 7, 2, 1 for her 

characterisation), for whom Arsake shows extreme trust and respect .Kybele  

is then presented as a highly experienced, manipulative character who is “skilful 

at achieving criminal goals.” "̂*̂ Her use of rhetorical techniques is appropriate; 

in her hands, rhetoric becomes a dangerous manipulative device.

In both Chariton and Heliodoros rhetoric is used to present educated 

charac tersas ,  for instance, Dionysios or Chaireas in the former, Charikleia in

See Pernot (1992); Morgan in Schmeling (1996) p. 452 and Wiersma (1990) p. 21; see also later 
on, p. 213ff.

A further discussion on Charikleia can be found in Pernot (1992) pp. 43-51.
This is also true of Chariton’s Plangon who appears to use the language of deceit to a great 

extent in order to persuade Kallirhoe to marry Dionysios which would please her master (p. 203).
See how she talks to her in seeking help: œ utiteqiov (7, 10, 3); na[i[xC0iov (7, 10, 4); KvPekiov 

cpiXxaTov (7, 10, 6).
Billault in Schmeling ed. (1996) p. 117.
For Chaireas’ characterisation as a noble character, a “hero in the sophistic-rhetorical 

tradition of the romance see Helms (p. 28f.); similarly, for Kallirhoe’s characterisation as a noble.
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the latter, etc. Chariton gives a straightforward characterisation of Dionysios (5, 

5,1):

“Ô Aiovnoioç, oîa cppovi^oç àv^o xai jtejcaiôentiévoç. Xôyovç xy\ ywaix'i 

TCpoafjveYxev d)c êv toiontotç jti0avcoTdTonc;. 8À.acpQâ>ç te xai Jtpdooç exaota 

ôiTiYonnevoç.” '̂̂ ^

The fact that he speaks convincingly reveals his rhetorical abilities acquired 

through his paideia. Later on, in the court scene, Dionysios presents an 

excellently-prepared speech (p. 5Iff.) for which, the narrator informs us, he woke 

up early in the morning “to rehearse.” Related to this is the interesting fact 

that Dionysios is not only impressed by Kallirhoe’s beauty but also, as he 

confesses, by her “gift of persuasive speech.” "̂̂^

The use of rhetorical dexterity shows the negative power of rhetoric when used 

for calculated purposes, as in the case of the servants who use rhetoric. They 

present an apparent discrepancy which exists in all (three) novels, which is 

explicable in the case of Achilleus Tatios as we saw earlier (p. 29ff.) but not in 

the case of the other two novelists. The supposedly uneducated servants (and 

others such as robbers) are often presented as showing craftiness through the use 

of rhetoric.

In Chariton’s novel we have at least two cases where rhetoric could at first sight 

be seen as inappropriate to the characters; these are Theron (1, 7; 1, 10; 1, 11, 

etc.) and the robbers’ council, and Plangon (2, 10). In 1, 10 the speakers’ use of

intelligent and cultured lady see ib id  p. 45f.; for Dionysios’ characterisation as a noble and 
educated man see ib id  pp. 66-68; also for Plangon’s characterisation as a cunning and intelligent 
character see ib id  p. 94f. Helms’ book on characterisation in Chariton is the only monograph, to 
the best of our knowledge, on this topic. In his work he discusses characterisation in terms of 
three Aristotelian categories; these are “moral choice,” “consistency,” and “realism” (see ib id  p. 
22; also p. 147) and so excludes rhetorical characterisation (in this case etbopoiia) on the basis 
that it “does not contain any character delineation but rather a verbose display of pathos” (p. 
25). As a result, this thesis overlooks the character-revealing use of rhetoric which, if nothing 
else, indicates educated, cultured characters. However, in places (as, for example, on p. 70) the 
author claims that Chariton is fond of speeches (soliloquies or dialogue) “for no other reason 
than to make the portrait more lively, more picturesque, more human” (see also p. 106, 127, and 
148) and concedes that in Chariton “rhetoric is not used for its own sake but is functional in 
making the portrayal more human, more lifelike” (p. 148) therefore indirectly admitting some 
bearing of rhetoric on characterisation.

Earlier Dionysios had been introduced as a man “irkoÜTœ xai yevei xai TiaiSeCçc xcov akXœv 
liDVCüV 'ônegéxovxa” (1, 12, 6); again in 2, 1, 5 he is called: “àvTjp yap ^aoiXixdç, ôiacpépcov 
à^icofiaxi xol Jiaiôefg xriç ôXtiç ’Icoviaç.”

Translation by Reardon in Reardon (1989) p. 81; Chariton 5, 5, 6: “iva neXexfjaT] xt)v 0Cxt]v.”
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telika kephalaia^^^ fails to persuade Theron to follow either speaker’s suggestion, 

but the employment of rhetoric is an indication of how a case can be equally 

argued from both sides.

In Plangon’s case we see the manipulative servant at work. This scene (2, 10) 

needs two equally resourceful characters, Plangon and Kallirhoe (p. 203ff.). 

Without an equally capable character we would not be able to witness the 

discussion of the two opposing views of a serious issue and the deliberations on 

the best possible solution, and the reader would not be able to get closely 

involved in Kallirhoe’s dilemma. The issue is highly appropriate for controversia 

and suasoria, where often speakers are in front of similar situations.^^^ The 

circumstances call for a capable person to rise to the occasion; here Plangon is 

shown doing that. On this occasion, rhetoric functions rather as a basic tool in 

the construction of a dramatic scene. Speakers apply rhetorical techniques such 

as the use of etho^^^ in order to make a convincing speech. Ethos is deliberately 

depicted in a certain way in order to serve the speaker’s specific objectives. Is 

this characterisation consistent or incongruous with the picture that the author 

gives of his characters? Does the specific rhetorical device of ethos inform our 

reading of the novel’s characters in any way? This depends on the circumstances. 

For example, the villain Thersandros becomes a much more convincing figure 

after the courtroom trial where his opponents expose the dark sides of his 

character with informative details and a rgum en t s , and  also when we see him 

exploit rhetoric in order to make his fabrications sound p l aus ib l e . In  this case, 

ethos is used as a means of advancing our perception of a character. 

Thersandros’ deceptive speeches highlight the depravity of his character and 

deepen our understanding of his viciousness.

His advocate turns out to be a worthless bubbler, who despite the employment of 

sophistry and his apparent confidence proves to be inadequate in supporting his

Translation by Goold (1995) Chariton p. I l l ;  Chariton 2, 6, 1; “jtQooeoTL bs a’ÙTf) xai f) tcùv 
Xoycov jieL0c5.” See also Wiersma (1990) p. 119f. for the characterisation of Kallirhoe as “the 
stronger personality of the two leading characters”; see also Egger (1994) p. 36ff.

See pp. 201-202.
Almost all controversiae and suasoriae in Seneca deal with such impossible situations; see, for 

example, Contr. 1, Suas, 3, etc.
See p. 177ff.; also Russell (1990) pp. 197-212 and Carey (1994) pp. 34-44.
See, for example, p. 83f. and p. 276.
See Thersandos’ speeches in Achilleus Tatios 7, 11 and 8, 8; see p. 76ff.
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client. Arrogant (starting his speech with an overambitious statement, see 8, 10, 

2) and without a sense of the courtroom’s reality, is he not the type of orator 

who has been so much criticised as useless in courts due to his education 

inappropriate for the real courtroom circumstances? Is he not the type of 

“private room orator,” a private declaimer and not a real orator, who is often 

mocked in the handbooks as being ineffective in real courts?^^^

The case of Kleitophon, who because of his suffering pleads for the death penalty 

for himself by accepting full responsibility for Leukippe’s death, is another 

interesting one. It is the reaction of a man in despair but also of a man who 

seeks justice and revenge for his beloved’s murder. We are shown two pictures of 

a character: one given before the speech, where Kleitophon reveals his plans to 

his friend Kleinias (and thus to the reader), and one -  a distorted one - which 

arises from his speech; the reader, though, has been warned against this early 

en o u g h . B y  juxtaposing those two pictures the reader becomes involved in the 

irony of the scene where speaker and reader know more than the intended 

audience - the jury. Kleitophon’s speech to the judges is a particularly 

sophisticated example of pseudo-characterisation, which works on two levels: to 

the judges, he presents himself as a villain and murderer, yet by his very self

denunciation he arouses the reader’s sympathy for the predicament he is in. 

Chariton, by contrast, uses speeches and ethopoiiai in a more straightforward 

way in order to characterise his protagonists. Although Kallirhoe is involved in 

deceptions^^^ (lying to Dionysios; failing to mention the existence of her son to 

the real father Chaireas), in her speeches we hear her real self. This is especially 

true of her epideictic speeches where we are allowed access to the inner self, her 

justifications, her feelings and her thoughts. Furthermore, Kallirhoe, as indeed 

Chaireas, the heroes of Achilleus Tatios and Heliodoros, “frequently retrace”^̂ * 

and lament their fate. As Billault rightly observes in Kallirhoe’s case, “whenever

See Seneca, Contr. Ill pref. 12-14; here Cassius Severus claims that people trained in 
declamation often appear useless in real courts; see also Contr. 9 pref. 4-5, Bonner (1949) pp. 71- 
83 and Bonner (1977) p. 324.

Achilleus Tatios 7, 6, 3-4.
As indeed other noble characters such as Dionysios in Chariton (3, 10, 1; 4, 7, 6-8; 7, 1, 3-4: 

see Helms (1966) pp. 79-80) or Charikleia in Heliodoros (see, for example, p. 213f.); in this way 
these characters become more believable and closer “to ordinary people”; see Billault in 
Schmeling ed. (1996) p. 125.

Billault in Schmeling (1996) p. 128.
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she complains, she sums up her whole destiny as a long string of unfortunate 

events. Thus she is constructing and claiming an identity that results from her 

misadventures.”^̂  ̂ This “mode of self-portrayal”^̂  ̂ is apparent in every 

epideictic speech of the characters.

Taking as starting point an ingenious association between the three branches of 

rhetoric (advisory, judicial, and celebratory) and the three parts of the soul 

(rational, emotional, and appetitive) made by “several rhetorical 

prolegomena,”^̂  ̂Hock concludes that the characters of the novels “are not only 

rhetorically adept but human in terms of their rhetorical culture: ready and able 

to speak eloquently in whatever situation may arise.”^̂  ̂“It is only through skill,” 

Hock claims, “at composing and expressing all three kinds of speeches that a 

person can give full expression to his soul and hence can be human in the fullest 

sense of the word.”^̂  ̂ This is what the authors try to do with their characters 

throughout the length of their novels, in which we witness them going through 

numerous changes of circumstances to which they respond as versatile human 

beings.

Conclusions on rhetoric and character.

In the three novels, the characters’ use of rhetoric is expressive of their human 

nature, which is multidimensional and able to respond to different 

circumstances. However, characterisation in forensic speeches falls into a special 

category and should be treated with caution because they may be determined by 

the particular circumstances of the speaker’s situation.

The novelists differ in their use of rhetoric for characterisation purposes:

1. In Achilleus Tatios rhetoric is used pervasively by the narrator-protagonist 

who is thus characterised as a pepaideumenos-scholasticus. All other 

characters also show remarkable rhetorical abilities. Their speeches have 

been affected by the narrator-protagon ist’s filter who tends to be attracted by

Billault in Schmeling (1996) p. 128. 
Ibid

161 Rabe H. (ed.) (1936) Prolegomenon Sylloge {Rhetores Graeci, 14) Leipzig, p. 170; 74; 286; 347- 
348; see also Hock in Porter (1997) pp. 464 -65 and n. 93 in p. 465.

Ibid  p. 465.
Ibid
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rhetorical speeches and to respond to rhetorical situations by creating 

professional rhetorical set-pieces. The world is seen and presented through 

the eyes of the narrator-protagonist.

Chariton and Heliodoros employ rhetoric more straightforwardly as a means 

of characterisation. Their protagonists are portrayed as characters chiefly by 

the way they speak and by the rhetorical devices they use, such as ethopoiia. 

In this respect, the novelists use the same methods, in principle at least, 

which Homer and the tragedians had used to portray their heroes’ characters.

See also Helms (1966) pp. 23-24.
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PARTI

Recoverable forensic rhetorical features in the novels of 

Chariton, Achilleus Tatios, Heliodoros, and the fragments: their 

relation to rhetorical theory of Roman times.
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CHAPTER 1: CHARITON
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1. The rhetorical dimensions of the courtroom speeches in the novel of 

Chariton and their relation to the ones present in Achilleus Tatios’ main 

courtroom scene.

There are a number of courtroom speeches in Chariton’s novel which are 

extremely interesting for their use of highly technical rhetorical strategies. What 

follows is an attempt to present some evidence which shows that Chariton, 

although widely regarded as a novelist of the “pre-sophistic era,” uses rhetorical 

techniques which are normally expected and, in fact, are extensively used in the 

novels of later authors like Achilleus Tatios or Longos.

Book 1: The first trial-scene.

In book 1 the trial scene is created after Chaireas seemingly kills Kallirhoe in an 

incident which took place after he had thought that she had betrayed him. This 

trial scene presents striking similarities with the one presented in Achilleus 

Tatios’ novel.

The process towards the trial is typical; one day after the crime the magistrates 

assemble a jury to try the murderer. After his violent aggression against 

Kallirhoe in 1, 4, Chaireas proceeds to an investigation of the facts. He spends 

all night interrogating Kallirhoe’s servants until he leams the truth. 

Interrogation by torture is also what is suggested by Thersandros in the trial of 

Melite. He proposes to the judges that they find out the truth from the slaves 

who will have to give evidence under torture; if they do not confirm the adultery 

then Melite will go free (A.T. 8, 8, 13; see also 7, 11, 5-6). The victim is the 

fiancée of the hero and the trial is set to judge the hero’s actions.

“to te  eXeoç aÙTov eioîiX.0£ tîiÇ àjtoOavouoqç xdi à^oxteîvai l̂èv éautov 

èjceOuirei, HoX-uxap^oç ôè èxcoXue, (piX,og èÇaCQEtoç” (1, 5, 2).

The same reaction is observed also in Achilleus Tatios’ hero, Kleitophon, who 

wishes to die when he leams that Leukippe is dead. There is again a special 

friend, Sopatros, who discourages Kleitophon from making a false confession 

that he entirely accepts the accusation and, therefore, he should receive capital 

punishment. In both cases the friends encourage the desperate lovers to opt for
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life for the sake of their beloved; Polycharmos after the trial argues that Chaireas 

should stay alive to observe the burial procedures of Kallirhoe (1, 6). Kleinias on 

the other side discourages Kleitophon from his self-destructive decision by 

saying the he should not die with the shame that he was the one who killed 

Leukippe.

The accused is the first one who is quick to accuse himself and to request capital 

punishment.^ Here things are reversed compared with the normal legal 

procedure. Chaireas is the first hero in the history of the novel who makes such a 

kind of self-accusation, proposing for himself the death penalty. Hermokrates, 

on the other side, who, as the father of the victim, should be in the prosecutor’s 

position, is actually helping Chaireas to escape punishment. His speech (1, 5, 6- 

7) has rather the form of a formal statement than that of a forensic speech. The 

speaker gives reasons why the jurors should not try the case and suggests what 

they should do.

Chaireas’ speech is simpler than that of Kleitophon. It has a very basic structure 

and certainly does not follow the formal plan of a complete speech; it contains a 

logical sequence and it has merely a persuasive purpose. The speaker avoids the 

“introduction” and the “statement of facts”  ̂and goes straight to his proposition 

which is “ÔTifiooiçi \iz xataXEuoaTe” (1, 5, 4).  ̂ He uses reasoning, although his 

thinking is quite exaggerated in places because of his emotional state. 

Hermokrates’ speech, which follows immediately, has a similar structure. He also 

goes straight to his point, avoiding the “introduction” and “statement of facts.” 

His central point is “eJtiOTatiai to oupiPav axouoiov” (1, 5, 6). He does not 

accept intentional responsibility on behalf of Chaireas, he recognises that he has 

been tricked, and he proposes that this trial should be aborted. Therefore, it is 

obvious that Hermokrates’ speech is not a direct response to Chaireas’ speech 

since it ignores all his arguments; rather it is a response to the whole situation.

’ Chariton 1, 5, 4: “cruvePT) xaivov xai èv ôixaaTT]Qiq) HT|Ô83ioTe ngaydev.”
 ̂For the division of a speech and its parts, see p. 5Of.
 ̂Schwartz (1998) p. 36, note 22, based on Seneca’s Controversiae points out that a “good 

defence” would have been one using the “quality of the action” (p. 36f.) and this may be reflected 
in the narrator’s comment preceding the speech: “otiôèv eincbv tû)V jiqoç tt^v hndkoyiav 
ÔLxaioûV, ofi TT]v ôiaPoXriv, où ttiv  T̂]XoTUJiiav, où t o  àxoùaïov” (1, 5, 4). Of course, this may be 
regarded as coincidental, based on an actual summary of the events, but it is where an orator 
perhaps would have resorted in such a case.
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Schwartz suggests that “since this speech is embedded in a larger narrative, the 

reader is permitted to draw conclusions from material which, strictly speaking, 

is presented outside of the speech.”"̂ This shows how flexible Chariton can be 

with his speeches, while in other cases, such as in the later courtroom scene, both 

Dionysios’ and Mithridates’ speeches are very formal (5, 6 and 5, 1)?

The second trial-scene

The second trial-scene takes place in book 3. After Theron is found by Chaireas, 

he is interrogated; he has to explain about Kallirhoe’s personal belongings which 

were found with him. His explanation is in the form of a deceptive speech (3, 3, 

17-18). He presents a plausible and cunning scenario in a remarkably compact 

style. His speech is succinct but at the same time the hearer is bombarded with a 

highly informative narration.

This second trial is much more formal. Chariton describes in detail the crowd, 

the assembly, and each speaker’s appearance and speech (3, 4). Chaireas makes 

the first speech (3, 4, 5-6). His emotions are obvious to the audience as with 

Kleinias in Achilleus Tatios (7, 7, 6). The speech has two parts: an emotional 

“introduction” (3, 4, 5) and an informative “statement of facts” (3, 4, 6).

Theron’s speech (3, 4, 8-10) contains an utterly plausible story persuasive 

enough to convince anybody because it fits to every detail of what happened 

His speech consists of a “statement of facts” and a “conclusion” in a form of 

dissuasion. However, very soon he is accidentally recognised by some people in 

the crowd His second speech (3, 4, 13-14) is much more straightforward and 

sincere.

It is worth taking into consideration that all the speeches reported are included 

in the body of a story and, therefore, should follow its rules and conform to its 

purposes. For this reason the speeches are very often extremely compressed

Schwartz (1998) p. 42. 
 ̂See p. 51ff.
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Books 5 and 6: the third trial-scene.

The last and most important courtroom scene is found in book 5. This trial is 

extensively reported We have four independent speeches in this trial, the last 

two of which are quite important examples of forensic art.

The trial continues in book 6 after a delay similar to the one that takes place in 

Achilleus Tatios (from book 7 to book 8). The reasons for such a delay 

correspond to those in the trial presented in Achilleus Tatios, namely the sexual 

interest of the judge of the court towards the heroine of the novel. Furthermore, 

the second part of this trial shifts its focus to a slightly similar dispute but with 

rather different sides involved, giving the feeling of a reversal. While in the first 

part we have Dionysios against Mithridates, in the second part we have 

Chaireas against Dionysios. The same happens in the second part of the trial in 

Achilleus Tatios; in its first part we have Thersandros against Kleitophon and 

Melite, while in the second part the case is reversed and we have Kleitophon and 

the priest against Thersandros.

There are a number of other similarities in events and in language which should 

be pointed out: for example, the King is the judge in Chariton and a person from 

the royal house in Achilleus Tatios, although in the latter “the president of the 

judges” consults with a group of “assessors chosen from the elders of the town;”  ̂

also in the process of the trial we have a figure who intervenes in the trial out of 

turn; in Chariton’s trial it is Mithridates (5, 4, 9) and in Achilleus Tatios’ it is 

Sopatros (8, 10, 11). Furthermore, from the aspect of similarities in language we 

can observe the following striking examples:

Chariton: Achilleus Tatios:

1. è jte 'i  Ô8 f)%8v f| xupCa twv 1. Tlxouoqg ô è  trjç xupiaç ô

f)|X8pa)v (5, 4, 5). 08poavôpoç (8, 8, 1).

2. napaox8UT] o u v  è v T 8 'ü0 8 v  2. Ilapaax8UTi ô è  jtoXkq f|v t o u

8YIV8TO è m  TT]v ôiX T]v J t a p ’ 0 8 p o d v ô p o u  xax’ è |x o u  xdl jiXîjOoç

8xaT8po)V (5, 4, 1). p q x o p w v  (7, 7, 1).

 ̂Translation by Gaselee (1917) Achilleus Tatios p. 379; the president of the court is “xoD 
PaoiXixov yévouç” (Achilleus Tatios 7,12, 1).
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The degree of correspondence between Chariton’s and Achilleus Tatios’ trial 

scenes makes one feel that there is some kind of influence from the first author 

on the second. Although Achilleus Tatios applies more sophisticated and 

elaborate techniques in his speeches (discussed in p. 66ff.), there is good evidence 

that Chariton has been one of his models in creating these episodes. 

Furthermore, Chariton’s third trial scene contains speeches which can compete 

with the later author’s forensic speeches of the “sophistic era.” The parallelism is 

so close that sometimes we have to do with “mirroring scenes.” The question that 

arises here is what does an ambitious author, such as Achilleus Tatios, find in an 

“unsophisticated” and seemingly unambitious novelist, as Chariton has often 

been described^? Are there any aspects in Chariton’s novel that Achilleus Tatios 

found enticing but which we - the modem readers - have failed to notice? What 

are the qualities that Achilleus Tatios finds in Chaireas andKallirhoéî

See p. 20f. and p. 24f.
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2. Chariton’s courtroom scenes and their relationship to the oratorical 

theory presented by the author of the Ad Herennium,

The speeches discussed in the previous chapter presuppose some kind of 

rhetorical training, the form of which we intend to investigate in this chapter. 

According to the author of the A d  Herennium “the task of the public speaker is 

to discuss capably those matters which law and custom have fixed for the uses of 

citizenship, and to secure as far as possible the agreement of his hearers.”* The 

judicial cause “is based on legal controversy, and comprises criminal 

prosecution or civil suit, and defence” (I. ii. 2); under this definition we may 

classify the special trial-scenes in the novel. The only difference in this case is 

that we have to do with imaginary trials. The cases contain always the 

ingredients which are regarded as necessary according to the aforementioned 

description.

How does the author of the novel present his speakers? Is it all about a simple 

courtroom confrontation between two sides or is it a special event in the novel 

worth reporting extensively? The main trial-scene determines the heroes’ destiny 

and the development of the story in Achilleus Tatios, Chariton, and Heliodoros. 

It becomes the central point around which tension and interest culminate. The 

litigants are normally well-prepared, surprisingly competent speakers with well- 

defined plans and rhetorical tricks up their sleeves. The speeches they produce 

are quite remarkable and their familiarity with the legal system and the 

courtroom procedures is striking. Consequently, the heroes of the novel who 

participate in a trial are seen as efficient speakers.

The rhetorical dimension of the courtroom speeches can be more easily 

illustrated if we read them with the assistance of theoretical handbooks 

dominant in that era.

There is wide agreement among the ancient authors about the tasks of a speaker 

and the parts of a speech. One of the most important tasks is “invention” which 

is used in all six parts of a discourse: the introduction {exordium), the statement 

of facts {narratio), the division {divisid), the proof {confirmatid), the refutation 

{confutatio), and the conclusion {conclusid}. This construction of a speech is

AdHerenniuml. ii. 2, translation by H. Caplan (1954) which I use throughout.
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dominant in almost all handbooks of rhetorical theory of later antiquity that 

survive today.^ They contain the same or a similar scheme of division of a 

speech. Many authors go one step further by suggesting how such a construction 

should be accomplished, what each individual part should contain, what should 

be avoided in each part, and what the role and function of each one of them is. It 

is clear that the scheme is extremely logical and as effective today as it always 

has been.

Let us see if Chariton was familiar with it and, if so, to what extent. Two of the 

most important courtroom speeches will become the centre of our attention. The 

one is Dionysios’ speech in book 5, 6, 1-10 and the other Mithridates’ response 

in book 5, 7, 1-7. It is the second day of the trial and they essentially make their 

first formal speeches which deal directly with the case. Both speeches are clearly 

referred to (in the story) as very carefully prepared, and this is indeed reflected 

in both speeches. We will discuss here three basic parts in these speeches: the 

introduction, the narration or statement of facts, and the proof and refutation 

which are inseparable in this case.

Exordium: the introduction.

With reference to the initial part of the speech called exordium we notice that 

the two speakers use it for similar purposes but in different ways. Dionysios, 

who is the first speaker-accuser, assumes the role of the grateful citizen who is 

not overlooked by his govemor/King when a statesman assaults him. He 

emphasises that the King is seen as the protector/guardian of marriage; we will 

see that all this, apart from its strong “captatio benevolentiae” effect, is within 

the AdHerenniunds description of the essence and role of an “introduction.” 

Mithridates’ introduction is a plea to the King/judge which attempts to achieve 

a similar effect; the speaker aims at the King's favour, his humanity and justice 

which, the speaker claims, will give an opportunity to him to present his case. 

The issue of “never judge before you listen to both sides” is clearly recalled here,

° See, for example, Ad. Her. I. ii. 4.
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using the widely known basic Greek principle of administrating justice/® 

Furthermore, Mithridates draws attention to the issue that Dionysios is of 

foreign nationality and, therefore, the king should trust more his subject’s claims 

than the prosecutor’s calumny.

The case is clear: Dionysios accuses Mithridates of attempting to seduce his 

wife; therefore, the central point is attempted adultery. Now according to the A d  

Herennium “in order to be able to make a more appropriate Introduction, we 

must consider what kind of cause it is” (I. iii. 5). There are four kinds of causes: 

honourable {honestuin)^^ discreditable {turpe)}^ doubtful {dubium\^^ and petty 

{humile)}^ If we follow A d  HerenniunJs classification, we see that this is what 

the author of A d  Herennium calls honestum (the “honourable kind”); it is used 

when we defend “what seems to deserve defence by all men, or attack what all 

men seem in duty bound to attack.”^̂

Dionysios’ prooimion (the direct opening) and Mithridates’ ephodos (the subtle 

approach).

In this trial Dionysios defends his marriage and the chastity of his wife and that 

is why his cause belongs to the honourable kind. Let us now see if Dionysios’ 

introduction follows the recommendations on making an introduction for the 

specific case of honestum, as set out m A d  Herennium. According to it, in such 

cases the speaker can either use the direct kind of opening (prooimion) or not 

(I. iv. 6). Among his suggestions on how to go about it, he mentions that the 

speaker “must show why the cause is honourable,” or “briefly announce what 

matters we are going to discuss” (I. iv. 6).

In his introduction Dionysios tries to emphasise how important the matter is. 

He introduces the general situation of the case. A private citizen has been under 

attack by a man of authority; the accusation is attempted adultery. This is

See, for example, Aristophanes’ Wasps, 725-727: "jipiv 5v àptpoîv (iDGov àxovaT]Ç oi&x otv 
ôixdoaiç.”

When we defend something which deserves defence by all men or when we attack what all men 
seem in duty bound to attack e.g. prosecute a parricide (see Caplan (1954) p. 11).

When we attack something honourable and when we defend something discreditable (ibid). 
When it is partly honourable and partly discreditable (ibid).
When the matter we bring in is unimportant (ibid).
The example given in the A d  Her. is “prosecute a parricide” (I. iii. 5).
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roughly what he is going to discuss in his speech. What is clearly implied here is 

the fact that the case is of an honourable nature. Mithridates attempted an 

assault against Dionysios’ marriage and Kallirhoe’s chastity. Both issues 

(adultery and equality before the law) are matters which belong to the 

honourable case as defined by the A d  Herennium (I. iii. 5).

While Dionysios uses the direct kind of opening to achieve his aims, Mithridates 

is compelled by the situation to follow a different route which is again 

consistent with the alternative kind of introduction described as the “Subtle 

Approach” in A d  Herennium (I. vi. 9ff.). According to that, in three situations 

we must opt for the “Subtle Approach”: 1. When the cause is discreditable, 2. 

When the hearer has been won over by the opposite speaker, and 3. When the 

hearer has become tired by the previous speeches (I. vi. 9).

It is clearly the second condition that applies (here) in Mithridates’ case since 

Dionysios’ speech had a strong impact. This is not only what one should expect 

when looking at the quality and strength of Dionysios’ speech but is also made 

clear by the author. After the end of Dionysios’ speech: “xatiTa eljtcbv 6 

Aiovuoioç jtapco^uvE toùç ctxouovTaç xdl zvdvç Tqv T|̂ T|cpov. OujicoBe'iç ôè 6 

PaoiXEÙç elç MiSQiôdTqv jtiXQOV x o l oxuSQCojtov àjtepkEipEv” (5, 6, 11). It is, 

therefore, clear that Mithridates is at a disadvantage after Dionysios’ speech; 

consequently, his speech, especially the beginning (introduction), should be of 

the right kind so that he will be able to reverse the previous impression. 

Mithridates picks up his opponents’ last point, namely that he is an adulterer 

and a liar, and tries to refute this statement. He starts his speech with a plea to 

the king-judge not to believe his opponent’s claims and allow slanderers to win 

him over. This is included in the proposals which the author of the A d  

Herennium makes on how to create an introduction of the subtle kind when we 

are obliged to use ephodos because of case 2 (when the hearer has been won over 

by our opponent^^). One of his suggestions on how to make an introduction of 

the subtle approach is to “begin with a statement made by the opponent, and 

particularly with that he has made last” (I. vi. 10), which happens in 

Mithridates’ introduction.

See A d  Herennium, I. vi. 9.
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The aim of both types of introduction (direct-subtle) is to render the audience 

attentive, receptive and well-disposed {docilem, benivolum, adtentum auditorem 

habere volumus- jtQoaextixoç, eûnaSfîç, euvoug)/^ In both speeches in question 

each of the three aims is achieved with specific means which are also described 

in the A d  Herennium. “I shall disclose how each state can be brought about” is 

his promise which is fulfilled in book 1 (I. iv. 7).

If we want to achieve these three qualities in our speech we should make sure 

that they are present throughout all the speech (I. vii. 11). However, for obvious 

reasons “it must in the main be won by the Introduction to the cause.” These are 

the main theoretical points the author oi A d  Herennium makes about the 

introduction in general (I. iv. 6-1.  vii. 11).

Now let us see to what extent the points which are made 'm A d  Herennium 

about the three aims of the introduction apply to the introductions of our 

speakers; the main question here is how the speakers try to secure these three 

purposes of their speeches, focusing (only) on their introductions.

Dionysios tries to make his audience receptive by presenting in his introduction 

the main points of his case. It is what the A d  Herennium advises to “briefly 

summarise the cause and make them (the hearers) attentive” (I. iv. 7). By briefly 

going to the heart of his cause in his introduction, Dionysios manages to hit this 

aim; the need for equity, justice and protection of marriage are all mentioned in 

his short introduction encapsulating the essence of his speech.

In a similar way (but more indirectly) Mithridates introduces his main point, 

namely that he is a victim of lies and slanders (ipEuôeîç ôiaPoXdg, 5, 7, 1), 

summarising in this way the main defence line of his speech.

Next is the matter of attentiveness. We can achieve this by promising to discuss 

among others matters which, the author of A d  Herennium says, “appertain to 

the commonwealth, or to the hearers themselves . . . ” (I. iv. 7).̂ *

This recommendation is taken into account by Dionysios when he raises the 

issue of equity before law among all people whether they are private citizens or 

people of high office, and also when he draws attention to the main point of his

See Caplan (1954) A d  Herennium pp. 12-13, note b; A d  Her. I. vi. 7.
See also “we shall have attentive hearers by promising to discuss important, new, and unusual

matters. . . ” I. iv. 7.
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case which is assault against marriage and immorality, two serious offences 

against the people of the community.

On this matter Mithridates follows a similar strategy. He raises the issue of 

equal opportunity to speak; also he refers to the danger of somebody being the 

victim of slanders, and he reminds the audience that the community in which 

they live is not Greek and so the Greek man’s claims should not be considered 

reliable. This last detail, when seen from the King’s point of view (Artaxerxes), 

is bound to have a strong manipulative effect on him and the way he will try 

this case; it is also closely connected to the third aim of the introduction.

This is the winning of the audience’s favour. It can be achieved by four methods, 

claims the author of A d  Herennium. “by discussing our own person, the person 

of our adversaries, that of our hearers, and the facts themselves” (I. iv. 8).

All these methods are used in this court-scene. Dionysios is more interested in 

his hearer and judge; his remarks upon the King’s respect for marriage, the weak 

citizen and the wife’s chastity attract the hearer’s favour. In between the 

discussion of the hearer’s own personality the speaker also interposes remarks on 

himself and his opponent: “où yap itepieîÔeç âvÔpa îôic5Tqv èjtipovkeuBevxa 

ùjtb fjyenovoç, a k lh  èxdkeoaç, iva èjt’ è|ioù \izv èxôixfjaeiç t t ] v  daekyeiav xdi 

epeiv..

Mithridates, on the other side, follows a slightly different route. While he also 

stresses the hearer’s characteristics, he equally brings into discussion his 

opponent’s behaviour. The King is called “just and compassionate”; as such he 

should protect him from his slanderous attack. By assuming the role of the 

victim, he tries to render the King-Judge well-disposed.

Further on the issue of “character” in a speech, the author of the A d  Herennium 

claims that “from the discussion of the person of our adversaries we shall secure 

good-will by bringing them into hatred, unpopularity, or contempt” (I. iv. 8). We 

can achieve that by revealing some “imprudent, malicious or shameful act of 

theirs” (I. iv. 8). This is attempted by Dionysios in his introduction. The author 

of the A d  Herennium suggests that we can “make our adversaries unpopular by 

setting forth their . . .  wealth, lack of self-restraint, high birth,” etc. and “making
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clear that they rely more upon these supports than upon the truth” (I. iv. 8). 

Dionysios hints at the last point when he makes an emphatic comparison 

between himself, a private citizen, as opposed to Mithridates, the powerful 

fiyepcov.

Also “from the discussion of the person of our hearers, goodwill is secured if we 

set forth the courage, wisdom, humanity, and nobility of past judgements they 

have rendered, and if we reveal what esteem they enjoy” (I. v. 8). Both Dionysios 

and Mithridates use this method in order to achieve the King’s favour; Dionysios 

does this by mentioning that the King respects the common citizens, marriage 

and chastity and has the courage to summon a trial in order to examine a 

governor’s behaviour against a civilian. Mithridates, on the other hand, more 

openly describes the King as humane (cpikdvGpwjtog) and just (ôCxaioç).

All these elements show that there are certain rhetorical concepts which are 

applied in the introductions of the two speakers and most of their principles can 

be traced in the rhetorical handbook A d  Herennium.

Statement of Facts.

Let us now see if similar rhetorical principles exist in the next part of a formal 

speech, the narratio (statement of facts).

Dionysios’ narratio is clearly separated from the other parts of his speech and is 

well-defined. His opening sentence makes clear what he intends to do: “6 ôè èpbç 

koyoç aaq)fjç èoti xdl ouvTopoç” (5, 6, 5). The end of his narratio is also 

explicitly indicated by him: “to pev ôifÎYTipa eiQTixa tou jtpdYpatoç, Jiep'i ou 

ôixd^eiç” (5, 6, 9).

The speaker is extremely conscious of what he is doing and is aware of the 

technical terminology. “To ôifjYTipa tou jtQCÎYpaToç” corresponds exactly to the 

part of the speech called narratio-b\d\y^ovc„ namely the statement of facts.^°

Chariton 5, 6, 1; “You have not allowed a private citizen to be ruined by a governor’s intrigue 
but have summoned him here, so that you will punish him for his immoral and vicious behaviour 
towards me” (Goold transi. (1995) p. 257).

See AdHerenniunis definition of narratio. “Narration is an exposition of events which have 
or might have occurred,” A d  Herennium I. iii. 4; also Cicero De Inv. I. xix. 27.
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There are two types of narration concerning courtroom speeches, the author of 

the A d  Herennium says (I. viii. 12). Dionysios follows the first one: this is the 

exposition of the facts and their presentation to our advantage.

According to the A d  Herennium “a statement of facts should have three 

qualities: brevity, clarity, and plausibility,” i.e. ouvtonCa, oa(pfjv8ia, 

JciSavotqç.^^

It is to these qualities that Dionysios’ initial sentence (in his narratio) is 

referred His claim that his narratio will be clear and brief (oacpqç %dl 

ouvTo^oç) is another indication that he is consciously following rhetorical 

principles. We shall now examine whether these three qualities exist in 

Dionysios’ narration and if he follows recommendations like the ones found in 

the A d  Herennium. As far as brevitv is concerned, there are a number of 

recommendations made in the A d  Herennium (I. ix. 14) that help the speaker to 

achieve it. We should start the narration from where we need to (not going too 

far into the past) and finish it at the point we need to (not going further); we 

should not include many details and digressions and we should avoid repetition; 

finally, we should present the facts in such a way that other information can be 

simultaneously conveyed, without having to actually say it. This last suggestion 

is used in Dionysios’ speech: Dionysios says that having realised the chastity 

and fidelity of Kallirhoe, the accuser decided to forge a letter and send it to her 

(5, 6, 7). With this Dionysios wants mainly to report what Mithridates has done 

with the letter but simultaneously he conveys the important information that his 

wife is above suspicion in this case.

This is, in essence, the way to brevity described by the author of the A d  

Herennium (I. ix. 14). If we take a close look at the narratio oi Dionysios we will 

discover that it complies with all these suggestions. The speaker manages to 

contain a long story into a paragraph by relating only the events which are 

closely related to the case, avoiding unnecessary details and repetition. As far as 

the last suggestion is concerned, namely conveying information without actually 

speaking it, it is also used in the speech (5, 6, 7): with his remark about the

The second type is when we try to win belief or incriminate our adversaries for setting the 
stage for something (ôiaPoXfj, niagaôifiyTjoiç, etc.).
22 A d  Her. I. ix. 14 and note g in Caplan H. (1954) p. 25.
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letter, Dionysios reports what Mithridates has done with it and implies that his 

wife is above suspicion.

The second feature that a statement of facts should have is claritv. It will be 

clear (I. ix. 15) if it is brief, if it follows the order in which the events have 

occurred, if the speaker focuses only on the facts in question and does not 

include other details (not excluding anything pertinent at the same time) and if 

he pays attention to his language. These characteristics can also be detected in 

the narration of Dionysios.

In order to be plausible the narration should fulfil the requirements of the usual, 

the expected, and the natural, as the author of the A d  Herennium suggests; time, 

persons, motives, advantages of the scene, etc. should all be consistent with what 

one should expect to happen in real life. These precautions must be observed 

even if the matter is true, “for often the truth cannot gain credence otherwise” (I. 

ix. 16). Dionysios’ statement of facts does not fail to meet the aforementioned 

requirements. We know that his claim is sincere. He does not go too far in the 

past; he states that for his wife this is a second marriage which happened after 

the death of her first husband and he briefly follows his story up to the point of 

his report to the King. No unnecessary information is included in his narration 

and the events presented are coherent from the aspect of time, place and 

motives. The narratio is and sounds true because it does not contain any 

inherent discrepancy and goes behind the scenes giving reasons for individual 

action and explaining the motivation and the thinking behind it.

In Mithridates’ speech we notice that the speaker moves directly from his 

introduction (5, 7, 1) to the next part of the speech skipping the narratio. 

Schmeling (1974) regards the part of the speech in which Mithridates brings 

“countercharges of adultery against Dionysius” (seemingly 5, 3-5, 1)?^ This is 

inaccurate since the whole part from 5, 3 to 5, 7 is devoted to proving his case 

and not narrating the “facts.” Schwartz (1998) justifies that by using Aristotle’s 

Rhetoric {lA lld). She claims that “for the defendant, the narration is a waste of 

time which is better spent otherwise.” "̂̂ Although the A d  Herennium does not 

explicitly mention anything similar for the narratio, the choice of an alternative

Schmeling (1974) p. 118. 
Schwartz (1998) p. 93.
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arrangement regarding the parts of a speech (even the omission of one) if the 

speaker finds it necessary is not excluded (see A d  Her. III. ix. 17 -  x. 17). Cicero 

in the De inventione is more explicit on this issue. In I. xxi. 30 it is stated that a 

narrative can be skipped over when it is regarded as “a hindrance or of no 

advantage” and this is “when a presentation of events alone and by themselves 

gives great offence” in which case “it will be necessary to distribute the 

narrative piecemeal throughout the speech and to add an explanation directly 

after each section so that the remedy may heal the wound and the defence may 

immediately lessen the animosity.” Furthermore, “a narrative is of no advantage 

when the facts have been explained by the opponents and it is of no importance 

to us to tell the story again” or “when the audience has grasped the facts so 

thoroughly that it is of no advantage to instruct them in a different fashion.”^̂  

Here in Chariton, the facts are already known to the reader, especially the fact 

that Chaireas is alive; both speeches are used by the novelist for ostentatious 

p u rp o ses,fo r the suspense of the scene, and for the characterisation of the 

formidable abilities of the speakers. Restating the facts would mean that the 

audience (the king) would hear them twice and the readers three times. The facts 

have been explained, the audience has grasped them and it is of no advantage to 

Mithridates to recast them in a different way since he knows he has hard 

evidence to present anyway. The fact that he avoids a straightforward narrative 

but disperses elements of his narrative in various places may indicate that he 

tries to avoid the embarrassment of presenting awkward information involving 

an improper relationship. He rather prefers to introduce the opponent’s claims 

and refute them immediately. In 5, 7, 3, for example, he claims: “Aiovuaioç yap 

ou% ujtep yuvaixog 8YxaA.eî x a tà  vopouç aûtcp yaji'nbeCo'nç, 0.W 0. jta)A.oujisvT]v 

fiyopaoev aÙTT]v”; “àXXà” q)T]o\v “èX.eu0épav ouoav èjtpid|ATiv” (5, 7, 4); 

“MdT]oCa ofjpiepov f) SvpaxooCa ôoÇdTO) (5, 7, 5). Ail this material could be 

used in the narrative-part stating the facts, but it seems more effective here that 

it should be mentioned and refuted piece by piece.

Hubbell (1949) De Inventione 61-62; translation of I. xxi. 30.
^ Schwartz (1998) p. 93.

See also “ I lQ c b T o v  piev yaq ov Yevo[xevT]v, àXk’ (bç HEXXovoav p,oi%eiav èyxaXeï . . . ” (5, 7, 5); 
“" v a i "  cpT]aLV. "aXKa Xaigéaç f iè v  t é O v t i x e ,  crû  ÔÈ ô v d jA a T i xov v e x q o v  t t i v  y u v a ï x d  |x o v

ôlÉCp0El,QEÇ:” ( 5, 7 ,6 ) .
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The reasons mentioned in the De Inventione lov not including a narrative in a 

speech are valid here and the explanation why there is no narratio in this speech 

is clearer in Cicero than in Aristotle’s Rhetoric.

Divisio.

The next part of a speech is the so-called divisio. In this part the speaker mainly 

presents the points on which he is in agreement with his opponent, and the ones 

he does not accept; he also introduces briefly the points he is going to make/^

In Dionysios’ speech there is a short part after his narration which can be 

regarded as a divisio, but it is in such an embryonic state that it is incorporated 

in his “proof and refutation” part that functions as an introduction to it. His 

initial statement in any case leaves no doubt that he wants to progress 

immediately to the proof: “al ôe âjtoôci^Eiç âcpuxtoi” (5, 6, 9).

Having no reason to use narratio, Mithridates goes straight to the divisia After 

his introduction in which he tries to prepare his audience he advances to put 

things in their right order. He, therefore, states what he is willing to accept as 

plausible and what he will challenge. His defence policy is to accept that he is in 

a difficult position since he admits that in these circumstances one could have 

done something like that. However, he clearly states that he would never do it.

Proof and Refutation - HCotiç xdi Avaoxeufî.

“The entire hope of victory and the entire method of persuasion rest on proof 

and refutation, for when we have submitted our arguments and destroyed those 

of the opposition, we have, of course, completely fulfilled the speaker’s function” 

(I. X. 18). This is how much importance the author of the A d  Herennium gives to 

the part '^confirmatid’ and '^confutatid (jtioTiç xdi âvaoxeufî).

The question of the “Issue” becomes here more necessary than in any other part 

of a speech. We can pursue a winning forensic line only if we know the type of 

the “issue” we are dealing with. There are several views on this matter, since a

^ See distritxitio in I. x. 17: “the Distribution has two parts: the Enumeration and the 
Exposition.”
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couple of handbooks have survived All of them agree on the importance of the 

definition of the “issue” but they usually take different views on how many types 

of issues there are and who determines them/^

According to the author of the A d  Herennium, “the issue is determined by the 

joining of the primary plea of the defence with the charge of the plaintiff” (I. x. 

18). The kinds of issues, according to the A d  Herennium  are in general three 

(with many sub-types): co n jec tu ra l,leg a l,an d  judiciaP^ (I. xi. 18).

In this trial’s case the issue is determined in Mithridates’ speech. His defence 

policy is quite clever. He attempts to expose every vulnerable side of his 

opponent’s case. For this reason, he develops his view that there is no case for a 

trial. Kallirhoe should be recognised as Dionysios’ slave, since he bought her, and 

not as his wife. As the adultery-law does not apply to slaves, there is no case. 

This is the issue of definition: “a cause rests on definition when the name by 

which an act should be called is in controversy” (I. xii. 21).

However, this position of Mithridates could imply that he is in some way 

involved in improper behaviour. His case can also be proven by using another 

type of “issue” and by following a more straightforward defence line which will 

help him clear his name.

In this second part of his proof and refutation he states that he will accept that 

Kallirhoe is Dionysios’ wife. However, he does that because he is soon going to 

deny the accusation: “oute Aiovuoiov d ) ç  âvôpa o u t e  ü ) ç  x v q i o v  fjbCxqaa” (5, 7, 

5). As a result, he determines the case as an issue of conjecture.^̂  His proof that 

he did not violate the adultery law is that Dionysios speaks of an “intention to 

adultery in the future” and he does not report the deed. In his refutation-part he 

demolishes Dionysios’ arguments that he personally sent a letter to Kallirhoe, for 

the letter has Chaireas’ name as sender and not his.

The most detailed handbook on this matter is Hermogenes’ On Issues, which we discuss in 
relation to Achilleus Tatios’ courtroom speeches (on p. 11 Off.); see also Heath (1995) p. 18ff. and 
Kennedy (1994) p. 101.

“coniecturalis”: “When the controversy concerns a question of fact” (I. xi. 18); Caplan (1954) p. 
35.

“légitima”: “When some controversy turns upon the letter of a text or arises from an 
implication therein” (I. xiv. 24); Caplan ibid

“iuridicalis”: “When there is agreement on the act, but the right or wrong of the act is in 
question” (I. xiv. 24); Caplan (1954) p. 43.

See A d  Her. 1. xi. 18: “conjecturalis est cum de facto controversia e s t . . . ” (we have conjecture 
when the controversy is about the fact).
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The author of the A d  Herennium gives advice on what to use and what to avoid 

in each particular case of an issue (II. ii. 2ff.). In the case of the conjectural issue 

the prosecutor should present “material inciting suspicion of the defendant” (II.

ii. 3) and expose his motives. The defendant should present a “simple and clear 

account” (II. ii. 3) alleviating suspicion as much as possible. In Dionysios’ speech 

the defendant is presented as assaulting the values of hospitality and friendship, 

and not being prudent and respectable, as a man of his office ought to be. He has 

been lewd and he has abused his authority. His motive for all this was his 

passion towards Kallirhoe. This is actually included in the A d  Herenniunds 

discussion of how to handle the conjectural issue; the author explains that one 

can prove that the crime was profitable to the defendant using “probability”: 

“through probability {eikos) one proves that the crime was profitable to the 

defendant” '̂̂  (II. ii. 3). Dionysios here uses the subhead of “motive” and tries to 

show that his opponents wished “to satisfy some passion -  love or a like 

overpowering desire” (II. ii. 3), a case specifically named in the A d  Herennium. 

Likewise, the defendant rebuts the charge by denying “that there was a motive” 

or he will try to “vigorously belittle its importance,” says the author of the A d  

Herennium (II. iii. 4); and this is actually used by Mithridates.

The defendant’s main line should “contain a simple and clear account, and 

should also weaken suspicion” (II. ii. 3). This is exactly the defence policy that 

Mithridates pursues in his speech. First, he recognises that Kallirhoe is actually 

very beautiful and this could be presented as a motive raising suspicion against 

him. However, he immediately refutes Dionysios’ claims by destroying the 

motive which the accuser presented. Having been trusted with such power and 

fortune by the King he had no motive to appear as a dissolute man; his power is 

exactly the disincentive for such a behaviour, for nobody would risk all this “for 

the sake of a moment’s base pleasure.”^̂  This way of defending ourselves when 

our opponent uses “Motive” is also described under the sub-head of “Motive” 

{causa II. ii. 3 - iii. 4) by the author of the A d  Herennium.

Another means of handling conjecture is by using the “defendant’s manner of 

life”; this is described in A d  Herennium as a sub-head under “Probability” (II. iii.

The author gives two subheads: Motive and Manner of Life (II. ii. 3).
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5). It is mainly presented as an assistance to the accuser to prove his point^^ but 

it can be equally used by the defendant.

The accuser, in our trial, makes no direct use of this sub-head (he has already 

used “motive”) but he alludes to it indirectly by saying that the aefendant’s deed 

shows a man whose moral standards are very low. He also makes use of an 

instruction given in the A d  Herennium about people who are regarded to be 

above suspicion. In this case of someone who “enjoys a high reputation for 

purity and integrity,” the author of the A d  Herennium says, the prosecutor 

should claim “that deeds, and not reputation, ought to be considered” (II. iii. 5). 

In Dionysios’ speech a similar assertion is clearly implied.

This sub-head is more useful to the defendant in this trial-scene. Mithridates 

actually gives great emphasis on his manner of life. “I have lived all my life in 

decency and this is the first charge I ever received,” he claims in his speech (5, 7, 

2). There is no connection with similar behaviour in the past; his manner of life 

just does not go together with the accuser’s claims about him.^^

Mithridates also makes use of what is described in the A d  Herennium under the 

head of “Comparison”; this is the case when the prosecutor shows that the act 

could benefit only the defendant and nobody else (II. iv. 6). This is what 

Dionysios claims; Mithridates appreciates the power of that argument and 

makes it clear at the beginning of his speech by saying that Kallirhoe’s beauty is 

not much help to his case. Soon after this claim Mithridates takes a different 

view. The attempted act does not involve himself and certainly would not 

benefit him since he was not the one who sent the letter to Kallirhoe; the sender 

was Chaireas.

By stressing Mithridates’ state of authority and power Dionysios tries to make 

use of another means in conjectural cases: the one called “Sign” {Signum) in the 

A d  Herennium (II. iv. 6 -  II. iv. 7). By that, he explains, one “shows that the 

accused sought an opportunity favourable to success.” He mainly makes use of 

the subdivisions called “Occasion,” and “Hope of Success” (II. iv. 7). Was the

Chariton 5, 7, 3: “tlç ovtcùç èafiv àvoTjXOÇ, iva sXTixai toi TTiXixavxa ayaOci ntâç f)ôovT|Ç 
Evexev doioMoai xol xavxTiç aioxQâç;”

See what the priest says about Thersandros in Achilleus Tatios’ trial scene (8, 9); see also 
Carey (1997) pp. 17-18 on such “revelations” in classical authors aiming to affect the judges’ 
emotions.
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time, the place and the occasion favourable for the action? Do all these coincide? 

(etc.). The fact that Mithridates is a man of a significant power is indisputable 

by both sides. Knowing that he has no way of winning Dionysios’ wife through 

the use of money, he decides to use a trick. The occasion could not have been 

better; however, the occasion and his personal state do more harm than good in 

his case; and those are the details that convinced Dionysios in the first place.

The last means of persuasion “when suspicion has been established” is 

confirmatory proof - approbatio (II. vi. 9). Dionysios’ speech has had a big 

impact on his audience and more importantly on the King-judge (5, 6, 11). 

Suspicion has accumulated over Mithridates and he must do something about it. 

In a conjectural cause the defendant is described as having a clearly pre

determined way to reverse the climate: “he tries to win pity, and charges the 

prosecutor with slander” (II. vi. 9). This is what he is doing right from the 

beginning of his speech.

Conclusion - Epilogos

Conclusions according to the A d  Herennium are tripartite, consisting of the 

“Summing up,” the “Amplification,” and the “Appeal to pity” (II. xxx. 47). 

Dionysios’ conclusion contains a degree of amplification. There are ten formulae 

from which one can make an advantageous amplification, says the author of the 

A d  Herennium (II. xxx. 47). The seventh formula which is given here seems to 

match with Dionysios’ epilogue; one can “show that it is a foul crime, cruel, 

sacrilegious, and tyrannical” (II. xxx. 49); this case is in total agreement with 

Cicero’s De Inventione iJL. liii. 102); there, it is also listed as seventh but it is at 

the same time further illustrated: “the seventh topic is used when we express our 

indignation, saying that a foul, cruel, nefarious and tyrannical deed has been 

done by force and violence or by the influence of riches, and that such an act is 

utterly at variance with law and equity.” *̂

Dionysios concludes his speech with a strong point: he takes the letter, his main 

evidence, and reads the part which says that Chaireas is alive and ends stating

Similarly, the priest in his speech in Kleitophon’s trial relies a lot on the topic of the “previous 
life” (A.T. 8, 9).
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that this alone proves that the accused is a shameless adulterer who resurrects 

the dead to achieve his aim. His indignation is clear: the devious means used by 

the defendant and his foul intention to seduce Kallirhoe show a man who is a 

liar and a shameless adulterer (5, 6, 10).

His epilogue is also in agreement with the A d  Herennium, namely, that “since 

what has been said last is easily committed to memory, it is useful, when ceasing 

to speak, to leave some very strong argument fresh in the hearer’s mind” (III. x. 

18). It is evident how much impact Dionysios’ last argument has had on his 

hearers (5, 6,11).

All the points we have just discussed in this chapter indicate that Chariton’s 

forensic speeches and sophisticated rhetorical theory are not unrelated. The 

evidence shows that the author was familiar with elaborate rhetorical theories 

similar to those which formed the basis for the movement of the second 

sophistic. It is clear that the author follows a consistent theoretical-rhetorical 

system.

Cicero De inv. I. liii. 102; I use H. Hubbell’s (1949) translation.
Most of the second part of book II of the A d  Herennium (II. xviii - xxix) deals with faults that 

should be avoided when using arguments, reasons and embellishment in our speech. It is 
interesting that the faults pointed out in this manual ean nowhere be traced in the forensic 
speeches of Chariton’s eourtroom scene.
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CHAPTER 2: ACHILLEUS TATIOS
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1. The courtroom speeches in the novel of Achilleus Tatios.

The courtroom speeches as a central part of Leukippe and Khitophon.

Before we discuss the courtroom speeches in the seventh and eighth books of 

Achilleus Tatios’ novel, it is useful to summarise the facts (starting from book 5) 

which lead to the courtroom scene. ̂

Kleitophon, although strongly hesitant, decides to follow Melite to her house in 

Ephesos accepting her proposal that they should live together. Earlier, she tried 

to convince him that Leukippe was dead and that the best option for him at that 

moment would be to go to Ephesos with her. However, soon Thersandros 

appears unexpectedly, and having heard the rumours about his wife being alive, 

guesses straightaway the reasons for Kleitophon’s presence at his house. His 

reaction is violent; his first words, when he meets Kleitophon, are indicative of 

what his role is going to be in the novel. He is quick to accuse Kleitophon of 

adultery ( 6  noixbç o u t o ç ;  5, 23, 5). Actually, at this stage Kleitophon’s 

relationship with Melite cannot be characterised as adulterous.

The second stage of this preparatory scene leading to the trial is Melite’s 

reaction; she decides to help Kleitophon to escape from the room where he had 

been held by Thersandros, provided he yields to her wishes. However, very soon 

Kleitophon by an unfortunate coincidence is arrested again and led to the prison

 ̂The details related to Kleitophon’s trial are found in the last four books of the novel as follows:
Book 5: Book 6: Book 7: Book 8:
5, 3,1 6, 3, 4-6 7, 1,1 8, 1,1
5, 6,1 6, 5,1 7, 6, 1-4 8, 2,1
5, 8,1 t% 3 7, 7, 2-6 8 ,3 ,1
5,11, 5 6, 5,4 7,8 8, 3 ,3
5, 12, 2 6, 8 ,4 7, 9, 1-14 8, 6, 6
5,14, 2 6, 9,1 7, 10 8, 7 ,6
5, 15, 3 6, 10, 1 7, 11, 1-8 8, 8, 1-14
5,16, 1 6, 11, 1 7, 15, 3-4 8, 9, 1-14
%2%2 6, 28,1 7, 16, 1 8, 10, 1-12
5, 21, 3 8, 11, 1-4
5, 22, 5 8, 13, 1
5, 23, 3 8, 14, 1-3
% J^5 8, 15, 1
5, 26, 2 8, 19, 1-2
5 , 2 ^ 5
%2%3
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where he is (for the first time) officially accused of adultery (eyxXyma pioixcCaç 

èjtKpÉQCDV 6, 5, 4 ).

However, Kleitophon is not afraid of this development because he hopes that he 

will find justice in the court since he has not committed adultery but simply 

agreed to marry publicly Melite (èOdppouv Tcp Xdycp JtepieoeoOai pî] poi%og 

eivai, yfllAai ôè è|xcpav(bç; 6, 5, 4). Meanwhile, Kleitophon hears from a stranger 

in the prison that Melite paid two people to kill Leukippe (an intrigue set up by 

Thersandros). In this hopeless situation Kleitophon changes his plan. He reveals 

to his friends his decision to deliver in the court a defence speech of such a 

content that it would cause both the death penalty to him and appropriate 

punishment to Melite. When the day of the trial comes Kleitophon puts his plan 

into play.

It is clear, therefore, that the author has conceived the idea of the trial at least 

from book 5. The scene proves to be a very well planned part of the whole novel. 

The earliest reference to it is in book 5, 23, 5 where Thersandros speaks openly 

about adultery. From this point onwards the idea of the courtroom trial is 

constantly in the mind of the readers, thus making the courtroom scene the 

central point of the whole second half of the novel. The complications that will 

appear in the court are basically the elements that help the novelist to develop a 

story full of suspense and create a stirring part in his novel. Consequently, the 

trial-scene and the issues related to it provide us with material the study of 

which would reveal a useful way of understanding the last four books of the 

novel.

In the following discussion we ask what kind of information is included in these 

speeches and how each speaker presents it. We deal mainly with the nature of the 

material presented, the arrangement of arguments, and the speaker’s intentions. 

All these are discussed in reference mainly to the rhetorical handbook of 

Quintilian, where appropriate. We are going to examine the speeches’ rhetorical 

construction, expose the speakers’ way of thinking and investigate the nature of 

the material that the speakers use.
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The trial of Kleitophon and Melite: its representation in the novel.

In Kleitophon’s trial the reader is presented with seven courtroom speeches, the 

majority of which recall real forensic speeches and follow their typical form. We 

are going to discuss here the following speeches found in books 7 and 8:

Book 7;

• 7, 2-6: Kleitophon’s “confession.”

• 9,1-14: Klein ias’ defence speech.

• 11, 1-8: Thersandros’ accusation against Melite and Kleitophon.

Book 8:

• 8, 1-14: Thersandros’ accusation against Kleitophon and the priest.

• 9, 1-14: The priest’s defence speech.

• 10, 1-12: Sopatros’ accusation speech (©epodvÔQOu ouvtîyoqoç).

• 11,1-2: Thersandros’ proposal for a settlement.

First part of the trial.

7. 7. 2-6: Kleitophon’s “confession.”

Shortly before Kleitophon’s confession we are informed that both Thersandros 

and Melite have carefully prepared for this trial; Thersandros is said to have no 

less than ten rhetors for assistance (7, 7,1).

The reader is not introduced to the court from the very beginning; the author 

does not give a report on what has been said by the speakers at the beginning of 

the trial; he presents the trial as being underway, starting with Kleitophon’s 

direct speech. However, the reader is given enough information to gather what 

has been said up to this moment.

Structure:

• 2: proœmium. Kleitophon claims that all the previous speakers have lied and 

that he is going to tell the whole truth.

• 3-5: narration: the accused presents the facts in a chronological order; his 

relationship with Leukippe is followed by an affair with Melite when the
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former is believed to have died When he and Melite arrived in Ephesos they 

found Leukippe to be Sosthenes’ slave. Melite planned Leukippe’s death and 

Kleitophon agreed with her and paid an unknown person to kill the girl.

• 6 (cbç yoLQ epiaSov . . . jcpbç ttiv 8qcl)|X8vtiv): propositio, namely the speaker’s 

proposal. Kleitophon has regretted murdering Leukippe and should receive 

the death penalty.

• 6 (où yh.Q cp8Qü) . . .): conclusion: in a brief conclusion he refers both to his 

criminal act and his present situation.

The speech is clear, simple and brief. The speaker relates a straightforward and 

plausible story easily followed by his audience. Kleitophon tries to corroborate 

his claims in order to make the weak points of his story look persuasive. The 

most interesting example of this is his claim that he agreed with Melite to kill 

Leukippe when the former revealed to him her malicious plans. He inserts a 

rhetorical question ( t C yap où Ô8î TàXqPq Xéyeiv; 7, 7, 5) in his attempt to 

convince his audience that at this moment he is telling the truth as he promised 

at the beginning (eycb ôè jiaoav ùptîv èpo) ttiv àX,fj08iav 7, 7, 2). The rhetorical 

question assists him in his attempt to show the motive of the murder and make 

his deceptive speech look more plausible; the motive, he claims, is Melite’s 

promise to make him master of her fortune. He even gives details of how he 

ordered an unknown person to carry out the plan but he fails to give the name of 

this man; this is one of the most unconvincing moments of his speech. 

Nevertheless, the fact that he tries to support his statements by any means of 

argumentation, when possible, adds to the persuasiveness of his speech.

Although, in general terms, this speech is not the most interesting sample of a 

rhetorical speech, it follows basic rhetorical patterns in terms of its structure, 

the way it is presented, and the use of rhetorical devices.^ The speaker tries to 

win the confidence of his audience by assuring them that he will be honest. This 

introduction helps the speaker to attract the public’s interest and render his 

audience attentive. Besides, the use of rhetorical means in places where a logical 

explanation is not convincing enough helps the speaker to look persuasive.

 ̂See, for example, p. 95f., p. 100, p. 108, and p. 116f.
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As already mentioned, all persons involved in this trial have carefully prepared 

for i t /  This is also true in Kleitophon’s case; the accused has chosen to defend 

himself without help of any rhetors; he has also decided on the objectives of his 

speech. The author reveals this information just before the beginning of the trial. 

In 7, 6, 3 Kleitophon, unconvinced by Klein ias’ consolation, exposes his plan to 

his friend. The underlying principle in this speech is, as he openly says, “oûôèv 

aloxQov, Ô X,U7t8Î Tov èxOpov” (7, 6, 4) and his speech keeps in line with this 

intention. As a result, in this trial scene there is a peculiar inversion of the usual 

trial procedures. Not only does the defendant speak for the prosecution but also 

the defence’s (self-appointed) synegoros seeks to refute his principal!"^

This kind of self-accusation {prosangelia), which exists in other novels as well,  ̂

helps the author give a closer description of the quality of the main hero’s 

character and the despair he is in. The hero’s decision elicits the reader’s 

sympathy and places Kleitophon at the centre of interest. The author also 

underlines that love between the two protagonists is so deep that they cannot 

live without each other; this emphasises one of the main ingredients of the novel: 

love and its powers. Moreover, the main hero is in great danger and this adds to 

the suspense of the novel.

Kleitophon’s speech is a so-called “confession.” His only aim is to present his 

claims with persuasive language. In a way, it is a simple narration. As a 

confession to the crime the speech does not follow a strictly typical structure.

7. 9. 1-14: Kleinias as a witness for the defence.

With Kleinias’ speech we have a clear example of forensic speech. This speech 

contains a number of rhetorical elements. Both its structure and its means of 

persuasion follow a plan similar to that which a real defence speech would have. 

It is clear from Kleinias’ very first words that he is going to demonstrate his 

rhetorical ability. He assumes a modest role when he makes his request to be 

heard by the judges (7, 9, 1). Furthermore, he uses the strong argument of

 ̂See 7, 7, 1: “ n a g a a x e v T i  ô è  jio X X t]  t )v  t o v  © e Q o d v Ô Q O V  x a x ’ è ^ o D  . . . x d i  tt]Ç  M eX iT T iç o n c v Ô T ]  

j tQ o ç  TT]V à j io X o Y L a v  j t o Q e a x e v d a a T O . ”

 ̂I owe this observation to Prof. Carey; see also p. 73f.
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reminding them that this trial is serious and they have to decide about the life of 

a man.

When he starts his speech he makes the climate very emotional by reactions, 

such as crying, which calls for maximum attention and even attracts sympathy 

for the speaker and, consequently, for the accused, whom he defends.

Structure:

The structure of the speech follows the speaker’s plan, which is to convey a 

specific amount of information in the most persuasive way.

• 7, 9, 2: proœmium. In this introduction the speaker urges the judges not to 

rush into a condemnation because the accused has lied in order to receive the 

death penalty.

• 7, 9, 3-4: a  ôe qru%qoe ôià ppaxécov ègcü . . . xol (pŒouç e/ovra Xyioraç 

narratia confirmation of an amount of information given by Kleitophon in 

his earlier speech; suspicion about the role of Sosthenes in Leukippe’s fate. In 

general, in this part Kleinias refers to the points made by Kleitophon with 

which he agrees.^

• 7, 9, 4b-8: ouxoç ouv dvngqoQai. . .  pq pdxqv ajtoOdvn; proof: the speaker is 

talking about the motives, etc. Kleinias attempts to analyse what he has 

claimed earlier in his introduction: “xaTeTl^euatai ydp eauTou tqv tcov 

àôixouvTCDV a ’lTiav, iva Jtd0T] xqv xwv ôuotuxouvtcüv Tipwpiav” (7, 9, 2).

• 7, 9, 9-13: ôià xC ouv MekCxTiç xaxqyopqoEV . .  . èm xoùç àyQOÙç è̂ éjte|A\|)8v: 

second part of his proof section: the role of Melite in the case and the 

consequences of her actions.

• 14: conclusion. The speaker gives a summary of the ideas expressed in his 

speech and recommends that the judges investigate the evidence thoroughly 

before they reach a decision.

The highly emotional mode of the speech does not prevent Kleinias from using 

logical arguments and making an even transition from one idea to another. Not 

only his appearance (ôaxpuûDv yepioGeLg, 7, 9, 2) but also his arguments

 ̂See Chaireas in the beginning of Chariton’s novel (1, 4); however, Chaireas here makes a sincere 
self-accusation without any hidden deceitful plans.
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underline the emotional dimension of the case. He explains that the accused 

person wants his own death and in his despair has falsely admitted a murder he 

never committed. Kleinias applies several devices in order to make his speech 

sound persuasive. Even at the very beginning of his speech Kleinias emphasises 

the fact that this trial is very important because it has to take a serious decision. 

Therefore, the court should hear this witness. His first words recalls a classical 

rhetor who advises the public or the people of a committee: “!A.vÔQ8ç, . . . , 

’Bqpéoioi, HT] JtQOTtetmç. . .  7, 9).

One of his main aims is to attract sympathy and favourable attention. He comes 

straightaway to his aim, which is to convince the judges not to condemn 

Kleitophon. His principal request is encapsulated in the phrase “fiq jtpojtetcüç 

xaTayvœxE Odvatov”; if the judges take a quick decision to condemn it will be a 

result of a fast and unwise action ( j tQ O J te x e ia ) .  Moreover, such a decision will 

not mean punishment for Kleitophon but reward, since he really wants to die.

His speech is carefully organised to prevent possible confusion. What he 

introduces in the beginning (introduction) is later picked up and analysed in the 

main part; this consistency makes the speech easy to follow. The speaker 

separates clearly his ideas and gives a lucid explanation to every issue he speaks 

about. At the beginning of his narration he gives the promise that he will be 

brief: “a ôè qxu%qoev ôià Ppa%éwv zqCo”̂  (7, 9, 3).

In the proœm ium  the speaker introduces the main aspects of the matter he is 

going to discuss in his speech; first, he appeals for a careful decision; second, he 

explains the reasons why Kleitophon wishes a death penalty for himself; also he 

reveals the fact that Kleitophon was not sincere in his confession about 

Leukippe’s murder.

Another aim of Kleinias’ speech is to reveal the poor morality of Thersandros 

and the fact that Thersandros and his servant, Sosthenes, would have had 

motives to kill Leukippe; the latter was in love with her and, when Leukippe 

refused to respond to his advances, Sosthenes tortured her. Besides, such 

behaviour is not unfamiliar for Sosthenes since almost all his friends are 

criminals. With these allegations Kleinias succeeds in rendering Kleitophon’s

 ̂Thus, apart from narratio Xh\s part functions as divisio as well; see A d  H er I. x. 17.
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opponents suspects of apparently committing either murder or kidnapping (7, 9, 

4); their notorious characters point to that direction. However, this argument, 

though plausible superficially, is in sharp contradiction with Kleinias’ 

subsequent argumentation that Kleitophon must be able to give specific details 

about who committed the murder and where the victim is, if he is truly the 

perpetrator of the crime. At this stage (7, 9, 6-7) Kleinias makes the strong point 

that without killer and victim there is no murder and, therefore, no trial case. 

This argument can be easily applied to Thersandros’ and Sosthenes’ case as well. 

Kleinias’ version of the facts seems sensible. By presenting the accusers as 

unreliable persons, closely associated with criminals, he indirectly accuses them 

of criminal action. This is the first aim of his speech.

His second aim is to argue that Kleitophon has made a false confession. He 

claims that Kleitophon wishes honestly to die because of his grief at the loss of 

this woman, something that is so apparent in his confession. Moreover, as the 

speaker said earlier, Kleitophon is in despair and it is natural (qpuoei) for a 

desperate person to seek an end to his calamities. Additionally, he points out the 

paradox of this particular case where Kleitophon, the alleged murderer of 

Leukippe, wants so desperately to die because he managed to kill his victim. If 

Kleitophon were the murderer he would not wish to die, because he achieved his 

aim. The reasoning of Kleitophon’s confession is, Kleinias says, easily 

appreciated if one calls to mind that Kleitophon believes that Leukippe has been 

killed and thus he does not want to be alive without her. Although Kleinias 

mixes facts with suspicions in his narration, he tries to make them look real, 

through argumentative language and reasoning. Almost all of his statements are 

accompanied by a plausible explanation. With a clear narration and short 

sentences he manages to draw a sketch of the situation and thus he keeps his 

initial promise to the judges that he will speak briefly.

Until now Kleinias has given some reasonable explanation of Kleitophon’s 

reactions but no proof of what he claims. All he has managed to do is to give to 

the court insinuations about objective factual statements. Although he is telling 

the truth, the court is not in a position to verify what Kleinias suspects without

 ̂ A classical opening of the narratio part of a speech, see, for example, Dem. 24.6; see also 
Gabaudan (1987) p. 223.
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any kind of evidence. This is the reason why Kleinias employs rhetorical means, 

both in the way of thinking and in the way of presenting his views.

Another issue which Kleinias tries to illustrate is the role of Melite in the case, 

and her relationship with Kleitophon. If we accept that the motive for 

Kleitophon to kill Leukippe was his love for Melite, then Kleitophon would not 

involve Melite in his confession and, furthermore, he would not wish to die for 

Leukippe whom he is supposed to hate (in case we accept that he killed her). 

Both facts should normally lead him to the opposite reaction.

However, the fact is that Kleitophon believes that Melite is involved in the 

crime; that is now what remains to be explained According to Kleinias, Melite 

wanted to marry Kleitophon, while he definitely did not want this marriage; 

when this prospect of marriage became even more unlikely for Melite, after she 

learned that Leukippe was alive, Melite sent Leukippe to the fields. This reaction 

of Melite and a strange coincidence in the prison made Kleitophon suspect that 

she is the person who wanted Leukippe to be murdered In particular, the piece 

of information given by an unknown fellow-prisoner that someone called Melite 

murdered Leukippe made him absolutely sure about the perpetrator of the 

murder. Because Melite acted out of jealousy, Kleitophon may have regarded 

himself (indirectly) responsible for her death.

Kleinias’ speech deals with almost all the details of this trial case. In his attempt 

to prove Kleitophon’s innocence, he has tackled several aspects of the issue. 

Surprisingly, towards the end of his speech the speaker ironically assumes the 

role of the ignorant witness and accepts that he does not know whether what he 

has stated earlier is absolutely right; however, according to his view, the judges 

are in a position to find out the truth, since they have all the persons involved 

With this suggestion Kleinias appears absolutely confident that the evidence is 

going to corroborate his views and reveal the truth. What he has said can be 

easily confirmed by a first hand examination of all the witnesses and facts. By 

making this request at the end of his speech Kleinias follows the safe way of 

assuring the judges; “[iaSetv ôe uiiîv è^éotai” (7, 9, 14)* is not so much a 

reminder of the judges’ duties as it is a statement of self-confidence. The speaker

® See p. 185.
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presents the facts as he believes they happened and then urges the judges to 

check them.

Kleinias’ speech is widely regarded as sensible and plausible by the audience 

(toîç \izy jtoXXoIg èôoxei jtiGavoç ô Xôyoç; 7, 10, 1) and it has succeeded in 

turning the trial to a new direction. Melite agrees to help with the investigation 

of the crime and invites Thersandros to co-operate. Moreover, she declares that 

Sosthenes is the main suspect of the murder. Thersandros’ position has become 

more uncomfortable after Kleinias’ speech and now he needs to deal not only 

with Melite, as he originally intended, but also with what has been said by 

Kleinias.

7. 11: Thersandros’ first speech.

Structure:

Thersandros, avoiding a long introduction, soon comes to the central point of 

his speech. From the very beginning he attempts an attack on Kleinias. The plan 

of the speech is scheduled according to five points the speaker wants to raise: 

first, to render Kleinias an unreliable witness; second, to accuse his opponents of 

murdering his servant, Sosthenes, and present a “machination” which 

Kleitophon and Melite organised against him; third, to assure the judges that 

there is no doubt that Kleitophon is guilty and only Melite’s case needs further 

investigation; fourth, to confute Kleitophon’s claim that a prisoner informed 

him about Leukippe’s murder. Finally, to urge them to finish this trial with a 

conviction against Kleitophon, since he has confessed his crime.

Accordingly, the speech could be divided as follows:

• 7, 11, 1 - ôaxQuovToç introduction: Thersandros’ general reaction to Kleinias’ 

speech. Thersandros claims that the previous speaker (Kleinias) has been 

extremely capable in presenting fiction as truth.

• 7,11,1 (ov votitẐ m - èXTiXeytiévou): proof: the motives behind Kleinias’ speech.

• 7,11, 2-3 (ôoxœ Ô8 . . .  2a)O0évT]ç ta u ta  eljtcbv): what happened to Sosthenes 

and why.

• 7, 11, 3 - 7 (TouvT8t)08v Ô8 6 Xoyoç poi Jtpbç M8X,ittiv xai KX8iToq)0 )vta - 

éûDpaxévai): introduction to the second part of his speech; Kleitophon and
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Melite have harmed him by killing his servant. Thersandros admits that 

Melite’s case needs further investigation.

• 7 ,1 1 ,7 -8  (èXfjQTiaE ÔÈ x a i . . .  - èyvcoQiOEv); the incident of Kleitophon with 

the strange prisoner.

• 7,11, 8: où jtauEoOai qpX,T]vdq)(üv . . . end* conclusion. A connection with the 

beginning and the addition of a new element: divine providence has urged 

Kleitophon to confess. The judges should stop hearing all the excuses the 

opponents put forward and accept Kleitophon’s confession.

Thersandros’ speech is full of speculations. He bases his arguments only on the 

fact that Kleitophon has confessed his deeds. According to his opinion a 

confession is safer evidence than an arrest in the very act. Apart from that, his 

whole accusation depends on suspicions and unreliable conclusions. His main 

accusations are introduced with verbs such as vopiÇco (1) and ôoxm (twice in 2), 

a fact which reveals the subjective nature of his claims. His suspicions are so 

unreliable that there is no other way of presenting them than using 

words/language of uncertainty or probability such as the words ctpa (6), 

Eixoç (7); the phrase dp’ oux Euôqkov to Jtpayna reveals his attempt to hide the 

fact that what is said is not all too obvious. He comes to arbitrary conclusions 

by guessing what the truth might be. Thus, his thinking is quite unconvincing; 

as mentioned afterwards (7, 12, 1) Kleitophon was condemned because he had 

actually confessed his crime.

According to Thersandros, everything in this case is easy to explain: Kleitophon 

is guilty since he has confessed his deed; Kleinias is not a reliable witness 

because he may have been personally involved in the murder. Sosthenes has 

disappeared and the accused persons have possibly murdered him in order to 

make a trap for Thersandros. Furthermore, in Thersandros’ opinion, it is easy to 

predict Sosthenes’ statement, if he was present as witness, about Melite and 

Kleitophon’s deeds against his “servant,” Leukippe, and the reasons behind 

Kleinias’ strange story of Kleitophon’s meeting with the unknown prisoner. In 

this way Thersandros makes use of testimony without presenting any hard 

evidence to the court.

Thersandros tries to emphasise that Kleinias’ persuasive ability is used as a 

means of deception. He claims that the speaker is a liar and a skilful “babbler”
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and criticises the judges for allowing him to say all this and delaying their 

conviction.

In his attempt to refute what Kleinias has argued he chooses to attack the 

character and the abilities of this person. He argues that Kleinias is a “wizard of 

words” and a “plausible actor who cries plausibly.”  ̂Accordingly, he claims that 

Kleinias’ version of the story is deceitful but appears credible because it is 

artificially presented to look so. Moreover, he tries to involve the witness into 

the crime by expressing suspicion about him. He even accuses his opponents of a 

second murder, namely the killing of Sosthenes. To make this view strong 

enough he exploits all the coincidences he can; he even makes up a whole story of 

a supposed “machinery” which, he claims, his opponents brought into action in 

order for them to incriminate him. According to him his opponents wanted to 

prove that Sosthenes is Leukippe’s murderer who acted on Thersandros’ order; 

by using this “plot” Thersandros manages to present all the incriminating 

evidence against him as a supposedly well organised machination.

In the exposition of the details of the case Thersandros claims that he personally 

had no incentive to kill Leukippe; on the contrary, such an action contradicts 

his own interests because if his “servant” was alive, she would be able to work 

for him for a long time. Therefore, Melite’s decision to send Leukippe to the 

fields is obviously so suspicious that it can indicate that she is involved in this 

case. Moreover, the incident with Kleitophon and the prisoner indicates yet 

again that the murderer of Leukippe was not unknown to Kleitophon; he rather 

seems to be one of his partners in the crime, since he has not reported anything 

to the magistrates.

Thersandros’ speech concludes with precisely the same ideas with which it 

started: the judges must stop hearing “useless babbling” ®̂ and should face the 

truth which comes out directly from Kleitophon’s confession (to autov éauTou 

xaT8iJt8îv;^^). In addition he uses the idea, which is indirectly introduced by his 

advocates in the previous chapter, that Kleitophon’s confession was made with 

god’s providence; with this allusion he tries to strengthen his view that

 ̂Winkler’s translation in Reardon (1989) p. 266.
See “xaTsXfÎQTiaE’’; “xaGéÇeoOs be ydiiTog axoiiovxeg”; “o'O Jiaijea0£ q)XTivdcpa)v dvE%6|i6Voi 

XEVü)v;” in 7, 11.
“ Notice that the same expression is used in both paragraph 1 and 8.
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Kleitophon’s confession is true because it was caused by divine providence; 

consequently, he puts the judges into a difficult position and allows no other 

way for them than to condemn Kleitophon.

Thersandros’ devices of thought are an interesting example of the sophistry that 

is used in court cases. He uses every possible detail of the case to his own 

advantage. The reader is in front of a devious and capable speaker who distorts 

the truth.

Second part of the trial.

8. 8. 1-14: Thersandros’ second speech.

Structure.

• 8, 8, 1-2: p T o o c m iu m . In his p r o o e m iu m  Thersandros assumes the role of the 

embarrassed speaker who is so puzzled by the seriousness of the offences that 

he does not know where to start from.

• 8, 8, 3: a list of the offences committed; moral order has been so badly 

disturbed that lawlessness, adultery, sacrilege and murder are all involved in 

this case.

• 8, 8, 4-6 (xatdôixoç èaxiv 'UJtEQfjpeQoç): Thersandros underlines the fact that 

Kleitophon enjoys a life of a freeman although he has been condemned to 

death by this court.

• 8 ,8 ,6  - 12 (TC XéyEiç,. . .  xai ôixaoxqpiœv - xfl xataôixTi): this is a broader 

part, the main aim being to attack the priest’s actions and, consequently, to 

request his punishment. It can be divided in three separate parts:

The outcome of the first trial was the conviction of Kleitophon on the one side, and, on the 
other, the request of a second trial in order for the judges to be able to examine Melite’s role in 
the whole case. This second trial is essentially a second phase of the same trial.
Between the first and the second trial some development has taken place which is going to 
influence the nature of the case. Immediately after the decision of the court the priest of Artemis 
decided to commence a sacrifice; a procedure which demanded nothing else happening as long as 
it was lasting. This development means that Kleitophon’s punishment should not be carried out 
for some time.
In the meantime, Leukippe escapes and seeks refuge in the temple of Artemis. Kleitophon 
manages to escape from the prison in his attempt to meet Leukippe in the temple and the priest 
in charge protects the couple.
Furious after hearing the news, Thersandros accuses the priest of violating the law because the 
latter has given refuge to a criminal; in addition, the priest has no right to keep Thersandros’
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i. 8, 8, 6 - 8 ( t C X̂ éyeiç . . .  - oeavxbv fiyot)): the priest has no right to

overrule the law and the judges.

ii. 8, 8, 8 -12 (Meta xhç Aqxe^ iôoç . . .  - n6X,iç èv xctfAcxixujteCcp yCvexai): with

his behaviour the priest has placed himself even above Artemis and has 

committed sacrilegious acts.

iii. 8, 8, 12 Eiç pev Ôfj Koi kdyog . . . xf| xaxaôixî]: formal statement of the

accusation against the priest and convict.

• 8, 8, 12 -13 (AEUXepoç ôe èoxC jroi -13): Melite's case (p,oi%8iaç àywv, 8, 8, 12) 

is going to be made clear if the maids are examined If they claim that the 

convict has stayed together with Melite for a long time as a husband then she 

must assign her fortune to Thersandros; in the opposite case she will be free 

from any accusation; however, Kleitophon must die whether he will be proved 

an adulterer or not.

• 8, 8, 14: Thersandros is going to speak about his servant, Leukippe, after the 

condemnation of the persons involved in this case.

In the new trial Thersandros is obliged to take into account the new 

development which took place in the meantime before the second trial. This 

development has changed the object of the new trial which was initially 

intended to be a further investigation into Melite’s case. Now Thersandros has to 

speak about the delay of Kleitophon’s punishment, the priest’s intervention and 

the fate (future) of Leukippe who, he claims, is his servant.

The speaker follows the well-tried technique^^ in which the rhetor pretends that 

he does not know where to start from, because of the extent of the law-breaking 

and the complication of the case. He assumes the dramatic role of the 

“embarrassed speaker”;̂ "̂ by showing embarrassment about the situation he 

manages to attract understanding of the judges; only with a benevolent audience 

can he put his deceitful plan into action. This is why he tries to present himself 

as a victim.

servant, Leukippe, in the temple. For this reason he demands that the law be imposed in 
Kleitophon’s case and Leukippe be tried in the cave with the Syrinx (8, 11, 2).

See p. 175f.
This has been identified by Schwartz (1998) p. 207 (and note 159) as aporia and associated 

with Demosthenes 18.129: *o#% ajiopto Ô’ oxi %ÇT) jieqi ooD xai tcov aw v eiJXEïv, ànoQô) xov 
jtgwxou p,VT)o8œ.”
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Nevertheless, very soon he specifies the terrible outrages which the accused have 

committed In a very long period (8, 8, 3) Thersandros, without referring to 

specific names, identifies the crimes in question; the crime is a combination of 

murder, adultery, failure to impose the law and sacrilege. The accusation is 

carefully expressed so that it points to specific persons without mentioning their 

names. The perpetrators of these insults are mentioned with the general noun oi 

HOixoC.̂  ̂Moreover, he shows that law and order have been terribly violated in 

the present situation. When society is in such a dangerous condition, measures 

must be taken for the protection of the citizens.Judges and audience are also 

members of this society and they are directly affected by such a situation and, 

therefore, they should sympathise with Thersandros. He pretends that he is 

incapable of doing anything that would stop the people who openly commit 

these offences; he feels helpless (ti ôpdoeié tiç ë r i . . . ; )  and indirectly appeals to 

the emotions of his audience. This clever and careful preparation of his audience 

will help him to make his points sound stronger later.

According to the law which the judges are supposed to protect and impose, the 

convict should have been executed by now. However, reality shows that the law 

has not been strictly enforced in this case and the judges have not been taken 

seriously by the people involved, he claims. This argument tries to set 

Kleitophon in conflict with law and the judges on a personal level. This is a 

matter of principle and the judges should ensure that the law is strong enough to 

protect “innocent” citizens, like the speaker himself (!).

Thersandros advances to an open attempt to show that the priest's action is 

opposed to the judges’ decisions. He accuses the priest of trying to subvert the 

judicial power and of acting as a tyrant. Adopting a reasonable tone, he 

demands to know where the priest found the right to act as a superior judge.

this word Thersandros implies Kleitophon and Melite, by the phrase Tobç àX,XoTQCovç 
oLxétaç he implies Leukippe, by the phrase ot cpoveiç he implies Kleitophon; the phrase 
pioi%Evœoi Tciç àXXoTQioç yvvalxaç (namely Melite) refers to Kleitophon; ol jioqvoPooxo'i refers 
to the priest, while ai Jidgvai refers to Leukippe. Schwartz (1998) notes that the last reference 
(jioQvai) “in this escalating sequence occupies an emphatic position” with the aim to insinuate 
“that Leucippe is a prostitute and that she is guilty of religious pollution” (p. 208). The plurals 
generalise and so aggrandise by turning a specific instance into a trend: I owe this last 
observation to Prof. Carey.

The use of the argument “that the defendant’s crime has injured the entire state” is explained 
by Schwartz (1998) both as a way of attracting sympathy and as “an absolutely necessary
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Additionally, with his behaviour the priest has tried to surpass even the gods 

who never did anything similar to this in the past. The priest has allowed 

“murderers” and “adulterers” to live in the temple of the goddess. In this way the 

priest’s character is called into question. Furthermore the accuser explicitly 

expresses his suspicion over the priest’s relationship with Leukippe and 

Kleitophon. Thersandros’ attempt to discredit the priest tries to take advantage 

of any possible detail. He may sound hypercritical and exaggerating but even so 

he serves his aim to show the psychological situation of a man who has been 

unfairly dealt with by criminals and indirectly by the failure to impose the law. 

As a result, Thersandros demands the execution of Kleitophon and the 

punishment of the priest. This is the main aim of his speech.

The speaker’s attack is focused on his two targets: Kleitophon and his protector, 

the priest. Almost seventy five per cent of the speech is spent on this issue, only 

a couple of periods on Melite’s case and one period only on Leukippe. This is 

particularly odd if we think that the second trial was called in order to 

investigate Melite’s case. The part that concerns Melite deals only with technical 

matters (how the issue with her should be solved in the future) and contains 

little persuasive language. Thersandros has thrown all the weight of his speech 

on ensuring the conviction of Kleitophon.

8. 9.1-14: the priest’s speech.

Structure.

8, 9, 1: Hapa %qv 08ov . . .  où xaSapou: introduction. Content-wise it covers the 

first half of the speech, namely the exposition of Thersandros’ character.

8, 9, 2-5: a description of Thersandros’ life: considering the accuser’s life from 

childhood until now, one can conclude that he is a hypocrite and an immoral 

person.

8, 9, 6: introduction to the confutation.

8, 9, 7: confutation of the accuser’s arguments:

i) (8, 9, 7): eXuoaç. . .  xbv Oavdxou xaT8Yvcaa|ievov.

argument in a graphe, a public procedure” (p. 205); Schwartz claims that the second trial is a 
graphe if it is to be discussed “in terms of classical Athenian procedure” (p. 205).
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ii) (8, 9, 9): o v Ô E v o ç  yag o t i ô e i ç  è a f i v  a v e v  X Q iaeo aç  ô u v a tc o T e p o ç .

iii) ( 8 ,  9 , 11 ): x a t d ô i x o v  e A ,v o a ç  Ô a v d tQ ) j t a p a ô o O é v T a .

8,9, 13 -14 ( .. .  èXfjÀ,eY?ai): recapitulation of Thersandros’ offences.

8, 9, 14: tà  [ièv e^d . . .  jcaQaôCôœni: conclusion.

Thersandros spent so much time on attacking the priest of Artemis that it is fair 

for the priest to have the chance to speak. The priest is introduced by the 

narrator as a good rhetor ( t ) v  ôe eiJieiv oux dÔuvaxoç) with a particular 

preference for the Aristophanic comic style (8, 9, 1). The priest manages indeed 

to give a proper reply to Thersandros. He even tries to ridicule him and the 

whole situation by discreetly alluding to funny and often obscene scen es;a s  a 

result, he will be strictly criticised by his opponents later (8, 10, 1 and 4).

The decision to start with a reference to the goddess (Artemis) is not accidental. 

After all he, not Thersandros, is the most appropriate person to speak on her 

behalf. With an epigrammatic phrase he goes straight to his main subject. 

Thersandros is not at all a devout person and this is why he has insulted the 

goddess with his speech; this is the central idea which the priest is going to 

develop in detail in his speech and it is introduced straightaway from the 

beginning.

The priest chooses to present an outline of Thersandros’ prior life and behaviour; 

this will expose his character’s qualities and will be very useful for a broad 

estimation of Thersandros’ personality {ethos). Thersandros spent his life 

showing indecent behaviour;as a result, he is a constant danger to all decent 

people of the society. The priest does not need to defend himself and the way he 

spends his life because all this is apparent to everybody.W hat he must do, 

however, is speak for the specific accusations against him after his involvement 

in this case.

Almost half of the speech is spent on the issue of Thersandros’ character; 

something similar in Thersandros’ speech about the priest’s character. In fact.

See further in Vilborg’s (1962) commentary, pp. 132-134. 
See also pp. 189-191 and p. 276.

19 Schwartz (1998) underlines the striking verbal similarities of the priest’s speech: “’aXX,’ ei |ièv 
àXXfi Jtov PsPicùxœç eTU%ov, xai \ir\ Jiag’ . . .” (Achilleus Tatios 8, 9, 6); and “xoov t o v t o v  

pX,aoq)Ti[iiü)v” (8, 9, 6)  with Demosthenes 18.10: “jtepl [rev ô î]  xœv lô lc ü v  ô o a  Xoiôopoiip,evoç 
P 8pXao(jpfi|iT]X8 TOQi 08O'O” and “o'O yag âXXoOC Jio'o ^ 8 ^1 0 0 x 0  t) nag’ Optv.”
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Thersandros has dealt in more detail with the priest than with the persons 

involved in this trial/^

Real argumentative language exists in the second part of this speech (8, 9, 6ff.). 

There the speaker demonstrates rhetorical ability and persuasive power. He 

discusses each part of the accusation in a very systematic way. The main 

accusation he deals with is that the priest has released Kleitophon, who has been 

condemned to death, and, therefore, he acted like a tyrant. This is refuted by the 

claim that the priest himself did not release somebody who deserves the death 

penalty because Kleitophon has not committed any crime. In fact, Thersandros 

is the one who committed an offence by imprisoning an innocent man without 

any legitimate verdict from a court. The priest’s claim that Artemis has saved 

the young couple is particularly appropriate to the priest’s capacity and 

corresponds to the allusion to the god made by Thersandros in the end of his 

speech (8, 8,10).

The priest has replied to the part of the accusation that concerns him. His 

principal aim is to defend himself against the unfair accusations in Thersandros’ 

speech; even so he inevitably touches issues that have to do with the actual case 

and contributes to the argumentation in favour of Kleitophon. This is achieved 

firstly by exposing Thersandros’ character (he is a man with very low moral 

standards (8, 9, 1), he does not even respect his priesthood (8, 9, 5), and he is a 

hypocrite (8, 9, 2-3). Secondly, by explaining that Kleitophon has been treated 

unfairly by Thersandros who is a ouxocpdvTTiç (8, 9, 14); thirdly, by pointing out 

that Leukippe is alive and, therefore, there is no crime.

The speeches in this second part of the trial scene have so many parallels with 

Aischines 1 that one could claim that it has actually been modelled on it. First of 

all, as Schwartz (1998) has noted {ibid p. 80, note 15), it belongs to a trial that is 

virtually a graphe. Second, the style and the ethos of the priest’s speech is similar 

to that of Aischines 1 {ibid p. 188f.; see also our p. 174). Later, Sopatros is

Both the priest and Thersandros insist very much on speaking about their opponents’ 
character (see pp. 177-183). The importance of the issue of ethos as a persuasive means has been 
illustrated by May (1988) in her study on the use of ethos in Cicero.
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presented as making the same gesture (8, 10, 2) as Demosthenes mentioned by 

Aischines in his attempt to mock him (p. 173)/^

8. 10.1-12: Sopatros’ speech.

Sopatros makes a passionate speech in which he pursues two chief aims: first, to 

refute the priest’s claims about Thersandros (by explaining that the priest is 

immoral and Thersandros is an honourable man); second, to deal with the issue 

of adultery which is the only accusation that remains.

Structure.

• 10, 1 - 2 (. . . ajtoXuoaoBai tt|ç aitiaç): introduction. The speaker gives 

reasoning about why he should speak at that moment.

• 10, 2 - 4 (. . . JtQOç aÛTOv): refutation: what Thersandros has said about the 

priest is true while the priest’s accusations are all pure slander; the priest has 

said the same things about Thersandros’ ethos as Thersandros claimed for the 

priest’s ethos.

• 10, 4 - 6 TTiv xi\ir]y TauTT|v exeiv: a harsh attack on the priest’s character who, 

according to Sopatros, shows this protective behaviour to the accused persons 

because of his questionable relation to the two youngsters.

• 10, 7 - 9: a reply to the priest’s comment about Thersandros’ life: Thersandros’ 

character and his life have been impeccable until now.

• 10,10: the extent of the adultery and the seriousness of the insult.

• 10, 11: a sophistic argument to strengthen the view that Kleitophon is guilty. 

The speech is interrupted by the priest and, consequently, terminated.

In his introduction Sopatros explains the reason why he should speak before 

Kleitophon’s advocate and promises that he will very soon prove that the 

prisoner is guilty not of one but of two murders.

Sopatros’ speech is complementary to that of Thersandros and offers a more 

penetrating view of some aspects of the case. In the part in which the priest’s 

speech is discussed there is a continuous attempt to deflect the priest’s

See also the discussion of the use of humour and sexual innuendoes in both these speeches on 
pp. 188-191.
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accusations against himself; the priest, according to his opponents, is of 

questionable morality; he is rather suspect of involvement in obscene behaviour. 

Sopatros claims that what the priest has said is a comedy and he criticises the 

style and the (mainly sexually) suggestive language of the latter’s speech; 

Thersandros, according to the speaker, is telling the truth when he claims that 

the priest has released a prisoner, has accepted a prostitute at the temple, and 

has condoned an adulterer.

Despite the promising introduction the rhetor fails to bring any serious 

arguments into the court; the only thing he manages to express is vague 

suspicions without giving any specific details. This reaction reveals lack of 

arguments which oblige him to continue on the same practice of expressing 

insinuations and implications about the priest’s character {ethos).

His next point concerning the priest’s behaviour belongs to the same context. In 

order to build his argument he expresses his puzzlement (ujtEpteGaupaxa, 8, 10, 

4)̂  ̂ why the priest reacts with so much concern for the “adulterers.” His final 

aim is to suggest that the priest has some motive to do this: the nice appearance 

of the two youngsters is implied as the priest’s motive in the context of his 

obscene character. The fact that they slept and drank together in the temple is an 

indication for the rhetor that these persons are involved in an immoral 

relationship. This is used in an attempt to deflect the impression that the priest 

made in his speech.

Melite’s ethos and deeds is another issue with which the speaker is concerned. 

He claims that in “the last act of her performance she has thrown off her veil of 

respectability and wallowed in her shameless behaviour” we can see that “it is 

likely that she has been sinning with other men for a long time past”^̂  and she 

has managed to hide it from her husband (elxbç yo.Q aurqv xol Jtpoç ak’kovç 

Tivàç fitiaQTTixEvai Tov jiQooOev xpovov, kavOdveiv ôè èjt’ èxEivoiç xp^orbv 

dvôpa; 8, 10, 8). When Thersandros left for a long trip, she found a new 

opportunity for adultery (xaipbv toutov vEvopixEV poixeiaç 8, 10, 9); she found 

a lover, a corrupted young man, namely Kleitophon, and she surpassed any limit

^ The expression of (wonder and) astonishment through the word “0av}id^6iv” has strong 
classical antecedents; see Isokrates, Panegyrikos 4.1; Philip 5.1; Archidamos 6.1; see Lausberg 
(1998) par. 270.

Winkler in Reardon (1989) p. 278; Achilleus Tatios 8, 10, 8.
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of immoral behaviour; she felt no shame in presenting her lover to the people of 

Ephesos.

Melite’s objection to that would be that she acted so because she thought that her 

husband was dead However, with an interesting piece of complicated sophistry 

he comes to the conclusion that, since Thersandros is alive, adultery actually has 

taken place, irrespectively of what Melite thought, and Kleitophon is 

indisputably an adulterer.

The speaker has put all the weight into his attempt to expose the priest’s 

character, to criticise Melite and Kleitophon’s deeds and to present Thersandros’ 

moral virtues. Therefore, the main issue for him is the ethical aspect of the 

persons involved - not the examination of the real facts - and the presentation of 

arguments in one or another direction. The rhetor does not seem to accomplish 

his first promise to prove that Kleitophon is twice guilty; this leads Thersandros 

to intervene and interrupt the rhetor. If we judge from what he has said up to 

the point he was interrupted, the speaker did not show any indication that he 

intends to use objective argumentative language.

The speaker commits two fundamental mistakes. First, he promises things he is 

not going to deliver. As a result, he raises the expectations of his hearers and the 

outcome looks much more disappointing. Secondly, and more significantly, he is 

letting himself be carried away with the ethos-topic analysed by the priest 

earlier and so he gets himself in an adverse area. The result is a total deviation 

from the main issue.

The speech adds to the drama of the scene, especially the speaker’s threat to 

overturn the priest’s claims but also has other narratological functions, as has 

been rightly pointed out by Schwartz^^: it advances “the impossibility of 

resolving the issues in a forensic setting -  namely, Melite’s fidelity and 

Leukippe’s chastity - and in turn precipitates the final trials by ordeal.” We 

could add that this speech is instrumental in order for the whole trial case to 

collapse. Moreover, Schwartz points out that the speech “heightens the dramatic 

sense of the formidable opposition the heroes face in this trial,”^̂  but this is only

Schwartz (1998) p. 220. 
Ibid
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true for the beginning of the speech with the intervention of this confident and 

promising speaker and not for the end.

8.11.1-2: Thersandros’ last courtroom speech.

Thersandros, having possibly realised that his advocate has run out of serious 

arguments, decides to put an end to this trial. In so doing he has the advantage 

of arranging the settlement on his terms. This speech is not a complete forensic 

speech; it simply contains Thersandros’ proposals for a final settlement.

Structure.

• 11,1: introductory statement.

• 11,2: his proposal for a settlement.

Thersandros proposes to finish this trial provided that Melite and Leukippe 

accept to undergo two supernatural challenges'^ (two important elements for the 

lysis of the novel). It is notable that Kleitophon’s case is not mentioned at all 

since the speaker regards Kleitophon’s case as having finished.

^ Proklesis is a legal challenge; “certain categories of evidence (notably statements given on oath 
or under torture) could only be admitted in an Athenian court with the consent of both sides” 
(Todd (1993) pp. 393-394); “women, however, who could not be witnesses, could in principle 
swear an evidentiary oath, provided this was done with the agreement of both litigants” {ib id  p. 
387); see also Volkmann (1963) p. 178.
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2. The relationship of the courtroom speeches with formal rhetorical theory.

A good forensic speech is usually related to a sophisticated rhetorical theory 

with which every rhetor should be familiar. This is particularly true in the time 

of the second sophistic in which oratory has become a standard form of 

education. Quintilian’s work Institutio oratoria (95 A.D.) is a good source of the 

existing theories known at the end of the first century and the beginning of the 

second. By that time rhetorical theories have acquired a fixed form and different 

schools follow an almost deceptively individual system. The differences between 

the teachers of rhetoric are mainly superficial and exist mainly in terminology, 

classification and other minor details.

According to these rhetorical theories “every cause in which one side attacks 

and the other defends consists either of one or more controversial questions”^̂  

and therefore a forensic case can be “simple” or “complex” (Quint. Ill, X, 1). It is 

possible that other cases exist such as the “comparative” and the “mutual 

accusation” (àvTixatqYOQ^a) (Quint. Ill, X, 3-4).

The question which is tried at this court is a definitive question, namely an issue 

(a question) which deals with specific facts, persons, time, etc. (ujtoSeoiç, causa; 

Quint. Ill, V, 5ff.). The main question is whether Melite and Kleitophon have 

committed adultery and murder. This issue is not simple because it contains 

several subordinate questions; it is initially a complex question which is 

transformed into a mutual accusation especially in the dispute over the matter 

of the murder of Leukippe.

Every case (cause) “has a certain essential basis on which it rests” (Quint. Ill, VI, 

1). This “basis” *̂ is the “kind of question which arises from the first conflict” 

(Quint. Ill, VI, 5). Hence the conflict of the type “fecisti” - “non feci” leads to the 

question “an fecerit,” while the question “hoc fecisti” - “non hoc feci” leads to the 

question “quid fecerit.” Accordingly, we have two questions, the first of which is 

of a conjectural nature {quaestio conjecturalis) and the second of a definitive 

{finitivi status). Furthermore, questions of the type “etiamsi feci, recte feci” 

constitute the basis of quality (Quint. Ill, VI, 10). According to Quintilian “a

Butler, H. (192T); I use Butler’s translation of Quintilian throughout.
^ Status, constitutio, quaestio, caput, kephalaion genikotaton, stasis (see Quint. Ill, VI, 2) are 
some alternative names of what is translated by Butler (1921) Quintilian as “basis” or “ground.”
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basis can originate in denial” (III, VI, 10); therefore, it is the side who denies a 

case that determines the basis. Although there are several questions in almost 

every case, “it is often the most trivial which occupies the first place” (Quint. Ill, 

VI, 7-8). There may exist also questions with more than one basis (Quint. Ill, VI, 

9).

In Melite’s and Kleitophon’s trial detection of this technical information 

becomes even more complicated than the theory itself because Kleitophon 

decides to change his position at the last minute and accepts the accusation; 

hence he agrees with the accusers and, therefore, there is initially no question 

and no case. However, his friend Kleinias assumes the role of the defendant very 

soon. The main accusation is that Kleitophon has committed adultery. As shown 

in later statements, there are also some side issues which are raised by the 

accuser, such as the murdering of Leukippe and the nature of Melite’s offence; 

the former belongs to the type of conjecture: whether Leukippe was murdered by 

Kleitophon or not; the latter belongs to the type of quality: whether Melite’s deed 

is an adultery or a justifiable action since she considered her husband dead; 

therefore, she assumes that she did it but there was nothing wrong with it at that 

time.^^

As far as the main question is concerned, namely whether Kleitophon is an 

adulterer or not, it should be noted that it is still the defence which determines 

the basis?^ The defence denies the main accusations as well as the secondary 

ones and, therefore, it creates the basis of conjecture, where the one side assumes 

that adultery and murder has taken place and the other side completely denies 

it.''

There are four different methods which one can follow in every case (Quint. Ill, 

VI, 83). As far as the defendant is concerned, these are as follows: the strongest 

method is “to deny the charge,” the second best is “to reply that the particular

Compare Quint. Ill, VI, 10.
Number and names of basis: Quintilian, although he accepts that there is a great disagreement 

on this issue and discusses it in detail (III, VI, 22-42f.), seems to follow Cicero’s suggestion 
{Orator, XIV, 45) that “everything that can form the subject of dispute of discussion is covered 
by the three questions,” namely Sitne? Quid sit? and Quale sit?  (Quint. Ill, VI, 44 and VI, 80) 
which correspond to three bases: conjectural, definitive, and qualitative. The importance of these 
categories is essential because, as Quintilian says, “neque enim ulla iuris discrepatio nisi 
finitione, qualitate, coniectura potest explicari” (III, VI, 82).

Compare with a similar case in Quint. Ill, VI, 17.
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act with which you are charged was never committed,” “the third and most 

honourable is to maintain that the act was justifiable,” and the “last and only 

hope” is to “evade the charge with the aid of some point of law, making it 

appear that the action has been brought against us illegally” (question of 

competence; Quint. Ill, VI, 83).

From these four “lines of defence” the first two are clearly applied in Achilleus 

Tatios’ trial scenes. First of all, Kleinias tries to deny any charge brought against 

Kleitophon: he argues that Kleitophon has not committed a murder but 

confessed it only because of some specific reasons which he explains extensively. 

However, though he implies it,^  ̂ he never claims that adultery has not taken 

place. He passes this matter over in silence, as a teacher of rhetoric would advise 

him to do,̂  ̂and only tries to make it look a petty and extremely doubtful issue. 

This is again a kind of rhetorical device where “in complicated causes” “two or 

three bases may be found”; this happens because in such cases “many different 

lines of defence are brought to meet a single charge” when there are “secondary 

questions related to the main issue of the trial.” In this case Quintilian proposes 

that the orator may choose the best basis “to permit [him] to develop a 

maximum of force” (Quint. Ill, VI, 91-92).

Coming to Thersandros’ speech which follows that of Kleinias, we should again 

consult Quintilian concerning the four ways the accuser should employ in order 

to make his point persuasive; thus, he must “prove that something was done, 

that a particular act was done, that it was wrongly done, and that he brings his 

charge according to law” (III, VI, 85).

These conditions are met in the accuser’s speech. It should be borne in mind that 

in a supposed real court Thersandros would have made another speech in the 

very beginning where he would have delivered a formal accusation. However, 

because the presentation of the trial-speeches starts in mediis rebus we do not 

have this first speech of Thersandros. Still, one can detect these lines in the other 

speeches of accusation. Thersandros never loses an opportunity to declare that

“ric&ç otiv MêXlttiç qpdvov xaTTiyoQEt, f|g i]Qa;” (7, 9, 7) and “Ata xi ovv MeXuTjÇ y.axr\y6Qr\OE\, 
. .” (7, 9, 9).

Quintilian says that whatever you cannot prove, it is better not to mention at all; he also 
advises that if you cannot avoid mentioning it you must try hard to make it look unimportant; 
see V, XIll, 9-10; also, V, XII, 2; V, XII, 6; V, XII, 8, etc.
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Kleitophon is an adulterer and a murderer and he does whatever he can in order 

to prove that such crimes have been committed by the accused.

Another rhetorical practice which Thersandros employs is to blame the persons 

involved in this trial and to accuse them of either participating in the offences 

or having a corrupt character. Quintilian’s view that “the award of praise or 

blame to a witness may carry weight in the courts” (III, VII, 2) is here put into 

practice. Thus, Kleinias is accused of taking part in the crimes committed by 

Kleitophon and this is the reason why he defended his friend so passionately, 

while the priest later becomes the victim of Sopatros, Thersandros’ synegoros, 

who tries to ridicule him and to expose the corrupt character of the witness. 

However, similar practice has been applied earlier in the confrontation between 

Thersandros and the priest.

However, in the confrontation between the priest and Thersandros’ advocate 

(Sopatros), the latter gives the impression that he is abusive and slanderous. This 

practice is especially questionable and a professional orator would have not 

recommended it.^  ̂Kleinias, however, seems to be familiar with this and avoids 

giving this impression, namely that he makes false statements in order to slander 

Melite. He clearly states that what he says is the truth and that he has no 

intention to harm anybody unfairly.^^

The speakers participating in a trial should not give the impression that they are 

excellent advocates but that they are reliable persons; in order to achieve this 

they should convince the public that they have been involved in the case because 

of “a sense of duty to a friend, etc.” (Quint. IV, I, 7). This is particularly similar 

to what happens with Kleinias’ case. The speaker, though a real friend of 

Kleitophon beforehand, manages to pass the message that he is talking for the 

good of his friend who is so terribly hit by unfortunate circumstances. This is 

also true in the case of the priest who tries to give the impression that he is a 

reliable person because as a priest he has the moral duty to defend individuals 

who have been treated unfairly.

Thersandros claims in his speech (8, 8, 6-12) that the priest’s behaviour in protecting the 
adulterers was not appropriate for the servant of Artemis and the priest tries to prove his case 
by presenting Thersandros as an absolutely corrupted character.

Quint. IV, I, 10.
^ A.T. 7, 9, 9: "xai Jtpoç Oeœv jat) |xe voniaT)Ts Sta^dXXetv OeXovxa tt]v yuvatxa JioifjoaoOai tov  
X.dyov, bXk' (bç to  Jiâv èyéveTo."
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Furthermore, Thersandros tries to damage Kleinias’ reliability through rendering 

him suspect to the judge through exaggerating his rhetorical and acting abilities. 

This device is also mentioned by Quintilian when he advises that the rhetor can 

speak of his opponents’ advocate “in honorific terms, pretending to fear his 

eloquence and influence, etc.” (IV, I, 11).

The character of the persons involved can also play a significant role in the trial. 

The presentation of their weakness, their merits and their personal adverse 

circumstances can attract appreciation or arouse pity in the judges, “for pity 

alone may move even a strict judge” (IV, I, 14). This is true especially in the 

defence strategy of Kleinias. One of the speaker’s main attempts is to show that 

the accused has suffered enough without deserving it and that this fact should 

arouse the pity of the judges.

Thersandros’ speech, on the other hand, tries to undermine this practice by 

maintaining that Kleinias has exaggerated the facts. Simultaneously, 

Thersandros himself exaggerates the situation by making long statements, full of 

terrible crimes which, he claims, have been committed by the opposite side.^  ̂

This policy of exaggeration^* as regards our opponents is also recommended by 

Quintilian (IV, I, 15).

See his prooemium in his second speech (8, 8, If.).
This technique is called amplification (au^qoiç) and is used in all branches of rhetoric and we 

will find it used extensively in the chapters on epideictic oratory (see, for example, p. 230, note 
22, p. 237, p. 248f., p. 250f., etc.).
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3. Divisions of rhetorical speeches and their specific role.

In his discussion about the necessary parts of a speech^^ Aristotle assumes that 

there are two parts in a speech: the statement (jtQoGeoiç) and the proof (jtiOTiç). 

The only additional parts which Aristotle was prepared to accept were the 

prooemium  and the epilogue. Later, until the time of the second sophistic, there 

is relative agreement among the contemporary specialists about the parts of a 

speech. Thus, according to the author of the Rhetorica ad Herennium, a reliable 

authority on the subject, there is the following six-part division of a speech:'*^

• introduction {exordium)

• statement of facts {narratio)

• division {divisid)

• proof {confirmatid)

• refutation {confutatid)

• conclusion {conclusio, peroratid)

In the light of this division which was popular in the environment in which the 

novelists wrote their works, we are going to discuss separately each part of the 

structure of the forensic speeches in the courtroom scenes of the novel of 

Achilleus Tatios.

Prooemium. the introduction in the courtroom speeches.

The introduction of a formal speech in a novel depends directly on both the 

contents of the speech and the context in which it is placed. Therefore, it is 

much more susceptible to adaptation to its environment (context) than any 

other part of a speech in the novel. This happens because the speech should be 

smoothly introduced and connected with the rest of the narrative so that it may 

not look like an irrelevant part of it. Therefore, the introduction of a speech is 

also a connective part between the speech (direct speech) and the narrative that 

immediately precedes it. Inevitably, this practice makes the speeches in question 

different from real forensic ones delivered in a courtroom.

Arist. Rhet. III. 13 (1414a30 -1414618).
A d  Her. I. iii. 4, Cicero De Inv. (I. xiv. 19) and Quint. Inst. or. (Ill, IX, 1) give similar schemes.
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By prooemium we mean that part of the speech which is addressed to the judges 

and is placed just before the orator starts dealing with the main points of the 

case. The speaker should never assume that the judge is already familiar with the 

case (Quint. IV, I, 3). In the prooemium we can present some of the main points 

of our case but not the whole case. The ultimate purpose of the exordium, apart 

from introducing the main topic, is to excite certain feelings in the judges and 

to show that any success of our adversary will cause “outrageous insolence” and 

will lead us to a pitiful condition (Quint. IV, I, 28-29).

The prooemium should aim at the attraction of people’s attentiveness and 

sympathy. The orator should “prepare our audience in such a way that they will 

be disposed to lend a ready ear to the rest of our speech” (IV, I, 5). After all, an 

introduction creates the first impression on the audience and should be very 

carefully and skilfully constructed

The speaker should use all his powers to bring the audience round to his way of 

thinking. This can be achieved in three ways"*̂ : “making the audience well- 

disposed” (benevolum), “attentive” {attentum), and “ready to receive 

instruction” {docilem).^^ There are special tricks which can create each of these 

feelings; for example, Quintilian mentions that “for acquiring good-will” one can 

use “rhetorical expressions of wishing, detestation, entreaty, or anxiety” (IV, I, 

33). The latter is employed both by Kleinias (mainly in his moving exordium) 

and by Thersandros. For attraction of attention of the audience, Quintilian 

advises us that we should “create the impression that we shall not keep them 

long and intend to stick closely to the point” (IV, I, 34). This is used by Kleinias 

at the beginning of his narratio where he states that he is going to describe the 

situation in brief.

Kleitophon tries to use all these means in his speech in order to win his audience. 

With his prooemium he makes clear that he is going to relate the story as it has 

(was supposed to have) happened in reality; this statement aims to make his 

audience both attentive and ready to hear what the speaker is going to tell;

See also the discussion of Chariton’s two main courtroom speeches in chapter 1, esp. pp. 51-56. 
Quint. Ill, IV, 2: “tria sunt item quae praestare debeat orator, ut doceat, moveat, delectet”; see 

also A d  Her. IV, i, 5.
A.T. 7, 9, 3; “6t ôè î TUxî oe-v ôioi Ppaxewv eqw.”
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moreover, his assurance that he will tell the truth may aim at the benevolence of 

the audience.

Kleinias, on the other hand, insists more on how to make his audience 

benevolent by appealing to their emotions. Thersandros’ second speech manages 

to employ all three means of winning over the audience. He assumes the 

character of a person who is in despair because he cannot find justice: 

benevolence of the audience is his first priority, while attentiveness and 

readiness for instruction are also targeted at the same time.

There are two kinds of exordium, the direct {principium) and the indirect 

{insinuatio)'^^ in the direct exordium the speaker tries with plain language to 

make the audience receptive and attentive. In the indirect exordium the speaker 

“by dissimulation and indirection unobtrusively steals into the mind of the 

auditor.”"̂^

In Kleitophon’s and Melite’s trial both types of introduction exist. In his first 

speech Kleitophon makes use of the direct kind of exordium {principium) and 

tries with simple language to win the audience’s confidence. His introduction is 

very short; one period only. Nobody tells you the truth, he claims; “I am going to 

tell it all.” The speaker assures the audience that he is going to say something 

that has not been stated until now; this is a typical method of attracting 

attention."^^ Clarity and certainty are vital characteristics of this prooemium 

which can win the audience’s good will. The fact that Kleitophon’s prooemium 

(and the whole speech) is intentionally simple for rhetorical reasons can also be 

paralleled by what a professional rhetor has written: in his fourth book (IV, I, 

55) Quintilian praises simplicity and maintains that it could prove very useful: 

“indeed a certain simplicity in the thoughts, style, voice and look of the speaker 

will often produce so pleasing an effect in the exordium that even in a case 

where there is no room for doubt the confidence of the speaker should not reveal 

itself too openly.”"̂^

Another noticeable direct prooemium is the one used by Thersandros in his first 

speech (7, 11, 1). Thersandros here follows a similar way; “the accused spoke too

Quint. IV, I, 42ff.; A d  Her. I. Iv. 6; see also p. 52f. 
See Vickers (1988) p. 69; Lausberg (1990) 150-1. 
See Lausberg (1990) p. 153, par. 270.

47 Quint. IV, I, 55.
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much and tried to falsify the truth; however, I am surprised by your willingness 

to listen to him”; this is a way of telling that something odd has happened and of 

trying to cause the same feeling to the audience. The effect is to cause 

embarrassment to the audience for their decision to hear Kleitophon presenting 

his views and to convince them that Kleinias has lied by exaggerating his 

statement and his abilities.

Kleinias’ introduction is also interesting for its attempt to use different ways of 

persuasion. It starts with an indirect way of presenting his view, namely that he, 

too, should speak since they are deciding about the life of a human being. Then 

acting is put forward and Kleinias starts his speech with his eyes filled with 

tears. He then comes directly to his main point which is to request from the 

judges not to rush to a conviction. In this introduction Kleinias makes use of 

advantages from direct and indirect exordium. He derives from principium  the 

direct and plain language of presenting his case and from insinuatio the oblique 

means and the dissimulation one needs to win his audience’s benevolentia.

Clearly indirect prooemium is the one that Thersandros makes in his speech in 

the second part of the trial (8, 8, If.). This introduction is one of the most 

complete that can be found among all the courtroom speeches in the novel. The 

speaker expresses his bewilderment because he does not know where to start his 

speech (ciJtoQia). The illegalities are very grave and he cannot deal with all of 

them. Because he is so upset at the injustice he has experienced, he fears that he 

will miss some of his points. In this introduction the speaker tries to create 

feelings of indignation in the audience for the injustice alleged against the 

accused. Also he tries to gain their sympathy which can be attracted by a person 

who has been so unfairly treated. With this devious way the speaker prepares his 

audience to hear a long speech full of details; they should pay attention to his 

speech and try to help in order to set things right. Moreover, by showing that he 

is “weak,” unprepared and has “not the powerful talents” of his opponents he can 

“derive some silent support” from the audience."^*

The remaining three speeches employ direct exordia but each of them has its 

special characteristics. The priest’s introduction is very short. He comes directly 

to his point, which is to demonstrate that Thersandros is immoral and

48 Compare Quintilian’s comments in IV, I, 8.
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slanderous. With a general statement which refers broadly to Thersandros he 

makes this point clear: it is an act of a blasphemous man to insult Artemis’ 

servants. This statement will become clear in the other parts of his speech. At 

this stage the priest’s view is intentionally stated at the very beginning. The 

priest’s exordium seems to belong to the category which is mentioned by 

Quintilian as one of the most attractive: this exordium “draws its material from 

the speech of our opponent” (IV, I, 54); this shows that the prooemium  has not 

been prepared beforehand and that it has been “improvised on the spot to meet 

the needs of the case” (IV, I, 54). This is what the priest is doing in his 

prooemiunr, his points are based on what Thersandros has claimed just before in 

his speech.

An example of a short speech with no introduction is that of Thersandros’ last 

speech. The speaker interrupts Sopatros and simply puts forward his request. 

With a very short introductory statement he comes directly to his proposal: 

“6X1’ o ù . . .  Xoycov ôeX” (8, 11, 1). Now Thersandros does not care very much for 

his persuasiveness and having become more compromising, he is not very keen 

on using rhetorical technicalities. He rather advances immediately to his 

proposals. In a remarkably short statement the only thing he does is to use plain 

and easily comprehensible language in order to avoid complexities in the trial. 

The speech is not a formal courtroom speech.

Special mention should be made of Sopatros’ introduction. He is the only 

specially trained person to be presented speaking in this trial (8, 10, 1). He 

should be very well aware of what he is meant to be doing in his speech. In his 

prooemium, which is an indirect one, he decides to introduce his case obliquely. 

He justifies why he should deliver a speech at that point and it looks certain of 

going to demonstrate that Kleitophon is guilty of two crimes. According to 

Quintilian “the circumstances which call for insinuation arise also in cases 

where the pleading of our opponent has made a powerful impression on the 

minds of the judges,” as, for example, in Achilleus Tatios, we can reverse the 

situation “by promising to produce our own proofs and by eluding the 

arguments of our opponents” (Quint. IV, I, 48). That is exactly what Sopatros is 

trying to do in his prooemium when, full of confidence, he says in 2: “oxav ouv 

6jtoÔEi%w ôuo'i 0avdToiç 6vo%ov ôvta, xote av eiq xai odi xaipoç àjtoXùoaoSai
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Tàç aiTiaç” (A.T. 8, 10, 2). His introduction is a vivid representation of an 

apostrophe not to the judges, which would be absolutely natural, but to 

Nikostratos, the defence rhetor (8, 10, 1).

In Quintilian special mention is made of the figure of apostrophe "̂ ^when it is 

used to address persons other than the judges; he maintains that rhetoricians 

suggest that it should be totally avoided in the exordium, and this is because in 

this specific part people should address themselves only to the judges whose 

favour they wish to win (VI, I, 63). There is, however, scope for an exception to 

this rule when “some striking expression of thought is necessary in the exordium 

which can be given greater point and vehemence if addressed to some person 

other than the judge” (IV, I, 63-64). This is precisely applied to this exordium 

where the speaker wants to give the impression that he is confident that the 

arguments of the other side are so weak that it is very easy to confute them. The 

confidence of the speaker and the seemingly unhurried and effortless delivery of 

his speech attract the audience’s attention and invites them to give a favourable 

hearing to what he is going to say. His main aim in his introduction is to win 

their confidence and to show his ability to prove his case.^^

The use of narratio

In the part of narratio, which normally follows prooemium and precedes the 

proof (Quint. IV, II, 24), the speaker makes a statement of the facts, explaining 

the situation.^^ This relation has almost nothing to do with an objective 

presentation of what happened and, consequently, the speaker presents the case 

to the best of his advantage. However, the narration must look probable and 

should be as persuasive as possible. Situations or facts which do not add to his 

direction are usually passed over in silence. “As a general principle,” Quintilian 

claims in the discussion on how to confront a case starting from the exordium, 

“I should advise the avoidance of points which tell against us and concentrate on 

those which are likely to be of service” (IV, I, 44). If we cannot deny a fact, we

For the use of apostrophe in courtroom speeches see p. 184ff.
We will see that Sopatros fails to realise this objective, and we understand that this risky 

rhetorical apostrophe in his prooemium has not produced the desired effect.
Quint. IV, II, 1: “res, de qua pronuntiaturus est [sc. orator], indicetur.”
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can show that it has been exaggerated by our opponents; if we have a weak case 

and the presentation of the character of our client cannot be a particularly 

strong point, we must try to find “something that will damage our opponent” 

(IV, I, 44ff.).

The part of narratio is not always necessary and often speakers omit it. 

However, when used, its importance as a basis for the next part (generally the 

argumentation) is great. In Achilleus Tatios’ courtroom scenes Kleitophon and 

Kleinias use this part to illustrate their case. As one of the first speakers 

(speaking for his side), Kleitophon makes the narration an important part of his 

speech. Kleinias immediately after it gives his narration, trying to present the 

truth which was not told by Kleitophon.

Therefore, as a general principle, this part of the speech is useful particularly 

with the first speakers in a trial. Besides, the narratio is occasionally a long one 

dealing, for instance, with the past life of the accused, the circumstances which 

brought an innocent man to such a state, etc. (IV, II, 12). We can find such an 

example in Kleinias’ speech where he gives a flashback of the facts and tries to 

explain how the accused got himself involved into this trouble. Likewise, the 

priest uses a similar technique in order to reveal Thersandros’ past life and how 

he has progressed to the point of insulting even clergymen and slandering 

innocent people. In the priest’s speech, narration is made in a peculiarly comic 

style, alluding to obscenities in an Aristophanic way, as the author himself 

informs us.^̂  This is a practice which, although not in complete accordance with 

the personal style of a traditional priest, is in accord with Quintilian’s 

suggestion that sometimes the speaker could find ways to entertain the audience 

“with a show of wit,” humour or whichever other means (digression, fictitious 

statements, etc.) will make our speech pleasant (IV, II, 19).

The purpose of the narratio is not only to instruct the judges but to persuade 

them (IV, II, 21). Furthermore, the narratio should be constructed in such a way 

that it not merely refutes the charge but “turns the tables on our opponents” (IV, 

II, 26); the speaker tries to incriminate the other side in whichever way possible. 

Kleinias employs such a practice first when he speaks of Leukippe’s murder 

alleging that Thersandros’ friends may have been involved in this.

52 A.T. 8, 9, 1; see also p. ISSff.
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The virtues of the narratio are basically three: it should be lucid {lucidara), brief 

(brevem) and plausible {vensirnilem)^^ with these qualities we can achieve our 

aim which is to make the judge “understand, remember and believe what we 

say" (IV, II, 33). Therefore, a successful narratio is a matter of technique, namely 

to be able to present things as plausible; orators base their art on the fact that 

“there are many things which are true, but scarcely credible, just as there are 

many things which are plausible though false” (Quint. IV, II, 34).

Achilleus Tatios makes full use of this principle in the courtroom speeches 

where, having let his audience know the facts beforehand, he proceeds to present 

the speakers telling lies and trying to convince their audience.Even at the end 

of the trial we are not told whether the judges have realised the truth of the facts. 

The speaker should always “avoid obscurity” and say nothing but only “what is 

likely to win belief” (Quint. IV, II, 35). This is a principle which Kleitophon fails 

to follow in his speech. A close look at his speech would reveal how important 

this piece of advice is. It is Kleitophon’s failure to reveal the name of Leukippe’s 

assassin that helps Kleinias to raise suspicion about the truth of Kleitophon’s 

confession. This is because a false statement of facts should follow some basic 

rules in order to sound plausible: it should be “within the bounds of possibility”; 

secondly, “it should be consistent with persons, dates and places involved”; and 

thirdly, it should present “a character and sequence that are not beyond belief” 

(IV, II, 89). Furthermore, it “should be supported by some argument that forms 

part of the actual case” (IV, II 89), when possible, and “above all we must see 

that we do not contradict ourselves” (IV, II, 90). Kleitophon fails to meet these 

conditions because the information included cannot be regarded as particularly 

probable and this is what Kleinias exploits in order to refute Kleitophon’s 

claims. Nevertheless, the speaker does his best to make his story sound as 

credible as possible, basically by trying to assign reasons and motives to his 

actions (Quint. IV, II, 52ff.).

”  Quint. IV, II, 31.
See, for example, the reaction of the different sides involved in the court after Kleitophon’s 

“confession” in 7, 8 where people tend to believe him, and in fact later the decision of the judges 
to convict him is based on the fact that Kleitophon has eonfessed his crime (7, 12, 1) and not on 
the fact that in 7, 9 Kleinias made a very convincing speech (see “xauta eljiovToç t o ü  K X e l v lo u ,  

Toïç |AÈv JioXXoîç èôdxEi JtiOavoç ô Xdyoç” 7, 10, 1).
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In the presentation of the narratio the speaker will “win a certain amount of 

favour or pity by look, voice and attitude” (IV, II, 77). This principle is used by 

Kleinias at the beginning of his speech; his pitiful mood dominates the style of 

his presentation. In a similar way Kleitophon tries to move his audience by his 

frank confession.

Kleitophon’s narration of “facts” uses every detail he needs to strengthen his 

point. It is very clear and brief; the narration is simple and the facts are 

adequately connected to each other.

Kleinias’ narration is closely connected with Kleitophon’s because it acts as a 

rectifying supplement to what the latter has said: he confirms or contradicts the 

accused’s narration; when necessary he adds some new information. His whole 

narration is also brief, clear, and persuasive. He is actually the only person who 

completely tells the truth.

The priest’s narration takes a different approach. It is considerably longer 

compared with that of the other two speakers. Though long, it is easy to follow. 

The facts are presented in a chronological order and the account is quite vivid.

In his narration the priest attempts to present the character of the accuser as 

terribly immoral.

Proof and Refutation: Subjective representation of the truth.

Quintilian, among other rhetoricians since A risto tle,d ivided evidence into two 

general categories: atexvoi or plain (inartificial) proofs (such as decisions of 

previous courts, rumours, documents, witnesses, etc.) and Evtexvoi or artificial 

proof, namely the one which is created by the synthetical ability of the orator 

(Quint. V, I, 1-3). It is artificial proof which attracts more interest because it 

involves greater rhetorical abilities. This kind of proof “consists either of 

indications {signa), arguments {argumenta) or examples {exempla)” (V, IX, 1). 

Concerning arguments (èvOupififiata, èjcixsiQTÎM'Ot'ta, and àjtoôeCÇeiç; see V, X, Iff.) 

Quintilian gives a list of “places” where they can be found These “argumentorum 

loci,” as he calls them (V, X, 20), are “the secret places where arguments reside, and 

from which they must be drawn forth” (V, X, 20). An argument is “a process of

55 Russell D.A. ed. (and transi.) (2001) Quintilian. The Orator's Education. London, vol. II p. 315.
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reasoning which provides proof and enables one thing to be inferred from another 

and confirms facts which are uncertain by inference to facts which are certain” (V, 

X, 11); and thus it is necessary that there should be something in the case that does 

not require proof (“necesse est esse aliquid in causa, quod probatione non egeat,” 

V, X, 11). This is called by Quintilian a certainty {certum, V, X 12) and as such 

can be regarded firstly “things which we perceive by the senses,” secondly, “things 

about which there is general agreement,” and, thirdly, “things which are 

established by law or have passed into current usage;” finally, “things which are 

admitted by either party.”

In his consideration of the places of arguments, Quintilian makes an initial general 

distinction: “all arguments fall into two classes, those concerned with things and 

those concerned with persons” (V, X, 23). As far as persons are concerned, 

Quintilian notes among many others that “natural disposition” can provide the 

basis from which arguments can be drawn, “for avarice, anger, pity, cruelty, 

severity and the like may often be adduced to prove the credibility or the reverse of 

a given act” (V, X, 27). Kleinias uses this in his attempt to disprove Kleitophon’s 

claims that he killed Leukippe whom he loved and that he wants to die because of 

despair.

Concerning arguments that can be drawn from a person’s “bodily constitution” 

(e.g. beauty) can be an area from which arguments may be drawn (V, X, 26). 

“Condition” is another important area; so whether a person is “a magistrate or a 

private individual, etc.” (V, X, 26) can make a difference and thus can be used for 

an argument; “natural disposition” is also a factor that may be used when trying to 

prove our point; “avarice, anger, pity, cruelty, severity,” etc. are mentioned by 

Quintilian as useful means of proving “the credibility or the reverse of a given act” 

(V, X, 27). Also “occupation” (V, X, 27), “past life and previous utterances” (V, X, 

28), etc.

Concerning things from which arguments can be drawn Quintilian underlines the 

importance of the questions Why, where, when, how, or “by what means the action 

is performed” (V, X, 32). Therefore, “motive for any action” is an area from which 

a speaker can draw persuasive material either to defend or to convict an accused 

person (V, X, 36). Also “questions of definition are important”; for example, is 

Kleitophon an adulterer or a murderer? (8, 8, 13). Also “place” (V, X, 37) is an area
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on which somebody can base his arguments. One of the examples given by 

Quintilian is "you have stolen private money, but since you stole it from a temple, 

it is not theft but sacrilege” (V, X, 39). Similarly, Thersandros (8, 8, 11) and 

Sopatros (8,10, 5-6) allege that the priest has committed sacrilegious acts with the 

two youngsters in Artemis’ temple.

Quintilian classifies "elxora” under the signs (V, IX, 8): “these may not be 

sufficient in themselves to remove doubt, but may yet be of the greatest value when 

taken in conjunction with other indications.” Also "oTipeXov” or indicium  (an 

indication) or vestigium (a trace) are indications that “enable us to infer that 

something else has happened” (V, IX, 9), such as Thersandros’ accusation that 

because the young couple spent the night in Artemis’ temple they were involved in 

indecent activities (8, 8, 10-11) with the priest. Sopatros takes this further 

claiming that the young age and the appearance of the couple indicate that the 

priest was charmed (8,10, 5-6). This corresponds to Quintilian’s suggestion that “a 

bloodstain on clothes” can be presented as evidence (V, IX, 9-10) that someone is a 

murderer if it is used along with other indications such as that he was an enemy of 

the victim, he threatened him in the past or “was in some place with him” (Quint. 

V, IX, 10). This is how you can transform “what was previously only a suspicion” 

into “a certainty” (V, IX, 14).

Persuasive material used in this trial.

The persuasive material used in the speeches in the context of this trial is drawn 

from the following areas:

1. the motives of the persons involved;

2. objective facts and logic:

3. likelihood and insinuation:

4. emotional situations:

5. ethos.

In the first category belong some quite persuasive claims; in Kleitophon’s speech, 

for example, Melite is presented as having planned Leukippe’s murder, because she 

is worried that Kleitophon might go back to Leukippe (7, 7, 4); Kleitophon himself 

decides to help her because he has the motive of gaining Melite’s fortune. In
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Sopatros’ speech the priest helped the two youngsters, Leukippe and Kleitophon, 

because of personal interest of a sexual nature (8, 10, 5). The subjective 

presentation of facts and the suggestion of (probable) motives behind them is used 

here in place of proof.

In this category the speaker reveals or invents motives in the supposed actions of 

his opponents. In this way he does not need to use several kinds of persuasive 

techniques; the situation speaks by itself.

‘‘Objective facts” are more frequently used in presenting “evidence.” The speaker 

presents a series of facts in order to show how the situation has developed. 

Sometimes he uses these claims in order to come to conclusions; it goes without 

saying that it is common practice that these “objective” facts are either made up or 

isolated in such a way that they support the speaker’s views.

Kleinias’ speech is the only one in which there is sustained use of arguments. The 

speaker bases his arguments on “certainties” (Quint. V, X, 12-14) in order to prove 

the disputed questions: for example, on the accepted fact that Kleitophon was in 

love with a girl who subsequently disappeared and because he believes that the girl 

has been killed he himself wants to die (7, 9, 2-4) and has confessed that. But it 

would be a contradiction, if he was the murderer, to kill the person he loves. 

Furthermore, if he loves Melite he cannot at the same time accuse her of murder (7, 

9,7).

Most persuasive material belongs to the third category, the insinuations. In 

Kleinias’ speech Sosthenes is indirectly accused of being involved in the crime 

because he was in love with Leukippe and also has friends of low morality 

(burglars). Thersandros later maintains that Kleinias defends the accused because 

he is possibly himself involved in the crime. Additionally, he says that he believes 

that the other side has probably committed one more crime, namely the murder of 

Sosthenes, because, as he claims, he has not seen him for some time. Arguments 

drawn from bodily constitution are used by Sopatros in order to prove that the 

priest, having been attracted by the beauty of the two youngsters, committed a 

sacrilege in Artemis’ temple.

The speakers also make points based on emotions. This can be used either by the 

prosecutor or the defendant. In Achilleus Tatios, for example, there are claims such

Quint. V, X, 26.
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as those which Kleitophon uses at the end of his speech, namely that he confessed 

his crime because of emotions of regret and love. In Kleinias’ speech there is the 

idea that the judges should take pity on this poor man (Kleitophon) because he 

does not deserve to be punished. Emotions such as anger, cruelty and severity are 

attributed to Thersandros by the priest in order to show the nature of his reactions 

(Quint. V, X, 27). Thersandros’ past life and character {ibid  V, XII, 13) are also 

discussed by the priest in order to prove his motivation. Character and behaviour 

are also used by Sopatros to help him prove his claims concerning both the priest 

and Kleitophon (8, 10, 9).

An idiosyncratic type of persuasive material is produced with reference to 

character {ethos).^^ The speaker can prove his case by showing either that he is an 

honest and reliable person or that his opponent is a slanderer, a person of a 

corrupt character or a hypocrite.

The priest’s speech is a characteristic example full of allegations based on ethos. 

The priest tries to depict Thersandros’ behaviour and motivation in order to show 

that he is an unscrupulous person. This helps him argue that Thersandros is a liar 

and therefore the judges should not take into account what he says. On the other 

hand, the priest himself reminds the jury that he is a person honoured within the 

priesthood and that he has never shown improper behaviour.

Sopatros makes a similar attempt to make allegations using material from the 

character of the persons involved. He tries to prove that the priest’s character is 

not above suspicion and that Thersandros has led an utterly dignified life. This 

indicates whom the judges should believe and whom not.

Timing of the crime, says Quintilian, is important because “questions of law turn 

on time, while it also determines the quality of actions and is of great importance 

in questions of fact” (V, X, 43-44). This is put into practice by Sopatros in an 

argument of his speech. In his proleptic argument^* he tries to refute Melite’s 

potential argument that when she was with Kleitophon she thought that 

Thersandros was dead (8, 10, 11-12); this is an argument based on the question of 

timing (8, 10, 11-12) because, according to law, when one of a married couple dies 

the marriage is regarded as dissolved. Sopatros also uses the device called by

57 See earlier p. 84 and note 20 herewith.
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Quintilian adfirmatio (asseveration)^^ as a way of proving his point that her 

adultery was manifest all the way from Egypt to Ionia: poixeiaç yf) xai

0aX,doon fAeneQiopevTig w poi%eCag dji’ AiyujtTou péxQiç Icaviaç èxT8Ta(i8VT]ç” (8, 

10, 10).

Quintilian in V, XIII, 34-35 mentions a number of “errors” that are made when 

“careless speakers” (V, XIII, 35) argue their cases which is relevant to the present 

discussion: “I refer to mistakes such as advancing a disputable argument as 

indisputable, a controversial point as admitted” (V, XIII, 34). Thersandros’ second 

speech is full of disputable arguments and rhetorical tricks. According to 

Quintilian, careless speakers “will exaggerate a charge which has still got to be 

proved, will argue about an act when the question is who committed it, will 

attempt impossibilities, drop an argument as if it were complete, whereas it is 

scarcely begun, speak of the individual in preference to the case,” etc.; and also 

“lose sight of the main issue of the case” (X, XIII, 35). Thersandros here ignores 

that adultery and murder have not yet been proved; having run out of arguments 

he ignores the fact that his main task is to prove his case; similarly, Sopatros, 

though making a number of claims, fails to prove them later. Therefore, 

Thersandros’ second speech looks quite weak since controversial points are 

admitted (murder, adultery), weak arguments are used, he exaggerates a charge 

(murder) though it should first be proved, he argues about murder without any 

solid evidence and, mainly, he loses sight of the main issue which is the question 

about Melite’s case; instead, he deals mainly with the priest and with other general 

accusations.

Thersandros uses the “type of charge which is known as obscure, where it is alleged 

that an act was committed in secret without witnesses or any evidence to prove it” 

(Quint. V, XIII, 16). He does that when he says that the two servants left Leukippe 

in the fields and came back while a gang of murderers afterwards killed her, so 

nobody actually saw the deed: “xaxeXiJiov Ô8 auxqv evOa f)v 6 xwv knoxwv Xo/og 

X avO dvcD V , ÔOX8 8V8xo5q 8 i ^ ^ 0 8  8 X 8 iv a g  x6 y&vop&vov e o a p a x e v a i” (7, 11, 7).

Other aspects of Sopatros’ speech are also interesting. The way he attacks the 

priest is also recommended by Quintilian; he attacks not only his manner of

Prolepsis is a rhetorical device by which the orator discusses the objections of his opponents 
before they make them.
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speaking, namely the gross (in places) and comic allusions but also his character 

by showing suspicion about his integrity (V, XIII, 39). Moreover, his confident 

manner is an advantage in his speech because in Quintilian’s view again such a 

manner “does not permit us to feel the least doubt and has all the force of genuine 

proof” (V, XIII, 52). However, his initial presentation by the narrator as an 

overconfident speaker (8, 10, 2) recalling the description of Demosthenes by 

Aischines (see p. 174) in combination with his failure to fulfil his initial promise 

(8, 10, 2) may have caused suspicion to the sophisticated readers and this may 

have made them see Sopatros in an ironic way.

Peroration.

Peroration is the final part of a forensic speech. As Quintilian says, it has two 

types: “it may deal either with facts or with the emotional aspect of the case” (VI, I, 

1). As a general rule it should be short.

Kleitophon, for example, uses the second type in order to finish his speech; his 

conclusion is an emotional appeal to the judges to condemn him to the death 

penalty. Thersandros in his first speech, however, tries another way: apart from 

some suggestions to the judges not to listen to the empty words of his opponents 

he makes an invocation to the gods, a practice recommended by Quintilian, 

because it “gives the impression that the speaker is conscious of the justice of his 

cause” (VI, I, 34). In concluding, this part of the speech leaves the final impression 

and it should be carefully constructed, but it can occasionally be omitted, as 

happens, for example, in Thersandros’ second speech.

In general terms, it is notable that in Achilleus Tatios there is not such a strong 

adherence to the handbooks’ advice regarding the division of parts of a speech, 

while Chariton follows strictly the rhetorical structure of exordium, narratio, 

probatio, and conclusia^^ However, behind these courtroom speeches there is 

hidden a considerable amount of rhetorical material, some of which we attempted 

to illustrate here. The degree of care in rhetorical planning is so extensive that it

See, for instance, V, XII, 12 and elsewhere. 
^ See Schmeling (1974) p. 166ff.
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will not have escaped even the most uninitiated contemporary reader. A look at 

these types of speeches reveals that, apart from the apparent rhetorical tricks, 

there is a whole world of rhetorical information waiting to be recovered. A fruitful 

way to expose it is through the use of ancient rhetorical manuals, which at first 

sight may not seem so straightforwardly appropriate for the analysis of a novel.
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4. Hermogenes On Issues and its application in the courtroom speeches of the 

Leukippe and Kleitophon.

On the method and the mechanics in ancient oratory.

When the ancients speak about rhetoric and how somebody could construct a 

persuasive speech at a court, they have a definite concept. This evolved through 

the centuries and was perfected on a theoretical level during the second century 

AD.^^ When the student of oratory was assigned a specific subject, he had to 

follow a certain path: invention, arrangement, diction, memorv. and delivery.

He would not be able to mix these stages since each of these constitutes a step 

which is a result of the previous one; for instance, what you are supposed to 

memorise (memory) must exist beforehand (diction).

On the other hand, the system/scheme functions to a certain extent 

automatically and unintentionally; thus, you cannot deliver a speech (delivery) 

which you have not first memorised (memory). The system appears to be only 

theoretical and not necessary for the speaker to know, because it seems that he 

will follow it to a certain extent whether he knows it or not. This is, however, 

not the case. The speaker must understand in depth what he is doing if he is to 

speak with some kind of success. This is especially true of the parts of invention, 

arrangement, and diction. Only when he is aware of the stages of the creation of 

a speech is he able to exploit the potential for speaking persuasively. Therefore, a 

trained rhetor will not resort to writing inunediately after accepting his case. 

First, he will have to think about his defence line, the issue of the matter, then, 

he will decide about his arguments and their right place in the speech and, 

finally, he will start writing down his first draft. That is why he should know 

about this theoretical scheme; in this way he will secure a better result.

Generally speaking, in the process of creating a speech an ancient orator was 

dealing with two broad areas: first the invention, namely the pre-thinking stage 

of the different aspects of the matter and second the diction, namely the actual 

writing of the speech. The theorists of rhetoric were concerned about both, as

Heath(1995) Hermogenes^. 18ff.
A d  Her. I. ii. 3; Quint. Ill, III, 1; Kennedy (1994) pp. 4-6.
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Hermogenes, for example, who wrote both on issues ( H e q I O T d a e c D v ) and on the 

types of style ( H eqI  Iôecüv) ,

Here we are concerned only with invention and mainly with the stasis-ihtory, 

which was perfected in the second century AD.

The issue theory.

In what follows we attempt to establish possible relationships between stasis- 

theory and the courtroom speeches in the novel of Achilleus Tatios. The extent 

of this relationship between those two superficially unrelated genres can prove 

not only that Achilleus Tatios was familiar with advanced rhetorical education 

which every educated man had in that time, but also that the author had come in 

contact with sophisticated theories, such as the issue-theory, which concern 

rhetoric in the abstract and in practice. This is not included in the basic 

principles of rhetoric and is mainly an occupation of the advanced students of 

rhetoric.

The issue-theory has a long history behind it. Its roots can be traced to the 

Hellenistic period; some indications show that already in the fourth century 

some forms of issues existed, mainly in a legal environment.^^ In the 2"̂  century 

BC Hermagoras gave a great turning point to the development of the stasis- 

theory and created an almost complete system of the issues, which was to 

remain, with minor changes, a standard manual in the following centuries. 

Cicero and Quintilian wrote about it extensively (the latter in more detail), 

although both present a rather basic theoretical construction. In the second 

century Minukianos contributed considerably to the theory as one can infer 

from the indirect comments on his views by his commentators. Hermogenes, 

however, was the one who would contribute the most towards a more 

sophisticated and complete theoretical system and towards its influence to the 

orators of the following centuries (until the Renaissance).^"^

Heath (1995) Hermogenes p. 19. 
Kennedy (1999) p. 121.
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To simplify and present the issue-theory in a short paragraph is very difficult/^ 

For practical reasons we should present some of its basic principles. According 

to a very apposite definition/^ issue-theory “was a set of rules intended to help 

the orator to think out and select the most telling and appropriate ways of 

treating his case.”

As will be apparent from the discussion of stasis-ihtoxy in the novel of Achilleus 

Tatios, a forensic orator sometimes makes use of more than one issue in each 

case. As Kennedy rightly points out,^  ̂ “Hermogenes does not consider their 

combination, but in a court of law defence was usually offered on more than one 

ground and the prosecution was forced to answer each. Later Greek rhetoricians 

sometimes lectured on speeches of the Attic orators and discussed the 

combinations of stasis found there.” This is what happens in the courtroom 

speeches of Leukippe and Kleitophon; indeed, the author gives complete freedom 

to his characters to use as many issues as they need and exploit any possible 

detail.

The types of staseis in the courtroom speeches in Achilleus Tatios.

The significance of dividing the issues and proving one’s point in a dispute is, 

according to Hermogenes, immense.^* It is, of course, in the orator’s interest to 

find a way to effectively pursue his aim which is to convince the judges. This is 

at the centre of the Hermogenean theoretical system in his On Issues. That is 

why it is worth looking at Achilleus Tatios’ courtroom speeches in terms of 

Hermogenes’ contemporary rhetorical concepts, which reflect current theory 

which had been developed (at least in the East) for centuries before both 

Hermogenes and Achilleus Tatios.

The representation of the trial starts from the defendant’s first speech. 

Kleitophon speaks for himself and, in sharp contrast to his opponents, he has 

not sought legal assistance from the experts.

A comprehensive discussion of Hermogenes’ stasis-Xheory ean be found in Kennedy (1994) p. 
209ff.
^ Russell-Winterbottom (1972) p. 237, note 2.

Kennedy (1994) p. 211.
^  Hermogenes (Rabe 28. 7-8): " M e y io T o v  e i v a i  ^ lo i ô o x e î  t o  k e q i  ô iaL Q éaeco ç  a'Oxc&v x a t  

àjtoôei^coç."
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From the aspect of invention his “confession” should not have any kind of 

concern for persuasion. It is easier to believe somebody who confesses to his 

crimes. Yet, there is a preconceived structure in this speech at the level of 

invention. Kleitophon’s aim, the death penalty for himself, must be carefully 

pursued. That is why he wants to sound perfectly convincing even in his 

confession. The speech is not actually made for the defence, as the speaker does 

exactly what the prosecution would dream of.

Kleitophon’s unexpected confession (7, 8) puzzles the other sides which are 

involved in the case, as this speech is mostly helpful to the prosecution. Melite 

however is in real trouble because she is accused of direct involvement in the 

murder of Leukippe. This causes embarrassment to her rhetors and herself and 

upsets their already predetermined defence line. The new data oblige Melite’s 

rhetors to reconsider their stasis policy and decide about their new speech for 

the defence (xol ajioQEiv o t q ) %pfjoouvTo Xoycp jtpoç xtiv ctJioXovCav, 7, 8 , 2).

With Kleinias’ speech (7, 9) we are in the area of the real defence of the accused. 

The question of defence line and stasis can be investigated with fewer 

difficulties than in the previous speech (Kleitophon’s confession). Kleinias’ 

passionate and deceptively improvised speech has a quite carefully premeditated 

defence strategy behind it. Kleinias starts by presenting the stasis, the angle 

from which he is going to present the matter. The speaker maintains that the 

accused has not committed the crime and, therefore, assumes the stasis of 

stochaswos (conjecture). If he proves that no crime has been committed by 

Kleitophon, the whole trial case will collapse and the accused will automatically 

prove his innocence. In order to accomplish the issue of conjecture (otdoiç t o u  

OToxaopoü) the defendant should explore the question “did it really happen?”, 

more specifically “did Kleitophon commit the crime of which he is accused?” 

After Kleitophon’s confession, however, such a stasis is not very easy to sustain. 

That is why Kleinias has to explain many difficult details of the case which 

oblige him to oppose not so much the prosecutor’s side of the story but the 

person he is trying to defend. In essence, he tries to undermine Kleitophon’s 

strategy.
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Kleinias’ systematic way of proving his case is quite similar to the Hermogenean 

theoretical principles analysed extensively in his On Issues. The relevant passage 

in which Hermogenes speaks about stochaswos, is the most extensive part of his 

subject/^

This trial’s central issue belongs to the general category which Hermogenes calls 

a “political question.” ®̂ This is “a rational dispute on a particular matter, based 

on the established laws or customs of any given people, concerned with what is 

considered just, honourable, advantageous, or all or some of these things 

together.”^̂  In the novel of Achilleus Tatios there is a dispute between (at least) 

two sides which leads to a trial. Some kind of legal abnormality has taken place 

and Kleitophon is involved in accusations of adultery and (later) murder.

In this kind of political dispute (ci|i(pioPqTqoig), according to Hermogenes again, 

both persons (jtQoocoTta) and acts (jCQdYpctTa) are involved. The examination of 

these two factors based on the system he analyses helps the orator find the 

various headings of the issu es.In  the Hermogenean system^^ Kleitophon can be 

fitted perfectly in the persons “which can provide a basis for argument” by the 

prosecution. Kleitophon is characterised by “prejudicial terms” as an adulterer. 

Generally, Kleitophon is given several characterisations by the prosecution with 

the aim of creating new arguments each time.

One of the acts on which the prosecution can base an argument is “acts for 

which someone is charged as himself the agent.” "̂̂ Kleitophon is accused of 

committing both adultery and murder while Melite is accused of committing 

only the first. Clearly, adultery is the original and main accusation dealt with in 

this trial and Kleitophon is the main accused.

In the whole process of the accusation Melite’s participation is not sufficiently 

emphasised. Contrary to what one would expect, Melite is treated more as a

Hermogenes, On Issues, in the chapter on conjecture, pp. 43-59 (Rabe).
For Hermogenes, On Issues! use Heath’s (1995) translation throughout.
Heath (1995) ch. 29, p. 28; Hermogenes, p. 29 (Rabe).
Ibid  ôè ànq)LoPfjTTioiv TaiJTT]v avayxT) jieqi xe Jipoocojia yiveoQai xol JiQdYM.axa' œv 

Kkz(ja%y\ ÔTiTtou ÔLaqpogd, rjv xoïç èniYVoüai gdÔLOV fjÔT] xdç ÔLaïQÉoeLÇ cruvLÔeîv xdç eiç xd 
XBcpdXata xœv ^Tjxrmdxœv xoi ôoa ôXcoç ôiaïQeîoOai ôiivaxai.”

Heath (1995) ch. 29-31, pp. 28-30; Hermogenes, 29.7ff. (Rabe).
Heath (1995), p. 29; see Hermogenes, p. 30 (Rabe): “xdl loxuQoxdxTiv \iïy è^éxaoiv  èmôé%Bxai 

xaü xa , ècp’ o lç  xlç aùxoç d)Ç jroifjoaç XQLVExai.”
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person who is charged with the crime as a consequence of Kleitophon’s action; 

this kind of argumentation is discussed by Hermogenes in his description of acts 

which provide basis for arguments/^

Schwartz presumes^^ quite plausibly that “Melite’s defence had already been 

presented before Clitophon spoke” (7, 7, 1), and the advocates’ puzzlement refers 

to the new charge of murder. Beyond that, we believe, there is a plausible 

explanation for Melite’s role being downplayed in this case. According to 

Hermogenes, in cases like this there is sufficient ground for “exception” “because 

one should not be brought to trial for another’s acts.”^̂  By involving Melite, 

Kleitophon tries to secure her condemnation as an adulteress (his initial plan as 

revealed in 7, 6, 3-4).

The “intermediate case,” discussed by Hermogenes in the section of acts which 

can form a basis for argument,^* applies to the incident with Leukippe: 

Kleitophon wants to get rid of Leukippe since he has found a new lover. 

Leukippe has disappeared. Kleitophon is charged with murdering Leukippe. The 

case is an exact parallel to the example given by Hermogenes: “the father of a 

dissolute son goes missing; the son is charged with homicide.”^̂  In Hermogenes’ 

view the prosecution can make a case although no act seems to exist (in which 

case there should not normally be a case since both person and act are 

prerequisites for such a thing). According to Hermogenes this case is based on 

an intermediate act; “the father’s disappearance has no direct reference to the 

son but does provide grounds for argument against him in the light of his known 

bad character.”*̂  Therefore, it does not belong to the “incomplete case” and the 

case is going to be disputed in terms of character and X Q ( i ) \ i a  (gloss), namely the 

transposition o f causef^ that is that there is some kind of explanation for what 

has happened.

See Heath (1995) p. 29 case ii in the acts section, namely “Sevxegav ôè. oxav exepov 
TTçâ avxoç âvxiXQVç eiç avxov àvacpéQTjxai x6 xpivonevov”; Hermogenes, p. 30 (Rabe).

Schwartz (1998) p. 187.
Hermogenes, On Issues AA, 6-9; translation Heath (1995) p. 36.
See Heath (1995) p .  29 (acts) i i :  " x q ix t iv ,  a fiexa^ xoiixcav èoxiv"; Hermogenes, 31. 1 (Rabe). 
Heath (1995) p .  29; Hermogenes, p .  31 (Rabe): ajreotxe ÔÈ ovôèv xov ^T]xfînaxoç xoiixov xal 6 

âoœxoç Ô èm xqj Jiaxpl àcpaveï vevofAevcti cpdvov (peiiyœv."
Heath (1995) commentary on 31. 6-11 (p. 66).
More detailed discussion on this matter and on gloss ([iexdOeouç xf|Ç atxiaç) can be found in 

Heath’s commentary on 31. 6-11, p p .  65-66 and 49. 7-50.19, p p .  87-89.
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In our case Kleitophon (and Melite) have a motive for killing Leukippe; in 

addition, the prosecution tries to prove that Kleitophon has a bad character and 

is therefore capable of committing such a crime.

That is precisely what Thersandros does in his speech in 7, 11. He underlines the 

fact that Kleitophon has confessed his crime, he presents Kleitophon’s motive for 

the crime and he maintains that he attempted and managed to trap him with the 

aid of a diabolic intrigue (7, 11, 2). In his second speech (8, 8) Thersandros 

asserts that since Kleitophon has already committed the crime of adultery he 

would have no ethical obstacles to kill Leukippe and, therefore, he should be 

considered as the prime suspect. Thersandros uses the same principles in his 

attack against the priest; he claims that the priest had a sexual motive (which is 

later supported in more detail by Sopatros).

The issues judged in the trial belong to two categories. The alleged murder of 

Leukippe, which arises in the second trial, corresponds exactly with what 

Hermogenes notes in 36.8-12.*  ̂The question of Leukippe’s death is unclear and 

the issue is conjecture (oToyaopog). As he says, “conjecture is a proof of the 

existence of an act that is unclear from a sign that is clear” (36.10-11). Based on 

Leukippe’s disappearance and Kleitophon’s confession the court tries to find out 

who is the real perpetrator of the criminal act.

The defence line is quite complicated since Kleitophon appears in the court with 

a confession to the crime in which he also incriminates Melite; his friend 

Kleinias speaks in defence of him and tries to put the blame for Kleitophon’s 

misfortunes on Melite. Melite, on the other hand, is in the same position as the 

accused but has to keep her distance from Kleitophon’s false accusations and to 

follow her own defence line. The attempts of the litigants to promote their 

interests lead them to different defence policies, some of which are successful 

and some are not.

In Kleitophon’s speech the defendant accepts that murdering Leukippe was a 

wrong deed and, therefore, we are in the area of counterposition (àvxCÔeoiç).*^

Hermogenes, 36. 8-12 (Rabe): “èjiiaxojieîv ôeï to  xqivo^evov, ei àcpavéç eoxiv Tj cpavegdv. xav  
[A8V àcpavéç f|, OTO%ao|i6ç éoTai- eoxi ya g  oxo%aop,6ç àôfjXoD JTQàyiiaxoç eXeyxoç onoiœÔTjÇ à:t6 
XLVoç cpaveQotj 01̂ (16101) [rj àjio xf|ç jieqI x6 jcqcSocdjiov 'Oîiorpiaç].’’

Heath (1995) p. 33; Hermogenes,. 38. 18ff. (Rabe): “èdv ôè opioXoYÎj xi Jten:oiT)xévai cbç 
àôiXTma, ôvopia jxèv JiàXiv yevixov xovxcp àvxiBeoLÇ.”
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However, though accepting some responsibility of the act, Kleitophon transfers 

a significant part of it to Melite, i.e. to a third party, and the issue is therefore 

transference (peTdoTaoiç)*'^ according to the Hermogenean system.*^

Concerning the priest’s speech there is one more dimension to be added: it is the 

application of the issue of definition in the accusation that he offered refuge to, 

indeed protected, two immoral criminals (8, 10, 3). Apart from the attack 

against Thersandros’ character, the priest tries to establish that Thersandros was 

not entitled to act like a judge in the first place when he imprisoned Kleitophon 

and decided by himself that the accused was guilty. The priest denies that what 

he did was wrong and therefore the issue is counterplea (àvTiX'n\l)iç).*^

Sopatros’ case:

After his attack on the priest, Sopatros speaks about the impeccable character of 

Thersandros and tries to establish the accusation of adultery against Melite and 

Kleitophon with the assistance of the issue of definition (oqixt| atdaiç). 

According to Hermogenes “the issue of definition is an enquiry into the 

description of an act that is partially performed and partially deficient with 

regard to the completeness of its description.”*̂  In Sopatros’ view the question is 

whether what Melite has done can be described as adultery: since everybody 

accepts that Thersandros is alive, Melite has committed adultery with 

Kleitophon. Although she claims she thought that Thersandros was dead, she

Ibid  p .  33; H e r m o g e n e s  39. 6-9 ( R a b e ) :  " c iv  ÔÈ e l ç  e t e q o v  t l  n E G ia x â ,  j i d X i v  ô ia L Q E x É o v  ya.Q 
ELÇ 'Ù T iE 'uS vvov  XL ô v v d f iE V o v  YEVÉoGotL J i g d y ^ i a  Tj j t Q o a œ j t o v  (i,E0 i a x T ia i  x6 e y x X t k i o  o ^ io X o y œ v  x i  

jtE ;to iT ]X E v aL  œ ç  dÔ L X T jpa  x d l  j i o l e î  ^ E x d o x a a i v . "

C o u n t e r p o s i t i o n  (d v x C G E O iç): C o u n t e r p o s i t i o n  i s  t h e  i s s u e  w h i c h  a r i s e s  w h e n  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  

a c c e p t s  t h a t  h i s  a c t  w a s  w r o n g .  T h e r e  i s  a  d i s t i n c t i o n  h e r e :  i f  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  a c c e p t s  f u l l  

r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  h i s  a c t  t h e n  h e  m a k e s  c o u n t e r s t a t e m e n t  ( d v x u j x a a i ç ) ;  i f  h e  t r a n s f e r s  p a r t  o f  i t  

t o  a  t h i r d  p a r t y  ( c a p a b l e  o f  b e i n g  h e l d  t o  a c c o u n t )  h e  m a k e s  t r a n s f e r e n c e  ( [ A E x d a x a o iç ) .  I n  t h e  

c a s e  o f  K l e i t o p h o n ,  t h e  s p e a k e r  i n  h i s  c o n f e s s i o n  a c c e p t s  c l e a r l y  t h a t  t h e  a c t  i n  q u e s t i o n  w a s  

w r o n g ,  t h a t  h e  i s  c e r t a i n l y  r e s p o n s i b l e  b u t  h e  a l s o  u n d e r l i n e s  t h e  s i g n i f i c a n c e  o f  M e l i t e ’s  p a r t  i n  

t h e  m u r d e r ;  a n d ,  f i n a l l y ,  h e  p r e s e n t s  t h e  e v e n t s  t h a t  h a v e  h a p p e n e d  ( p r e s e n t a t i o n ) ;  s e e  f u r t h e r  i n  

H e r m o g e n e s  38. 16- 39.19 ( R a b e )  a n d  H e a t h  ( 1995)  p .  33f .

Heath (1995) p. 33; Hermogenes, 38. 8-13 (Rabe): “A v [ a e v x o l  JiEJipaynevov f| JtEpl cm f) xpCoiç 
T^ÔT], x o i v ô v  \LÏv ô v o [ i a  x o ^ x ü )  ô i x a i o X o Y i a ,  . . . J id X iv  ô ’ a '5 x d l  x o ü x o  ô i a ï Q f j a E i ç  ÔL%a" t) y ^ Q  

e q e I  XL XEJLOLT]XEvaL d )ç  àÔ LX T|(xa ô  q)EUYü)v x d l  x a x d  x l  x e x lo X u ix e v o v  t) o f l '  x d v  ^ è v  H T ]ôanü)Ç  

(p d o x T )  X E x œ X û o G a L  x6 ï iE T c p a Y ^ ié v o v , dvxCXT^tj^LV j l o l e l . ”

H e a t h  ( 1995)  p .  32; H e r m o g e n e s ,  37. 5-7 ( R a b e ) :  “ ê o u  yaç  o x d o L Ç  ô q l x t i  ô v d f x a x o ç  ^ q x q o L Ç  

jtEQL J i p d Y t i a x o ç ,  o 'ô  x d  p ièv  j iÉ J iQ a x x a L , x d  ÔÈ X e l t o l  J i p d ç  a ù x o x É X E L a v  x o û  ô v d f i a x o ç . ”
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unconsciously accepts that what she has done is indeed adultery because 

Thersandros is alive.

The issue of conjecture (IIeo\ aToyaafiou\

The issue of conjecture raises the question of fact: normally the defendant denies 

the accusation. The question is whether something happened and the answer is 

negative; when there is a disagreement between the disputants on “whether an 

action was performed at all” then stochasmos is applicable (axdoiç t o u  

OTOxaopou).**

What Hermogenes does in his treatise - and this is very important - is not only 

to categorise different types of issues, which of course would have a limited 

influence on practical application, but also to analyse how each one can be 

divided into various parts and pursued systematically and effectively.

According to Hermogenes, there are ten subdivisions in stochasmos: exception; 

demand for evidence; motive; capacity; sequence of events; counterplea; 

objection; transposition of cause; persuasive defence; common quality;®  ̂

Exception can arise (among others) from deficiency.

The argument of Leukippe’s death is based precisely on these principles. Kleinias 

is the first to use this kind of argument in 7, 9, 6-7: there is no victim and no 

perpetrator, he claims; therefore, he denies the accusation on behalf (and for the 

sake) of Kleitophon. Later, when Leukippe appears on the scene, the priest 

makes a similar point and tries to achieve an automatic acquittal for 

Kleitophon: since we have found the supposed “victim,” no crime has happened 

and consequently Kleitophon is innocent (8, 9, 11-12). Thersandros in his second 

speech makes a similar false accusation against Kleitophon. He maintains that 

the accused had a motive to kill Sosthenes and since Sosthenes has gone missing 

for some time, Kleitophon should be considered as a prime suspect.

** Kennedy (1983) pp. 82-83. Further on stochasmos see Hermogenes 43. 16 -  59. 9 (Rabe) and 
Kennedy (1983) 73-86, esp. 82-85.

Heath (1995) p. 36; Hermogenes, p. 43. 17-21 (Rabe). Especially for common quality 
Hermogenes claims that it is appropriate in second speeches and epilogues; also “defendants too 
summarize the points in a similar way, but make a different use of them, appealing for pity and 
stirring up emotions”; “the so-called heads of purpose are common to both sides here, i.e. legality, 
justice, advantage, feasibility, honour”; see later pp. 123-124.
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Demand for evidence (eXeyyoDV ctJtaiTTiaic\^̂

Speaking about the general “technical principle regarding witnesses,” 

Hermogenes suggests that you “either attack them on the grounds that they give 

evidence out of partiality or enmity, or because of personal relationships, or for 

private gain ..

The latter is applied by Thersandros and Sopatros in their attack against the 

priest. In their prosecution in the second trial they maintain that the priest 

supports the young couple because he has a personal interest in them. Kleinias is 

also attacked by Thersandros who claims that Kleinias is untrustworthy since he 

is personally involved in the crime.

The point is extensively dealt with by the speakers in Tatios’ courtroom 

speeches. Here, too, one can find practices which are reminiscent of 

Hermogenes’ instructions in the relevant chapters (Hermogenes, 45 - 46.7). 

When there are witnesses ([xapTupcç) in a case the defendant will not demand 

them; instead, the defendant will attack them based on any kind of weakness, e.g. 

if they are servants they will be attacked with the claim that they naturally hate 

their masters or that they are not at all trustworthy, etc.; moreover, the 

defendant will present his own witnesses who would support his point of view. If 

there are no witnesses then the defendant will demand them by asking every 

kind of details (who, what, where, how, when, why). Of course, the opposite side 

will insist on presenting facts and not paying special attention to witnesses who 

as human beings are not always reliable.

Kleitophon is the first to touch the question of witnesses. Expecting in all 

probability to face the demand for witnesses from the people involved in the 

trial, he mentions from the very beginning that the perpetrator has disappeared 

since he executed Leukippe (7, 7, 5).

Immediately after it, Kleinias in his attempt to refute Kleitophon’s self

accusation challenges him to present evidence: if you are the instigator you

Hermogenes, 44. 1-4 (Rabe).
Hermogenes, 45-46. 7 (Rabe).
Heath (1995) p. 37; Hermogenes, 45. 16-19 (Rabe): “ t o v t l  yâQ ooi v.aQo'Kov j i e q l  (xagT^Qœv 

eoTü) xexvixdv 0Ec5QT][i.a, t) ôtaPdXXEiv avxovç, ô t l  jtgoç x ^ Q l v  r) ôi’ Ê x̂ gav t) ôid uva  
OLXELOTTixa anxoD nopx'ugo'Ooiv f) ôid x é q ô o ç  x i  o I x e l o v ,  . . . ”

Hermogenes, 45. 1-46.7 (Rabe).
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should be able to present the perpetrator and the victim. Kleinias uses a similar 

argument based on demand for evidence to illustrate his view better. At the end 

of his speech (7, 9, 14) he reminds the judges that they have several witnesses 

and therefore they can make up their mind by judging their testimony. 

According to Thersandros (7, 11, 1) there is no need for evidence concerning 

who has committed the crime in Leukippe’s murder: the fact that Kleitophon has 

confessed is the strongest evidence. Concerning adultery, Thersandros claims 

that he had Sosthenes as his witness (who was the first to let him know about 

Melite’s behaviour) but now he has gone missing.

As we have seen, Hermogenes covers the case when no witnesses exist: if there 

are no witnesses “the defendant emphasises the absence of witnesses by 

considering every aspect of the alleged act to which testimony might be required 

and is not available.” "̂*

On the other hand, Thersandros demands evidence for Kleinias’ claim that 

Kleitophon heard from a co-prisoner that Melite had ordered a man to murder 

Leukippe. In his second speech Thersandros again demands evidence for Melite’s 

case and maintains that he will accept the result that will come to light from the 

witnesses’ testimony. Again here we see Thersandros manipulating the 

principles of demand for evidence according to his personal interests.

Motive and capacitv (f) pouXqou; xat f) ôuvatiiç).

According to Hermogenes, “in all conjectures one should consider all the persons 

about whom a judgement can be formed.”^̂  It is true that motive and capacity 

(Poukqoig xol ôuva|iiç) can form an important basis for argument in any kind 

of speech and especially in forensic speeches, as it does in the courtroom scenes 

in Leukippe and Kleitophon.

Right from the very beginning of the trial the factor of motive is used 

Kleitophon presents a clear motive for Melite’s decision to murder Leukippe; she 

was afraid that Kleitophon would go back to her (7, 7, 4). This decision was

Heath’s commentary (p. 83) on Hermogenes, 45. 20 - 46. 3 (Rabe).
Heath (1995) p. 37; Hermogenes, 47. 5-6 (Rabe).
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convenient for Kleitophon too, since Melite had promised that she would give 

him all her fortune.

Kleinias is one of the speakers who make full use of it. In defence of Kleitophon 

he presents the accused as one of the unfortunate people (rwv atuxouvTcov 7, 9,

2) who has falsely confessed a crime he never did; and that is all because he 

wants to die and so put an end to his calamities, because he thinks that 

Leukippe has been murdered (7, 9, 4). Kleinias comments on Kleitophon’s 

argument that he had a motive to kill Leukippe because he was then in love with 

Melite (7, 9, 7), by pointing out that it is inconsistent with Kleitophon’s attempt 

to incriminate Melite for the murdering of Leukippe: if he was in love with that 

woman, he claims, he would have tried to protect her from any accusations. 

Thus, Kleitophon had really no motive to kill Leukippe but he had a motive to 

have Melite involved into Leukippe’s murdering. Kleitophon believed that Melite 

murdered Leukippe out of jealousy and that she should therefore pay for that. In 

sum, Kleitophon is presented as an unfortunate man who has been involved in a 

terrible tragedy and as a result of his despair, reacted in a self-destructive 

manner.

Thersandros (in 7, 11, 1) explains Kleinias’ defence of Kleitophon as a result of 

Kleinias’ personal interest in exonerating Kleitophon, because of personal 

involvement in the murder. By presenting a motive for Kleinias’ attitude, 

Thersandros attempts to render him unreliable.

Sopatros’ speech, too, makes some use of motive and capacity. Sopatros tries to 

show that the priest’s character is inappropriate for a person with this kind of 

function in the society. According to him, the priest has spoken in an insolent 

way incompatible with his official title (8, 10, 4). Apart from this, the priest, he 

claims, had a motive of sexual nature to protect the two youngsters in the temple 

(8, 10, 5-6). Melite on the other side found it easy to commit adultery while 

Thersandros was absent. It is not only her that had an inclination to adultery but 

also Kleitophon was mostly appropriate for this since, as Sopatros claims, he is a 

lecherous man (8,10, 9).

The priest places more emphasis on the nature of Thersandros’ character. He 

makes an in depth analysis of Thersandros’ past life in order to prove with
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evidence (incidents) that this man has never shown a moral attitude and 

therefore the judges should not believe his hypocritical claims.

Sequence of events (ta  hit’ âoyr)Ç «xoi xéXovc).

What Hermogenes says about sequence of events (in conjectures) is not clearly in 

agreement with what happens in Leukippe and Kleitophoifs trial scene. 

According to Hermogenes, sequence of events “generally belongs to the 

prosecutor”^̂  and “it is not possible for the sequence of events to belong to the 

defendant alone.”^̂  However, although there are parts of Thersandros’ speech 

where one can detect a form of sequence of events (as in 8, 8, 3-4 or Sopatros in 

8, 10, 7-9), it is mainly the defence that makes full use of it. Both Kleitophon in

his confession (7, 7, 3-6) and Kleinias in his speech for the defence (7, 9, 3-4 and

9-12) take advantage of this simple but very convincing way of presenting their 

case.

Objection According to Hermogenes “objection is always opposed

to counterplea (avrikTiii îç), not just in conjecture but wherever it is found. If 

one of the opposed parties uses either one of these (I mean, counterplea and 

objection), the other will certainly use the other.” *̂

This description of the objection-counterplea technique used in trials is found in 

Leukippe and Kleitophods courtroom scene, more precisely, in the involvement 

of the priest. After the end of the first part of the trial the priest gives shelter to 

the young couple who sought refuge in Artemis’ temple. This infuriates the 

prosecution which rushes to ask for a new trial. In this trial Thersandros accuses 

the priest, using objection, i.e. maintaining that the priest’s action was illegal. 

This is called by Hermogenes objection by refutation (|reTdXqi|)ig xatct 

evotaoiv).^^

^ Ibid. p. 37; Hermogenes, 47. 8-9 (Rabe). 
Ibid. p. 38; Hermogenes, 48. 1-2 (Rabe). 
Ibid. p. 38; Hermogenes, 48. 10-14 (Rabe). 

^ Ibid. p. 38; Hermogenes, 48. 15 (Rabe).
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C ou n terp lea: àvTCX.T]\|)ic.

“If one is brought to trial on the basis of one’s own acts, counterplea will 

certainly be relevant but if on the basis of the other people’s acts, it will not. It 

runs along the lines: “This is permissible, and not forbidden.”

After the first trial the priest gives refuge to the young couple. For this action he 

is severely criticised by the prosecution. In his defence the priest uses 

counterplea. He defends strongly the legitimacy of this action maintaining that 

he has not acted against any law and that Kleitophon has proven his innocence 

after the appearance of Leukippe. On the contrary, Thersandros is the one who 

acted illegally when he arrested and imprisoned Kleitophon without having any 

authority of that kind.

Counterplea (as a main head):101

AvtiXt]i|iiç as a main head of an issue is defined by Hermogenes as follows: if the 

person “denies altogether that the act was forbidden, the issue is counterplea.” 

As mentioned earlier, part of the priest’s speech belongs to that category. The 

priest becomes the target of a severe attack by the prosecution; he is accused of 

helping criminals and participating in blasphemous actions. In his defence the 

priest uses mainly the issue of counterplea by showing that Kleitophon is an 

innocent man, which becomes clear after the appearance of Leukippe. Therefore, 

the priest claims, he did not do anything wrong (counterplea), while 

Thersandros was not entitled to arrest Kleitophon in the first place. He claims 

that Thersandros (and not the priest himself) is the one who committed a 

number of illegal acts.

Common quality (xoivti jioiottic;).

“Common quality are epilogues and second speeches (. . .). Prosecutors, after 

their proofs, run through the charge in the manner of a common topic (. ..) and

Ibid  p. 38; Hermogenes, 48. 3-6 (Rabe).
See “àvTiXTi\i)Lç” in Hermogenes, 65. 10-71 (Rabe).
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summarise each of the relevant points as Demosthenes does, (...); defendants too 

summarise the points in a similar way, but make a different use of them, 

appealing for pity and stirring up emotion ( ...) . The so-called heads of purpose 

(tot Tekixoi xeqpdkaia) are common to both sides here, i.e. legality (to v6|u[iov), 

justice (to ôCxaiov), advantage (to outupepov), feasibility (to ôuvaTov), honour 

(to evôoÇov).” ®̂̂

Both Kleitophon (7, 7, 6) and (more) Kleinias make use of the aforementioned 

suggestions. Kleinias (7, 9, 14) gives a short summary of the points he made 

earlier in his speech, and appeals to feelings. Sopatros’ epilogue (8, 10, 12) 

summarises all the main points he discussed from the beginning of the speech.

Definition: qqqç,

Sopatros uses definition as a basis for argument. Already from the beginning of 

his speech (8, 10, 2) he prepares his audience to hear his proof that Kleitophon is 

twice guilty. It is the process of definition with which he is going to prove his 

point.

The definition according to H erm ogenesbeg ins with the presentation 

(jcQoPokTi) of the events from the beginning to the end: Sopatros uses this stage 

(presentation) in 8, 10, 7-9. Especially in 8, 10, 9 the speaker “distinguishes the 

act, and arises from the things passed over in the sequence of events;” ®̂̂ the 

crime is adultery: Melite “xaipov toutov évotiioev euxaipov noixeCaç" (8,10, 9). 

The importance^^^ of Melite’s adultery is great because she committed it 

repeatedly and with no shame she let all the people know about it (8, 10, 10). Her 

objection would be that she thought that Thersandros was dead and so she was 

not committing adultery (that is related also to intention). However, now we all 

know that Thersandros was alive and therefore (at that time) Melite committed 

the crime.

Ibid  p. 33; Hermogenes, 38. 12-13 (Rabe).
From Heath’s (1995) translation of Hermogenes p. 40; see Hermogenes 52. 6-21 (Rabe); all the 

parenthetic words are mine.
Hermogenes, 59. 16-18 (Rabe): “f) JiQoPoXfj èotiv abxa xa àn’ àQxf|Ç xêkovç o ôqoç 

XCDQL̂ ei TO :iQây\ia xol yfvexai ex tcûv mQeipevcov xoiç àn" àgxîiç âxQL xéX.o'uç."
Heath (1995) p. 43; Hermogenes, 59. 18-19 (Rabe).
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We have seen how the analysis of these forensic speeches with the assistance of 

Hermogenes’ treatise On Issues can expose rhetorical practices which each 

speaker puts into action. These speeches are complicated and multidimensional. 

The author has put a great effort in them and his tactics are derived from 

mainstream rhetorical theory.

Ibid p. 44; Hermogenes, 60 (Rabe).
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CHAPTER 3: HELIODOROS
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1. Rhetoric in Heliodoros’ Aithiopika,

In the Aithiopika there are a considerable number of occasions where persuasive 

or rhetorical use of language comes into action. Some of the speeches show a 

remarkable manipulation of devices drawn from the art of rhetoric.

There is more than one occasion in the novel where a courtroom scene is staged 

where several speeches of accusation or defence are made.

In book 1, after the death of his wife, Aristippos marries another woman, 

Demainete, who seems to be a very good stepmother to Aristippos’ son, 

Knemon. However, the reader knows that she does not mean well. Soon after she 

fails to satisfy her passion for Knemon, she plots a whole series of traps in order 

to punish him. In the end, she manages to cause him serious trouble but not until 

there is a trial.

The trial case unfolds from chapter 13 onwards. The theme is not unique to 

Heliodoros’ novel (see Phaidra in Eur. Hippolytos). Having failed to seduce her 

stepson, Demainete convinces her husband that he kicked her in the belly at the 

time when she had just realised that she was pregnant (a motif that is similar to 

Kallirhoe’s case in Chariton; 1, 4, 12).

The case is presented at a very early stage. The very first accusation is made in 

private by Demainete to Aristippos in chapter 10. The accusation is actually a 

short speech supported by false claims.

Demainete’s first accusation speech (1. 10. 4).

Demainete’s accusation is twofold; the one side is that Knemon kicked her 

knowing that she was pregnant and the other is that Knemon was disrespectful 

towards his father. It is indirectly implied that Knemon’s rage was the motive 

for the former; the young man was outraged when he heard that his stepmother 

was pregnant. Her alleged piece of advice to him occasioned his rage and gave 

him the pretext to attack her.

Demainete’s accusation is carefully constructed and designed not only on the 

level of ideas but also on the level of expression. Her very first ironic words have 

to do with the means of persuasion used frequently by rhetoricians called
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“persuasion through character.”  ̂ The words are very carefully chosen to show 

how corrupted a character Knemon is; for example, “6 OaupiaaTbç veaviaç” is 

used for this end ironically; he is presented as devious with the information that 

he went home after waiting for his father to leave. This claim makes the 

accusation more serious since it shows that the attack was premeditated.

At the same time Demainete appears a righteous-caring mother (as indeed she 

does in the courtroom during and after her husband's accusation speech) who 

has no feelings against her stepson while the latter is full of hatred against her. 

This is also recommended by Quintilian: “it is also important to avoid giving the 

impression that we are abusive, malignant, proud or slanderous toward any 

individual or body of men."^

Demainete presents herself as a loving and caring mother who loves her 

husband’s son even more than her husband does. She tries to offer him advice in 

his own interest. She covers his misdeeds and does not report them to his father 

so that she will not be misunderstood as a bad stepmother. She is so sensitive 

that she takes great care to avoid embarrassing her stepson in public and is also 

ashamed to repeat his insulting words in front of her husband. After all this, she 

does not deserve to be in the condition she is in after the violent action of her 

stepson.

On the other side, Demainete claims, Knemon’s life was consumed between 

prostitutes and drinking. His hatred against his father and herself became 

obvious both by his insulting language and his violent action.

Without having any kind of proof for her allegations, Demainete carefully makes 

her case based purely on character. This is one of the most representative 

examples of how far “character” can go as a means of persuasion. The case is 

presented as a matter of extreme opposites. Her allegations are more easily 

accepted if we consider Demainete’s previous conduct. Indeed, she can present 

herself as an example of a good wife.

Her allegations are made even more credible and her good character becomes 

more “obvious” in this speech by the fact that she nowhere accuses Knemon

 ̂ See, for example. May (1988) p. Ilf., 46f., 79f., 167f. (and passim) and the chapter on character 
as a means of persuasion in classical oratory and in the novel (p. 175ff.); see also Carey (1994) p. 
34ff.
 ̂Quint. IV, I, 10.
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straightforwardly or asks for his punishment; rather she presents her accusations 

in an indirect way in her attempt to explain to her husband why she is still in 

bed, not feeling well and avoiding at first to answer his question (1, 10, 3).

It is also remarkable that all these accusations have been inserted into one period 

only and the density of her speech shows how much premeditation Demainete 

had gone through before she was able to make this speech.

Demainete’s speech managed to leave Aristippos in no doubt that Knemon was 

guilty. Having convinced Aristippos early enough that she was well disposed 

and actually liked her stepson, Demainete now has the best basis for convincing 

him that a person who meant only well for his son would not do anything to 

harm him. That Aristippos was absolutely convinced about his son’s 

wrongdoing is evident straightaway from his immediate reaction: ta u ta  cbç

fjxOUOEV, OUX ElJteV, OÙX f]Q(i)TT10EV, O V X  CtJtoXoyCaV JtQOU0 T]XEV, à X X à  rtlOTEUCOV 

. . .  (1, 11, 1).
The accusation, though accepted without any question in the first place, is 

completed shortly after; having been misled by Demainete’s servant, Knemon 

believes that Demainete is unfaithful to her husband and breaks into her room 

with a sword in order to catch her in the very act.^ Instead, he finds his father 

by her side and this can be taken as the most convincing evidence that Knemon 

is dangerous both to his stepmother and his father.

Demainete’s accusation is now strengthened by unquestionable facts which 

make her allegations much more plausible: she claims that she had realised 

earlier that Knemon had designs on his life. Here Demainete makes a direct 

appeal to emotions. She tries to excite “hatred by the disgraceful nature of his 

conduct,” a practice which is also discussed in Quintilian (VI, I, 14). 

Furthermore, Quintilian adds that the “atrocity may be enhanced by 

considerations of the nature of the act, the position of its author or the victim, 

the purpose, time, place and manner of the act” (VI, I, 15). This plan is clearly 

implemented here.

 ̂ A standard motif found also in adultery cases in declamation; see Seneca, Contr. 1,4; 9,1; see 
further Bonner (1949) pp. 119-122; also Schwartz (1998) p. 251. Professor C. Carey suggested to 
me that “the trap set for Knemon involves a sequence of events which may be based on Lysias 1”;
1 believe this is quite plausible. Schwartz (1998) suggests that Lysias’ On the murder o f 
Eratosthenes h&s influenced the rhetorical exercises of the controversiae{ibid p. 251).
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Now the case is complete and ready for a proper trial-scene. Knemon is arrested 

(1,12) and brought to trial (1, 13).

Aristippos' speech (1.13.1-2).

Aristippos’ position is different from that of Demainete in one important 

aspect; he is absolutely convinced by what he saw that his son is guilty; 

Aristippos, therefore, believes in every word he is uttering while Demainete 

knows the truth and pretends to be the victim. When Aristippos presents his 

case he uses techniques more appropriate to a professional orator.

He takes great care to look miserable and pitiful: he appears to the assembly 

with his head soiled (xai Tqg xecpaXriç xoviv xataxedpevoç 13, 1) trying to show 

right from the beginning in what a predicament he is and arouse his listeners’ 

emotions. Quintilian, for example, sets rules on what to say in the proemium  

(IV, I) and how to deliver it (XI, III); the first opinion the audience forms is very 

important for the whole case. What Aristippos tries to do right from the very 

beginning is to attract his audience’s pity. His case is suitable for this kind of 

treatment, something which can also be found in Aristotle’s Rhetoric. In his 

discussion on what can cause pity Aristotle claims that a pitiable situation can 

be caused when some evil comes “from a source that ought to have supplied 

something good”"̂

Then Aristotle mentions that pity is more effectively aroused when people make 

use of “gestures, cries and display of feelings” and acting in general.^ He makes 

this point clearer when he mentions that even the presentation of the clothes of 

those who have suffered and any other similar things can attract pity because 

they make suffering more realistic.^ Finally, it is “most pitiable,” Aristotle says,

Kennedy (1991) Aristotle On Rhetoric p. 153; Arist. Rhet. II.viii.9-11 (1386a 7-12): "eoxL Ô’ 
ôô'uvTiQoi ji8V xai cpôapxixà Sdvaxoi xai aixstai xdi oü)[Adxü)v xaxcôoeiç xdl yf|paç xdl vdaoi. .  
. xai x6 o0ev JiooofiXEV dyaBov xt ixod^ai (njtdo%ai Vahlenl. xaxdv xi cru|iPf|vai.”
 ̂ Kennedy, ibid., p. 154; Arist. II.viii.l4 (1386a 28-33): “ejte'i Ô’ èyyùg cpaivd(Aeva xd Jid0T) 

èXeeivd èaxi, . . dvdyxTi xo^ç ovvajTeçya^op.évo'uç oxTjuaxi xai cpœvatç xdl êo6f]XL xdl ôXœg xf| 
[êv A] 'UJtoxoiasi èXeeivoxégovg eivai.”
 ̂Arist. Rhet II.viii.l6 (1386b 2-6).
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“for good people to be in such extremities, since one who is unworthy [is 

suffering] and the suffering is evident before our eyes.”^

This is precisely what Aristippos is doing in presenting his case. It is possibly 

the best treatment a rhetor can give to this particular case. Aristippos starts his 

speech with a negative statement showing his disappointment at his son; he 

never expected to have this kind of treatment. He rather thought that he would 

have a helping hand in his old age. He is a person who does not deserve what is 

happening to him.

He then relates what he has done as a good father. He never failed to give him 

anything a young man would need at every stage of his life and he devoted all his 

life to him. In response his ungrateful son forgot all that. Instead, he used 

abusive language, violence and even attempted parricide.

Aristippos tries to show that he is a law-abiding man and decides to leave the 

matter to the court, although by law he had the right to kill his son there and 

then. In this way Aristippos is presented as a democratic citizen and righteous 

man. Aristippos builds a lot of his arguments on the presentation of his good 

character.

After Aristippos’ speech Knemon is not allowed to defend himself but is only 

asked questions similar to the ones an orator asks when preparing his speech. 

These questions have the aim to define the nature of the case. The people asking 

these questions try to establish the basis of the case according to stasis theory; 

however, Knemon is only asked if he has committed the assault (if he went with 

a sword against his father). The positive reply, which Knemon gives, makes the 

case straightforward and incriminates him immediately. The accused is not 

given the chance to explain and since he is not able to deny any part of the case 

he is not able to provide a certain angle of the issue which would lead to the 

relevant stasis, this would be the issue of definition. The accused accepts the 

action but wants to explain what it was. Since a stasis of a case is determined by 

some sort of denial we do not have an issue here, which is why Knemon cannot 

put forward and prove his case. If he had the chance to go through the next step

 ̂Kennedy, ibid, p. 155; Arist. II.viii.16 (1386b 6-8): “xdl iiaXioxa to aJiovôaLovç etvai èv xotç 
TOLOVTOig xaïQOLÇ ôvxaç èXeeLVov, xdl cbç dvâ LO'U ôvxoç xdl èv ôq)0aX|xoLÇ qpaLVonévo'u xov 
jtdGonç" (text Kassell 1976).
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of questioning, namely why he did it he would be able to prove his innocence 

through the issue of quality.

Let us now compare what Aristippos has done in his case with what Quintilian 

would do in case he had to complain that “his client has been beaten” (VI, I, 

16ff.). These are some of the principles that Quintilian recommended in order to 

excite the feelings of the judges (VI, I, 14ff.) which, when compared, show a 

striking resemblance to what Aristippos is doing in his speech:

• “we must first speak of the act itself; we shall then proceed to point out that 

the victim was an old man, a child. . (VI, 1 ,16).

• “we shall also point out that the assailant was a worthless and a contemptible 

fellow, or (to take the opposite case) was in a position of excessive power or 

was the last man who should have given the blow” (VI, I, 16).

• “or that the act was committed at a time when such crimes were punished

with special severity in the courts . . . ” (VI, 1 ,16).

• “or finally we may hint that he wished to inflict more serious injury than he

succeeded in inflicting” (VI, I, 17).

• “but it is the manner of the act that contributes most to the impression of its 

atrocity, if, for example, the blow was violent or insulting” (VI, 1 ,17).

Aristippos follows these principles so closely that his speech looks like a 

textbook case. It is also worth noting that the theme of the speech apart from its 

popularity in literature was a standard case in controversial a great number of 

which concerns fathers and sons in dispute with each other for various 

accusations.*

Aristippos takes particular care in the delivery of the speech. To this aim he gets 

continuous assistance from his wife. They both appear to weep, they cry, they 

try to pre-empt the judges’ decision by mentioning that Knemon is going to die 

at an early age but lawfully and Demainete tries to endorse her husband’s claims. 

In fact, what Demainete says is not a formal speech but it helps her husband to 

make his case look more persuasive. At the end of the speech there is a detailed

* See, for instance, Seneca, Contr. 2.3 (rape); Contr. 3.2; 7.3 (parricide - attempted); and stepsons 
falling in love with stepmothers: Contr. 6.7; and other similar father-son disputes (e.g. Contr. 7.1); 
see also many cases in the “Major Declamations” of (pseudo) Quintilian where often sons are 
described as breaking in their fathers’ bedroom in the middle of the night with deadly intentions 
e.g. Declamation I, etc.
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commentary on the delivery and some of the speakers’ techniques. It is worth 

taking a closer look:

xai apa èjteôdxQuev ejtexcoxue ôè xdi fj ATifiaiveTT] xai jtEQiakyeiv GJt’ èpol 

ÔT10SV èjteÔEixvuTo, toy ctôXiov djtoxakouoa, tbv èv ôCxn pev àXXà kqo wpag 

xe0vT]Ç6pEvov, TOY ujio 0ai|i6vo)v akaoTOQiov èjtl toùç yEvvfjoavTag £X,a0£vta, 

OÛ 0QT]vouoa pakkov rj xaxapaQXUQOuoa xoig 0Q'nvoig xai (bg dkq0q xqv 

xaxTiyoQiav pEPaiouoa xoXg yooig (1,13, 3).

Aristippos’ staged delivery is complemented by his appearance and his crying, 

while this passage also shows how Demainete assisted him. What she does is 

carefully planned and follows specified rhetorical principles for use by orators. 

First of all the aim of her verbal reactions is quite different from what it seems 

to be. She pretends to pity her stepson for his predicament but at the same time 

she provides material which supports the accusation, a practice found also in 

/q^os eschematismcnos? Second, she assumes the role of a mourner and 

strikingly enough follows principles from the funeral oration. The verb 

èjtExiüxuE is evoking the picture of a m ourner.M oreover, the exclamations 

(xbv d0kiov, etc.) are a commonplace in funeral orations, and the picture of the 

person accusing some evil deity are all borrowed from funeral o ra tio n .A ll 

these show the speaker’s preparation. There is nowhere any indication that 

Knemon’s parents were highly trained orators but there is plenty of evidence 

which shows that they are of a noble fam ily;A ristippos is “an Athenian by 

descent, a member of the upper council (i.e. the council of the Araeopagus), and 

an Athenian representative to the Amphictyonie Council at Delphi”;̂  ̂ also “he 

is prominent enough to dine regularly in the Prytaneion,” he “has property in the 

country in addition to his city house” (1, 12, 1), and Demainete has a female 

slave who knows also how to play the harp.̂ "̂  All this suggests that this family 

belongs to the upper classes which implies that they were well educated, or at the 

very least it does not rule out that they are capable speakers.

 ̂For this rhetorical technique see p. 145ff. 
See p. 238.n See further motifs on p. 226ff. and esp. p. 229 and p. 232. 
Schwartz (1998) pp. 240-241.
Heliodoros 1, 9, 1; 2, 26, 3; see Schwartz (1998) p. 240. 
Schwartz (1998) pp. 240-241.
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Other samples of rhetoric in speeches.

Thvamis' speech (1.191

Rhetoric was divided into three kinds as early as Aristotle/^ The first is 

deliberative which is concerned with the future; the second is forensic which is 

concerned with the past and the third is epideictic which is more or less 

concerned with the present and has to do with things such as the beautiful etc.

It would be surprising if one could not find in the novel some rhetorical 

speeches, other than forensic. In book 1, Thy am is, after a perplexing dream 

urging him to take Charikleia as his share from the robbery, decides to summon 

his companions and makes a remarkable speech. Instead of demanding 

Charikleia for himself straightforwardly without any explanation, as a leader 

would do, he tries to convince them that he deserves to take Charikleia for 

himself. It sounds odd right from the beginning that he takes such great care to 

prove himself so democratic that he - the chief robber - goes through a summons, 

assembles his companions in a kind of p a rliam en t,an d  delivers a carefully 

prepared speech, whereas he could - it is obvious that he had the power - take 

her without too much effort. After hearing about the call for a meeting, 

Theagenes and Charikleia are clearly afraid that something bad or violent is 

going to happen, so they plead with Knemon to help them if such a case arises. 

Knemon quietens their fears by saying that Thy am is is not completely barbaric 

in his ways (où jtavtdjtaoiv Pdppapov eivai xd fjOq xbv Xfjox(%p%ov 

Éyyuwpevog, olXX’ . . .  1, 19, 2) but he is from a good family and his character has 

a good side. It is evident, therefore, that Thyamis had the power to impose his 

decision and did not need a lengthy speech to convince his companions.

The speech is rather a convention which the author creates in order to give 

scope for a good piece of rhetoric. Although this novel is quite distant from the 

acme of the second sophistic, it is notable that rhetoric still has an important 

influence on it.̂ ^

It is implied that Thyamis delivered his speech in Egyptian since he could not 

speak Greek fluently, and that Knemon acts as an interpreter. In what follows.

Arist. Rhet. I.iii.3 (1358b 6-8).
See 1, 19, 3.: “xai tt̂ v vf|oov exxXTiatav àjiocpTÎvaç.”
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Thyamis proves that apart from being a good robber he can be a good speaker. 

This is how he presents his case: he first goes through his past conduct, his 

origins and principles in leadership (1, 19, 3-5). Then he advances to his request 

(1, 19, 6-7). After this he gives the reasons why he is asking Charikleia as a 

present and not something else (1, 20, 1- 21, 1). Finally, he asks for Charikleia’s 

consent (1, 20, 1-2).

His speech follows principles more suitable to deliberative than any other kind 

of oratory. As we see, for instance, in the definition of the AdHerennium  (I. ii.

2) “the deliberative consists in the discussion of policy and embraces persuasion 

and dissuasion” *̂ while “the judicial is based on legal controversy, and 

comprises criminal prosecution or civil suit, and defence” (I. ii. 2).̂  ̂As we will 

see later, this speech is about a certain future action and is well suited to the 

category of deliberative speech.B oth the general principles and the content of 

the speech place it in this general category.

The rhetorical tactics followed here seem to be according to the suggestion in the 

A d  Herennium. security {tuta) and honour {honesta) (III. ii. 3). One of the 

divisions of the honourable {honesta res) is the Right {rectum) and the 

Praiseworthy {laudabile) (III. ii. 3). The former has further subdivisions and is 

generally defined as “that which is done in accord with Virtue and Duty” (III. ii.

3).

These are all issues with which Thyamis is concerned in his speech. In his 

introduction his main aim is to establish that he has kept a very good 

relationship with his comrades and that he was always more than just in his 

dealings with them. To prove this he reminds them quickly of his past. This 

illustrates better his character and his motives. If he had not been treated 

unfairly by his brother, he would now have succeeded his father in the office of 

high priest in Egypt. As a man of noble origin, he does not have the same

See also p. 219, note 53.
“Deliberativum est in consulatione, quod ha bet in se suasionem et dissuasionem.”
“ludicale est quod positum est in controversia, et quod habet accusationem aut petitionem 

cum defensione.”
See the definition of the A d  Herennium “Deliberative speeches are either of the kind in which 

the question concerns a choice between two courses of action, or of the kind in which a choice 
among several is concerned” {A d  Herennium, III. ii. 2); and Caplan’s Loeb translation (1954) pp. 
172-173 note b: “whereas in both deliberative and judicial causes the speaker seeks to persuade 
his hearers to a course of action, in epideictic his primary purpose is by means of his art to 
impress his ideas upon them, without action as a goal.”
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incentives as the other robbers, namely to gain easily as much wealth as possible: 

his motives are of a different nature: he joined the robbers because he wanted to 

regain his position in the priesthood Therefore there is in no way a conflict of 

interest between himself and his comrades. They are ultimately after different 

things. That is why he is not interested in getting a larger share of the money, as 

a leader should do. He, therefore, explains that he took always great care to be a 

fair and good leader. He treated prisoners in a good way as well and this is a 

clear indication that he follows a set of principles unusual for a robber. All that 

proves how fair he was with everybody and how much he was concerned for the 

general good He goes through the “Honourable”^̂  which is divided into the 

“Right” and the “Praiseworthy.” Furthermore, the “Right” is defined as “that 

which is done in accord with Virtue and Duty.”̂ ^

This is what Thyamis has always done; this is what he intends to do in the 

future. Moreover, under the Right there are a couple of subheads: wisdom, 

justice, courage, and temperance. More specifically, “justice is equity, giving to 

each thing what it is entitled to in proportion to its worth.” “Temperance is self- 

control that moderates our desires.”^̂

One of the features which the speaker uses a lot is justice as recommended by 

the A d  Herennium (III. iii. 4): we will use “the topics of Justice if we say that we 

ought to pity innocent persons and suppliants;” that is what Thyamis says that 

he has done in his life up to that moment; also “if we show that it is proper to 

repay the well-deserving with gratitude”; that is how Thyamis tries to present 

himself. He is a caring and successful leader, so people should grant him his little 

request in gratitude to what he has done.

We also use the topics of justice “if we say that the laws and customs of the state 

ought especially to be preserved” (III. iii. 4); similarly, in Thyamis’ case it is 

clearly implied that according to custom he should take the present without even 

asking and he is therefore entitled to it. The topics of justice are also used “if we 

contend that alliances and friendships should scrupulously be honoured” (III. iii.

4): it is clearly stated that Thyamis would expect his friends to be unhappy with

A d  Her. III. ii. 3.
Ibid, III. ii. 3: “Honesta res dividitur in rectum et laudabile. Rectum est quod cum virtute et 

officio fit. Id dividitur in prudentiam, iustitiam, fortituditem, modestiam.”
Ibid, III. ii. 3.
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him taking Charikleia without asking: “it would be silly to take the prisoner by 

force and thus stand revealed as acting against the will of my friends.” "̂̂ Of 

course this argument can also be reversed. In case he does not get his present he 

would be an unhappy friend.

The topics of justice are also used “if we say that in all cases a principle of 

dealing alike with all should be established” (III. iii. 4). Usually when dividing 

Thyamis takes an equal share (although he could claim more as a leader). This is 

what he intends to do now. Besides, he is not “asking this as a free favour.”^̂  He 

is going to repay them by not taking any of the rest of the share.

If we need to use these kinds of virtues then they should be underlined and 

enlarged.^^ That is what Thyamis does especially in the first part of the speech 

where he emphasises the honourable through justice and wisdom.

It is clear throughout the speech that Thyamis is trying to prove that he is doing 

the right thing when he asks for the girl as a present. Also they are going to 

benefit from the larger share of the remainder of the goods. Thyamis wants the 

girl for no other reason than the “continuation of his line.” *̂

In the next part of his speech (20-21, 1) Thyamis presents the reasons for asking 

for this particular girl in a remarkable climax:

Hqwtov piÈv eùyevqç eivaC pioi ôoxeÎ (20, 2);

EJCEita TT]v i|ju%qv ayaOfiv te xdl ococppova OTO%dÇo^ai (20, 2);

''O ÔÈ pEyiotov EOTi Tü)v EÎpq îÉvwv, lEQEia 0EO)v TIVOÇ Eivai poi q)aCvEtai (20, 

2).

After managing to get his comrades’ consent to his request, Thyamis proceeds to 

find out Charikleia’s views, remarking at the same time that he could enforce his 

decision if he wanted to, but he is wise enough not to impose a marriage on the 

girl without her consent.

Hel. 1, 19; transi, by Morgan in Reardon ed. (1989).
Hel. 1, 19; transi, by Morgan in Reardon ed. (1989).
A d  Her. Ill, iii, 6.
“Wisdom is intelligence capable, by a certain judicious method, of distinguishing good and 

bad; likewise the knowledge of an art is called Wisdom; and again, a well-furnished memory, or 
experience in diverse matters, is termed Wisdom” A d  Her. III. ii. 3.
^ Hel. 1, 19; transi, by Morgan in Reardon ed. (1989).
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Charikleia’s speech (1. 21-22).

Charikleia’ response is also a noteworthy example of rhetoric. Charikleia is 

asked to speak because Thyamis wants to know whether she agrees with his 

plans or not; she also has to introduce herself and Theagenes and explain where 

they come from. Charikleia does not fail to respond to all the points made by 

Thyamis. Her speech follows this plan: introduction, statement of facts, response 

to the request, personal plea for a delay in the marriage.

Before responding Charikleia takes some time to gather her thoughts. This is not 

an insignificant piece of information. It is a common practice to take staged 

postures; there is a special recommendation about it in the rhetorical handbooks. 

Quintilian, for example, advises that “the method of arousing the emotions 

depends on our power to represent or imitate the passions. Therefore when the 

judge in private, or the usher in public cases, calls upon us to speak, we must 

rise with deliberation” (XI, III, 156); elsewhere, again, Quintilian advises that 

“we must not break forth at once into speech, but should allow ourselves a few 

moments for reflexion. For the display of such care on the part of one who is 

about to speak attracts the audience and gives the judge time to settle down” 

(XI, III, 157). Now if we compare this with the passage that follows we will find 

much correspondence:

TI 5e aoXuv tiva yoovov tf) yfj t o  pXeupa jtooaepeCaaoa xdl jtvxva tqv 

xecpaXhv êjtioeCouoa Xôyov Tivà xdl êvvotac â6oo%6LV êcoxer %où ôq Jtoxe Jtooç 

Tov Qiîapiv àvTa)jtf]aaaa xai TiXéov f[ JtQOTepov avxbv tcp xdXXei 

xataoTpdil^aaa (xdl yag jtecpoCvixTo ttiv jiapeiàv ujib rwv èvBupTijAdtcov jtXéov 

Tj ouvTi0eç xdl To pXé|X}ia xexiVTiTo jtobç t6  yooyoTEOov).. . .  (1, 21, 3).

Apart from the conspicuous gathering of thought shown just before the 

beginning of her speech which is recommended by Quintilian, we also find other 

elements in this description which serve as additional commentary for her 

speech. The passage shows Charikleia’s extra-careful attention as to the position 

of her head (t^v xecpaXqv) and her eyes (tb pX,8n|ia). It is striking but seems not 

coincidental that this area is also discussed in detail in Quintilian.^^ According 

to him the head is of great importance in delivery since it serves “not merely to

29 See XI, III, 68-71, for the head; XI, III, 72-79, for the eyes and glance.
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produce a graceful effect, but to illustrate our meaning as well.’’̂ ® Quintilian 

goes to great lengths in examining different head positions and their meanings, 

for example, “a droop suggests humility” (“deiecto humilitas” XI, III, 69). There 

is, therefore, a great number of emotions one can show by the movements of the 

head “consent, refusal and affirmation, modesty, hesitation, wonder, 

indignation.”^̂

Is not this Charikleia’s intention here? Her eyes are fixed on the ground, she 

moves her head to show that she is gathering her thoughts and just before 

speaking she fixes her glance straight at her listener’s face.

The most influential means in expressing emotions is the eyes,^  ̂“for it is by this 

that we express supplication, threats, flattery, sorrow, joy, pride or 

submission."^^ The importance of the glance is further emphasised by Quintilian: 

“it is on this that our audience hang, on this that they rivet their attention and 

their gaze, even before we begin to speak. It is this that inspires the hearer with 

affection or dislike, this conveys a world of meaning and is often more eloquent 

than all our words.” "̂̂

There seem to be far too many coincidences in what Quintilianrecom m ends 

and what the narrator in Heliodoros’ novel says for Charikleia’s head and eye 

movement in her response to Thyamis. In her speech she tries to show modesty, 

submission (she had no alternative anyway), and generally she tries to win time. 

Her speech is full of conniving but plausible ideas all of which serve her final 

aim: to defer her “marriage” to the new suitor.

In her introduction (21, 3 - 22, 2) she states that normally she ought to be silent 

in front of a meeting among men; with this first thought she tries to show that 

she is prudent and that she respects tradition and custom; she tries to win her 

hearer’s sympathy and to make her listeners attentive according to the

See XI, III, 68: “precipuum vero in actione sicut in corpore ipso caput est cum ad ilium, de quo 
dixi, decorem, tum etiam ad signifieationem.”

See Quint. XI, III, 71 (transi, here by Butler).
“Dominatus autem maxime vultus” Quint. XI, III, 72.
Ibid  XI, III, 72.
Ibid
Apart from the use of sophisticated rhetorical tricks which can be traced back to formal 

rhetorical handbooks, Charikleia, after the end of her speech, follows one more of the rhetorical 
techniques, suggested by Quintilian: the use of tears. Quintilian claims that “nature has given 
them tears to serve as interpreters of our feeling, tears that wiU break forth for sorrow or stream
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established rhetorical rules for the introduction of the speech/^ Then she 

justifies her decision to speak and in so doing she acknowledges that the robbers 

show her kindness/benevolence and emphasises that they want to use persuasion 

not force and that the matter in question concerns only her. Above all she wants 

to show that she is modest and that she accepts and respects Thyamis as her 

master.

This introduction may have reminded the ancient reader of Lysias’ Against 

D iogeitonr There the speaker describes the mother of the orphan children as 

having been obliged to speak in the presence of men due to the seriousness of her 

misfortune, even though she is not used to it (Lysias, 32,11). Additionally, in the 

introduction of Lysias’ speech (32,2) we also find the idea of Diogeiton 

preferring the law-suit even though he was given the choice of arbitration, 

which can be seen as a choice between “persuasion” and “force.”

Next (22, 2 -  22, 5) Charikleia states that she comes from a noble family, that 

she was serving as a priestess and that Charikleia and Theagenes were unlucky 

enough to be driven by adverse winds to a foreign place where they became 

victims of the sailors of the ship. All this is plausible - but not true - and shows 

them as people who did not deserve such kind of treatment by fortune. All this 

adds to the sympathy effect.

The end of her story takes her to the current situation where she states that she 

considers herself fortunate to be in their hands and, most importantly for her, to 

be chosen as the leader’s wife. Ironic though it sounds to the reader, this 

information deflects the discussion of the case and gives Charikleia the chance 

to win time, by preparing the ground for her to express her request. Apart from 

receiving Thyamis’ proposal as an honour, Charikleia wins his good will by 

flattering him with the comments about his origins and reminding him of the 

prospect of becoming a priest. As a man from a religious family, Thyamis is 

bound to grant her request. Her proposition to go to Memphis and get married 

after Thyamis assumes his role as a high priest will help her win even more time 

or even avoid the marriage altogether.

for great joy” (XI, III, 75). The end of Charikleia’s speech is accompanied by a peak of emotion 
which helps her make a favourable impact on her listeners.

See pp. 54-55.
I owe this observation to Professor Carey.
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Charikleia’s speech is so carefully created and delivered that she leaves no 

opportunity to Thyamis but to accept her proposal. Her emotional appeal 

together with the reasonable argumentation gives her what she wants.^*

The importance that the author gave to this speech is related to the general 

design of his story. Charikleia’s speech contains a devious plan which helps the 

development of the plot. The assembly immediately grants her request and urges 

Thyamis to accept it. Thyamis has no option but to accept Charikleia’s plea. He 

decides to head for Memphis as soon as possible; he is closer to his final aim 

than he has ever been before.

Even Theagenes is convinced by Charikleia’s speech and is very disappointed 

indeed This leads the couple to an interesting conversation over the speech 

delivered by Charikleia. To Theagenes’ expression of regret the young girl 

replies:

BucpfjpiTioov . . .  M-T1Ô8, . . . ,  ex Xôyo)v êjtixaCoûov xdl Ttooç ti  yoeiœôeç EÎoqpevœv 

aye ôi’ ujtoil^iaç (1, 25, 3).

Later Theagenes asks for more information about her speech:

TC ouv epouXerd ooi ta  Tf)ç xaXf|S ÔTitiTiYOQCas èxeiv-qg (1, 25, 5).

Both phrases constitute internal evidence that the author is consciously making 

rhetorical speeches whose power he uses to produce more adventures; here 

Charikleia’s convincing speech manages to avert danger for the immediate 

future; it also tests and strengthens the couple’s relationship further by causing 

some kind of crisis because of Theagenes’ misunderstanding. Obviously, rhetoric 

is presented as having great power to manipulate the audience, an idea that did 

not fade two centuries after the peak of the second sophistic movement. 

Charikleia makes two further good speeches (1, 25 and 1, 26) to inform 

Theagenes about her thoughts and her plans. Her final thought in her second 

speech is that a lie can be a good thing if it helps the speaker and does not harm 

the hearer (1, 26, 6). The narrator indicates that Charikleia has made all her 

suggestions in her speeches because she wanted to achieve the best result for 

Theagenes and herself (jtpbç to PeXtiotov 1, 27,1). This is the framework within 

which the orator works.

The comments and reactions of Charikleia’s audience following her speech give some 
additional information about the general planning and objectives of the speech and the impact it
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Book 2

In book 2 there is another occasion for a trial scene. The information which we 

receive, however, is given indirectly through Knemon’s narration. It concerns 

the fate of Knemon’s father. After a tip-off from Arsinoe, Thisbe’s competitor, 

Demainete’s relatives call for a trial because they claim that Demainete died 

without a trial and falsely accused of adultery. They paid a lot of money to get 

the best public speakers: xdi toùç ôeivoxdtouç tü)v qtitoqodv Jtpbç ttiv 

xatriyopCav èjà JtoXXoîç %pfi îaoiv àvapiPaodpievoi (2, 9, 2). Because of the 

sound arguments used by the accusers and the lack of evidence in defence of 

Knemon’s father the man is exiled and his property is confiscated.

Book 10.

In the last book of the novel we are in front of a trial scene which is the key to 

the conclusion of the novel. The young couple have been arrested by the 

Ethiopians during their attack against the Egyptians and they are about to be 

sacrificed according to Ethiopian law. The gymnosophists who are present at 

the time do not approve in principle of such bloody sacrifice and decide to 

withdraw. As they are ready to withdraw Charikleia intervenes and brings forth 

a suit against Hydaspes. With this (10, 10, 1-2)^  ̂Charikleia initiates the whole 

trial procedure.

In her plea addressed to the leader of the gymnosophists, Sisimithres, Charikleia 

states that she will bring forward a suit against the king since they “alone have 

judicial authority”"̂  ̂above the country’s leader in this case, which is a matter of 

life and death."̂  ̂ She promises to show that it is impossible and improper (ouxe 

Suvaxov ouxe bixaiov 10, 10, 2) for such a sacrifice to take place.

has on other people in 1, 23.
Professor Carey suggests that “this is an erotesis, which in classical Attic oratory would form a 

part of a speech.” See also Carawan (1983) pp. 209-226; the gymnosophists call it 3Tpd%X.T)Oig in 
10, 10, 2: “àxoueiç xîiç jiQoxXfjascoç xai a JigoCdxexai f) ^vt].”

Transi, by Morgan in Reardon ed. (1989) p. 565; Hel. 10, 10, 1; “ô lx t ]  yâg  |i,oi xai X Q ia iç  

jtQ O X E iT ai J10OÇ TOVÇ PaoiXeuovTaç, ô è  ndvouç xai t o ï ç  t o o o v t o i ç  ôixd^eiv rtvvOdvofiai.” 
See the similar statement in Kleinias’ speech in Achilles Tatios 7, 9, 2 (made also in the 

introduction); Schwartz (1998) p. 324, note 122.
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The result of this speech is the gymnosophists’ acceptance of Charikleia’s plea. 

The king, however, rejects the possibility of a trial because he claims that there 

is no ground for a suit and no basis for a case. Furthermore, it is improper for a 

king to have to defend himself because a captive woman accuses him. 

Sisimithres, the leader of the gymnosophists, who in this case represents the 

judicial power, states that “at law there is but one king: he who has the strongest 

case.”"*̂ This is what we are going to witness in the following chapters. The king 

supports the idea that the law concerns only the natives of Ethiopia, not 

foreigners.

Charikleia’s speech (10. 11. 3 -  10. 12. 1:10. 12. 3-4).

The speech consists of an introduction, an attempt to prove her case, and a 

conclusion. In the introduction, Charikleia invokes the gods to help her with her 

case and assures her listeners that she is going to tell the truth. In the second 

part, she tries to overturn the whole case through a process similar to that used 

in stasis theory."̂  ̂This has to do with the letter and the actual intention of the 

law. Her question is simple: whom does the law refer to? Natives or foreigners? It 

is obvious that the king would refer to the natives. Charikleia claims that she is 

native and actually his daughter; therefore, there is no case. The last has yet to be 

proven but the basic line of defence has been successfully established.

In his speech Hydaspes dismisses everything Charikleia had told as lies and asks 

for protection.

The second part of Charikleia’s speech (10, 12, 3-4) is a reaction to Hydaspes’ 

speech and provides further support to her claims. Her first thought is that in 

the court the judges have the power, not the king; besides, in this case the king 

cannot take part in the formation of the final verdict because he is a party in the 

case.

The proof of the case comes from the interpretation of the law. The law refers to 

the sacrifice of foreigners not the King’s own child. Then Charikleia moves on to 

provide her evidence. Just before that she underlines the importance of her proof:

TransL by Morgan in Reardon ed. (1989) p. 565; Hel. 10, 10, 3: “aXX’ eÎç eotiv 6 paoiXevoiV èv
Tttlc XQIOEOIV, Ô TOÏÇ EllXoyCOTEQOlg XQaT0)V.”
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“Ilâaa  ôCxTi xai xqCoiç, w ^aoiXeu, ôvo xàç neyioiaç àjtoÔEiÇeiç oîôe, tdç te 

èyyQàq)ovç JtCoTEiç xai xotç èx |xapxi)Qa)v pEpaicooEiç.”'̂ '̂  The shy girl we met in 

book 1 who hesitated to speak in front of men appears to be very well aware of 

the legal procedures and what is effective in a court case. With this thought she 

provides her proof and her witness, both of which constitute very strong 

evidence. All her speeches show her as a capable speaker, complementing her 

characterisation as a dynamic female figure in the novel.'^^

Again in this chapter we see that the author follows technical rhetorical 

procedures found extensively analysed in rhetorical handbooks of Roman times. 

It is clear, therefore, from this discussion that Heliodoros had access to 

rhetorical material similar to that found in the manuals that we have examined. 

In the next chapter we will see that Heliodoros is much more specialised in 

rhetorical theory than he actually shows or wants to show.

Hermogenes, On Issues 82.4ff. (Rabe). 
Hel. 10, 12, 4.

45 See pp. 36-37.
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2. Hydaspes’ speech: A model eschematismenos logos in a novel.

In Dionysios’ of Halikamassos “t8xvti qt]toqixti” there are two treatises (VIII 

and IX) which deal with a common subject: the “èoxîltiaTiaixevoç Xôyoç” In 

these two treatises, (wrongly) attributed to him,^ the author describes what he 

calls èoxTltiatiapÉvouç Xdyouç, namely speeches in which the orator says one 

thing but by saying this he gives arguments for something else, even its opposite. 

This device is described at length and many examples from classical texts are 

provided Hydaspes’ speech in Heliodoros 10, 16, 4-10 is a good example of this 

method^

Hydaspes, convinced at last that Charikleia is his daughter, does not want to 

sacrifice her. That is why he makes this deceitful speech. Almost any reason he 

uses to back up his apparent commitment to kill his daughter at the altar can be 

used as an argument for the opposite view.

Both treatises of Dionysios distinguish and analyse different types of schemata 

and give examples taken from classical authors. The word “oxfjlAd” has a very 

specific meaning here; it means the rhetorical strategy used in speeches in which 

the speaker seems to be trying to support one view but in a deeper sense he 

provides material for a different one, even the opposite. The idea is similar to 

that found in Quintilian’s book 9 - a good supplementary source on this matter - 

where the author speaks about figures and refers to “cases when the speaker 

pretends to say something other than that which he actually does say”;̂  “verum 

id ipsum anguste Zoilus"  ̂ termina vit, qui id solum putaverit schema, quo aliud 

simulatur dici quam dicitur, quod sane vulgo quoque sic accipi scio” (IX. I. 14).^

’ Usener -  Radermacher (1997) pp. 295-374. The treatises have survived as part of the “tbxvt] 
QT]TOQLXTi” of Dionysios of Halikamassos. It is widely accepted that the two treatises found 
among the works of Dionysios of Halikamassos do not actually belong to him but rather to some 
other later author(s) (probably of the 2"̂ , or even cent. AD; see Russell-Wilson eds. (1981) 
Menandrer Rhetor, introduction, pp. 34-40).
 ̂When I first made this observation I found it very strange that it has eluded the attention of 

previous scholars for so long. Subsequently, I noticed that Schwartz (1998) has also noted that 
the speech is a figured one (p. 334).
 ̂Quint, transi, by Butler (1921) (which I follow throughout) vol. Ill, p. 355; Quint. IX, I, 14.

'' Zoilos’ definition is contained in the discussion of figures by Phoibammon iJRh. Gr. Ill 44, Iff. 
Spengel): “ÔQiXexai ôè ZcôiXoç otjxooç, oxrind èoTiv ètepov pièv jiQoojtoieloOaL, eteqov ôè Xéyeiv”; 
Schôpsdau (1975) n. 7 pp. 85-86.
 ̂Schôpsdau (1975) n. 7, p. 85.
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In these speeches there is “hidden meaning which is left to the hearer to 

discover.”^

This technique is used, according to Quintilian, when there are certain 

circumstances, as for instance when it is “unsafe,” or when it is “unseemly to 

speak openly,” etc/ The same idea is found in Dionysios of Halikamassos’ 

treatise B; the scheme is used when there is a great risk or danger: “xol 

Tî QTiTeov, oTi 8v xivôuvoiç oi oxqpaTiopoi euQioxovTai."*

As the authors of the two treatises “I1eq\ èoxTipaTiaiiévcov” A and B (from here 

on called A and B) are more concerned with the use and methods of such 

schemata, they fail to give a general definition of the term which, however, 

becomes obvious in the discussion of different types of figures (there are three 

main and three additional types). The use of scheme is a much more widely 

spread technique known to ancient rhetoricians than one would have thought. 

Sopatros is also familiar with the 6 0 %qpaTiO|ievov ÇqtTipa when he refers to the 

father who “asks for the life of a cowardly son” and the son then pleads with the 

jury to give him “leave to die”  ̂since the father is alleged to have an affair with 

his son’s daughter the case is eschematismenon (says Sopatros) and the actual 

aim of the son is to denounce his father.

A and B are the only treatises which deal with this topic in an extensive way. In 

these we find the kind of schema useful for the analysis of Hydaspes’ speech. 

This is the third type of schema which is defined in A as “tpCtov oxhlA» èoTi to  

OIÇ keyei tot èvavtCa jtQax0T)'vcxi jtpaypaTEUopevov”/^ and in B “tct èvavxCa 

jtQoteCvcDv Tct èvavTia ôioixeitai.”^̂  According to A “outoç 6 koyoç to  

TekewTaTov oxhpa èoTi.”^̂  The schema is illustrated in both treatises with the 

same example which is the speech of Agamemnon in IliadB, when Agamemnon,

 ̂Quint. IX, II, 65: “latens et auditori quasi inveniendum.”
 ̂Quint. IX, II, 66.

* D. HaL 328, p. 327, lines 20-21 Usener-Radermacher.
 ̂See Kleitophon in Achilles Tatios 7, 7 where his speech’s aim is to secure death for himself and 

revenge for Leukippe’s alleged murder which was supposedly ordered by Melite; also Chaireas in 
Chariton 1, 5 who pleads to receive death penalty (here the speech is not deceitful).

Russell (1983) p. 36. Compare the parallel case of Demainete where the motive of her 
viciousness is her unrealised love towards her stepson. In this case she pretends to be sorry for 
what her stepson has done to her and his father and in speaking about how sorry she is about his 
predicament she amplifies the accusation in her attempt to secure his conviction; see p. 133.

D. HaL (A) 282, p. 296, lines 3-5 Usener-Radermacher.
D. HaL(B) 323, p. 324, lines 5-6 Usener-Radermacher.
D. HaL (A) 304, p. 311, lines 15-16 Usener-Radermacher.
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actually wanting the Greeks to stay and go all the way with their plans, makes a 

speech in which he proposes to go back to their beloved country deserting the 

war. In reality, his speech is giving arguments against it when we know that to 

tum back to their glorious country would be a cowardly and shameful thing to 

do.̂ "̂  This technique is also discussed in Hermogenes^^ in the chapter with the 

title “MéGoôoç t o u  t o  èvavtCa Xéyovxa oïç PoukeoSai yzveodai, xatopSouv, ô 

poukexai..

It is also underlined in most handbooks dealing with this schema that the 

speaker should hide his technique because there is a danger, if discovered, that 

his opponents might pretend that they are convinced and, consequently, they 

will accept his proposals: “Ô8Î ouv fipâç ôiôdÇai, Jtc&ç pèv kéyei eùôidkuxa xai 

oxpecpopeva, x6 5è pieyioxov. jtà)ç eXaQev xoûxo jtoicov éjte\ oujipfjaexai, dv 

xaxdqpcDpoç fj xé/vq yEvqxai, xai xbv dxouovxa dvxiXExvdÇeiv xai 

àvxiaxq[xaxi^8iv, jtpoojioioun8vov jt8i08O0ai xdl ovyxiûQzlMr^^ Further to this, 

in A there is a demonstration of “xou Xav0dv8iv q xexvq.”^̂  According to this 

Agamemnon turns against the god and shows disrespect in order to make people 

aware of his emotional state. Agamemnon is behaving under the influence of 

pathos, so the hearer thinks that all the things he says are a direct outcome of his 

emotional state. This is a common idea both in A and B; when using this kind of 

schema we must cover our art with some kind of emotional state (jcd0oç) and so 

show that what we say is a result of this.^*

The method for this schema, according to A, is simple: we present our case as a 

weak one and our opponent’s as a strong one (xdç jtpoxdo8iç xdç olx8iaç 

do08V8Îç 8Ïvai Ô8t, xdç Ô8 xoû dvxiôCxou loxupdç"),^^ or use arguments similar 

to those of our opponents ("xoiauxa kéyeiv Ô8Î, oiç xdl ô dvxikeytuv 

Xpqo8xai").^  ̂ The kinds of arguments used in this schema should be easily

D. HaL (A) 316, p. 319, 22 -  320, p. 322, 5 and (B) 328, p. 327, 19ff. Usener-Radermacher; see 
also (A) 282, p. 296, lines 14-20 Usener-Radermacher.

Hermogenes, “jiegl fAeOdôov ôeivoTTiTOÇ,” (Rabe): “Hepi tov rà èvavTia XéyovTa xaxopBoDv 
èvavua” 437.7-438.12.

D. HaL (B) 331, p. 329, lines 19-24.
Ibid  (A) 320, p. 322, lines 6-13.
Ibid  (B) 332, p. 330, lines 16-18: “jtdBovç jrçoPoX.  ̂ jtQO tov Xdyov, iva ôoxfi 'ÔJto XvnT|Ç 

cpépeoBai avrœ ô Xdyoç, nï] èÇ èjiiPovXfiç ôioixeloBai”; and (B) 333, p. 330, lines 23-24: “xdBovç 
ovv ;n;QoPoXTi xXojit) yiveTai ôioLXfiaecoç Tsxvixfiç.”

Ibid  (A) 283f., p. 297, lines 9-10.
Ibid  lines 15-16.
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refuted or easily reversed ("outo) nev br\ xai èvôooi^ia xai eûôidXuta TtpoTEivei, 

xai OTQEqpoiiEva xai èvavtCa XèyEi")/  ̂Additionally, in treatise B we are advised 

that we should present the bad as good: “otav tig wv Xeyti tà  èvavtCa pouXritai, 

dvdyxTi ai)t(?) t^v xaxCav tT]v èm tcbv Xdycov dpEt^v èvtauGa JtoifjoaoGai;^^ in 

this way we will be more convincing for the opposite of our apparent view. 

Hermogenes (see p. 147, note 15) follows the same principles when he discusses 

the use of this particular schema. He also uses the same example (Agamemnon’s 

speech in the Iliad) and makes suggestions with striking resemblance especially 

to the B in Dionysios of Halikamassos.

We have gone through all the relevant points which can be shown to be closely 

applicable to Hydaspes’ speech in Heliodoros’ book 10. All these elements fit 

perfectly in the speech in question to the extent that it can be regarded as a 

model example of logos eschematismenos {type 3).

One of the basic ingredients for such a speech is “pathos.”^̂  The persons who 

hear Agamemnon swearing at the god certainly think that he is intemperate and 

does not actually mean what he is saying since he speaks under the influence of 

p a th o s .In  Hydaspes’ case there is a certain element of genuine “pathos” after 

he realises that the girl in front of him is actually his daughter (10, 16): “6 ôè 

"Yôdojtqç f]kézi pèv ttiv yuvaixa ôôuQOjiévqv ôqûv xal eIç oupjidOEiav 

èxdpjtXETo TTIV ôiavoiav, . . .  Jtpoç Tctç (bôivag Tcbv ôaxpucov djtojiaxdpEvog* xal 

Tf|G aÛTQ) JtaToixo) T& jtd0Ei . . . xal jtaTqQ oûx Eivai liovov èjiEi0ETO

ol'K'Kol xal jtdoyEiv ôoa JiaTqp fjXèy%ETo.” The people are also deeply moved from 

this event: “toy te ôîim-ov xaTOJtTEUoaç djtb tcüv locov jtaOwv xExivï]pèvov xal 

jtQog TT|v axT]vo7toiiav Tf|ç Tuxnç ixp' f)ôovT|ç TE dfia xdl èXéov ôaxpuovTaç. . . ” 

The author gives us a full description of the emotional state of the people 

involved in this trial and at the same time leaves no doubt that the speaker 

(Hydaspes) is in an extreme emotional state. This, in combination with the facts, 

has affected his people, leaving us assured that one of the prerequisites for a

Ibid  (A) 320, p. 322, lines 3-5.
Ibid  (B) 331, p. 329, lines 10-12, also 3-5.
Ibid  (A) 320, p. 322, lines 6-15.
See ibid. (A) 320, p. 322, lines 9-13: “ovrcaç exXerl̂ ev tov axQoarfiv. oi yàg axoiiovxeg otovTai 

aÜTov '6ji6 àxQaoiaç ovx axQiPel Xdyœ %çœp,evov àXKh. xdOei xavxa ôie^iévaL. avxTi xal xov 
axT)[iaxL^ovxa xbv o%T)naxioiibv xoDxov XaOeîv f) [xéOoÔoç.”
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schema^ namely “pathos,” is met. The speaker will be able to cover his art under 

the blanket of pathos.^^

The other condition for eschematismenos logos, is found in Quintilian, the only 

one speaking extensively on the conditions in which the speaker should use 

schemer, “if it is unseeemly to speak openly” ("si non decet" IX, II, 66); it is the 

most suitable condition to our case. The first explanation given by Quintilian 

has a narrow sense; it means respect {reverentia IX, II, 76) for some people that 

makes us use this kind of figurative speech. In a wider sense, however, the 

condition is explained by Quintilian as applicable to more general cases (IX, II, 

79): "itaque non solum, si persona obstaret rectae orationi, (. . .) decurrebant ad 

schemata, sed faciebant illis locum etiam, ubi inutiles ac nefariae essent, . . .” 

Therefore, it is not only in cases where respect prevents direct speaking but also 

in other circumstances, such as cases “where they were useless or morally 

inadmissible” (Quint. IX, II, 79). This is an easy device, principally because “the 

hearer takes pleasure in detecting the speaker’s concealed meaning” (IX, II, 78).

In our case the speaker should not be deflected from his main duty which is to 

follow the traditional religious customs of his country. As the king of the 

country he must safeguard these procedures. Therefore, he must put his personal 

matters aside and get on with his duties. The only way out of this predicament is 

the successful use of eschematismenos logos, and this is exactly what he does.

The king has committed himself in front of his people to sacrifice his daughter. 

He has to go through with his decision according to the law. In his address to his 

people, he makes clear that he intends to go all the way with the sacrifice, but he 

does everything possible to make them stop him. Superficially, Hydaspes makes 

a speech to defend his decision to carry on with the scheduled sacrifice. 

Essentially, his speech is an emotional appeal to his people not to allow him to 

sacrifice his daughter.

He starts with the reference to the gods “who have shown” him “to be a father” 

(oi 08CÎI jiarepa fiE,. . . ,  àvéôei^av 10, 16, 4). This is his very first thought. Now 

why would gods give him the chance to realise that he has a natural successor if 

he has to kill her immediately after it? Carrying out the sacrifice would not 

actually be in line with the gods’ will. He rather argues that he is going to

25 See ib id  (A) 320, p. 322, 7: “xot) XavOdveiv f) xexvTi” namely “f) xot) mOovç JiQooOfjxT]/
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complete the sacrifice because of his devotion to his people and his land (tyo) ôe 

TooauTTiv un&pPoX^v Jtoioutiai xfiç eig upiaç re xoi ttiv èveyxovoav evvoCag (10, 

16, 4). He is going to do all it takes for their sake; therefore, if they do not want 

this sacrifice - according to his first statement the gods do not - then he should 

call it off. He indirectly states, however, that he will neglect his own interest (the 

continuation of his line) and the emotional ties of a father to his daughter; 

arguments that are only useful to show his reluctance to kill his daughter. 

Therefore, the people are put above all this and so they have the power to change 

it. He does not fail to mention that the people are also deeply moved by his 

predicament: “oqco [ièv yàç ôaxQuovxaç xoi àv0Qc5jiiv6v xi jtdSoç

àvaÔEÔEiYnévouç xai êXEOuvxaç [ièv xtiv àcüpCav xî|g xoqtiç êX,Eouvxaç ôÈ xdi 

XT]v Ejio'i ndxTiv jtQooôoxTi0Eîoav xoû yévovç Ôiaôox^v” (10, 16, 5): “Even you 

feel emotional about the waste of a young life and the disappointment of my 

vain hopes. However, we need to follow the law of our fathers and proceed with 

this sacrifice.” He also notices that they, too, might not want it: “xai ujxcbv locaç 

tiTl PouA.ofA£Vü)v” (16, 5). He then attempts to show indirectly that there is a way 

out of this, since the whole case is based on absurd grounds. The gods who gave 

him back his daughter are used in the present case as the reason for which he has 

to lose his daughter. The whole absurdity of the case is even better illustrated by 

the fact that the gods have taken his daughter to the end of the earth and have 

returned her to her family safe and unharmed only to be sacrificed and be 

returned to gods by her own father! This can even be a sacrilegious mistake. He 

is not sure whether the gods would want that; it is something that “I leave you to 

ponder” (“up.iv xaxaX,EiJt(o oxojteXv” 10, 16, 6). In fact every eschematismenos 

logos noeds the active reaction of the audience because the effect depends on the 

reception of such a speech. If it is successful, the audience will have gathered 

enough material to come to the opposite conclusion. Otherwise, they might agree 

with the speaker, which in this kind of “game” is a real danger, pointed out also 

in the handbooks on schema?^

Further on he states that he will not do what a father would normally do in such 

a case,^  ̂namely to kneel before them and beg them to except his daughter from

Ibid. (B) 331, p. 329, lines 21-25.
Hel. 10, 16, 7: “o xal dXXcp jidaxovxi jtatQi cmyYvœoxôv laœç.”
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the sacrifice. This might be taken as “I would rather not need to” rather than “I 

will never do that.”

He also adds that he would follow the orders of nature (cpuoiç) but he will have 

to stick with “vofioç” (16, 7), implying that qpuoiç is there; we cannot change it, 

while vopog is something we make and, consequently, we can change. He even 

gives the main argument as to why this vopoç can be changed: I will not make 

excuses, he says, that the god could be served in other ways as well (6 ç èÇov xai 

étepcp TQOJtCf) 08Qaji8U8iv TO 6810V 16, 7). This is an absolutely logical argument 

and we should bear in mind that Sisimithres and the gymnosophists are in the 

audience: earlier the leader of the gymnosophists was ready to leave before the 

beginning of the sacrifice because as far as the gymnosophists are concerned 

sacrificing human beings was not proper (10, 9, 6 ).

Another aspect of his arguments is the emphasis on emotions. We are all 

extremely distressed and more so is “poor Persinna” “whom a single hour has 

made a mother for the first time and then childless.” *̂ He turns to his daughter 

and in a lamenting mode,^  ̂he exposes all her rare virtues which are suitable for 

a princess. In a very emotional address he asks her to follow him to her sacrifice 

as if going to her marriage. The emotional tone is very strong at the end of the 

speech; it is probably one of the most moving parts of the novel. The king wants 

his speech to have the maximum impact.

It is apparent that the speaker is systematically using a rhetorical device; he 

produces arguments for the opposite side. Hydaspes’ strategy is exactly what is 

prescribed in the treatises. In B, for instance, where we find an example of 

declamation which belongs to the category “permission to die”:̂ ° 

otav ydp tiç jiqoo8A.6t] Tf| poukh àÇicov à7to0av8îv, oûÔ8\ç aùtcov àjto0av8îv 

PouXctai, aXXa xh  èvavtia PouX,8Tai cov Xéyti .  (Kol oi xà bCbga <xa>  Jtapà 

cpiA.o)v àjio)0oiîp8voi, PouX6[i8voL 08§ao0aL, Xeyouai pev tà  èvavxia, JtQdxTouai 

Ô8 ta  èvavxCa).^^

Hel. 16, 8; transi, by Morgan in Reardon ed. (1989) p. 571.
The speech contains a significant number of lamenting motifs which we will find also in other 

lamenting speeches in a later chapter. For example, the standard motif of death instead of 
wedding, or the series of exclamations for the wasteful loss, the address for the person lost, etc.; 
see the chapter on funeral oration: p. 254ff. and p. 256, etc.

Ibid  (B) 331, p. 329, lines 15-17.
Ibid  (B) 331, p. 329, lines 15-19.
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Therefore, the treatise continues: “ôei ouv f)naç ôiôdÇai, 7t(üç l̂èv Xéyzi 

eùôidXuta xdi otQeqponeva, x6 ôe ^leyiotov, kcüç eXaGev xoüxo Jtoiœv.”^̂  Ail the 

speaker is doing is making points which are eûôidXuxa xai oxpe^dp^va; indeed, 

all his arguments, even the least important ones, can either be refuted or be 

turned to serve the opposite cause. This speech follows closely all the basic 

principles of the ‘̂ eschematismenos logos."’

Immediately after the speech the narrator reveals that Hydaspes did not want 

this speech to be “successful” (in a straightforward way): xdi xf|v 6Jtixu%iav xcbv 

èvT)ÔQ8Ufiéva)v xfj ÔT]jiT]YOQCçt Xdycuv djteuxdjievoç (10,17,1).

The reaction of the people is overwhelming: they have no doubt that the girl 

should be excluded from this sacrifice “2q)Çe xt]v xdp^v” dvaPocbvxeç, “o^Çe xo 

PaoiXEiov aI[Aa, ocp̂ E x^v ujtb Oecov owOEioav exojaev xtiv xdpiv jtEJtX.fiQa)xai 

finiv xb v6ni|iov. . . . HXeov jiapavonfjoojAEV dvOioxd îEVOi xoîç exeCvcdv 

PouXfijxaoi* ît]ôe\ ç dvaiQEixü) xt]v ujt’ exeCvidv jtEpiOü)0EÎaav” (10, 17, 1). The 

audience picks up Hydaspes' main arguments and uses them to plead for not 

sacrificing Charikleia!

Hydaspes’ speech is taken as a straight one and this is the only way a figured 

speech can work. If people understood it as a figured speech then it would 

appear as a deceitful speech and would not have the desired effect. The speaker’s 

arguments must be taken as straightforward but they should be chosen and used 

in such a way that they lead to a different outcome. The audience’s guided 

conclusion is that it was the gods who saved the girl and thus people should not 

upset their intention. According to the audience it would be better to oppose the 

traditional law than to oppose the god’s will (10, 17, 2).

Hydaspes is now defeated; but in his defeat he is really the winner (see 10, 17, 3). 

Exactly as Hermogenes would want him to be in such a case: “èv yap X(p 

xoiouxip oxxjuaxi xœv XoycDV xb jaev vixî|oai XÉyovxa fixxïiOîjvai éoxi, xb ôe 

fixxT]0T|vai XÉyovxa, vixf|oai èoxi. yéyovE yàp ô PouX,6[AE0a”^̂  are Hermogenes’ 

last thoughts on this type of schema.

Ibid  B, 331, p. 329 lines 19 - 21.
Hermogenes, "jtegl [ieOdôo'u ôetvoTTiTOÇ," 438.9-12 Rabe.
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The underlying question in this case is also found in advanced rhetorical 

exercises such as thesis,^^ controversia and suasona?^ This type of declamation, 

popular in the Roman era, often contains an issue which includes a kind of 

dilemma. The idea seems to have fascinated the ancients; that is why such 

exercises were abundant in ancient rhetorical schools: as Bonner (1949) has put 

it, “the more critical the dilemma, the better the chance of a good debate.”^̂

The deeper issue at question here is the following dilemma: should a man who is 

head of a state follow the traditions and the laws of the country or should he put 

above all this his personal interest in certain circumstances. If, more specifically, 

by following the customs of his country, which he is supposed to be the first to 

safeguard, its leader destroys his only chance of blood succession, what should he 

do? Another controversial topic is the complex situation in which a man is 

going to sacrifice his daughter to the gods who have returned her to him after 

long adventures.

Questions such as Hydaspes’ dilemma were attractive possibly because of the 

“intellectual strain” they put on people’s minds. They were popular because it is 

interesting to see how the rhetor is going to extricate himself from this 

complicated situation through speech, especially in a society where rhetorical 

training is a basic element of the educational system. Trying to answer a 

question for which there is no right answer on a theoretical level is a challenge. 

One side or the other must be compromised. The question of what is right and 

what is wrong is not the objective of rhetoric. In rhetoric the main question is 

how one can convince others that any side chosen is right or wrong.

Thesis is a preliminary exercise; the student should express his views on a general question, for 
example: “should one marry?”; “in a thesis much may be said on both sides” (Clark (1957) p. 180); 
see Theon, Prog. 12 (120.12 -  128.21 Spengel), Hermogenes, Prog. 11 (24.1 -  26.9 Rabe), 
Aphthonios, Prog. 13 (41.12 -  46.18 Rabe), and Nikolaos, Prog. (71.1 -  76.23 Felten).

See p. 193, notes 1 and 2; also 194f. and 213ff.
^ Bonner (1949) p. 9; see also p. 6ff. where there is a discussion of several other “dilemmas” 
which became subject of rhetorical speeches.
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3. Thyamis and Arsake: the use of telika kephalaia: a model case.

In their introduction to the chapter on the “Educational training” the editors of 

the book Readings from Classical Rhetoric^ point out that rhetorical exercises 

not only helped people speak persuasively in front of an audience but also taught 

them “the fundamentals of literary composition.”̂  Their view that “in much of 

the Greek and Roman literature of the Christian era one finds structural units 

that resemble the rhetorical exercises set forth in the progymnasmatsT^ is 

particularly true in the case of the ancient novel. As they have rightly noted in 

the case of the novel, there should be “awareness of such progymnasmatic 

techniques on the part of the modem student.”"* There are, indeed, 

progymnasmatic features and (often) real echoes of declamation themes which 

have been adapted and incorporated in the novels. The most suitable audience to 

appreciate this would be the ancient “readers” who were familiar with them 

through their education.^ The modem reader, however, often fails to do so and 

this leads to incomplete interpretations and very often to unsatisfactorily 

answered questions.

In Heliodoros’ book eight we find the scene of the debate between Thyamis and 

Arsake (3 -  5, 4). When Thyamis - Kalasiris’ son -  had overseen his father’s 

funeral and all the other necessary procedures, he was free again according to 

“the rule of his office”  ̂ to come into contact with other people. As soon as he 

found out that the young people were in the palace, he went to Arsake to ask her 

to let the two strangers go with him. The whole scene of asking the youngsters 

back contains legal terminology and rhetorical techniques and betrays a good 

rhetorical background.

Thyamis’ first speech (8, 3, 5) is given briefly in an indirect way and can be 

partially reconstructed by Arsake’s reply (8, 3, 6). Simply put, he demands the 

retum of the two youngsters, according to his father’s will who had asked him to

 ̂ P. Matsen, Ph. Rollinson, M. Sousa, eds. (1989). 
 ̂Ibid  p. 251.
 ̂Ibid. p. 251 

" Ibid  p. 251.
 ̂See p. 293ff., esp. pp. 299-302.
 ̂Reardon (1989) p. 519.
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take care of the two young people as much as he could^ He does not fail to 

express appreciation and gratitude for the fact that Arsake has been so kind at a 

time when he could not accommodate his friends. In the end, however, he makes 

clear that he has the right to demand the retum of his guests: ‘‘ôixaiœv ôè 

àvaxotiiÇeoGai tt]v autou 7taQaxaTa0fixT]v” (8, 3, 5).

The idea of the son who loses his “inheritance” to another person and then 

claims it back is a frequent theme used in rhetorical schools. In a similar way, 

Thyamis has been unjustly treated by his brother who took his priestly office; 

trouble between brothers is a theme frequently found in rhetorical exercises.*

In reply Arsake uses suitable legalistic language: “OaupidÇo) oou xpqord (rev f|(xiv 

Ttdi qpi>.dv0Qü)Jta jtQoa îapTUQOüvToç djtav0QO)JtCav ôe au0iç xaTaYivc5axovToç 

. . .” (8, 3, 6). She mentions that it is strange that Thyamis implies that she 

cannot or does not want to provide “id  jtpejtovTa” for the strangers.

Thyamis’ second speech tries to dissolve this misunderstanding; on the contrary, 

Thyamis claims, Arsake would be able to give the strangers more than she 

should if they wanted to stay with her (el xdl (reveiv PouXopevoiç t)v ; 8 ,  3, 7). 

Thyamis’ first important point is that he received as a part of the “inheritance” 

from his father the order that he should help the youngsters retum to their 

country (èpè xkqpovdpov 6 Jtarqp xaTakekoiJtev; 8, 3, 7). His last point is that 

he has a number of rights over his guests apart from friendship that Arsake 

cannot claim she has (ovxcov not xdl dkXœv cpikiaç Jtpbç toùç Çevouç 

ôixaicündtcüv; 8, 3, 7).

Arsake picks up Thyamis’ points easily and knows how to use matching 

legalistic language. She reacts in the same way as an advocate would do; you did 

very well to leave out your first argument which has to do with “td  jtpéjtovta” 

for the strangers, she claims. Now having been defeated in your first part, you 

are tuming your argumentation to your formal legal rights, she seems to claim: 

“ t o  ôCxaiov jtpopaXk6|revoç” ( 8 ,  3, 8 ) .  That is all very good but it favours my 

side more than yours. I should be using this argument because I have in the

 ̂ See 8, 3, 5: “o 3taxT]Q KaXdoiQiç t eX&u t w v  è̂ éaxTiKTE Jiavroicaç j iq o v o e îv  xai vjieQuaxetv xcbv
Ç8VCÜV.”

* See, for example, Sen. Contr. 7.1 which contains striking thematic resemblance in parts with 
the case of Thyamis, thus being a good indication that the Thyamis-figure stems from some 
rhetorical source. In this controversia, after a serious family crisis one of the two sons “drifted 
into the hands of pirates, and became a pirate chief.”
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meantime become their owner, and ownership (to ôeojtoTeiieiv) is stronger than 

simple care (jtQovoeiv). And then she reminds him of the law of war (jtoXenon 

vopQ)) according to which “in war the prisoners become slaves.” This is a 

technique well known technique to rhetoricians: when there is no other way of 

refuting your opponent's arguments -  here based on to  ôCxatov - you present the 

situation as being an exception to the case made by the opponent and you defuse 

his claims (peTdXqipig )̂.^°

Instead of conceding defeat, Thyamis takes Arsake’s claims into more 

technicalities. He claims that the law is acceptable but there is a question of 

interpretation of this law. There is no war now; we actually live in peace. 

Therefore, you must set them free. Besides, to make people slaves is something a 

tyrant would do while the opposite is the act of a king. The difference of peace 

and war does not exist only in name but in the way we use them in reality. If 

you base your interpretation of ôCxaiov on that, you will be closer to truth (to 

\izy ôixaiov t o u t o i ç  T iO c f i é v r ]  péXtiov ôtv ( p a v E iT iç  ô q i Ço h e v t ]: 8, 4, 2).

As far as the other two important headings in a rhetorical speech are concerned 

- namely t o  jtpejiov and t o  o u n c p é p o v  -  “we need not debate; there is no way 

that you can show that you may be acting rightly or in your own interest by 

showing excessive protection for the young strangers.” By this he implies that 

Arsake may have a motive behind her claim which Thyamis indirectly 

acknowledges that he is aware of.

The most interesting part of the debate is the last one when Arsake is defeated in 

her arguments and loses her temper. This happens when she realises that there is 

no way she can win her case by answering Thyamis’ rhetoric. She rather chooses 

to go on the offensive. First, she accuses Thyamis of participating in the killing 

of Mitranes (ctvTixaTT]YOpCa) and claims that one day her husband will make 

him pay for this (ôCxqv eiojtpd^ETai; 8, 5, 2). Then she reveals her decision to 

keep the strangers as her slaves and after a while to send them to her brother, the 

Great King, according to Persian law (xaTcx vopov t o v  Hepoixov; 8 ,  5, 2); her

 ̂Hermogenes, On issues, 48.10-49.6 (Rabe).
"àvTiXTjtl̂ iç," i.e. “head in which it is maintained that a given act is legitimate in itself”; it is 

refuted by its opposite ,̂8TdX,Tiî )iç i.e. we accept “the legitimacy of an act in itself” but we dispute 
“its legitimacy in the given circumstances”; see Heath (1995) pp. 251 and 257.
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concluding thought is: “jtpbç tauTa o^Tooeue xai ôCxaia xai jtoEJtovxa xai 

ou|.icp£oovTa ndxTiv ôpi1:6|1£voç . . ( 8 ,  5, 3).

In this way she reveals that she is well aware that Thyamis is using rhetorical 

technicalities on a high level. Thyamis’ first (indirect) speech (8, 3, 5) is actually 

based on the heading “to ôCxaiov.” Arsake’s reply (8, 3, 6) is based on the 

heading “to  jDpejtov.” In Thyamis’ second speech (8, 3, 7) it is made clear that he 

does not contest in terms of “to  jtpéjtov” but in terms of “to ôCxaiov.” Next 

Arsake (8, 3, 8) claims openly that she has the legal right to keep the strangers 

and thus she introduces the heading “to voninov.” Then in 8, 4, 1-2 Thyamis 

refutes the heading “to v6|uhov” according to certain established rhetorical rules 

found in handbooks (see below). In the end, Arsake (5, 2-3) reveals the whole 

plan and claims that rhetoric is not valid when there is no democratic rule.

The debate reveals that both speakers have had a very good rhetorical 

background. They go to such technicalities to prove their case; the whole debate 

seems more of an academic confrontation between experienced orators than a 

private discussion, because it is directed by a certain number of topics well 

known through a number of rhetorical treatises. These are called “xekixa 

xecpctkaia”; it is “a system of arguments,”^̂  which is used to prove one’s case; 

they are general categories which somebody can apply in accordance to his/her 

specific case. In them the speaker can find material to generate a body of 

arguments. Having in mind his/her final aim, e.g. “to ôixaiov,” the speaker tries 

to use every possible argument to achieve the effect of the heading in question. 

They are mainly used in deliberative speeches but they can also be used in 

judicial speeches or other debates. Thyamis and Arsake are presented as capable 

speakers, who both put their case forward in a convincing way and appreciate 

the basis of the arguments of their opponent.

The number of Tekixa xeqpdkaia varies from rhetorician to rhetorician: they 

vary from four to seven or even more.^^ However, one can say that vopiipiov, 

ôixaiov, ou îcpépov, ôuvaTov and jtpéjtov are included in more or less every

Lausberg (1998) p. 174. 
See also p. 36f.

13 Lausberg (1998) p. 174.
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discussion of TeX-ixà xecpdXaia/"^ Usually in yévoç, ôixavixdv, the aim (xéXoç) is 

ÔCxaiov and dôixov, in yévoç, aufAPouX,8UTixbv it is oujxcpÉQov and pX-aPepov, 

and in èjtiôeixTixbv it is tb  xaXbv and xb aCo%p6v/^

This is how a rhetor works on his case. First he has to distinguish the question 

at issue (oxdoiç); after this he has to find which “headings” (x8qpdX,aia) belong 

to this case (issue) and choose which of them are the most appropriate for it; 

xcXixb x8(pdXaia are a section in the headings department.

The treatise of Apsines/^ written in the first half of the third century, gives five 

or six such headings:

8 0 X1 Ô8 xauxa {sc. xd X8Xixd X8qp.), v6fii|xov, ÔCxaiov, outiqpepov, 8vôo%ov, 

ôuvaxdv, 81 PouX.81 oaqpeç %pbg xouxoiç.^^

On v6|xifiov he goes through a number of cases in which one could use this 

heading and also how one can attack a law:

81 Ô8 xbv vbpiov pq ôiapdXoiç, cpaCriç ô' où ôuvaxbv 8ivai aûxcp èv X(p jtapbvxi 

XpqoaoOai rj èx ôiavoCaç aüxbv è^8xdo8ig, ôxi oûx èm xouxoiç yèypajtxai, t |  

xax’ dvxiJtapdoxaoiv x8qpaX,aCou.̂ *

What else does Thyamis do when Arsake claims that according to war law 

prisoners become slaves in wartime? Thyamis does not attack the law but he 

argues that the law cannot be applied in this particular case (8, 4, 1-2).

The debate between Arsake and Thyamis is very interesting from the rhetorical 

point of view. First of all, it echoes declamation them es.T he  son who has to 

sort out his inheritance after his father dies finds it hard to recover what belongs 

to him; it is a debate between a priest in office and political authority; who is 

entitled to host the two youngsters? The person who undertook to help them 

retum home or the representative of the authority who seemingly applies the law 

(although we know that she has other motives)?

Although we are concerned with private speeches, the case is laid within the 

boundaries of a judicial and a deliberative speech. However, the way it is

See Prise. Praeex 6 and 11 (in Keil H. (1961) Grammatici Latini (vol. 3) Hildesheim; 
Hermogenes Prog. 11, Prog. 6; Aps. Rhet. 11, Aphth. Prog. 13; and 7; Nik. Prog. 7, etc.

Aristotle, Rhet. 1 3, 1358b 6ff.; Martin, Antike Rbetorik (1974) pp. 9-10; also for xeXixa 
xeq)dXaia see ibid pp. 169-174.

Dilts-Kennedy eds. (1997); Spengel-Roemer eds. (1885) 217-339.
Ibid. p. 184, ch. 9, 1; Spengel-Roemer eds. (1885) I, p. 291, 9-10.
Aps. in Dilts-Kennedy eds. (1997) p. 186 parag. 9; Spengel-Roemer eds. (1885) I p. 293. 5-9.
See p. 155, note 8.
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presented recalls a debate of a judicial nature where both speakers show deep 

knowledge of the rhetorical techniques of xeXixa xeqpdXaia. The whole debate 

shows an artful implementation of this system of argumentation. The actual 

terms are there; the speakers and the educated audience are aware of what is 

going on. Both speakers are extremely confident and successful in decoding the 

technical terminology and know exactly how to react and reverse them 

appropriately in each case. They seem to have worked extensively on the 

rhetorical training of invention and they do not lack any of the abilities in the 

rhetorical art.

This particular extract provides evidence of how well the author knows the art 

of rhetoric, what impact this has had on his work, and how rhetorical 

technicalities have permeated the novel in general.
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The fragments^ of the Greek novel: a brief overview of their rhetorical 

dimension.

A considerable number of fragments of several lost novels came down to us, 

mainly written on papyri. By studying several samples of novels representing a 

broad chronological spectrum we can come to conclusions which are based on a 

wider range of evidence.

In respect of our exploration, namely the question of the extent of the impact of 

rhetoric on the novel and its sources, it is useful to evaluate all these scraps of 

lost novels from a rhetorical point of view. We are going to explore any possible 

connection between the fragments and rhetoric; whether, for example, there are 

any rhetorical scenes, such as debates inviting rhetorical treatment as we find in 

the complete novels (such as the debate at the end of the second book in 

Achilleus Tatios), use of rhetorical techniques, rhetorical structuring of 

speeches, etc. Was rhetoric extensively used by most, if not all, ancient novelists 

or was it only a peculiarity to certain individual authors? Is there a sub-category 

of novels with extensively applied rhetoric or is rhetoric a main characteristic of 

the genre that links together all the novels?

The evidence that we have today clearly shows that rhetoric is extensively 

present in many of the surviving fragments. An interesting fact associated with 

this is that very often scholars have real difficulties in telling apart a rhetorical 

fragment that belongs to a novel from another that belongs to a real speech. The 

number of the fragments that were regarded as novels in the first place and then 

turned out to be pieces of orations must have embarrassed -we suppose- quite a 

number of scholars both in our days and in the past. Here are some examples.^ P. 

Hamb. 134 was suspected, among others, to be a fragment of a romance but was 

later found to be a rhetorical exercise.^ Another fragment published by M. 

Norsa"* in 1920 was regarded by Lavagnini as a piece of a lost novel; it is now 

regarded as a rhetorical exercise. P. Oxy. 6.868 was thought to belong to a novel;

’ Unless otherwise specified, for the text and line numbers of the fragments quoted in this 
chapter see Stephens -  Winkler eds. (1995).
 ̂For these fragments, see ibid  p. 469 ff. “Appendix A. Also known as Romance.”
 ̂Ibid  p. 469.
Aegyptus 1 (1920), pp. 154-158; see Stephens -  Winkler eds. (1995) p. 470f.
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now it is considered that it could equally well belong to history or oratory/ P. 

Mich. Inv. 3793 was regarded as romance; now it is suggested that it “is more 

likely to be mime or a fable or even a declamatory exercise.”  ̂ P. Harris 23 can 

also belong to a history or rhetorical exercise although it was assigned to 

romance in the first place, and the same is true of P. Harris 18.  ̂In fact, one can 

argue extensively about some of the fragments as to whether they belong to one 

genre or another. Nevertheless, the dispute between rhetoric and the novel over 

which fragment belongs to which genre cannot be easily settled unless we have 

some further evidence; our investigation of certain fragments of ancient Greek 

novels is thought to help in this direction; it is hoped that such a treatment may 

help establish firmer criteria upon which we can base our final opinion of the 

uncertain fragments. At the moment it should be kept in mind that rhetoric and 

novel are easily confused due to the rhetorical nature of the latter.

The editors of the book Ancient Greek Novels. The Fragments, have rightly 

noticed about lamblichos' Babyloniaka, for instance, that “the longer fragments 

display the habits of Greek rhetorical training, and would not disgrace more 

classical writers.”* In their introduction they express surprise at the extensive 

application of rules of ancient rhetoric and “highly artificial conventions” in the 

fragments of the novels.^ The fragments which are most suitable to investigation 

for the form and the degree of the rhetorical factor are the following:

NINOS^̂

Columns A. I - IV:

In the speech to his aunt Ninos shows remarkable rhetorical ability. The speech 

can be divided to separate units as follows:

 ̂Stephens-Winkler eds. (1995) p.471.
 ̂Ibid  p. 470.

’ Ibid. p. 47 If.
® Ibid  p. 188.
" Ibid  p. 9.

“The long speech of Ninos to his aunt Derkeia (A.II-IV) is an elaborate display of rhetorical 
style and compositional finesse” {ibid., p. 23).

As indeed many heroes of other novels; see p. 29ff. and esp. p. 35ff.
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1) The speaker’s previous conduct; the speaker states his view “EÙopxfjoaç . . . 

àveii^iaç” (A.I 37- A.II 4) and supports it in what follows (5-17). He claims 

that he has kept his oath and that he can prove (T8X[XTiQic5oo|xai) that he has 

kept his chastity despite numerous temptations.

2) His second argument is developed in lines 17-35. He admits that he is 

defeated by Aphrodite and his maturing age, providing examples from other 

similar cases as supporting evidence for his claims.

3) A.II 36 - A.III 10: his third point is a commonplace in rhetoric; he develops 

the physis - nomos argument where physis is right while nomos can be 

changed or ignored: “f) qpuoiç tcbv toioutcüv ouvoôcdv xdX^iOToç èoti 

vonoç.”^̂

4) A.III 11 - 26: the argument from “Tuxt]”; we do not know what “Tuxt]” has in 

store for us. If we wait any longer I might not be alive since as a soldier I am 

dealing with dangerous situations. He does not neglect referring to his 

bravery.

5) A.III 26-36: Repeated rhetorical appeals which function as recapitulation of 

the previous arguments.

6) A.III 36-A.IV 13: The reasons why Ninos is not inhibited by shame when 

speaking of these matters to his aunt and his reassurance that only good can 

come out of this.

The speech has a good internal coherence but does not seem to follow the 

traditional rhetorical divisions in great detail, possibly because of its private 

nature. Otherwise, it is well organised and delivered The arguments are 

carefully selected and supported. There is a great degree of rhetorical awareness 

in the creation of this speech. As Stephens-Winkler^^ have rightly noticed, “the 

speech (as well as that at B.I 12 ff.) contains many rhetorical questions and 

third-person imperatives.” Also in A.III 3-IV. 5 there is an interesting repetition

See also Hydaspes’ speech (Heliodoros 10,16, 7) on p. 151, where we find the same argument. 
Stephens -  Winkler eds. (1995) p. 56.
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of âvaiÔTiç (3 times) which is the accusation which Ninos tries to refute. There 

is use of anaphora in Ninos’ urges in lines 26-28 (ajteuadTO)).

In sharp contrast to this speaker, who is presented employing rhetoric, comes 

the maiden’s description; the girl is presented as not particularly eloquent; she 

has lived most of her life in the women’s room and so she is not familiar with 

suitable speeches (eûjCQejtEÎç koyouç column A.IV). Therefore, we have here an 

inexperienced speaker who fails to make a speech in the end; on the other side, 

there is Thambe who seems to be a more skilled speaker; this is her speech 

addressed to the young girl (column A.V):

"djtavToç," eq p T ], "pioi Xdyou xdXA,iov f) atcojCTi ôiaXéyeTcu. pifj ti  tiepupTi tov è îov 

uldv; OÙÔ8V H8V ydg T8ToknTix8v ouÔ8 dgaovç fipiîv djtb tô&v xaTOQ0o)jAdTü)v xdl 

TpojtaCcüV 8Jtav8X,0ü)v oîa jtoXEniOTqç jt8JtaQ(6iVT]X8V 8lç 08. rd%a ôè xoûx dv 

èoKOJtaç ToiouTou yz\o\ié\ov. dkkd ppaôùç 6 vd^oç xoîç ècpcopCoiç yd^wv. 

ojtEuÔEi Ô8 yan8îv 6 è îoç uldç. oùôe, ôid to u t’ 8l xkaiEiç, Piao0r|vaC 0 8  Ô8Î."

The discussion is continued with further speeches which unfortunately are lost. 

Derkeia speaks to her sister and tries to settle the problem. The part which 

survives can only let us guess at the possible rhetorical quality of the speech 

which follows, if we suppose that the speech was in a similar style. The 

beginning is an indication that it is.

Immediately after Ninos’ speech we have the opportunity to acquire some 

information about eloquence in the female world (A.IV 20ff.). The girl cannot 

show any kind of ability in public speech: xf| xopq ô’ èv ôpoCoiç Jtd08oiv ov% 

ô|ioCa jtappqoCa xwv kdyoov qv utpbç xqv ©d^Pqv (A.IV 20-23). As elaborated 

shortly after, it is not only the subject of the speech (xb JtdOoç) that prevents the 

girl from speaking but also her way of life typical of the girls of her age (A.IV 

23-26). The author makes a strong scene in presenting the girl’s emotional 

reactions. With the juxtaposition of the female and male world and the emphasis 

on the girl’s emotions, the author indirectly emphasises the girl’s chastity. She is
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not used to too much social contact, which at the time was regarded as a virtue 

for girls and the heroines of novels/"^

In the very little that survives from the Ninos romance, we are lucky enough to 

find considerable rhetorical elements. Firstly, we have speeches that follow 

certain rhetorical principles.^^ Secondly, the central question in discussion is 

“should a young man marry a very young - even for that time - girl?” which more 

precisely is “should the 17 year old Ninos get married to his 13 year old cousin?” 

The issue is related to declamation themes which we come across very often in 

rhetorical education.Thirdly, the amount of rhetoric is quite high even in these 

early samples of novel; slightly more than 34% of what survives is speeches and 

in two cases we have got only the beginning of a speech (A.I, B.III). Although a 

sample of a very early novel, Ninos shows a strong inclination to oratory.

METIQCHOS AND PARTHENOPE^̂  is another novel which gives us evidence 

of some kind of extensive speeches. First, at the beginning of the fragment (col. I, 

line 2) the king speaks to Metiochos: “xCç,” eijtev, “w [qpiXoi, ôuvaix’ av ksq\  

TouTou ôix]doai;” *̂ if this is correct then we are faced with another declamation 

theme or an issue associated possibly with Metiochos’ previous life.

The skilful description of the girl’s awkwardness characterises her as an inexperienced 
speaker. The narrator says that the girl could not find the right words to express herself and 
would stop before starting (28-29 ff.) and her emotional state is manifested in her face (xdi 
fipvOQaLvovTo [i6V at zcaçeioù Jipoç xtiv aiôœ xcbv \6yu>\, 35-37), etc. The whole picture of the 
girl’s behaviour is opposed to that of Ninos. The overwhelming emotional state is further 
enhanced by the embarrassing subject but when this is taken out and the analogies kept, then the 
description could fit the psychological state of any speaker/orator in his “debuL” This is another 
indication that the author has a very clear idea - from first hand experience? - of the psychology 
of the inexperienced speaker.

The introduction is drawn from the character of the speaker. Ninos tries to explain what the 
A d  Herennium recommends in detail: “from the discussion of our own person we shall secure 
goodwill by praising our services without arrogance and revealing also our past conduct toward 
the republic, or toward our parents, friends, of the audience, . . . [A b nostra persona 
benevolentiam contrahemus si nostrum officium sine adrogantia laudabimus, atque in rem 
publicam quaJes fuerimus, aut in parentes, aut in amicos, aut in eos qui audiunt aperiemus] A d  
Her. I. V. 8. Furthermore, the speech contains rhetorical questions, the topoi of nomos and physis, 
tyche, carefully developed arguments, the use of historical-mythological example, repetitions and 
appeals, etc.

See Bonner (1949) p. 8f.
For the text and line number see Stephens -  Winkler eds. (1995).
Maehler (1976) p. 12.
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Second, in column II Metiochos makes a speech on the nature of Eros^^ which 

can be compared with speeches of similar content in Achilles Tatios, for 

instance 1, 10 (see also 1, 16-18).

In lines 37-38, Metiochos’ first remarks, given in an indirect way by the 

narrator, contain a characteristic rhetorical trick: “ujtoTipiTiadjievoç xb e%eiv 

Xdyov cijxoxa (Maehl.) fj pd0T]aiv jtQ£jtouo[av xf| xoiauxTi ôiaXé^ei (Merk.).” It 

fits exactly the advice given in rhetorical handbooks that one should hide one’s 

art to be more successful.^^ When seen in retrospect this is clearly 

distinguishable; the speech that follows requires and presents both plausible 

arguments and specialised knowledge of the topic. His definition of love at the 

end is competent enough to render his initial statement invalid. But when it is 

presented it is so remote (in terms of time) that the audience does not notice it.

The speech is very well organised and structured in a professional way. It 

consists of an introduction (introductory sentence: “Pa)|ioX,6xoi nev,” eijiev, 

“d[7tavT£ç] [bo]oi xî|[ç dk]q8oug jtaiÔ£iaç dpuqxoi dp%[aioxdxaig] pu8o[A,o]yiaig 

£jiaxoX.ou8o'0oi)”; a statement of facts: £Ot[iv] [6 . . . [xixpw]ox£i”;

the proof: “y£A.ü)ç ô’ dv £it] to toiouto* jiqcotov p[£v]. . .  oiov 8£[o][qpoQfjToiç]”; 

and finally, the conclusion with his definition of Bros.

Unfortunately, Parthenope’s reply has not survived, but as far as we can estimate 

from the beginning it might have been of the same quality as the immediately 

preceding speech. The little that has survived, however, suggests that the whole 

question is a declamation theme. It is clearly recognised as such by the narrator 

who calls it “̂ fixqaig.” Now “ÇfjxTipa’’ or “Çfjxriaiç” is the term used by 

rhetoricians to refer to declamation, while “koyog” (see line 63) is a single 

speech, a declamation. If the M etiœhos-no\ç\ is one of the earliest examples of 

novel we have today, then we are certainly speaking about one of the first 

declamatory speeches found in the genre. This means that declamation or 

rhetoric in general is present in this genre right from the very first stages in its 

development.

19 See the lines 39-62: “Poü(ioX6xol nèv . . .  itKO avvTjOeiag av^dpievov.”
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The whole scene is presented in a form of symposium (?) where the king, 

Anaximenes the philosopher, Metiochos and Parthenope take part. It is clear 

then that f| ton cpikoodcpou ÇfjtTiaiç has more to do with eloquence than with a 

philosophical question. The whole ÇfjTîioiç is a declamation theme, a debate 

where the most eloquent speaker wins.

In the 11̂ * century Persian poem based on this novel, Parthenope was raised “as 

if she were a son; trained in warfare and in e l o q ue n ce . In  the same poem 

Wamiq (the Persian version of Metiochos) is invited by Polykrates to a party 

where the king intends to test Wamiq’s ability in speech; that’s why he organises 

a “debate” with love as a subject. Although there are some differences in the 

speeches on Eros - Metiochos takes an untraditional view while Wamiq supports 

the “old Bros” view, which Stephens-Winkler assume that “in Persian cultural 

terms” it would be the traditional view^^ - there are analogies in general 

structure and details which make the Persian poem a good source of information 

for the lost Greek novel.^^

Parthenope is not less eloquent than Charikleia in Heliodoros, who saves her and 

Theagenes’ life at the end of the novel, nor less capable than other heroines of 

the ancient novels. Metiochos has presented the rational side of love. He has 

scorned the “romantic” image which is dominant in poetry and, of course, other 

novels. His innovative view is more difficult to accept, because the old idea is 

still active. That is why he tries to ridicule the traditional view. On the other 

side, Parthenope supports the conventional view; she simply rehearses the old 

arguments which support the concept of the “winged god” On this basis we can 

assume that her speech would be conventional in terms of content; now whether 

the style followed this line is not so certain. In her introduction she seems very 

confident; one does not get the sense that she talks in front of an audience for the

See A d  Her. IV. vii. 10 and Caplan (1954) pp. 250-251, note a, where there is a detailed list of 
other references on the same issue.

Stephens - Winkler eds. (1995) p. 74. 
Ibid  p. 76.
Ibid pp. 74-76.
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first time. Her introduction corresponds to Metiochos’ introduction.^"^ We might 

perhaps expect a contrast in style to go along with the opposition in content. 

Further evidence from the later source - the 11*̂  century Persian verse romance - 

allows us to believe that “Parthenope speaks here as one already skilled in 

traditional male public discourse, not as a shy and tongue-tied miss normally 

confined to the women’s quarters.”̂ ^

lAMBLICHQS

As mentioned earlier,lam blichos’ novel is extremely interesting in terms of its 

rhetorical dimension. Photios’ report attests at least one trial scene. It is the part 

when Euphrates is taken for Rhodanes and is arrested. He then undergoes a 

thorough interrogation and trial.^^ The most interesting piece, however, is 

fragment 35 which is about a man who accuses his slave of adultery with his 

wife. The speech is delivered before a judge who is a king; according to 

Stephens-Winkler the judge could be Garmos or Bokchoris (an Egyptian king).^*

Fragment 35:̂ ^

Aeoji6tt|ç ôouXou xaTqyop&L èm poiyeCçi tt|ç olxeCaç yapeTfiG è^qyqoapèvqg, d)ç 

ÔVap TOUTCf) èv T(p Tfjg A(pQOÔlTT]Ç lepQ) èpiYT].

This speech is delivered before the king who is acting as a judge. The whole 

speech is based on paradox and antithesis, common topics in the rhetorical 

speeches. It starts with a negative statement “oti pev oûôèlç av éxcbv èm 

ToiauTTiv ôCxqv eA.0oi. . . oûx eoTiv ôaxiç oî»x dv ouvopoXoyqoEiè poi” which 

makes a strong impression as in Lysias “ump ton dduvdxou” (24.1): "où koXXov

Compare “Pœ|xoXdxot [lév,” em ev, “a[jtavTeç] [ô a ]o i Tf|[g àXjiiGoDç xcaiôeCaç à|At)T]TOL 
àQxlaioxdtTaLç] p'u0o[Xo]YCaLÇ 6710X0X00)000)01” (Metiochos) with “xevoç ô  too) ^voO) Xôjeoç x a i  
oi) ô o x e l piOL ÔTL f||xlv èjù  TiaLÔEiaç G ugav” (Parthenope).
^ Stephetts - Winkler eds. (1995) p. 92.

See p. 162.
76a29: see Stephens - Winkler eds. (1995) p. 195.
Ibid  p. 228.
For the text, see ibid. p. 230f.
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ôéœ % a p i v  E x e i v ,  œ povXfî, t ( p  x a t T i y o Q O ) ,  ô t i  [xoi jcaQsoTcevaoe t o v  àyôjva

TO V TO V L . .

The whole speech can be divided as follows:

1 - 8 :  “ T ) t i  . . . vixfîoaç”: introduction; his unwillingness to come to trial is won 

over by distressing truth; the contradictory nature of the case: both winner and 

loser lose. He is in an impossible situation.

8-17: the accusation: adultery; particulars: committed with his slave.

17-21: the prosecutor’s appeal.

21-43: the husband praises the adulterer. This part is more epideictic than 

forensic and is reminiscent of the enkomion of Helen.

43-49: the evidence: his suspicions on different occasions.

50-52: (contains a lacuna) ways of possible immediate punishment.

53-57: the dream itself is the strongest argument that she is adulterous.

57-63: apostrophes: the peak of the antithetical structure.

The speech is an artistic example of rhetoric. It is a model speech of antithesis. 

The topic recalls similar occasions for declamation themes. It is not a simple 

case of adultery. The speaker must convince the judge/his audience that his wife 

has committed adultery in her dream! The paradoxical nature of the case is more 

suitable for a school exercise than a real life situation. Similar impossible cases 

were often given to students of oratory in order to see how they would defend 

their case. Stephens and Winkler try to explain the connection between trials 

and dreams in realistic terms, giving an example from Tacitus Ann. 11.4 where 

two soldiers get the death penalty because one of them had seen a bad omen for 

Claudius in a dream. This is possibly true, if we take into account the mental 

state of the emperor! The case is rather similar to the example given by 

Sopatros^^ where a man sees in his dream the secrets of a mystery and then is 

tried for impiety. This is more like the case here; a simple investigation through 

the limited number of declamation themes extant today can reveal similar

See also other similarly impressive beginnings in Lysias 3,1; 12.1; 20.1; 23.1; 31.1; 32.1, etc. 
Stephens - Winkler ib id  p. 229; Innes - Winterbottom (1998) Sopatros the Rhetor. Studies in 

the text o f the Diairesis Zetematon, London, pp. 93-101.
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impossible cases which were presented for educational pu rp o se so r  for their 

inherent intellectual challenge and entertaining qualities/^

Fragment 61 is an undisputedly lamblichan piece of the n o v e l . I t  contains a 

long speech made by Sinon is after she witnesses that her Rhodanes kisses the 

farmer’s daughter. Sinonis in her speech (1-7) claims that Rhodanes does not 

love her any more. After that she runs into the house to kill the young girl but 

Soraichos tries to dissuade her with his speech which contains argumentative 

and emotional language. Soraichos’ speech is an advisory speech to Sinonis 

(deliberative).

The fragment contains a jealousy scene expected on such occasions (as in other 

novels, see Chariton: Chaireas (p. 45f.); Achilles Tatios (5, 18ff.): Leukippe, when 

she hears about Kleitophon and Melite’s “marriage”; Theagenes in Heliodoros, 

when he hears Charikleia’s speech to Thyamis (1, 21 -  22; p. 138ff., esp. p. 141) 

in which she agrees to marry him, etc.).

From the few extended speeches which survive we realise that the author is quite 

experienced in rhetoric and familiar with declamation themes. Based on this 

evidence the scholion in Photios that “he worked hard practising Greek too, so as 

to be an accomplished rhetor”^̂  is credible.

Antheia

In the fragment ""Antheia” there is an indication of a trial procedure which has 

taken place somewhere earlier in the story. In the small fragment which survives 

today there is a speaker who claims that an àntoXoyia has been made for many 

murders (col. I, lines 15-16; Stephens-Winkler p. 280). Whether we should take it 

as a formal defence speech over a certain accusation is not certain. However, it

See, for example, Seneea, Contr. VII, 8; VIII, 6; IX, 1, etc.
See Clark (1957) p. 230ff., Bonner (1949) p. 37f. and p. 83; see also p. 153 of the present study.
Stephens - Winkler ibid. p. 235.
Ibid. p. 181.
Fragment 101 {ibid  p. 243f.) is a very interesting piece of rhetoric which contains a formal 

speech made by mercenaries in a court before the Amphiktyonic Council, but it does not belong 
to lamblichos’ novel: “M io 0 o q )d Q O i t o v  jioxanov t o l ç  ;n;oXenCoiç È Jif jy a Y o v , x a i  à j ia iT O Û o i  t o v  
[iicTÔov j c a g ’ ApupiXTUooi Ô L x a ^ d fie v o L ” See also Borgogno (1973) pp. 127-128; I owe this 
reference to Dr. J. Morgan.
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is a piece of information which we should keep in mind when estimating the 

scope for rhetoric in the novel. The author does not seem to avoid direct speech, 

anyway; instead, based on the fragments we have today we can say that the 

novel might have contained a lot of direct speech.

Daulis is another fragment whose author is extremely aware of rhetorical 

schemata; in the fragment which we have we can find figures such as 

hyperbaton, anaphora, rhetorical questions, wordplay and chiastic 

arrangement.^^

In the fragment Jinouphis we have information about a prophet who is 

condemned for adultery; there is information about the law which refers to 

adulterers; the case can be compared with Thersandros’ accusation against the 

priest and his relationship with Leukippe. There is also an allegation that the 

priest has been involved in similar actions; the law which applies to these cases 

is also mentioned.

In conclusion, there is a certain amount of evidence that rhetoric is quite 

extensively applied in a number of the fragments which have been discovered. It 

appears, therefore, that rhetoric played an important role in the novel from a 

very early stage, even before the appearance of the second sophistic movement. 

The evidence from the surviving novels, however, is not consistently uniform. 

Although it provides indications that rhetoric may have been an integral part of 

some of the novels which are represented in the fragments, the possibility still 

exists that there may have been significant differences within the tradition 

throughout the existence of the genre. Furthermore, we should keep in mind that 

a novel that might have contained significant rhetorical features may not show 

them in the short surviving fragments and, of course, this is true of the opposite. 

At any rate, rhetoric is present in early examples of novels.

Stephens -  Winkler eds. (1995) p. 377.
The small fragment (P. ANT. 18; ib id  p. 462) called “initiation” seems to be a piece from a 

direct speech directed to some Triptolemos and scholars are also here confronted with the very 
often occurring dilemma as to whether it is a fragment of romance or a piece of rhetorical 
exercise.
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PART II

Evidence of classical oratory and rhetorical features of Roman 

times in the novel.
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1. Classical Oratory and the novel of Achilleus Tatios: a case 

study.

Up to now we have explored the relationships of forensic speeches in Chariton, 

Achilleus Tatios, and Heliodoros with rhetorical theory. As we have seen, there is 

a certain policy the authors follow in their courtroom speeches, which can be 

traced to the rhetorical manuals. The question that arises now is whether the 

novelists were familiar and used material coming directly from classical Greek 

orators. As our reference point for this issue we take the extensive courtroom 

speeches of Achilleus Tatios.

This chapter investigates to what degree principles of classical oratory are 

diffused in the courtroom speeches of Achilleus Tatios’ novel. Our knowledge 

about possible interconnections between these two areas is restricted here to the 

small sample of forensic oratory which we possess from Achilleus Tatios’ novel 

and also the speeches of classical rhetores which have come down to us. 

Demosthenes, Lysias and Isokrates are among the most promising orators whose 

models and ideas seem to exist, in different degrees, in the novel of Achilleus 

Tatios.

Oddly, it is the earliest orator whose basic rhetorical technique our author seems 

to echo. Antiphon’s speeches concern homicides; especially his tetralogies 

present a striking similarity in their inner rhetorical technique. Antiphon, as 

indeed Achilleus Tatios, is conspicuous in using the inner elements of a case in 

order to prove his point. His principal technique is not to use the facts but to 

find the inherent details of the case and to build up his arguments. It is 

probabilities that he is looking for in a trial case and not facts and witnesses. 

The arguments in the courtroom speeches of Achilleus Tatios’ novel are mainly 

modelled on this kind of sophistry. Almost all speakers and especially Kleinias 

and Thersandros follow this technique.

Demosthenes is another orator who seems very promising in the discussion of 

the relationship between Achilleus Tatios and classical rhetoric. Sopatros, the 

professional rhetor who defends Thersandros, is strongly reminiscent of, if not 

actually modelled on, the figure of Demosthenes. He is extremely self-confident.
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he speaks with great assurance and he is quite assertive. He states from the very 

beginning with absolute confidence that he is going to establish not only one 

accusation against Kleitophon but two: “otav ovv àjtoôeCÇa) ôuo'i Savdtoiç 

evoxov ôvt a , . . ( 8 ,  10, 2). The same style of speaking we find in Demosthenes. 

In his Against Onetor, for example, he uses the same language: “àjtoôeiÇco yag 

auTov oi) [Aovov rqv jtgoix’ où ôeôcoxoTa, . . . , olXXol xoi èÇ dp%f|G tolg èpioiç 

èjtiPouA.EUovTa’’ (30.4). Besides, there is a special detail in his description that 

betrays his model. After his introduction the quite experienced looking rhetor is 

described as making the following gestures: “Taura eljtwv xdl TepaTevodpevoç 

xai TQiipaç TO JtQOGcojtov . . .  ecpTi” (8, 10, 2). Likewise, Demosthenes is described 

quite dramatically (but rather sarcastically) by Aischines in his speech On the 

Embassy, “èip’ djiaoi b’ f|[xiv dvCoTatai xeXeuxaîoç AqjioaOévTiç, xai 

xegaxeuodtievoç, (nojtEp e i c o O e ,  xcp oyq^axi xdl xpi\i>aç xqv xEcpaA,qv . . . Eq)T]” 

(2.49).^ Moreover, Aischines and Lysias are relevant to the investigation of their 

influence on Achilleus Tatios.

The influence of classical oratorv in the introductions of the courtroom speeches 

in Achilleus Tatios' novel.

The extent of the influence of classical rhetoric in the introductions of the 

courtroom speeches is quite remarkable. This does not happen - strictly speaking 

-  only in introductory parts of the speeches but also in the introduction to a new 

issue within the speech. The main common ideas which are shared between real 

speeches of the classical era and the ones in Achilleus Tatios are the following: i) 

I will speak briefly, ii) I will tell everything from the beginning, iii) I am sure I 

will forget certain things, etc.

The idea of the first statement (i) works quite well in those circumstances where 

judges and audience may be subjected to hearing long speech full of unnecessary 

details. Therefore, the assurance that this will not happen is a relief and helps 

attract the audience’s interest. In Achilleus Tatios’ novel, Kleinias uses this idea

 ̂ See Vilborg (1962) pp. 134-135. In his section on “the faults in the use of the hands” (XI, III, 
117ff.) Quintilian suggests that such movements indicate nervousness (IX, III, 121) and 
dismisses the “striking of the forehead” as a “purely theatrical trick” (XI, III, 123; transi, by 
Butler); see also Schwartz (1998) p. 220.
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in his introduction: “ct be y]Xvxt]oe ôià Ppaxecov epw" (7, 9, 3). In Demosthenes’ 

Against Stephanos I the speaker makes a similar statement: “èÇ ôp/fig ô’ d)ç ctv 

oîoç t ’ d) ôià pQaxi^tdtcov eîjteiv jieipdaoiAai Tct iieKQay\ié\a noi tiqoç 

OoQuicüva” (45.2). In Against Olympiodoros (48.4) he gives the same promise: 

“eoTi ÔÈ ppaxhç 6 Xoyog.” Lysias in his speech Against Eratosthenes explains 

that although the case is very complicated he is going to make as short a speech 

as possible: “ôncaç ôè JieipdaojAai u^dg èÇ dpxf|g wg dv buvcojiai ôi’ èXaxCoTODV 

ôiôdÇai” (12.3). In another case Lysias promises that he will speak briefly: 

“jtotfjoonai Ô8 TT]v d7toX,0 7 iav (bg dv buvcofxai did ppaxuTdttüv” (Lysias, In 

defence o f Mantitheos, 16.9). Brevity therefore is an idea shared by speakers in 

Achilleus Tatios and classical orators.^

Stating that you pursue clarity (case ii) in your speech in a trial is quite helpful 

for the judges who try to understand what has really happened in the case. This 

is another useful trick in the introduction which is used by many speakers. 

Kleitophon is one who uses it in his confession to the court; he promises that he 

is going to say the whole truth: “èyà) ôè Jtdoav u îiv epw rqv dXfjGeiav” (7, 7, 3). 

Lysias in his speech “ujièp rot) ’EpatooOevoug tpovou” makes the same 

statement: “Eycb xoCvuv dpxf|g u îiv djtavta èjciôeCÇo) xd e^auxou Jtpdynaxa, 

OÛÔÈV jtapaXeiJtcDV, dXXd Xèywv xdXq8q" (1.5).^

The third case is the one when the speaker gives the impression that he may fail 

to cover everything he should say about the case, either because he is not a good 

speaker or because there are so many things which should be mentioned that he 

may forget (or intentionally avoid) some of them. In his second speech 

Thersandros makes a similar statement. More specifically, he claims that there 

are so many offences the adverse party has committed that some of them may 

escape him (qjoPoupiai nq dxekfig (ioi 6 Xoyog yevqxai, xf|g xcbv àXXœv [ivfjuTig 

xqv yXœooay ècp’ exaoxov éXxouoqg; 8, 8, 2). In the same introduction 

Thersandros asserts that he does not know from where to start his speech and 

what to say first and what second because the offences are numerous and all

 ̂ Gabaudan (1987) also deals with this theme in classieal oratory and there are some other 
examples on p. 220ff.
 ̂ Likewise, Antiphon (1. 13) makes a similar statement just before the narrative: “jiegi ôè xœv 

yevo^évoüv TceLQ doo|A ai 'Ofxlv Ô L T iy rio aaB a i tt|v  àXfjOeiav.”
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equally serious. The same idea can be found in many classical speeches as, for 

example, in Lysias' Against Eratosthenes. The speech's very first lines are:

"ou% ap^aoSaC pioi ôoxeî âjiopov Eivai, w âvôpeç ôixaoTai, xriç xaTqyopCag, 

bXka Jtauoaoôai XéYOVtf toiauta aÛToîç tb peyeSoç xol Tooauta tb %Xq8og 

eipYaoTai, (uote prit’ ctv ipEUÔô iEvov ÔEivoTEpa tô&v ujiapxdvTcov xatTiYOpT|Ocxi, 

liqTE tàX,T]6r| PouXdp^vov eikeiv ctjtavta ôuvaoGai" (12.1). Moreover, in Lysias 

28.1: “xà [iÈv xax'nYop'npEva ouxcoç èoxl jtoXXb xai ÔEivd, m dvôpEç A6T)vaioi, 

woxE oux dv noi ÔOXEÎ ôuvaoSai ’EpYoxX,î|ç ujiep évbç éxdoxou xcnv 

jtEJipttYnévcDv aÙT(p jtoXXdxig djto0avà)v ôoüvai ôCxqv dÇiav xcp ujiETEpCf) 

jtXfîGEi.’’

Thersandros is in a similar puzzle caused by the seriousness and the variety of 

the offences. He asserts that he does not know where to start: “oux oiôa xCvog 

dp^ojiai Xoyou xdl jt60Ev, oùôÈ xivcov xaxqYOpfÎGü) Jtpwxov xai xtvcov 

ÔEUTEpov” (8, 8,1). In the same way Gorgias expresses puzzlement as to where to 

start his speech: “Hep'i xouxwv ôè ji60ev dp^ojxai; xi ôè TCptnxov EiJto);”'̂  In a later 

stage of his speech De Corona Demosthenes makes a similar statement: “Oux 

djlOpO) Ô’ OTl %pT| JtEpl O O Û  xdl TWV OCÜV eIjTEIV, djiopcb XOU JtpCOTOU |ivqo00)" 

(18.129).^ This rhetorical device, therefore, is well known to the orators and in 

fact it is one of their favourites.

One can find it in different parts of a speech apart from the introduction as, for 

example, in the epilogue; in Lysias' Against Alkibiades I, there is an interesting 

statement: “’Eycb pièv ouv cog èôuvd|XT]v dpioxa xaxTiYOpiixa, ejtCoxafAai ô' bxi oi 

nèv dkkoi xcbv dxpoonEvcav 0au^idÇouoiv, ojtcog 7co0’ ouxcog dxpiPcog ÊÔuvq0qv 

Ê EUpEiv xd xouxcov d|iapxfî}iaxa, ouxog ôè jiou xaxayekd, bxi oùôè mokkooxbv 

fiEpog Eipqxa xcbv xouxoig ujtapxdvxcov xaxcbv” (14.46). Likewise, in Isokrates’ 

Evagoras the speaker states that he is not afraid of exaggerating the deeds of 

Evagoras but he is rather afraid of not rendering them rightly (9.48). Aischines 

in his distinctive way asks the judges to enquire if they feel that he has missed 

out something and expresses puzzlement as to where he should start (djtopw ô' 

6jto0Ev xpq Jtpcbxov dpÇao0ai).^

 ̂Gorgias, PaJam., 4. 
 ̂See p. 80, note 14.
 ̂ A similar puzzlement is found in the introduction of the speech; see Aischines, On the 

Embassy 2. 7: “àjioQœ Ô’ ÔJioOev xô l JtQwxov âeÇaoOat.”
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Sometimes the speaker, wishing to overstate his self-confidence, makes it clear 

that he will not only prove his main point but also something more. Sopatros 

makes such an assertion at the beginning of his speech: “otav ouv àjtoÔei^a) 

ôuoL 0avdtToiç evo%ov ôvca” (8, 10, 2). Demosthenes in his speech Against 

Oogfor claims that he will prove not only that Onetor has never given money to 

Demosthenes but also that he has been treating him unfairly for a long time 

“àjtoôeiÇü) yap autov où jxovov . . .  oXko. xot” (30.4). Isokrates makes a similar 

statement: “ajtobeCIo) ôè KaXkCpaxov où pdvov Jtapct Tctç ouvOfîxaç 

ôixaÇofXEvov, oXka xol Jtepi tô)v eyxXTipdTCDV ipeuôopevov, xol jtQooéti . . 

This is, therefore, another common element shared by Achilleus Tatios and 

classical orators.

Character and its role in the process of persuasion.

In many speeches of classical orators the speakers are preoccupied with the 

matter of character and morality. They often try to prove the truthfulness of 

their side by presenting the immaculate character of the person they defend (and 

vice versa). On the other hand, a speaker may try to prove his points by 

“revealing” the real character of the adverse party and showing that his 

opponent is a man of poor morality, a totally unreliable person. This is common 

practice in the trial with which we are dealing, as it is indeed with trials from 

classical antiquity. The speaker is not only interested in the facts of his case but 

tries to make an attack on the whole life of his opponent. This trick is useful, as 

bad rumours about a person are more easily accepted than good ones.

There are many ways in which a character of a person can be presented in a 

trial; there are at least four:

i) you can give specific examples of one’s actions in order to illuminate your 

point;

ii) you can attack a person with specific accusations about the quality of his 

character;

iii) you can go back to his previous life and reveal some kind of insolent 

behaviour which people do not seem to remember or even know;

Isokrates, Against KalJiwachos, 18. 4.
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iv) when all these fail or you do not want to waste too much time trying 

uncertain methods, you can use a more powerful resource: accusation of 

sexual perversion, using illuminating examples if possible.

As we saw earlier,^ in Tatios’ trial scene some of the above techniques are used 

by various speakers. It is interesting to notice that the fewer arguments or pieces 

of evidence one has, the more one turns to such areas to prove a point; this 

policy can also be used by a speaker with quite strong arguments in order to 

make sure that he will convince even the most awkward judge.

The use of character exposition in the process of proving a point is used more 

intensively in the second part of the trial (book 8). Here are some examples; 

when Thersandros realises that Kleitophon and Leukippe are protected by a local 

priest, he applies for a new trial where he complains that the law has not been 

imposed; even the convicted Kleitophon is still free and enjoys every right an 

innocent citizen can have. He blames the priest for this violation of the law, 

because, as he argues, instead of staying away from criminals the priest is 

protecting them. This is an act that shows the priest’s real character and his 

attitude towards law and order; he disdains them. However, the same accusation 

is made against Thersandros by the priest; he wonders where Thersandros found 

the right to imprison Kleitophon in his house in the first place; there is no law 

which says that private individuals have the right to judge and punish people for 

their deeds. The same kind of argumentation is also used by Sopatros, one of the 

professional rhetors hired by Thersandros. In his single speech he tries to 

convince the judges not to believe what the priest has said earlier because, he 

claims, he is not respectable person; it is not suitable for a priest to speak in the 

way he did, namely making gross allegations and comic statements about 

Thersandros’ sexual life.

In real forensic speeches of classical antiquity this is a favourite kind of 

allegation made by the speaker as a substitute for evidence. Demosthenes is one 

of the orators who use it quite often. In his speech Against Stephano^ Phormion 

is the victim of a strong attack on his character, his ingratitude and his

® See p. 83f., p. 92, and p. 106.
 ̂Demosthenes. 45.71ff., esp. 45.79f.
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immorality. Again in Against Olympiodoros the speaker presents Olympiodoros 

as âôixoç (48.56), ccjcXTiOTog xai alaxQOX8QÔT]ç (48.67).

In his speech Against Aphobos Demosthenes claims, similarly to Thersandros, 

that the law has not been imposed. Although Aphobos has been condemned to 

pay him a certain amount of money in damages, he received nothing until that 

day; instead Aphobos continued to dissipate his belongings and after destroying 

his house he went to Megara. These actions indicate clearly his real character and 

the respect he pays to the court. Therefore, it is only just for him to be loathed by 

the judges for his deeds (dSote jtoX,ù av ôixaioteQov ôià ta b ta  ta  epya toutov 

HiofioaiTe, Ag. Aph. Ill, 29.3). By exposing these details of his opponent’s deeds 

the speaker can win over the judges and convince them that they should dispense 

justice. In the closely related speech Against Onetor Demosthenes claims that 

Onetor is of a far worse character than his brother-in-law judging by what he 

has done to him; he is telling lies in order to avoid the decision of the court and 

he even expelled Demosthenes from the farm-house which Onetor now possesses 

illegally. Therefore, the judges will find out that Onetor is a very unjust person 

(ex ye Ttt)v JCQOç èpè jtEJtQayfiévœv yvwoeoSai, ôti xoi tov oXKoy %p6vov 

èXdvôavE aùtbv xdxiotoç wv xai dôixcoTatoç djidvtcov Ag. On. I, 30.4). In 

another speech of Demosthenes we hear a certain speaker defending his friend 

Phormion; his stepson has brought him to the court accusing him of exploiting 

his real father’s fortune. Thus the speaker reminds him that he has no right to say 

anything against his father-in-law since he has done nothing illegal; on the 

contrary, he has administered his property in the best possible way. The son 

reacted in this way because of his “insatiate greed” and his character (dXX’ oipai 

TTjç of|g djtA.T]OTCaç xdl tou oov tqojiou tiç dv ôuvait’ ÊcpixéoOai; For Phormion 

36. 44-45). He later explains that what this man is doing is causing people to 

think disgraceful things about his family and the city which granted them 

citizenship (36. 46-47). Demosthenes uses the same method of argumentation, 

this time positively, to prove his friend’s good character (36. 55ff.): he mentions 

the services that his friend has offered to his country and that he has harmed 

nobody until that day; his deeds indicate that he has proven to be a man of an 

immaculate character and for this reason the judges should believe his side. In De 

Corona Demosthenes claims that his opponent (Aischines) has accused other
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people of every offence he has committed in his life (18. 261); later, he 

characterises Aischines as a cruel and malignant person who accuses him of 

every misfortune he has had in his life (AioxCvtiç toCvuv toooütov ÜMEçpép^xev 

txTtavtaç âv0Qo5jtouç (bpioTriTi xai auxocpavTiçt . . . 18.275). This man brought 

Demosthenes to the courts only because of personal malice, jealousy and 

meanness against him (lôiaç 6%8pag xai cp06vou xai nixpoij;u%Cag eotl otijieÎov, 

OÙÔEVOÇ xp^OTou (18.279).

All these examples imply that a person acts against another because of personal 

faults of his character. Some are accused of scorning the law, others that they 

failed to act according to law and to decisions of previous courts, others are 

motivated by personal enmity and wish for revenge, others show violent 

behaviour and others show ingratitude to their parents. By giving examples of 

your opponent’s malignant behaviour you can easily render him vulnerable to 

your accusations. That is why the persons involved in the trial case of Achilleus 

Tatios’ novel try so often to use this way of argumentation. Thersandros 

complains that both Kleitophon and the priest utterly scorn the law. The latter 

accusation is equally made by the priest against Thersandros, while Thersandros’ 

rhetor tries to focus more on the priest’s “immoral” character.

Looking back at somebody’s life is another easy way of focusing on theirs 

mistakes and faulty behaviour which can produce quite a bad impression of their 

personality; this is especially true in the case of allegations which cannot be 

easily proved. With some degree of exaggeration he may be branded as totally 

untrustworthy. This is used in quite serious cases as in the accusations of 

Aischines against Demosthenes in On the Embassy. Aischines in defence tries to 

depict Demosthenes’ character with the worst colours presenting briefly his past 

life:

“ev Ttaiol |i£v yap cov ÈxXq0q ôi’ aio%poupyCav tivct xai xivaiôiav BdtaXog, ex 

jtaCôcüv ÔÈ àjtaXXaTToixEvoç xai ÔExataXdvtouç ôixaç éxdoTQ} tœv ÈJtiTpojtmv 

Xayxdvwv, Apydç, àvqp ôe yEvdpEvog jtpoOEiXqcpE xqv xœv jcovqpœv xoivqv 

èjtcovupiav, ouxocpdvxqç” {On the Emb. 2.99). A similar but more extended case 

is used in Demosthenes’ De Corona: the speaker turns against Aischines and 

speaks about his previous life from the time he was very young until that day. He
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claims that he did not want to mention such things but since the adverse party 

(Aischines) has insulted and slandered him he is obliged to respond {aXX’ ujto 

TT|ç TouToui Tou %a7vEJtou pX,aocpT][iiaç xdl ouxocpavTiaç eiç toioutouç Xoyoug 

èpjttaeiv dvayxdÇoiiai, 18.256); in this way, he can compare his life with his 

opponent’s. He has lead a respectful life according to the ideals of his homeland 

while Aischines was poor and was raised like a slave (oîxétou tdÇiv, oûx 

èXeuSépou Jiaiôoç e/cov 18.258); he then starts referring to details of Aischines’ 

private life from an early age; this presentation passes through specific 

chronological stages: when Aischines was a child (Zù ô’ ô oeiivoç dv^p . . .  jtaîç 

pÈv o)v 18.258), when he became an adult (dvTip ôè yevdpevoç 259), then when he 

registered in the citizen’s list (èjteiÔT] ô’ elç toùç ô^pdtag èvEYpdcpTiç 18.261), etc. 

An almost identical pattern is followed by the priest in Achilleus Tatios’ novel. 

When the priest gives a short flashback of Thersandros’ life he follows similar 

stages: his young age (xdl toC ye VEog wv 8, 9, 2), his later independent young age 

(xatakiJtcbv ydp ttiv Jiaxpipav olxCav 8, 9, 3), and his adulthood (cjti ôè eiç 

dvôpaç fjXE 8, 9, 5).

Sopatros speaks about the positive aspects of Thersandros’ life. Following the 

same chronological pattern he claims that his client is a decent and lawful man. 

It seems likely that this pattern is modelled on an established motif used by 

classical orators in their carefully constructed speeches. In the defence of 

Mantitheos,^^ the speaker himself uses a lot of examples to corroborate his view 

that he is innocent and has acted lawfully in his life; he asserts that he never 

followed the other youngsters in their disreputable entertainment, he was never 

involved in trials, he cares about poor people and he was always in the first rank 

in battles. All these claims are presented as evidence which the judges should 

consider before they reach a decision.

Previous life and actions of a person can yield interesting aspects of one’s 

character, both positively and negatively. In Lysias’ speech Against Simon the 

speaker gives examples of the past life of the accuser in order to defend himself. 

In 3.44-45 the speaker mentions Simon’s misdeeds in his military life in his 

attempt to use it as evidence of his audacity: “TEX f̂jpiov eoEoOai Thç toutou 

OpaoutTitoç xdl toXniriç” (3.45). The accuser Simon is presented as a violent and

10 Lysias, In D e l o f Mant. 16.
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insolent man while the speaker is a peaceful and lawful man; he reminds the 

judges that it is the accuser who exercised violence against him and intruded 

into his house and dragged him from the street: “èxeîvo evSupeioOe* OutoC eioiv  

Ol plÇl 81Ç T̂ V fl[i8T8paV olxiaV 8loi6vT8Ç, OUTOl ol Ôlc5xOVT8Ç, OUTOl Ol pCçi 8X 

TT|Ç 6ÔOU OUVaQJCd̂ OVT8Ç

In his speech Against Alkibiades Lysias tries to relate the immoral life and 

character of the accused speaking about loose behaviour, conspiracy, abuses, 

indifference to other people’s life, and outrageous behaviour (14.25-29); these are 

all enough reasons to condemn the accused. Similarly the priest speaks of the 

loose character of Thersandros and tries to persuade the judges that they know 

enough about his character to judge by themselves.

The last and perhaps most effective resource for a speaker who wants to achieve 

the condemnation of the adverse party is the almost standard accusation of 

sexual perversion. It is a matter that comes into play on different occasions in 

the courtroom scenes in Achilleus Tatios’ novel. Thersandros unwisely enough 

uses it against Kleitophon and the priest. The priest accuses Thersandros of 

improper sexual life and so on. It is an area that the classical orators have 

exploited quite extensively as well. On a similar occasion Aischines attacks 

Timarchos’ private life; as he very vividly says, the moment that the name 

Timarchos is spoken everybody asks if it is the notorious prostitute. In another 

instance Aischines makes it clear again: “So that you have made (he says to 

Timarchos) many a house a brothel by the facility with which you have plied 

your profession. Ask not, then, where it was that you practised it, but make this 

your defence, that you have never done the thing.” "̂̂ On many occasions 

Aischines speaks about Timarchos’ sexual perversion - he may have had good 

reasons; he claims that although Timarchos has the body of a man he has been 

committing the sins of a woman {Ag. Timarchos 1.185); in another case he 

makes a pun with the sexual behaviour of Timarchos and his friend Hegesandros: 

âvÔQ8ç A0qvaîoi, xXejttouoiv upwv 6vqp xai yuvfj . . . OaupiaadvTwv ô’ 

untbv . . . "Ayvo8it8" 8(pq "oTi Xeyco; 6 ja8v dvfjp èotiv Tlyfjoavbpog èx8îvoç

“ Lysias, Ag. Simon 3. 46.
For a good example of what was expected to be said about a man’s character see what 

Aischines proposes to Timarchos to say in 1.121-122.
Aischines, Ag. Timarchos 1.130.
Aischines, Ag. Timarchos 1.124; transi. C. Adams (1919) Loeb.
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oviocV (Aischines, Ag. Timarchos 1.110-111). Sopatros speaks of Kleitophon in 

a similar way claiming that Kleitophon behaves as man and as woman (8, 10, 9). 

Similarly, Lysias makes accusations about Alkibiades’ personal life.^^

The issue of adultery and prostitution in particular comes up again and again 

over various occasions. Achilleus Tatios’ trial scene is no exception. Adultery is 

the principal accusation which this trial is all about. Thersandros first heard 

about this from Sosthenes (7, 11, 2). The two accusations come up frequently in 

the second part of the trial (book 8) where the whole style of the speeches is 

characterised by harsher personal contrast and insulting language. Thersandros 

speaks about adulterers, murderers, brothel keepers and whores implying 

Kleitophon, Melite, the priest and Leukippe respectively. The priest later speaks 

about the matter giving many details but never using the insulting 

characterisations that Thersandros used. Sopatros uses similar characterisations 

by calling Kleitophon an adulterer (and later a prostitute 8, 10, 9) and Leukippe 

a prostitute (étaCpa 8, 10, 4). The classical orators follow similar policy. Lysias 

makes a strong attack on Agoratos’ personal character; concerning adultery he 

says about him: “yuvaîxaç toCvuv xœv jtoXixcbv xoioOxog c5v fxoixeueiv xdl 

ôiaqpOeiQeiv èkeuOépaç êjt6%6Cpqoe, xai èkqcpOT] noixôç* xai toutou Odvaxoç f) 

ÇTipiCa èoTiv.”^̂  Aischines makes similar daims about his opponent Timarchos: 

“xai Tooauxqv doekyBiav èjteÔEi^aTo eiç èXEU0EQO)v dvOpwjtwv yuvaXxaç 

fjkixqv oùôeIç jtiôjtoO’ eteqoç.”^̂  In his attempt to ensure Timarchos’ 

condemnation he asks the judges: “0au|rdÇo) ô’ u[iô)v, w dvôpEç AOqvaîoi, 

xdXEÎVO, El TOÙÇ Jièv JtOpVOpOOXOÙÇ [ilOEÎTE, TOÙÇ Ô’ EXOVXaç JtEJtOpVEU|iévOUÇ 

dcpfjoETE.” *̂ For the classical orators, attacking their opponents’ sexual 

behaviour was an effective strategy in the trials.

Lysias, Ag. A lkibiades 14. 23-29, esp. 14. 25-27. 
Lysias, Ag. Agoratos 13.68 
Aischines, Ag. Timarchos 1.107.
Aischines, Ag. Timarchos 1.188.
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The rhetorical use of apostrophe in courtroom speeches.

The rhetorical schema of apostrophe gives a theatrical dimension to the whole 

process of the trial. It helps the speaker to present his points more vividly and 

gives him an advantage over his opponent as he is not allowed to reply directly. 

Furthermore, apostrophe to the judges makes things more straightforward for 

them as they are directly asked to think or do something about the case. It is one 

of the more frequent devices which the classical orators use and it is, thus, no 

wonder that Achilleus Tatios’ forensic speeches contain it so often.

Apostrophe to the judges is made by Kleinias “oxojteixe ôe” (7, 9, 5); “pt] JtQOç 

0EO)v, [AT] jtiOTeuoTiTE, nqôè âjtoxTEivTiTE . . . ” (7, 9, 6); “eycb xai tou to  jtpoç u^dç 

eqCû . . .” (7, 9, 9); “tcq'iv ôe ^dQqxe toutcdv exaoxov, ouxe . . .” (7, 9, 14). 

Apostrophe to the adverse party can be found on several occasions as, for 

example, in Thersandros’ first speech: “TC \iov xqv ôouXqv jtejtoifjxaxe;” (7, 9, 4); 

in Thersandros’ second speech “TC Xeyeig, a> oe|iv6xaxe xai xoojiiœxaxe lepeu;” 

(8, 8, 6); “TC eoxqxaç, lepeO, oùv x]\iXy cbç xo>v KoXX(bv eiç;” (8, 8, 7) and so on.

In classical oratory apostrophe of the adverse party occurs quite often. In his 

speech Against Leochares Demosthenes turns to his opponent with these words: 

“xai ôià (lèv oé, w Aeiooxpaxe, 6 oixoç è^qpfjiiœxai” {Ag. Leoch. 27; Dem. 

44.27). In Against Eratosthenes \he speaker addresses his question to the accused: 

“àjtqyayeç IIokepiap%ov t) o v f {Ag. Erat.\ Lysias, 12.25). In Aischines’ speech 

Against Timarchos the device of apostrophe comes up very frequently. 

Apostrophe to the judges is also quite frequent. The speaker usually makes an 

appeal or simply wants to attract attention. Klein ias often appeals to the judges 

not to condemn Kleitophon but to check the evidence first. Thersandros asks 

them to impose the law and condemn the accused, etc. Lysias in Against 

Agoratos addresses the judges from the beginning and asks them to punish 

Agoratos (13.1). Isokrates in his Aiginetikos turns to the judges who, he asks, 

should think carefully about the case and remember what has been said at the 

beginning of his speech before they take a decision about the case (19.50-51). In a 

similar way to that used by Kleinias in his introduction, there is an appeal by 

Aischines in his Against Ktesiphon. This is the similar structure: “pq Jtpbç Aibç

19 See, for example, Aischines 1.110, 1.121, 1.124, 1.127, 1.188, etc.
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x a i  08ÜJV, IXETETJCO V(iâç, W âvÔQEÇ A0T|VaîOl, ut] TQOJtaiOV lataT E  . . . , PIT]Ô’ 

aiQEÎTE . . . , |iT]Ô’ 'UJtO]Al[iVTf]aXETE . . (156).

The plea to the judges for a just hearing to both sides is made by Kleinias in his 

epilogue. The same is well attested in classical oratory as well. Demosthenes, for 

example, in Against Olympiodoros asks the judges to do the same thing: “ÔEopai 

ouv uficov, a> dvÔQEç ôixaotai, àxouoavxaç dficpoTEQoav . . .” (48.3). Likewise, 

Kleinias in his epilogue reminds the judges that it is up to them to find the truth 

since they have got all the elements necessary to do so: “El ÔE ta b ta  yÉyovEV 

OUTCOÇ, Èyà) |A£v OÙX oïôa, ]ia0Eîv ôe u]xîv è^EOtai. tov ÔEÔepÉvov eIo'iv al

0EQdjtaivai* eotiv ô Zü)G0£vt]ç” (7, 9, 14). This is reminiscent of the same idea 

expressed by Lysias in the epilogue of his speech Against Eratosthenes. 

“jiauoonai xaTT]Yopwv axTjxoaxE, écopaxatE, jtEJt6v0aTE, exete* ÔixciÇete” 

(12.100). Lysias in another speech and also in the epilogue makes a similar 

appeal: “cpavEpœç exete autbv doEpouvta* eîôete, fjxouaatE ta  toutou 

duapTfjiiaTa” {Against Andokides, 6.55). Therefore, the idea is not original in 

Achilleus Tatios but is either an intentional allusion or an indirect influence on 

the novelist, who most probably had some knowledge of Lysias’ speeches.

The use of apostrophe is particularly extensive in the priest’s speech (8, 9). A  

series of apostrophes dominate the second half of his speech (8, 9, 7-14); this is 

the part that refers to his accusations (8, 9, 6: “cpEpE eijio) tcqoç upaç jceq'i (Lv 

EyxExXiipai’’). This becomes very clear right from the beginning of this part. It 

starts with a “reverse apostrophd’'}̂  “eXuoaç," cpT]Oi, "tov 0avdTou 

xaTEYVü)0 ]AEvov” (8, 9, 7). Elsewhere the priest uses the “reverse apostrophe to  

refute a point by first stating it and then rejecting it (9, 8, 11; 9, 8, 12; likewise, 

Sopatros in 8, 10, 12). In Demosthenes’ First Olynthiakos the speaker first uses 

reverse apostrophe (“t i  ouv;” dv Tig Eijtoi, “où YQOcpEig TaùT’ Eivai 

OTpaTicoTixd;” 1.19) and then emphatically rejects its contents by providing 

explanations (1.19-1.20).

The same technique is employed in the priest’s speech. In the second part of his 

speech there is sustained apostrophising to the opponent: “x a x d  Jtoioug vopioug, 

eIjie, tou tov  tov §evov vEavCoxov xaTExkEioag tiqwtov eIç to  ÔEO]m)Tqpiov; Tig 

jCQOEÔQûDV xaTEYvo); Jioiov ôixaoT fjpiov exeXeuoe ÔE0T|vai TOV dv0QO)jtov;” (also

20 That is when “the speaker himself is apostrophised”; see Usher (1999) p. 222.
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in 8, 9, 11; 8, 9, 12; 8, 9, 13; 8, 9, 14). The priest thus tries to embarrass and 

expose Thersandros by asking him difficult questions and often by telling him 

what the answer to these questions would be. A similar technique of “sharp 

interrogation” has been observed in Isaios.^^ This, of course, corresponds to 

similar direct questions asked earlier by Thersandros (8, 8, 6; 8, 8, 7).

Similarly, Demosthenes in Against Aphobos I I  (28.7-10) uses “lively 

apostrophic questioning of the opponents” which “exposes the irrationality of 

their explanations and the irregularity of their behaviour”;̂  ̂ for example, 

“jtoxepov i\ioi; rj xj\ jtoXei;” (28.7); “ÔEiÇate yag tautTiv tt]v ouoiav, tiç qv xai 

jtou jcapeboTE jioi xai tivoç èvavtCov” (28.7), etc. Likewise, in Against Onetor 

we find this technique in the employment of an argument (31. 6-8);^  ̂ in On the 

Crown Demosthenes uses apostrophe to Aischines 18.51-52: “xai vuv eljte jtov 

Xeymv “6 xqv Ake^dvôpou Çeviav ôveiôC îov èfioC.” èyà) ool Çeviav Ake^dvôpou; 

jtoÜBv XaPdvTi, q jtcôç âÇicüOevxi;”

The most interesting cases of the use of apostrophe in classical orators are the 

ones which resemble the priest’s tactic against Thersandros: he uses apostrophes 

here to the opponent and there to the judges: “xXeioov ouv xa ôixaaxfjpia . . .” 

(8, 9, 9); “èjiavdoxTiGi ©epodvÔQcp, jcqoeôqe, . . . ” (8, 9, 9, etc.). This is also found 

in Demosthenes 56.37-47 {Against Dionysodoros): “f| ôe ouyYpatpq xi Xeyei; où 

[id AC’ où xaù0’ d où Xéyeig, w Aiovuaoôcope. . . ” (56.38). In this way the speaker 

manages to go over the main points of his case.̂ "̂  And, finally, in Dinarchos 1.4f. 

there is “an unprecedented resort to apostrophe of the defendant” which “is 

maintained with further apostrophes, a constant switching from jury to 

defendant.”^̂  Therefore, the apostrophe is a well tried rhetorical technique often 

found in classical oratory, which seems to have had some influence on the 

speeches of the novel, especially on the priest’s speech. By using all possible kinds 

of apostrophe (reverse apostrophe, apostrophe to the opponent, to the judges) the 

priest manages to put across his points in a very straightforward way, to 

embarrass his opponent, to respond to his allegations and to pre-empt any

See Usher (1999) p. 137 on Isaios 5.43; see, for example: . . xai è^aQYVQiodfievoç jisvCav
ÔÔVQT], rtOL àvaX,oôaaç;” (5.43); “ôtd xC o v \ à^woaeiç oov xovç ôixaaxàç à.Jioy ŷ]cç>Coaadai, œ 
AixatÔYeveç; koteqov . . .” (5.45), etc.

Usher (1999) p. 176.
Usher (1999) p. 183; see also Demosthenes 21.133-135.
Usher (1999) p. 257.
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possible new ones. In fact, apostrophe becomes instrumental in the priest’s 

attempt to refute any accusations against him and thus transform his speech for 

the defence into an aggressive speech full of accusations.

Nomos. aidos and dike in the persuasive procedure.

The notion of justice (ôixaiov) is quite strongly underlined by the speakers 

taking part in a trial; after all, it is justice that they demand. In Achilleus Tatios 

both sides appear to make claims in the name of justice.

Kleitophon is called “ôoioç xo i euoeP^g” (7, 9, 14). Thersandros in his second 

speech complains about the avo^Ca and àaépeia and ^iiaiocpovia, accusations 

which are closely related to dikaion. More specifically, in Thersandros’ speech 

the idea of injustice and law violation is dominant and constitutes the main 

arguments of the speaker; this idea is emphasised from the very beginning where 

Thersandros claims that the case is full of injustices; moreover, in the epilogue 

Thersandros expresses the sophistic argument that even if Kleitophon is 

punished by the death it will not be absolutely just because he has committed 

two offences which are worth the death penalty: “d)OT8 ÔJioTépcDç av outoç 

àjtoOàvTi, (bç M'Oi'XOÇ h (poveug, àticpotéQoiç evo%og d5v, ôCxqv Ôeôœxcbç où 

ôéôûDXEv” (8, 8, 13). The priest also expresses the idea that Thersandros has 

committed an offence against justice by taking the law into his hands and 

imprisoning and punishing Kleitophon. The law should be above all: “o vdjioç 

aÙTOv, ô xai ooû xa i jtdvtoDV xiîqioç, ÔTioato)” (8, 9, 8).^  ̂ Thersandros has not 

respected this but, on the contrary, has ridiculed the notion of justice: “oixoi 

xoXd^ei xa i ôixdÇei xa i Ô80î|vai xeXeuei, xa i 6 tt|ç ôCxt]ç xaipbç éojtépa èoTi* 

xaXôç yz  xa l ô vuxxEpivbç Ôixaot^ç” (8, 9 ,11).

The idea of ôCxaiov and ôoiov is also dominant in classical orators. Demosthenes 

speaks a lot about justice. To prove his point he often claims that the man he is 

accusing is generally an unjust person: “oute ôixaiov  ou0’ ooiov to u t’ eotiv” 

(Dem. Against Makartatos, 48.65); “ev ôe Jtapavotuoxaxov xa l jxiapcoxaTov

Usher (1999) p. 345.
The reference to the role of the law here might have reminded the ancient reader of Lysias 

1.26: “ovx Eyoo oe àKoxTEVôo, àXP ô  jioXecùç v6|aoç.” I owe this observation to Professor C. 
Carey.
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ôiajiEJtQaYfAÉvoi Eiai” {ibid 43.68); “jtwç ctv yÉvoiTo totjtcov ctvGpœjtoi 

TtaQavopicoTEQOi t) PiaioTEQoi;” {ibid 43.78). The idea of people disregarding the 

law is also present in this speech: “Onxoç ô’ ontcoa'i Qçtôiœç xaxEcpQovTiOE xdi 

xwv v6(icov . . .” {ibid 43.78). Lysias in his speech Against Simon makes much 

use of the idea of justice and lawfulness; the speaker defends himself against the 

accusation that he attempted to kill the accuser. In his introduction he appeals to 

the judges, saying that he hopes he will find justice from them {Against Simon, 

Lysias 3.2). The speaker explains how he first got involved in the incident by 

saying that it was his feeling that the law was violated by lawless people that 

motivated him to take part in the fighting (Lysias, 3.17-18). In another speech 

Lysias underlines again the idea of justice which the judges should serve; he 

claims that it is their duty to punish Agoratos {Against Agoratos, Lysias 13.1); 

further on he claims that his punishment is ôixaiov and ooiov (Lysias 13.3);^  ̂

Therefore, the idea that above any personal interest justice must always be 

administered is underlined by most classical orators and, of course, by the 

speakers in the trial of Achilleus Tatios’ novel.

Humour, sexual innuendoes and sarcasm: vulgar language in a formal speech.

In the courtroom speeches of the novel of Achilleus Tatios we find a series of 

direct or indirect insults made by the litigants to each other. Thersandros, in 

particular, makes use of violent language and does not refrain from using insults 

even against the priest. Of course, behind all this is the author’s intention to 

depict the villain’s character as dark as possible. It is funny enough, but behind 

many of the insults the readers discover mock seriousness or even a comic 

attitude of the speaker. It is quite strange, however, to find humour used in these 

serious cases. There are of course occasions where an orator makes use of 

humour, but this has very specific characteristics and takes place in very 

controlled circumstances.^* Thus he may use humour or sarcasm as in the case of

See also the speech On a wound by prem editation, Lysias 4.13, 4.17-18, 4.20, etc.
There is a rhetorical tradition going back to Gorgias (see Arist. R bet 1419b 4-5), and other 

references to humour and laughter exist in the rhetorical handbooks (such as Cicero, D e Or. 
2.216-289; Orator 87-90; Brutus 322) or Quintilian VI, III, 45 (brevity of wit), VI, III, 47 
(scurrility to be avoided), VI, III, 82 (making a joke against oneself); in general there is not too 
much information that has survived about this matter in the handbooks comparing with other
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the poor speaker in Lysias’ speech On the refusal o f a pension to the invalid 

(Lysias, 24). Even though people know that he is a disabled and very poor man, 

his opponent claims that he can afford to be with rich people, to have a horse 

and to be insolent towards his fellow citizens. It is so obvious that he is an 

honestly disabled person that nobody would believe the accuser’s allegation, even 

if he ever tried to convince them that he could even apply for appointment for 

the office of the nine archons! This is one type of sarcasm one can find in 

rhetorical texts. Another type of wittiness is the one achieved by hyperbole. 

Aischines in Against Ktesiphon makes use of it: “T auta  ô’ eljicbv ôiôcjoiv 

âvayvwvai ij f̂jcpiona tq) YQajipaTeî jiaxQOTepov [lev tî|ç lX.idôoç, xevotepov ôe 

TO)v XdycDV OUÇ eicoOe Xeyeiv” (Aischines 3.100). In another place the speaker 

addresses his opponent with the following: “a> Jtpoç pev ta  peydXa xdi ojtouôaïa 

Tü)v epYODV TCüv àv0p(6jtü)v djtdvTcov dxpTiOTdxaxe, jcpbç ôe xt̂ v èv xoîç Xoyoïç 

xoXuav Oaupaoicoxaxe . . .” (3.152). Likewise, Sopatros makes use of 

exaggeration in a comic remark about the alleged adultery: “auxT] ôè où/ v k o  

odXjtiYYOÇ lidvov, olW ol xdl xfjpuxi poi/euexai” (8, 10, 10). In other places 

sarcasm becomes an insult as in Against Ktesiphon “xauxa ôè xi èoxiv, w 

xCvaiôoç; pfjuaxa t] Baupiaxa;” (Aischines, 3.167). Irony is also applied, as in 

Aischines On the Embassy, “pdvoç ô’ èv xcp Xdycp cpaCvexai xT]ôe[i(bv xî|ç jtdXecoç 

ATi|xoo0èvTiç, 01 ô’ dXXoi jipoôdxai” (Aischines, 2.8).

Strangely enough, the priest makes some grossly comic statements (A.T. 8, 9) in 

his speech against Thersandros. They are, however, so carefully expressed that 

they could be regarded as ambiguous, although it is sure they would not be 

missed by the contemporary audience. “Ouxoç ôè oùx èvxauBa pdvov,” he says, 

“dkXci xdl Jtavxaxou xt]v y'kibxxa'M peoxTiv uppecoç exei. Kdi xoi y t véoç wv 

OUV6YIV6XO jtoXXoîç aiôoioiç dvôpdoi xdi x^v cSpav djtaoav eig xouxo 

ôeôajravfjxEi; Jtdvxa ujtoxujixcDv xdi ujtoxaxaxXivdpevoç del; ôjiTipCÇcov pèv xd 

jtoXXd,” etc.;^  ̂this kind of gross comment is attested in classical oratory. Sexual 

innuendoes are used, for instance, by the speaker in Against Konon, where his

rhetorical features. Clarke (1996^) notes “Cicero was probably the first to incorporate a full 
treatment of it (i.e. humour) in a general treatise of rhetoric” (pp. 59-60). See also Carey (1990) 
p. 50, notes 17 and 18.

Vilborg (1962) pp. 132-133.
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o p p o n e n t s  a r e  c a l l e d  “ lOnqxDtXXonç” a n d  “a v T oA .T ixn O on g” ^̂  (Dem. 5 4 .1 4 ;  a l s o  

5 4 .1 6 ) ,  a n d  la te r :  “x a i  T o i a n t a  j t o i o n v t e g  a  K o X X ^ y  a io x n v T ]v  6%6i x a l  X e y e iv ” 

( 5 4 .1 7 ) .

Attacks on the sexual private life of a person can be found in Aischines, Against 

Timarchos (1.166ff.). In his attempt to render invalid the future argument of 

Demosthenes that Aischines has supported Alexander in the past he says (1.167- 

168):

ôtiokoYou(iévü)ç yap elç âvôpa, xaiJtep oûx mv autbç àvfjp, tàç  pkaoqpTipiiaç 

jtoifjoeTai* ôtav ôè xaîç elç tov jtaîôa jtejtoaytiaTeufievaic ^leTacpooaiç 

ôvopidTcov aïoyoàç ujtoij^Caç jtaoe^pdXX.T]. xaxayèXaoTov tt]v jiokiv Jtoiel. cbç 

ydp xdç ètiàç eûGuvaç pkdjctcav, . . . , cprioC tié, ô f  aûxbç jtpcoTiv ujcèp xou 

Jtaiôbç AkeÇdvôpou ôie%fjei, wç èv xcp Jtbxcp fijiœv xi0apiÇoi xal Xèyoi pfjoeiç 

xivdç xal dvxixpouoeiç Jtpbç exepov jtaiôa, xal jtepl xouxcüv . . . djtecpfjvaxo, 

oi>x d)ç aupiJtpeoPeuxfîv, bXV cbç ouyyevfi xoîç elç xbv jtaiôa axcopnaoiv 

dyavaxxTjoai.

This is similar to what the people involved in the main courtroom case in 

Achilleus Tatios do, namely attacking their opponents (jtejtpaynaxeuiiévaiç 

pexacpopaîç ôvopidxcüv aloxpdç ujtoij^îaç JtapepPdkkTi); this type of savage 

personal attack sounds strange when it comes from a priest. Perhaps it can be 

seen as a direct influence of the character assassination of classical rhetoric^^ and 

more specifically of references to the opponent’s homosexuality and debauchery 

found in Aischines’ Against Timarchos.

Usher (1999) in discussing Lysias 24 notes in relation to the presence of humour 

in Lysias that “Attic oratory, and especially early Attic oratory, is for the most 

part an earnest and serious genre”;̂  ̂ in view of the existence of humour here he 

characterises the whole speech as “the first surviving parody in the genre of

Kennedy C. R. (1902), The Orations o f Demosthenes, London, voL 5, p. 173, translates these 
two words as “Priapi and Sileni” {ib id  note 1 on p. 173); Sandys J. E. -  Paley R A. (1910) 
Demosthenes. Select Private Orations, part II, pp. 240-242 discuss the meaning of 
“a'ÙToXîîxuOoç” and view it in the context of the youthful acts of low respectability, etc. {ib id  p. 
241). But the obscure meaning of these words and their sexual connotations of the second are 
controversial; see further Carey C. - Reid R. A. (1985) pp. 86-87 where a non-obscene meaning 
for “a'ÙToXfix'uOoç” is suggested.

Character assassination of this kind is often found in classical rhetoric, as in Demosthenes’ 
Against Konorr, see also Isaios 10.25: "àXXù yag, w c iv ô g e ç ,  où% i x a v d v  e o T i  H e v a i v e t c p  t o y  

AgiOTopévouç oixov xaTajieTcaLÔegaaTTixÉvaL.”
Usher (1999) p. 108.
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forensic oratory.”^̂  In Achilleus Tatios the narrator warns us before the speech 

that the priest spoke “jtdvu àateicoç xdl xo)p(pôixa)ç” (8, 9, 1). Here the priest 

tries to ridicule his opponent by presenting a serious situation as ridiculous. The 

humorous description of Thersandros’ past acts is befitting his opponent’s 

character. The double entendre used by the priest describes a seemingly serious 

person who is hypocritically involved in such lewd activities; in this part of the 

speech there is a persistently emphasised allegation that whatever Thersandros 

did was carefully hidden behind his serious and proper activities (8, 9, 2-4, esp. 

“ujtEXQivato” 8, 9, 2). The ridiculing function of the speech has a serious note 

behind it; it claims that serious improprieties have been consistently committed 

by Thersandros and that he managed to clothe them with the socially acceptable 

pretensions of education, culture, gymnastics, etc. The use of humour here 

therefore, especially the use of double entendre, serves to unmask Thersandros’ 

actions; in a way it verbally reverses what Thersandros did; the “immoral” which 

is hidden behind the “serious” is uncovered through the comic. In this way the 

priest manages to expose Thersandros’ unscrupulousness and achieves this 

without making direct allegations of an awkward and embarrassing nature.

It is evident from this survey that classical orators, especially those discussed 

here, had a direct impact on Achilleus Tatios and this most probably took place 

in the rhetorical schools of the time, where the classical orators were studied and 

regarded as the best models by the students of rhetoric.

Usher (1999) p. 110.
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2. The use of Advanced Rhetorical Exercises in the novels of

Chariton, Achilleus Tatios, and Heliodoros.
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Evidence of Controversial and Suasori^ in the ancient Greek novel: the case of 

three novels.

Rhetorical schools in the first century A.D. had already behind them a long 

tradition of teaching declamation, mainly as part of the last stage of the course 

of rhetoric. The emphasis on this subject was far too much and the rhetorical 

schools became the target of criticism from various sides which castigated 

mainly the distance their teaching material had from real life and real courtroom 

cases.^ Some of the criticism, which occasionally is in the form of mockery, has 

survived until today."  ̂Even Quintilian who used this method at his school seems 

to admit this, as he notes characteristically that the people “who had “grown old 

in the schools” were living in a world of their own.”^

This prompted Quintilian to respond to public criticism (in his Inst. Or.) at the 

end of the first century A.D., making a new proposal towards an improvement 

in the education of a rhetor. This new proposal combines the old with the new. 

Apart from declamation on fictional or semi-fictional themes, the teacher of 

oratory should use teaching material coming from established, well-known 

oratorical works which survived in pairs, i.e. a speech of a rhetor for the 

prosecution and another for the defence. Speeches from famous high profile 

court-cases were especially regarded as particularly beneficial for the graduate of 

the school of rhetoric. This was meant to be studied in the last stage of the 

rhetorical course and also after leaving the school.^

Both the speeches for teaching purposes that survive and the fact that we have 

evidence of rejection of the “declamation method” of teaching rhetoric show that

 ̂ Controversia was an exercise in judicial oratory. The student (or orator) was given a number of 
laws (real or imaginary) and some imaginary “unusual circumstances” and then he had to speak 
either as a person directly involved or as an advocate for the prosecution or defence (Kennedy 
(1994) p. 169). The majority of Seneca’s Controversiae “are imaginary cases designed to test the 
speaker’s ingenuity” {ib id  p. 167).
 ̂ Suasoria was an exercise in deliberative oratory. The speaker “was asked to advise some 

mythological or historical figure what to do in a given situation” (Kennedy (1994) p. 84). At the 
centre of the suasoria was a dilemma confronting this figure {ib id  p. 168).
 ̂For a comprehensive discussion of this issue see Kaster (2001) p. 323ff.
See Seneca the Elder, Controversia, I, Praef. 6-10; Quintilian 2.10.1-15; Tacitus, Dialogue on 

Orators, I, 28-29, 31, 35; see also Bonner (1949) pp. 71-83 and Clarke (1953), ch. 8.
 ̂See Bonner (1977) p. 324 and Quintilian X, V, 17-18; Seneca the Elder, Contr. IX, Praef., 3.
 ̂Bonner (1977) p. 324, Quintilian X, I, 22-23 and Theon 70, 7ff.
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declamation had become a purpose in itself, instead of being a means towards an 

end/

In fact, the tradition of speeches which provide arguments for the one side of a 

certain case and then arguments for the opposite side, is very old in the history 

of rhetoric. It goes back to Protagoras, to Antiphon, to ôioool Xoyoi of the 

classical era, where rhetoric actually has its roots, to Aristophanes (for example 

Nephelar. ôixaioç and aôixoç /.dyog) and Euripides, both of whom reflect the 

rhetoric of the sophists, etc. This practice in rhetorical training was kept alive 

during the centuries; there is some evidence that in some instances the student of 

the rhetorical school would be asked to speak on both sides of a given case.^ 

Normally, however, the students were asked to choose which side they wanted to 

defend and then they had to declaim on this. It seems, however, plausible that the 

introduction of the study of speeches pro and contra a certain case taken from 

established orators, based on the old Greek idea that everything has two sides,^ 

must have given rise to the challenging exercise of making speeches for and 

against a subject. The ancient orators would go through a great number of 

possibly useful arguments in the preparatory stages of a speech -  the invention 

part - and they would devote a great deal of effort to anticipate and demolish 

their opponents’ arguments. Inevitably this occupation made them study 

arguments arising from different vantage points and use them in a positive or 

negative way according to the needs of the case.

This practice of studying opposing speeches which survived from classical Greek 

or Roman law-cases is evident in courtroom speeches in the novel, which is a 

quite straightforward case. But how do we explain then the opposing speeches 

on a given topic which is non-legal (or non quasi-legal) and thus cannot be 

proper controversial A  comparison of Chariton and Achilleus Tatios from this 

point of view can show how this development in teaching rhetoric has left its 

imprints on their novels.

The number of quasi-controversia speeches - with this we mean speeches of 

considerable length which share all elements with controversia apart from the 

basic legal dimension - is not large. In Chariton - an author who is particularly

^Clarke(1971) p. 45.
* Quint. II, XVII, 30-36.
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fond of courtroom scenes - there is not enough emphasis on this type of 

speeches/® We find, however, some speeches of heroes who are in front of a great 

dilemma; this kind of speeches is basically ethopoiia}^ The most characteristic 

case found is Kallirhoe’s contemplating whether to keep her child and marry 

Dionysios or to have an abortion (2, 9). This includes two speeches; one for the 

salvation of the child and one for its abortion. This is a non-legal case, and an 

illustration of the benefits that an ethopoiia can produce. Besides, it is not about 

speaking about a past event which is what a controversia is all about. The only 

places in which one can find influence of controversia is in verbal exchanges 

where, however, the dramatic element is much more important than the 

rhetorical. In 5, 8, 5, for example, we are in front of a controversy (in the modem 

sense) where people exchange arguments, but no attempt for complete rhetorical 

speeches is made. Another author might have taken the opportunity to make a 

rhetorical contest where each side would present its arguments in a formal way. 

This author prefers to finish his courtroom scene in a rather theatrical way with 

the two contestants arguing informally.

In Achilleus Tatios’ speeches controversiae are much more abundant. We have, 

for instance, the intellectual game between Konops and Satyros (2, 20ff.) which 

starts with an elaboration of the meaning of the name of the first and ends with 

employment of speeches based on the progymnasma ''m ythos”̂  ̂ all of which 

function here as speeches for or against a certain case.^  ̂ More importantly, we 

have the extensive scene at the end of the second book where in comparing 

homosexuality with heterosexuality men are talking for and against each case (2, 

35ff). In the fifth book we have a whole scene devoted to whether Melite should

 ̂Kennedy (1963) p. 13ff.
Schmeling (1974) tries to link Chaireas’ speech in 3, 6, 6 (which is a mourning speech 

delivered after he learnt that Kallirhoe married Dionysios) with controversia, based mainly on 
the element of the “love triangle” (p. 108). We believe that the speech recalls rather an ethopoiia 
{prosopopoiia in Theon’s terminology, see Theon, Prog. 10 Spengel) of the form of “what one 
would say if one found that his lost wife had been married to another man.”
“ Ethopoiia is “the presentation of moral character by a speaker through words and arguments” 
(Kennedy (1994) p. 206); also Hermogenes Prog. 9; Aphthonios Prog. 11; Lausberg (1998) par. 
820-825.

M ythos is the first of a number of preliminary exercises called progymnasmata, i.e. “exercises 
which introduce the boys to the rudiments, at least, of all three kinds of rhetoric” (Clark (1957) 
p. 181). M ythos is “the retelling of fables from Aesop” {ib id  p. 182); see Theon Prog. 3 (72.27 -  
78.13 Spengel); Hermogenes Prog. 1 (1.1 -  4.4 Rabe); Aphthonios Prog. 1 (1.1 -  2.12 Rabe), and 
Nikolaos Prog. (6.8 -  11.10).

See more on this speech in p. 265ff.
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have an intimate relationship with Kleitophon with two speeches by Melite (5, 

25-26). In book 6 (6, 21-22) we have a debate of Leukippe and Thersandros 

which contains two notable opposing speeches. These speeches are quasi- 

controversia; their topics derive from educational exercises, the progymnasma 

‘̂ mytho^ in the first case, a type of thesiŝ "̂  in the second, and from higher 

rhetorical education, namely declamation and study of speeches on both sides of 

a matter. They are somewhere between suasoria (since mainly they have to deal 

with things which have not happened yet, and they demand some kind of advice- 

giving) and controversia, since the speakers often have to take one side or 

another on a complicated or critical question. When seen in this light, all these 

scenes with the speeches for and against look rather artificial; apart from the 

dramatic effect these speeches have, they show the impact of rhetorical training 

and thinking on the novelist’s work.

Both the “competition of myths” and the debate on homosexual love contain 

speeches which make considerable use of comparison (synkrisis). The speeches 

could be taken as synkriseis and they may have been intended as such by the 

author. In fact, they are not. In the speeches found in these scenes we do not have 

people making speeches with the ultimate aim to compare two opposing ideas. 

In each speech, people take sides and each side advocates its own views; it 

promotes the one or the other idea. Although some comparison is inevitably 

involved, the speeches in their present form are intended as part of a debate on a 

subject rather than as simple synkriseis. They have a declamatory nature and 

they share characteristics with both suasoria and controversia. In fact, they 

constitute a “loosened” form of controversia, a by-product of melete 

{declamatid).

Therefore, the way rhetoric of this type infiltrates the novel is very oblique. The 

novelists adopt their rhetorical structural models in a free way. They combine 

material coming from exercises, they change their nature and ultimately 

transform a simple rhetorical exercise into a structural unit of the novel.^^

For the definition of thesis see p. 153, note 34.
See a further discussion of this matter on p. 283ff.
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Speeches belonging to the controversia and suasoria family in the novel: the 

basic criteria for the classification.

In deciding whether an isolated speech can be classified as a suasoria or a 

controversia we took into account -  among other things - the temporal relation 

of the main question in connection with the action discussed. The principle has 

been established from a very early stage in the history of oratory. When people 

discuss something that happened in the past we have a debate (which can be 

forensic, private, or other). When people discuss what to do in the future we are 

in the area of deliberation where principles are less well-attested in comparison 

with (forensic) debates.

In the first instance we find ourselves in the area of controversial whereas in the 

second we are in the area of suasoria. Both exercises played a great role in 

ancient higher education. We have also speeches which are less closely related 

with either exercise but seem to have been created in the shade of the 

appropriate exercise. These have not been excluded here on the basis of a strict 

definition of the speech-types since they stem from them, even if this is not 

immediately obvious. Since we are talking about influence of rhetoric on certain 

parts of the novel, we are concerned not only with real speeches but also with the 

adaptations of rhetorical speeches in the works of the three novelists. For 

example, if a speech, strictly speaking, is an ethopoiia but it shares material, 

topics, arguments, etc. with a suasoria, for instance, then it is discussed here.

16 See Arist. Rhet. I.iii.4 (1358b).
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“Advanced Rhetoric” in Chariton.

Differences in the treatment of different types of rhetorical speeches which we 

can note in the novels of the three authors in question are none the less found 

also here -  in rhetoric taught at the highest and last stage of education.

When we talk about rhetoric at the latest educational stage, we refer mainly to 

the two standard types of rhetorical exercises which were initially supposed to 

prepare the student mainly for the courts but also for other kinds of public 

speaking: suasoria and controversia}^ It is true that in order to reach this stage 

the student needed to go through a lengthy educational system. Twice as much 

time as we spend today at university was usually spent in rhetorical training, 

the last stage of which was some kind of more independent work in learning how 

to cope with themes from controversia and suasoria.

Let us see whether advanced educational exercises have had any detectable 

influence on the speeches of the three novelists concerned. First, the case of 

Chariton’s novel. The author takes the opportunity throughout his narrative to 

build scenes which are appropriate for either controversia or suasoria or 

speeches which can be seen as such even if strictly (or technically) speaking they 

are something else; for instance, in 1, 2 we see the different aristocratic suitors 

deliberating on what to do with their opponent who has been successful in 

getting the girl although he came from nowhere. In another instance (1, 7) we see 

Theron advising the “council of useless rogues” on how to go about the tomb- 

breaking. Next in 1, 10 these robbers become speakers who support two different 

opinions on what to do with the unexpected appearance of Kallirhoe which is 

considered as a bonus by one side but as a liability by the other. On another 

occasion (1, 11) the robbers hold a meeting in order to decide where to 

disembark after leaving Syracuse.

Both the case of the unsuccessful suitors and the case of the robbers are 

occasions for deliberative speeches, one comes from high class speakers and the 

other from low class uneducated yet rather fluent speakers, from whom the most 

impressive examples are the speeches of the manipulative Theron.

17 See p. 193, notes 1 and 2.
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The most powerful case, however, of deliberative speeches is that of Kallirhoe in 

2, 9 who is made to speak for and then against abortion in two consecutive 

speeches, in a similar change of tone as Melite does in Achilleus Tatios (in 5, 25- 

26) when trying to convince Kleitophon to accept her advances, in which in the 

first part she is very aggressive against him and next she talks in a completely 

reversed fashion, like students who had to tackle their themes in various ways 

{colores) or had to produce speeches for and against a certain position. In 

Chariton, there is another deliberative speech coming from Plangon (2, 10), the 

servant, and the final speech of Kallirhoe on this matter in 2, 11. Now, especially 

in this group of speeches, because of the peculiar nature of the case, we are more 

in the area of ethopoiia than anything else. The author chooses the ethopoiia to 

depict the main heroine’s character, to produce dramatic tension and to involve 

the reader in the great tragic dilemma of this undeservedly suffering heroine. 

Therefore, for practical purposes we discuss the following speeches:

I) The aristocrats’ plot (1, 2).

II) The robbers’ council (1, 10-11)

III) Plangon: the servant’s advice (2, 10).

IV) Kallirhoe on abortion (2, 9).

V) Mithridates giving advice to Chaireas (4, 4, 2-5).

VI) The King deliberating on what to do (6, 1, 8) - ethopoiia.

VII) Chaireas in the deliberations after the defeat of the Egyptian King (8, 2, 

lOff.): “should they stay or leave?”

In the first case the suitors of Kallirhoe, who had been antagonising each other 

until now, hold a meeting^® where they discuss what they should do, given that 

Chaireas has been Kallirhoe’s choice. In this PoukeuxfjQiov (1, 2, 1) we hear two 

deliberative speeches. In the first (1, 2, 2) the prince of Rhegium proposes that 

they should do something to destroy this marriage. His speech follows a careful 

structure. In his introduction (el ^ev tiç . . . ou cpëpü) ttiv uPqiv) he presents the 

idea that his resentment comes from the fact that they all were defeated by an 

“outsider,” who has nqt even tried to win the bride (6 pribev t o u  ydpou 

jiovfjoaç); with this argument again the speaker strikes a sensitive chord in

18 See 1, 2, 1: “avvfiXOov elç PovXevttîqiov xolvov.”
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trying to unite his hearers against the common enemy. The next part of his 

speech is an amplification of this argument which leads to his conclusion that 

they should take revenge and that the wedding should become the groom’s death 

(xai Tov ydiiov Sdvaxov xcp vuncpCcp xataoTfioonev), an extreme suggestion 

which, when turned on its head, is a standard idea of epideictic oratory 

(especially funeral oration).

The next speaker is the ruler of Akragas who has a different opinion (dvxeiJtev). 

He proposes the indirect approach, and puts forward a cunning plan which will 

take Chaireas out of the scene without them risking their relationship with 

Hermocrates.

The habit of deliberations which Theron calls forth on any occasion when there 

is a question arising seems a bit odd The reader knows that Theron is a very 

selfish, unscrupulous, and manipulative character (1, 7). In sharp contrast to 

this, Theron follows democratic procedures. In the end, however, it is always his 

view that prevails.

On seeing the grand funeral and the jewellery involved in it, he expresses his 

views in an ethopoiia (1, 7, 1-2); and, in another ethopoiia, he tries to convince 

his companions and then he instructs them on how to go about it (1, 7, 4-6). The 

first case would be “what would a pirate say when discovering a rich person’s 

tomb” which is in similar lines to Hermogenes’ “xCvaç av eiJtoi kdyouç yempybg 

jtQcbxov LÔcbv vaüv.” °̂ The second case is more interesting since the narrator 

himself characterises Theron’s assistants collectively as “olxeiov oxpaxov 

xoiouxq) oxpaxqycp" (1, 7, 3). In the speech that follows (1, 7, 4-6), Theron is 

presented as a general speaking to his soldiers before a war. His speech is a 

textbook ethopoiiæ “xCvaç âv einoi koyouç . . .  oxpaxqybg xoîç oxpaxicoxaiç ejù 

xoùç xivôuvouç.”^̂

In both ethopoiiae Theron uses deliberative speech: in the first (1, 7, 1-2) to 

convince himself that in these circumstances the tomb-breaking is advantageous 

for him (xépôoç, 1, 7, 1); in the second (1, 7, 4-6) the speaker again highlights 

that the action will be advantageous (xépôoç, 1, 7, 4; cbcpekeiav, 1, 7, 5) and just

See p. 230ff.
^  Hermogenes, Prog. 9 (21. 12-13 Rabe).
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(ÔLxaioxeçov, 1, 7, 6). “SD^iqjépov” and “ÔCxaiov” are two of the headings that 

Theon suggests that we should use in deliberative ethopoiiae.^^ Both speeches, 

especially the first, serve to describe to the reader Theron’s character. He has 

been introduced as an unscrupulous character (1, 7, 1); now we see the way he 

thinks and speaks.^^

The next debate (1, 10) is also interesting. The question here is what to do with 

the girl they captured (eita Pouk^v jtpocOqxe Jtepl aÙTî|ç 1, 10). The opinions 

differ. The first speaker calls his listeners ouatpaticbTai as if they were taking 

part in an (honourable) war and suggests a solution whose justification is based 

on some basic rhetorical principles. The speaker constantly projects the benefits 

which his proposal has for all people involved. It is, in other words, what the 

rhetorical handbooks call to  ou|i(pepov (advantageous). This is one of the final 

headings (teXixa xecpdXaia) - which we have seen elsewhere as well̂ "̂ - that 

should be used in deliberative speeches (see for instance: xpTiow^eGa auxcp - 

ôuvdpeSa àxivÔuvcoç . . .  - (piX.av0po)jtiav - eùepyéxaiç) and the final two 

rhetorical questions:

ndoqg 0 1 8 0 0 8  %apag 8^%X^oo^8v xqv okqv SiX8kCav;

Hooag A.T]T|;6|i80a 0o)p8dg; (1, 10, 3).

The speech ends with two other final headings^^ by projecting the idea that what

he proposes is ôCxaiov and ooiov:

d^a Ô8 xai %pbg dv0pwjtoug ôixaia

xdi %pbg 08OÙÇ oo ia  xauxa Jtoifjooticv (1, 10, 3).

The next speaker, who opposes this plan, refutes the arguments of the previous 

speech with two rhetorical questions (1, 10, 4). His view is totally against saving 

the girl. He claims that the girl will harm them in the end {àXlh àôixfjoci 1, 10, 

5). The people to whom they will give her back will seek their punishment.

Theon, Prog. 10 (115.14-16 Spengel).
Theon, Frog. 10 (116. 28ff. Spengel).
See p. 38.
See, especially, Heliodoros in the chapter on the debate of Thyamis and Arsake over who 

should host the young couple after Kalasiris’ death (p. 154ff.).
For the concept of telika kephalaia see Apsines ch. 9, p. 184ff. in Dilts-Kennedy (1997). It is 

obvious here that the speaker is preoccupied with the headings of purpose. In Apsines’ Rhetoric 
these are: vonL[i,ov, ÔLxatov, ou|icp8Qov, evôo^ov, ô'uvaTov. For aupicpéQov which is the underlying 
concept here, it is noted in Apsines (Dilts -  Kennedy (1997) p. 190): to ouficpeQov 
xaxaoxeudgeTaL ajio Td>v èxPdoECüv ota sxptiaeTai JieuoOetoi. TeXeiai Ô’ djroôei^eig 
o'U|i,q)SQOVTOç ôxav, èji’ d[i(pa) cüioôslÇtiç, xC [A8V eoxai jieioOeIoi, xl ô’ 8i (xti ejtaxouoaiEV.
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Therefore, this is presented as dangerous and not advantageous. He then 

examines another option which would be XuoiTeXéoTeQov (1, 10, 6); this is to sell 

the girl as a slave; but this would not pay off since people would not believe that 

a girl with her looks can be a slave. Therefore, by process of elimination the 

speaker concludes that they should get rid of the girl by killing her.

In the end both views are evaluated by criteria similar to the ones used by the 

speakers, namely the final headings (1, 10, 8). They are rejected by Theron who 

has already made up his mind before the debate: 

oh [i8v yoLQ XIVÔUVOV EJtdyeig, 

oh Ô8 X8QÔ0 Ç ôotokku8ig (1, 10, 8).

He proposes to sell the girl and take the risk since this may be more profitable to 

them. We see, therefore, that the debate among the robbers in 1, 10 is a 

controversia in the sense that the speakers use opposing principles (or tckixa 

x8(pctX,aia), i.e. "advandage" (oujxcpepov), “justice” (ôixaiov), and “respect for 

gods” (ooiov).

In the next instance the robbers deliberate on where to disembark after their 

flight from Syracuse. When one proposes the easiest solution which is the nearby 

Athens with the big market, Theron objects and makes a speech against Athens 

which shows some influence of a type of rhetorical exercise, most probably from 

psogos?^

The most interesting of all cases is Kallirhoe’s deliberation in 2, 9, 2-5, an 

excellent specimen of ethopoiia. However, apart from this generic type, the 

speech borrows material that is usually found in deliberative oration. Kallirhoe 

first expresses the view that she should opt for abortion (KaXkipoTi ôè to  téxvov 

èPouXcto q)08ÎQai). Her basic argument is based on to  aujupepov, what is 

beneficial for the child. This is one of the basic final headings (xeXixa 

x8cpdA,aia) in a deliberative speech.^*

Next (2, 9, 3-5) Kallirhoe contemplates the opposite (dissuasion), starting with a 

rhetorical question and goes straight to the point: PoukcuT] X8xvoxTovT|oai; She

See p. 157ff. and p. 201, note 25. 
See p. 2621.

^ See p. 201, note 25.
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uses an example from myth, concluding that she is worse than Medea 

(amplification: àyçKDxéQa ôd^eiç).

The next stage employs five rhetorical questions - the first three of which start in 

the same way - which become gradually longer: 

t i  b’ av uloç fi;

XI b '  a v  ô p o i o ç  TCP J t a t p i;

XL Ô’ a v  eÛ TuxéoTEQ O ç ep .ou ;

[xf)TT]Q a jc o x x e C v n  x b v  e x  xctcpou  o c o S e v x a  x a i  X q o x w v ;

j t o o o u ç  â x o u o n e v  0 ecb v  j c a î ô a ç  x a i  P aoiX ecD V  è v  ôouX eC çi Y e v v q Q é v x a g  . . . x a i  

Kuqov; (2, 9, 4-5).

With the last rhetorical question Kallirhoe comes back to examples from the 

mythological and historical past. She ends on an optimistic note.

By expanding on the tragic dilemma of the girl, Chariton finds the opportunity 

to show both sides of an issue, something that the orators were trained to do. It 

is a fine example of the different treatment of a given theme when seen from 

different angles. “To oupcpepov” is alluded to with the last statement of

Kallirhoe, namely that in this way she will be “reinstated” by the child, but the

main bcxly of argumentation in this part of the speech is drawn from a different 

material (avaoxeuq),^^ whereas before (2, 9, 2-3) she had argued for the opposite 

(abortion), also referring to her child’s interests (ou oupcpépei ooi, Jtaiôiov).

Similarly, Plangon in a cunning speech (2, 10) also uses the argument of

“benefit”: xepôaveiç yap cbôîvag paxaCaç xai xuocpopiav a%pqoxov (2, 10, 2).

Plangon’s final aim is to persuade Kallirhoe to marry Dionysios. She argues 

craftily that it is impossible for Kallirhoe to keep the child under the 

circumstances (àôuvatov: is her first word and incidentally one of the final 

headings). Her speech is very similar to an eschematismenos logo^^ where 

people argue for one case and in so doing provide arguments for the opposite 

side which is their ulterior aim.

Anaskeue is a progym nasmatic exercise in which students were asked to refute a certain 
thesis; see, for example, Hermognes Prog. 5 (11. 1-20 Rabe) or Aphthonios Prog. 5 (10.8 -  13.18 
Rabe). In both authors “to aou[xcpoQOv” is suggested as one of the headings that students could 
use in this exercise: Hermogenes Prog. 5 (11.10 and 11.18-19): èx xoD 6ou|i(p6çou, ôxav Xéyœixsv, 
Ô X L o'ùôè oupicpégeL xaûxa àxoiieLv”; see also Aphthonios Prog. 5 (10.17).
'° See p. 145ff.
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The rhetorical habit of developing opposing sides of an issue is further advanced 

in the forensic speeches which can be associated with the extensive training of 

the orators in the exercise called controversia. The part of proper forensic 

speeches in courtroom scenes has been extensively analysed on p. 44ff.

In this area also belong speeches which are not clearly forensic since they are not 

part of a courtroom contest but come from debates which have mainly to do 

with an issue that has arisen in the past. One example is Dionysios’ speech in 2, 

4, 4 where he reprehends himself for being in love, followed by his confession 

that he is now irrevocably in love with Kallirhoe (2, 4, 6-9).

The first case is described by the narrator as “aycbv A.oyiopou xai jtdOouç.” It is 

again an ethopoiia but with a subtle forensic dimension. The first speech (2, 4, 

4) is an accusation speech where Dionysios speaks mainly in place of a 

prosecutor representing actually the one side of the case, namely “koYiondç.” In 

the second speech we see another “advisor” speaking, namely “jtctSoç” (2, 4, 6-9). 

The prosecutor on this side uses rhetorical questions and comparison to show 

that what he is doing is not wise and to accuse him of improper behaviour, 

while the other speech uses the technique of amplification to show the extent of 

his emotional state.

The second case is the impact which the lawsuit of Dionysios has on the people 

after the sudden and unexpected appearance of Chaireas (6, 1, 1-5). The people 

are divided into two groups according to their gender and again subdivided into 

two further groups for each case according to their opinions. This handling of 

the speeches is reminiscent of the Antiphonean treatment of cases or, more 

appropriate here, controversia. Among the men, the one side supports Chaireas 

(6, 1, 2) and the other Dionysios (6, 1, 3). Now the men are seen arguing a 

complicated case with an underlying dilemma (similar to those found in 

controversiae) which is: “who is the rightful husband of the girl.” The speeches 

are of course attributed collectively to each side and contain the principal 

arguments of each side.

The women’s case, however, is quite different. They assume an advisory role: al 

ÔE yuvaixEg OÛX eppqTopeuov fiovov, o.Xka xai ouvepoukeuov . . .  (6,1, 4).
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Their speeches have nothing to do with the legal technicalities. They advise 

Kallirhoe on the basis of her on^qiepov only and give arguments to encourage 

her to choose the one or the other husband.

In this way we are given the basic arguments of the two opposing sides and we 

are virtually in front of a city which has been transformed into a huge 

courtroom or rather rhetorical workshop where people find the chance to 

discover and present arguments for their favourite side.

Chariton: Conclusion.

Apart from the courtroom speeches which are a direct by-product of forensic 

oratory {controversia), the deliberative speeches are also technical in places and 

based on rhetorical principles. Suasoria may have been a means in development 

of deliberative oratory but does not seem to have an enormous impact on the 

novel of Chariton, apart from the cases discussed above. It is also here that the 

controversia-iy^e of treatment has an influence. The presentation of the two 

opposing sides in the form of a contest of speeches and the arguments which are 

mainly (but not only) borrowed from this branch of rhetoric are two of the main 

common characteristics. However, in almost all cases the material seems to be 

drawn mainly from the elementary progymnasmata exercises, such as the 

ethopoiia, mythos, anaskeue, etc. rather than from rhetorical exercises of the 

highest level.
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The impact of “advanced rhetorical exercises” on Achilleus Tatios.

Much more straightforward are things in Achilleus Tatios. In this novel one can 

isolate some very interesting speeches of considerable length in both the area of 

rhetorical competition {controversia) and in the area of advice-giving using 

persuasive and dissuasive techniques {suasoria).

There are two noteworthy occasions in Achilleus Tatios where advice-giving 

takes a principal role. One is a matter of personal interest and the other a 

common case of a faithful friend giving advice to the main hero. In all these 

cases Kleinias is the person who gives advice.

In 1, 8 Kleinias is given one of the most difficult tasks. His young lover, 

Charikles, is pressurised by his father to marry an ugly girl. The speaker knows 

early enough that Charikles is against traditional marriage. The youngster’s 

short speech in breaking the news says it all. The case is presented as a double 

misfortune (iva ôijckcp ouvoixo) xcp xaxcp).

From now on we are in front of a misogynistic speech where the general 

question “should one marry,” found so often in theseis exercises,becomes very 

specific since we are given persons and places and timing. The speech, therefore, 

becomes a hypothesis {causa) that is here a suasoria. The speaker in order to 

dissuade Charikles from making the tragic mistake of consenting to a marriage 

is taken through several types of arguments on why he should not.

The abrupt beginning (direct prooemium) shows how urgently the speaker feels 

the matter should be treated. Avoiding a more general approach, the speaker 

goes straight to the heart of the matter. His first word “vdpiov” (1, 8, 1) is the 

subject of his speech.

The beginning of the speech consists of three rhetorical questions which one 

after the other develop the idea of a marriage as a god-sent destructive 

punishment often taken up by people. His first argument is based on Hesiod, 

the examples are taken from the past. Next he tries to draw a parallel between

See Theon 12, 121.9 (Spengel); Hermogenes, Prog. 11, 24.8 (Rabe); Aphthonios 13, 41.17 and 
42.11-46.18 (Rabe); Nikolaos 71.20 (Felten); Kennedy (1983) translates Aphthonios’ definition of 
thesis (Aphthonios 41. 14-15 Rabe) as “a logical examination of a subject under investigation” 
(p. 65); see also p. 153, note 34 of the present study.

See p. 208, note 34.
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the wedding procedures and the extent of the “destruction.” The wedding is like 

a preparation for war:

PônPoç avX(b\, ôixXiôcov xtujtoç, jtuQoœv ôaôouxia . . .  (1, 8, 3).

Then, in a long string of asyndeta he presents plenty of mythological examples.

This ends in a well-balanced parison containing three conditional sentences:

ctv TO XQUOTjiôoç xdXlog Ayanenvcov jco0f|, Xoi îbv toîç Jtoiei*

ctv TO Bqiotiiôoç xdXkoç AxiXXeuç, :tév0oç auTcp jiQoÇeveî*

èàv 8XT1 ynvdixa KavôauXriç xaXfjv, qpovEuei KavôauXTiv f) yvyr\ (1, 8, 5).

With a plethora of examples -  which are abundant in Greek tradition anyway - 

women are at the centre of a case where there is no escape. Whether they love 

their men or hate them, whether they are faithful or not, whether they have 

virtues or not, women are represented as diabolical creatures with only 

destructive effects for men. All this applies only to beautiful women (1, 8, 8) 

because beauty is some kind of consolation in all this misfortune. Now if we are 

talking about an ugly woman the case is a complete disaster.

By expanding so much in this area the speaker manages to tackle the whole 

question of marriage. The conclusion, however, is easily drawn and the speaker 

goes to more personal arguments in the next part which is his advice and plea 

(1, 8, 9ff.): Charikles should not succumb to such a slavery. Besides, marriage 

destroys youthfulness which the speaker claims is an additional drawback. The 

speaker finishes with a series of pleading phrases (“pifj. . .  nqjiü). . .  \ir\bz .. .

. nqjtü). . .  pqôÈ” in 1, 8, 9) which culminates in a very clever metaphor:

Hq Jtapaôqiç eupiopcpov Tpuyfiocu Qoôov dp,6p(p(p yewpycp (1, 8, 9).

The speech is a masterpiece of rhetorical display which would have been 

appreciated as such by the audience.T he area had been particularly popular 

from a very early stage of ancient literature. Women have been presented in this 

way since the time of Hesiod; the material goes back to the beginning of Greek 

literature.^"  ̂Therefore, the speaker is not lacking material. The interesting thing 

is that this material is used in a rhetorical speech; the speaker visits different 

areas to draw his arguments to accumulate the amount of “evidence” which 

leaves his hearers unable to refute. The speech, therefore, is unusual not because

33 For the discussion of this issue see p. 293ff.
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of the innovative material it contains but because of the use of it; the speaker’s 

main aim is the dissuasion of Charikles from getting married 

From a very early stage of the novel (only one chapter after he was introduced) 

Kleinias is presented as a very knowledgeable and capable speaker. He knows in 

detail his mythology, his literature and how to organise and present his material. 

He is also good at using emotional language, but his strong point is his ability to 

produce plausible and effective amplification.^^

Another time that we find Kleinias offering advice is shortly after in completely 

different circumstances. Here, Kleinias is offering advice to his friend (1, 9; 1,

10). His first speech deals with Kleitophon’s confession that he is deeply in love 

and his condition is worsened by the fact that the desired person lives in his own 

house, making his misery more unbearable. This point is meticulously refuted in 

a lengthy speech (1, 9, 2-7) with both a consolatory and an advisory nature. The 

speaker turns Kleitophon’ premises from a negative to a positive argument in a 

clever way, showing that there are two sides to the matter. This serves the 

consolatory purposes of his speech. He should think it a great stroke of luck to 

be able to live under the same roof with the object of his love while others would 

consider themselves lucky to catch even a simple sight of their lovers. He then 

advances to explain what this pleasure of seeing the person you desire consists of 

and he gives him courage and advice on how to proceed with his advances.

This last piece of advice makes Kleitophon seek a more detailed and practical 

guidance. In the first part of his reply Kleinias tries to show how easy the whole 

matter is by claiming that he does not need to be asking for advice because 

“aÙToÔLÔaxToç yâg èotiv ô 0ebç aocpiOT^ç” (1, 10, 1). The second part, however, 

gives practical advice and clear instructions (1,10, 2ff.).

The cases examined above are some of the most characteristic deliberative cases 

in the novel. However, apart from being challenging exercises in deliberative 

oration there is no other special connection with the suasoria as such. Their 

subjects are not matters of life and death, as we usually find in suasoria, 

however important they seem to be for the characters involved. The fact, 

however, that the speeches are mature, forceful, full of persuasive language, and

Hesiod, Tbeogony 585-612; Semonides 7, etc.; see further in Whitmarsh-Morales (2001) p. 147 
and Vilborg (1962) pp. 25-26.
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also that they seem to follow a certain plan and to use traditional material shows 

that, although there is no evident thematic connection with suasoria, there is a 

generic one. Taking into account that the amount of evidence in suasoria themes 

is quite limited, it is not surprising that one can not easily draw a connection. 

Suasoria is not as influential as controversia is in this novel.

Achilleus Tatios is a master of creating powerful courtroom speeches and other 

cases where opposing sides flex their rhetorical muscle. Apart from the proper 

courtroom speeches we have a couple of speeches which can be regarded as 

extensions of controversia.

Characteristic cases are the speeches on love at the end of book 2. Here the 

subject matter is the merits of homosexual and heterosexual love. We have seen 

already that in his attempt to convince his lover not to accept his father’s 

arrangement for a wedding with an ugly rich girl, Kleinias uses mainly the 

xoivbç Tojtoç of how undesirable a marriage with a woman would be (1, 8). Here 

we have the use of a stock character which contains an inherent dilemma (ugly 

and rich) which should be either reconciled or rejected; any time you reject the 

bad automatically you lose the benefit of the good, thus creating a difficult 

situation. The speaker finds the chance to present what we could call a “spin-off” 

of the very popular thesis “should a man marry”^̂  and presents a well marshalled 

speech against women which is also a commonplace and has a long literature 

tradition. The author here finds it too irresistible to leave it as it is and calls for 

a fully developed discussion for the purpose of entertainment: 

ètipdkko) koyov èpcùxixîiç 6%o^Evov (2, 35, 1).

In this speech we have advocates for the one and for the other side. The central

question is set in a way which recalls socratic irony:

ovn olba yoLQ Jtc&ç èjtixcopidÇBi vuv 6 e iç  t o v ç  dppevaç epcoç (2, 35, 3).

The debate starts with Menelaos first who defends homosexual love by 

introducing a synkrisis (2, 35, 3), which is immediately challenged by 

Kleitophon, whose response is a refutation (dvaoxeufj) of Menelaos’ main 

argument that the beauty of youths is more intense than that of women.

See p. 29ff. and esp. 31f. and 41f. 
See p. 206, note 31.
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This point is refuted by strong analogies from nature and mythology which 

show how elusive and quickly vanishing this kind of love is.

The discussion now becomes more complicated and Menelaos raises the level of 

sophistication. The challenge needs now more comprehensive and serious 

attention. With this speech rhetoric comes as close to philosophy as it could ever 

be.

Menelaos’ first sentence is:

Ayvoeîç, co KXeirocpwv, xb xEcpdXaiov xîjç f)ôovî|ç (2, 36, 1).

Then, he is going to analyse this topic:

Jto06ivbv yoLQ del xb dxdpeoxov (2, 36,1).

The speech approximates the thesis taught in rhetorical schools in detail at an 

advanced stage; here Menelaos provides a detailed picture of his topic, using 

comparison (2, 36, 1-2), then definition (2, 36, 2-3), and then “calls witnesses” 

who will confirm what he claims:

81 ôè xa\ jtoiqxqv Ô8Î XaPeiv ndpxuQa (2, 36, 3).

He supports his argument with examples taken from Homer and then 

mythology. Now Kleitophon takes up the challenge to contradict Menelaos’ 

speech. His position is “oupdviov eoixe pdXXov eïvai xb xcbv y'wvaixcov xdXloç 

. . .” (2, 37, 1). Like Menelaos, he draws arguments from mythology and more 

specifically how gods have treated the people they fell in love with.

The next part (2, 37, 5-10) refers to pleasure itself: el be bet peOevxa xctç 

puBo^oyiaç aûxqv eiJteîv xqv èv xoîç èpyoïç fibovqv . . .  In this part, Kleitophon 

makes a brief introduction explaining the limited experience he has in the area, 

a note which serves two aims; first, it fits the story since Kleitophon is one of 

the main characters and so the author is giving additional information about 

this character; secondly, apart from the obvious captatio benevolentiae effect, by 

claiming that he is inexperienced Kleitophon manages to lower his listener’s 

expectations, achieving a much more spectacular effect at the end of a good 

speech. Often orators show puzzlement (aporia) as to where they should start 

from and weakness to express the seriousness of a given situation, especially in 

forensic oratory.^^ After describing in great detail the intensity of feeling

37 See, for instance, Thersandros’ speech in Achilleus Tatios 8, 8, 1 (p. 97 and p. 175).
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involved in Aphrodite’s action the speaker concludes with a sharp contrast to 

the same experience with boys.

The speech, especially the last part, does not back up Kleitophon’s initial claim 

that he is inexperienced in love; this is immediately picked up in Menelaos’ first 

speech: AXX,ct ou p i o i  ô o x e Î ç  u t i  j tQ c o T O J c e iQ O ç  àXXa y e q o d v  e I ç  A q p Q O Ô iT T iv  

T u y % d v E iv  (2, 38, 1) and then advances to develop his side: èv piepEi ôè xdi Tct 

Tcov a:aCôo)v avtdxouoov (2, 38, 1), where every point he analyses corresponds 

to a point made earlier by Kleitophon.

The whole discussion is a sample of rhetorical competition mainly for the sake 

of display. The speeches are lengthy and full of arguments based principally on 

examples taken from the literary and mythological past. They are carefully 

constructed to respond in detail to the points made by the previous speaker, 

which shows the mentality of the competition between two opposite sides with 

two equally efficient speakers, although Menelaos seems to lead the way in 

raising the standards of the speeches on an increasingly theoretical level, and in 

the end, as with most of the courtroom speeches, we have no clear-cut 

conclusion. The author seems to accept that the truth has at least two sides and 

invites the reader to make up his mind as to which speaker made a more 

convincing case. After all it is the competition that matters and not the 

conclusion. Seeing them in their cultural context we realise how effective these 

types of “rhetorical and intellectual contests” must have been to the reader. 

Observing the speaker’s rhetorical ingenuity, the reader will have found this 

conversation intellectually challenging. Therefore, this scene can be seen in the 

same area as the courtroom scenes and so they are to some extent related to the 

tradition of con troversja.

Similarly, Melite, in her attempt to persuade Kleitophon to sleep with her, 

makes two different approaches to the matter;^^ elsewhere she refutes 

Thersandros’ accusations that she has committed adultery in his absence (6, 9, 1) 

in a carefully planned speech containing prooemium, diegema, arguments, and a 

challenge to verify the witness’ cttExvai napTupCai.

For the discussion of this issue see p. 293ff. (see also p. 290). 
Achilleus Tatios 5, 25-26; see p. 243ff.
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All these cases reveal exposure to rhetorical training and thinking. This evidence 

shows that Achilleus Tatios has been influenced by material normally found in 

advanced rhetorical training. The author uses his rhetorical background in a 

very creative way: rhetoric becomes here a generating device assisting in the 

creation of fiction.
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The impact of advanced rhetorical exercises on Heliodoros.

Heliodoros makes the least use of lengthy advice-giving and controversia-\\\i& 

speeches. Apart from the courtroom scene at the end of the novel, the other 

interesting rhetorical debate is the one with Thyamis and Arsake disputing over 

who should be hosting the young couple after the death of Kalasiris (8, 3, 4 -

5)/o

Further influence by rhetoric taught at an advanced stage can be found in 

deliberative speeches; speeches which are made to give advice (1, 26, 2-6), to 

influence somebody as to what they should do, or more straightforwardly, to 

give advice in an open meeting (9, 5, 9-10).

The first of these examples is in book 1, 26, 2-6, where Charikleia advises 

Theagenes to keep quiet about their relationship as part of a general plan not to 

reveal that they are a couple. The speech comes as a response to Theagenes’ 

enquiry on what Charikleia’s earlier speech in 1, 22 really meant; in responding 

positively to the chief-bandit’s wedding proposal, Charikleia asked to defer the 

actual wedding to a later stage.

In 1, 26 Charikleia explains her plan to Theagenes and advises him to co

operate. In her introduction she tries to disperse Theagenes’ fears. She reveals the 

reasons behind her plan:

o Q u h v  y a p ,  d )ç  o i o S a ,  x p a r o u o q g  èT tiO u p C aç  n e v  à v t i T U J t o ç  è j i iT E iv e i ,

X d y o g  ô è  eixcüv | i o \  J t p o ç  t o  P o u X ^ ^ a  o n v T p 6 % m v  T q v  i t p w T q v  x a i  Ç e o u o a v  

(p o Q civ  eo T E iX e  x a i  t o  x d t o Ç u  t t ) ç  ô p é Ç e œ ç  xcp f)Ô 6i t t | ç  è j t a y y e X C a ç  x a x e u v a o e  

(1, 26, 3).

In other words, “if we resisted we would not achieve anything but aggravate his 

passion, while the speech which gives way (Xoyoç ôè eixiov) is a more effective 

tool to control the situation.” In this plan Charikleia takes into account both the 

power of speech and the psychology of the hearer:

jtpwxqv yap, (bç oi^iai, Jteîpav ol aypoixoxepov èpœvxeç xqv ujtooxeoiv 

vo^iiÇouoiv (1, 26, 3). All this is used to convince Theagenes that her plan is 

sound And all is left to Tyche’s hands and the changes it brings from one

See p. 154ff.
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moment to the next. Therefore, her plan is summarised in one of her phrases: to  

KQÔàr\ka TOLÇ àôfjXoiç ôiaxpouoanévTi (1, 26, 4).

These explanations work as arguments for her suggestion to remain quiet about 

their relationship; they should not reveal it even to Knemon. Although he is 

cpiX,dv0QO)jtoç and '^XXTjv, he is also a prisoner and he may give in to the 

robbers. Also they do not have any evidence of his character since they have not 

known him for very long. The speech ends with one sententia which at the same 

time highlights the concept of advantage (cbtpeXouv - xaTapX,djttn): 

xolbv y«Q :toTE xdi TO Tî euôoç, otav wcpe^ouv t o ù ç  Xeyovxag ^^ôèv 

xatapXdjtTTi toùg dxouovTaç (1, 26, 6).

The speech relies very much on such general statements, sententiae, which have 

been translated as “pointed comments.”"̂  ̂ This practice is expected in 

deliberative speeches and was regarded as an advantage of a speech to the point 

that it was overused by many."̂  ̂ These types of clever, complex statements 

functioned as “rhetorical fireworks” in the minds of the listeners and could 

remain in memory for a long time, apart from their immediate impact. By the 

time of Seneca the Elder, whose collection of controversiae and suasoriae throws 

some light on the area, “^en^enf/aa-hunting” was overdone, resulting in speeches 

in which the highlight was not their contents but the number and quality of 

sententiae they contain. Seneca seems to admire sententiae which can create 

good effect when used moderately but can become an aim in themselves if 

overused.

The second example comes strangely enough from a servant. Although servants 

are not normally expected to be experienced speakers, we see them being 

particularly fluent in rhetorical speeches and even entering quasi-rhetorical 

contests in the other novels too."̂  ̂ In Heliodoros one of those speakers is the

Bonner (1949) p. 54; Bonner’s definition of sententia is “a brief pointed eomment, aptly 
summing up some aspects of life or of the case” (p. 54) A large number of sententiae can be 
found in Seneca, Controversiae and Suasoriae, see, for example, Contr. V ,l,l: “spes est ultimum 
adversarum rerum solacium”; see further Bonner {ibid).

Bonner (1949) p. 54-55.
Konops in Achilleus Tatios, Plangon and Leonas in Chariton.
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female servant Kybele. The majority, if not all of the characters in the novels are 

presented as capable speakers.

In 7, 20, 1-6 Kybele, Arsake’s servant, has undertaken to persuade Theagenes to 

succumb to her mistress’ advances. The speech is presented as advice but it is 

actually an attempt to persuade Theagenes to take her suggestion: 

xai TOV 8Q0)Ta àjiapaxaXujtTCüç èiriYopeuB, noXXa xai tiupia àyadb. 

ouYxaTaTiôetiévcp ôieYŶ ûDtiévT] (7, 20,1).

Right from the beginning we notice that Kybele pursues one of the most 

important telika kephalaia,^^ namely to  ouficpépov. It is to his advantage to go 

into such a relationship; she then advances to explain that there are no obstacles 

in it, there is no xcokujxa (7, 20, 2).

Next, she explains the benefits he will get from it: oûÔèv èx toutou xaTaPkaipeiv 

auT oùç ôè (bcpekfioeiv xTfjoecoç %pïî idTwv jtpooYevopévTiç x a l  tü)v x a 0 ’ fiÔovT̂ v 

àjtoXauoEœv (7, 20, 3). Now she pursues the final heading known as the 

advantageous.

The following point is the inclusion of indirect threatening (ajteik^ 7, 20, 4) in 

her speech, namely what may happen to him if he does not succumb, which 

would be to his disadvantage:

Al %pT]OTal x a l  (pikoveoi Ywaîxeç àneCkixToi ytvovTai x a l  papufifjviôeç . . .  (7, 

20, 4).

Furthermore, in this section she explains that this is even more true with Arsake 

who is Persian, who comes from the royal family, and has power and wealth. In 

sharp contrast, she reminds him that he is a foreigner, he is alone and nobody 

will protect him. Finally, she “pleads” with him to take care of himself.

In her last attempt she reminds him that she is more experienced than he is in 

these m a t t e r s and  so she is a good advisor and that she regards him to be on the 

wrong side because by not accepting Arsake’s advances he proves himself cruel 

(âT8YXToç and àvfjtiepoç 7, 20, 5). In the end, by talking to Charikleia and asking 

her to help, she presents all the advantages that are there for her if she helps to 

achieve this purpose.

Notice the fluency and flexibility of Charikleia throughout the novel (see, for example, p. 
138ff.) culminating in the trial scene (10, lOff.) and the rhetorical strength of Arsake, esp. in her 
dispute with Thyamis (Hel. 8, 3, 4 -  8, 5, 4; see p. 154ff.). See further on p. 36ff.

See p. 157ff. and 201, note 25.
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As we saw, the speech is based heavily on certain categories of arguments 

{kephalaia, topoi) which are traditionally used in deliberative oratory. This 

analysis shows that Kybele knows very well what she is doing and she goes about 

it by following certain rhetorical principles (mainly using the telika kephalaia) 

which create a carefully constructed and comprehensive speech.

Likewise, in 8, 5 when Arsake seeks advice from Kybele on what to do with 

Theagenes, the advice she gets is based on the same topics as here.

We see, therefore, that there is evidence of rhetorical training in some speeches, 

but the general attitude of Heliodoros to using rhetoric moderately does not 

allow enough lengthy specimens of suasoria-\\k& speeches. We see again that in 

this novel evidence of suasoria is limited compared with the length of the novel. 

The direct influence of controversia is more extensive but it is limited to 

courtroom speeches and some similar private debates. When the influence of the 

two is compared, controversia has had a much more manifest impact on the 

novel than suasoria. First, already in Seneca’s book on the subject we find 

teachers who prefer one type of declamation or dislike another, and some of 

them systematically avoid declaiming either in suasoria or controversia 

themes."̂  ̂Second, suasoria has always been regarded an easier exercise compared 

to controversial^ and hence less challenging. We cannot even be certain as to 

why suasoria seems to have had a lesser impact on the novel where it could 

perfectly be used more extensively to manipulate the development of the story 

and to display rhetorical ability. When seen, however, in the general context of 

the importance the ancients gave to different branches of rhetoric, deliberative 

speech has always had a second role compared with forensic; this is evident, for 

instance, from the amount of theory that exists for deliberative and for forensic 

speeches: the difference in quantity and quality is enormous. Although the 

novelists make some use of it in several places, they are not so keen on it. 

Perhaps the very limited area of topics that one can draw from, and the fact that 

the advisor talks to people who are receptive and who themselves seek the 

speaker’s help, are two of the reasons why the novelists found that this kind of

Hel. 7, 20, 5: “neÎQav E%œ oot) |iâXX.ov xœv Aq)QOÔLXT]Ç.”
See Seneca, Contr. II, 2, 12.
A d  Her. II, i, 1; Tacitus Dial. 35; see Bonner (1977) p. 278 and Kennedy (1994) p. 84 and p. 

169.
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scenes are never going to raise the dramatic tension effectively. The limited pool 

of arguments means that the author has to follow well-known recipes which 

beyond a point become exhausted.

E.g. by giving the wrong advice in a convincing way, etc.
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Conclusions on the use of declamation bv the three novelists.

The case of Heliodoros.

Generally, the author is very economical with rhetoric and direct speech in his 

novel. When compared with Achilleus Tatios one can say that he avoids 

extensive use of display rhetoric. There are, however, some places where the 

speakers use remarkable rhetorical techniques. In Achilleus Tatios, by contrast, 

rhetoric abounds; it is not restricted to rhetorical speeches only. This author 

indulges in digressions, different types of descriptions where he uses ekphrasis, 

enkomia, etc. In Heliodoros we see a different attitude towards rhetoric. He is 

much more interested in “cinematographic descriptions” (an advanced version 

of ekphrasis) which constitute part of his narrative. His work is much more 

dependent on complicated narrative techniques. When compared, they out-stage 

rhetoric and they are given priority in the novel.

When seen from the viewpoint of the second sophistic movement, Heliodoros is 

quite a restrained author. He uses rhetoric only when he wants to satisfy other 

needs of his novel. Heliodoros takes away the major role of rhetoric from the 

novel with the one hand, and gives it something new with the other, balancing in 

this way the loss and advancing the novel as a whole. Heliodoros is a great 

innovator in this respect.

Any good thing retains its value as long as it remains new and fresh. Rhetoric 

played a great role in the development (some claim even in the creation) of the 

novel, but its excessive use in the novel could transform rhetoric from an asset 

into a burden. Perhaps Heliodoros was the first -  as far as the limited evidence 

in the history of the ancient novel is concerned - to shake it off.

Heliodoros creates a remarkable courtroom scene at the end of his novel but 

gives other courtroom speeches in passing and indirectly only;^ In places, he 

includes a few descriptions (e.g. the marshes of Delta of the Nile: 1, 5; the 

Korinthean Isthmos 5, 17), some speeches (e.g. thanksgiving and wishing well 

speech in 6, 7, 1-3; also 5, 15, 1-3), other public addresses (e.g. 9, 6, 2-3; 9, 26,2-3;

See, for example, 2, 9 -  2, 10 or 8, 9, 5-9.
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9, 27, 2-7), ethopoiiae, etc./^ For him rhetoric is mainly a means and not an end 

in itself.

The case of Achilleus Tatios.

Achilleus Tatios’ work is a product of his time; the author “lives in his own 

world”^̂  which in fact is the world of the second century sophistic movement. 

The reader of the second century finds numerous rhetorical highlights in his 

novel but only a few (relatively) in Heliodoros. To a second century reader the 

novel of Heliodoros might not have appealed (perhaps it would not even have 

been written) as much as it did at the time it was written.^^

The case of Chariton.

Chariton wrote speeches the rhetorical techniques of which were being advanced 

100 years later (perhaps earlier by others), notably by Achilleus Tatios (also 

Longos in Greek and Apuleius in Latin, etc.). Chariton’s successors kept and in 

fact perfected the standard elements of the genre, keeping alive a direct relation 

with the rhetoric of courtroom scenes, ethopoiiae, epideictic speeches, and 

deliberative oration. In Chariton’s times rhetoric had been studied mainly for the 

court, and even this sometimes was being pursued in the wrong way by sophists 

who taught only declamation on themes removed from reality. Chariton’s use of 

advanced exercises is present but the use of rhetorical devices in them is not so 

intricate as in later authors, though more sophisticated than we have recognised 

until now.

51 See also p. 254ff. and 258f.
See p. 193.
I.e. in the third or the fourth century; see p. 7, notel. I am inclined to believe that the fourth 

century is a more convincing date for the novel of Heliodoros than the third mainly because of 
the evidence that the description of the siege of Syene resembles that of Nisibis in 350 AD (see 
Morgan in Schmeling ed  (1996) pp. 417-421 (esp. p. 419), where further bibliography). Apart 
from all studies on the issue of the date of Heliodoros’ novel (see Morgan in Schmeling ib id , also 
Morgan (1982) p. 226, Bowersock (1994) pp. 149-160), Heliodoros deploys highly sophisticated 
rhetorical techniques (see, for example, p. 127ff.) which one would expect to be of particular 
importance at a time when rhetoric is highly appreciated. The next best era, beyond the second 
century AD, would be the “sophistic Renaissance of the fourth century,” as Kennedy calls it 
(Kennedy (1994) p. 241), when rhetoric reached another peak. However, this is only a hypothesis 
and rhetoric alone can be used as secondary evidence for the dating of this novel.
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How the second century rhetorical “obsession” changed the novel.

We know from the history of education that the study of rhetoric, although quite 

extensive in the first century AD, became a victim of its own methods. It is well 

attested that rhetoric became far too fictional and far too distant from real 

court-room practice.^"^

The next century saw a different attitude towards rhetoric. The study of the 

subject deepens and widens so much as to include all branches of rhetoric, the 

indulgence in the “modem” rhetorical methods - which were more or less 

variations with the aim of improving theory originating from Hellenistic 

rhetorical teaching - as well as the extensive study of the speeches of rhetores of 

the classical era. This holistic, all inclusive approach lead to studies much 

lengthier than our modem time university years^^ (sometimes twice as lengthy 

as modem undergraduate studies) and to highly educated sophists for whom 

education had became their second nature. For the audience who managed or did 

not manage to go through a similar education, anything rhetorical in the novels 

was regarded as worthy of attention, “important” and in fact an invitation to 

participate in the story since they had to put their own rhetorical skills into 

action in order to decipher, judge and appreciate the author's rhetorical 

techniques. For the people who did not appreciate them this was probably not a 

serious problem. They would read/hear them through and appreciate them at a 

first communicative level and then they would go to the more adventurous bits 

of action which are abundant in the novel anyway. It might have been though a 

less interesting part of the novel.

We should bear in mind, however, that the novel, although created by educated 

people, especially in the second century, is not exclusive in general but in places. 

As a result, theoretically wider audiences could still be attracted. The audience 

could more easily become wider when rhetorical fervour succumbed in the next

Bonner (1949) p. 71ff.; Raster (2001) p. 322ff.; Sussman (1972) p. 195ff.
See Marrou (1956): “in the fourth century A.D. two students -  St Basil of Caesarea and St 

Gregory Nazianzen - went from Cappadocia to Athens to complete their rhetorical studies: one 
stayed four years, the other five, perhaps even eight” (p. 204); also in his endnote no 33 “it seems 
to have been quite the usual thing to spend eight years on rhetoric, according to Libanius Or. I, 
26.”
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centuries and other equally mind-challenging (but perhaps not so exclusive) 

narrative techniques took its place to a certain extent/^

From this aspect, Heliodoros was in a very privileged position. Standing at the 

“end” of a long tradition, he managed to appreciate that the novel did not need 

to rely so heavily on rhetoric. In fact, the story itself was a good enough element 

to make the novel attractive and admirable. That is why he devoted much more 

effort to the narrative and plot than to anything else; even when he used old 

material he managed to make his novel more attractive by rethinking the whole 

way of treating it. That is why narrating is much more important in this novel 

than rhetorical display, which can also explain the lengthy story of Knemon and 

Kalasiris inside the main story, etc. Without being disrespectful to the old 

authority, since he uses it to a certain extent, he manages to concentrate on the 

main point which is the story.

See p. 293ff. and esp. p. 297ff. (and note 73).
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PART III

Epideictic Oratory in the novel.
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In this part we investigate speeches with various forms of associations with 

epideictic rhetoric, more specifically funeral oration and speeches of praise. We 

examine a wide range of epideictic material. Some of the speeches present a 

considerable use of epideictic features and some others merely the occurrence of 

a few. We believe they belong together because they often inter-link (see p. 237, 

p. 239, p. 241, p. 250f., etc.) and present similarities in their content, themes, 

style, tone, and rhetorical techniques. All of them are reminiscent of epideictic 

rhetoric and follow its rules to a great extent. Some of the short speeches, 

however, do not have adequate length to present more than a few rhetorical 

epideictic features. Having this in mind, we tried to include as many of them as 

possible because, we believe, it would be more profitable to treat them in an 

inclusive way in order to show how frequently and to what extent epideictic 

rhetoric is invoked in the three novels. Therefore, short speeches like the ones 

found on p. 248ff. present just a few rhetorical features but their identification 

is still worthwhile in our attempt to present a complete picture. They can show 

the “invasion” of epideictic rhetoric in various parts of the novels and can give 

us a better vantage-point.
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1. Rhetoric in the form of threnos in the novel of Achilleus Tatios.

Emotional outburst is a basic ingredient of the Greek novel. By the time of 

Achilleus Tatios, funeral speeches are an area of rhetoric regulated by principles 

which can be safely detected today. In what follows, I shall discuss the link 

between funeral oration and certain rhetorical speeches in the novel of Achilleus 

Tatios, on the one side, and the handling of the mourning speeches by this 

author, on the other. After this there follows another chapter which assesses the 

same element in the other two novelists in comparison with Leukippe and 

Kleitophon.

In Achilleus Tatios’ novel we find a considerable number of speeches which 

belong to the area of oratory called “funeral oration.” These speeches contain a 

certain amount of rhetorical devices and follow a particular line of principles 

which are found in funeral speeches and in handbooks on epideictic rhetoric. 

Unfortunately, the theoretical treatises on epideictic speeches we have today in 

Greek are scarce and late. The most comprehensive and analytical work was 

written by Menandros in the late 3̂  ̂ century AD. Pseudo-Dionysios’ A rt o f 

Rhetoric, however, contains a chapter on funeral speeches which was written in 

the late second century (or early third). ̂  This is not much different from 

Menandros’ treatises on epideictic oratory. The main differences are the 

significant amount of sophisticated detail which is contained in Menandros’ 

treatise and in the distinction of three types of funeral speeches.

According to Theon,^ progymnasmata are absolutely necessary exercises on 

which the student of rhetoric should work extensively before reaching the stage 

of an accomplished orator. Good knowledge and experience in progymnasmatic 

exercises should always be expected from a trained speaker. This, however, does 

not mean that during rhetorical education in schools students were only 

occupied with this particular lesson.^ This was what they had to learn very well 

at the first stages of their rhetorical studies, but the teaching in the schools also

 ̂See Kennedy (1994) p. 225.
 ̂See Theon in Spengel II 59.1 - 65.25: his introduction where he discusses in detail the benefits of 

these exercises.
 ̂See, for example Theon in Spengel II 59.11-15: “xegi [aev o'Sv xœv otXXcov, a fiav6dveiv xov 

[xeXXovxa Q rixoQ E iieLV , dXXoi yçacpéxœoav, a be jtqo xf|g 'OtcoOeoecüç avayxalov eoxl E i ô É v a i  xe 
xal E7UELXü)Ç EYYÛ ivd̂ EoOaL, xatixa vüv jtEiçdoo|iai JiaQaôoûvai.”
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included other lessons such as study of the “classics,” for which there is abundant 

direct and indirect evidence in the treatises or analytical studies on the parts of 

a speech, etc.

In the rhetorical schools, study of classical examples is very important and 

students are strongly encouraged to study and use them as much as possible."  ̂

Usually, if not almost always, the ancient rhetoricians themselves use examples 

from classical literature and encourage their students to spend time on reading 

“the elders” and imitate them.^ The overwhelming majority of the examples the 

orators use comes from classical literature while oratory of their time is scarcely 

mentioned in their works.

Having this in mind we should not assume that progymnasmatic exercises were 

the only influence on literature of the time and regard every rhetorical piece as a 

direct outcome of a type of progymnasma. Taking into account that classical 

examples of rhetoric from classical authors are used as “the standard,” we should 

appreciate more that this fact is bound to have a big impact on literature as 

well, which is expected especially from the ambitious authors of the second 

sophistic.

Current trends of the time, therefore, or the possibly uninterrupted long 

tradition of funeral speeches must have had its impact on the novel which more 

and more is revealed to be a big melting pot of rhetoric where the ingredients in 

some places mix together and in some others stay quite separate.

The fact that we do not have today a theoretical handbook on epideictic oratory 

of the first century AD, where funeral speeches belong, does not mean that 

funeral speeches or theory on them did not exist at the time. Aristides, for 

example, gives us a few examples of funeral speeches in the second century.^ If 

Theon’s and Pseudo-Hermogenes’ works on progymnasmata had not existed, we 

would not have been able today to appreciate the extent of influence of 

progymnasmata on literature. We should not underestimate also the impact of

 ̂See, for instance, Theon’s introduction to the progymnasmata, Spengel II 59.1 -  65.25.
 ̂See, for example, Quintilian’s prescription in Ins. Or.', Quint. I, 8; II, 5 and especially X, 1.
 ̂Aristides (2*“* cent. AD) Or. 31 and Or. 32; Dion Chrysostomos (P* cent. AD) Or. 29; Polemon 

(88 - 144); see Polemon ed. by W. Reader (1996).
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the Asianic school whose florid style is also found in this kind of speeches, and 

each author’s personal preferences, abilities and inventiveness.

The tvpes of threnosiownd. in the novels.

In Achilleus Tatios we find the following types of funeral oratory:

1) formal funeral speeches as meant to be delivered in the first place: not so 

frequent, e.g. the speech of Charikles’ father on the death of his son (1, 13).

2) mourning speeches delivered sometime between the time of death and the 

time of funeral (if there is one).

3) speeches made immediately at the time of death or when the dead person is 

discovered.

4) speeches which are a secondary product of threno^, the occasion is not 

necessarily death but the form and the main characteristics belong to the 

tradition of funeral speeches. They are very popular in the novels where the 

plot often leads to a dramatic predicament: extreme misfortunes; 

imprisonment; attraction by unwanted suitors; separation; piracy; shipwreck, 

etc.*

In his article “The Lament as a Rhetorical Feature in the Greek Novel”  ̂ which 

contains a general overview of the history of lament in ancient literature, J. 

Birchall attempts to link one of the progymnasmatic exercises, the ethopoiia, 

with lament in the novel. He rightly notices that ethopoii^s “primary object was 

to write a speech in which the character and feelings of the speaker were 

displayed” and he notices that, according to Theon’s t h e o r y o n  ethopoiia.

 ̂ Asianism was a “new style of oratory” which was developed in Asia Minor and some of its 
main characteristics were “wordplay, emotional effect, bombast, and rhythm” (Hornblower S. -  
Spawforth A., eds. (1996) OCZ>p. 191). This was quite the opposite of the purist Attic style and 
sharp criticism by the people who opposed it can be seen, for example, in the following extract 
from Theon: “èjufieX T iTéov be xal Tf|Ç ovvSéoeœç xœv ôvo[i.dxœv, jidvxa ôiôdaxovxa œv 
ôiaqpe'u^ovxat (i.e. the students of rhetoric) x6 xaxœç ouvxiGevai, xdl ndXtoxa be xt]v %p,expov 
xdl e v Q u S fio v  Xe^LV, d)Ç xd JioXXd xœv 'H y t i o l o u  x o v  q t î x o q o ç ,  xdl xœv Aoiavwv xaXovjxévœv 
q t ] x 6 q ü ) v ,  xai uva xœv ’E j i l x o v q o u ,  old Jtou xdl j i q o ç  lÔ0 |Aevéa ypdcpei” Spengel II, 71.7-12. 
Two important specialised studies on the subject are Norden (1974), I, 131-152 and U. v. 
Wilamowitz-Mdllendorf (1900), “Asianismus und Atticismus” Hermes 35, pp. 1-52; see also 
Boulanger (1923) p. 60ff. and Kennedy (1972) pp. 97-100 and 460.
* 2, 24; 3, 10; 5, 25, etc.
 ̂See Birchall (1996) p. 1-17.

Ibid  p. 3.
“ Birchall regards Theon as a rhetorician of the second century {ib id  p. 2).
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there is no occasion calling for laments which can be found in this treatise; also 

that in other later rhetoricians who have written on progymnasmata 

(Hermogenes, Aphthonios, Nikolaos) there is some vague evidence for that. Only 

in Libanios he finds fourteen examples (out of 27 given on ethopoiia) which are 

directly concerned with death. Therefore, he concludes, “the surviving evidence 

suggests that the ethopoiia, not primarily an exercise in lament writing, became 

by the fourth century at the latest a conventional context for practice at writing 

a lament” {ibid p. 3).

According to Hermogenes, ethopoiia is the imitation of a person’s ethos 

(fiOojToua èofi fAinTioiç fjGouç ujtoxeinévou jtQoocojtou);^  ̂ it is achieved through 

the speech of an existing person ( ô v t o ç  j t p o O G O J to u  Xoyoug jtX,dtTon8v).^  ̂ Some 

of the examples given are for instance “what Andromache would say over 

Hektor’s dead body”; “What would somebody say to his relatives upon 

immigration”; “what Achilleus would say to Deidameia when he was about to go 

to war”; or “what a general would say to his soldiers after a victory.” According 

to his work, the ethopoiiai dse divided into three types:

i. f ] 0 ix a i  f |0 o j to u a i :  èv  a î ç  è jc iX Q ate î ô io ^ o u  t o  f |0 o ç ; e .g . “w h a t  w o u ld  a  f a r m e r  

s a y  w h e n  f i r s t  s a w  a s h ip .”

i i .  7 i a 0 T i T i x a i  f)0O7toiCai: èv alg ôidXou t o  Jtd0og; e.g. “what would Andromache 

say over Hektor’s dead body”; and

iii. mixed: al ouvoôov exouoai fjboug xdl Jtd0oug; e.g. “what Achilleus would 

say over Patroklos’ body”; there is pathos for the killing of Patroklos, and 

ethos in the places where he is deliberating about going out to the war.

Another basic principle worth mentioning here is the tripartite division of the 

time in ethopoiia. This is based on the idea that when speaking about something 

distressful, such as on the occasion of somebody’s death in a pathetic or mixed 

ethopoiia, we explain how unbearable the present is for us, how beautiful the 

past was, and how worse the future is going to be for us from now on. This has 

the following order in Hermogenes:^^

i. jcapcôv, o T i  xakejtd

Hermogenes, Prog. 9 (20.7-8 Rabe). 
Ibid  20.13.
Ib id  21.10-18.
Ibid  21.19-22.3.
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ii. JtQotepa, ôxi koXX1\ç evôainovCaç

iii. [leXXovxa, ôti jioA,A,0 ÔEivoTEpa ta  xaxaA.Ei\p6fiEva.

Distress speeches in the novel are a direct outcome of ethopoiia and funeral 

oration (not completely represented in early handbooks); the relation of the last 

two should be taken as a genus-species relation. In Achilleus Tatios 1, 13 the 

speech of Charikles’ father is a proper funeral speech - closer to proper funeral 

oration than ethopoiia -, while in 1, 14 Kleinias’ speech is a pathetic ethopoiia 

in which he expresses responsibility for Charikles’ death through his attempt to 

make him happy {antithesis). The speech belongs to the family of the self

accusation speeches as in Chariton (in Chaireas’ trial in book 1 and in Achilleus 

Tatios (in Kleitophon’s trial in book 7).

Klein ias and Charikles.

The speech of Charikles’ father.

In book 1, 12 we witness the tragic accident of Charikles, Kleinias’ lover, who is 

killed by the horse which was given to him as a present by Kleinias. In an 

elaborate description of the incident by his servant (1, 12), we leam how he died 

and how terribly his body and face had been damaged, to the extent that he has 

become unrecognisable.

The first lamentation speech is made by Charikles’ father; it is a model funeral 

speech in which we find many of the characteristics described by Menandros^^ 

in his three types of lamentation: funeral speech (èjiixdqpioç), monodia, and 

consolatory speech (jtapapuOTixixog).

It seems that what Menandros calls monodia is partly what handbooks on 

progymnasmata include in ethopoiia; the example “what speech would 

Andromache make over Hektor’s body” found for instance in the “tteqI 

f)6ojtoiiaç” of Hermogenes is given vaguely by Menandros, namely that Homer 

has made monodia speeches for Andromache, Priamos, and Hekabe. The 

difference is that ethopoiia covers a far greater spectrum than lamentation. 

Lament is only one item in its repertory; the ethopoiia is a speech in character

Russell-Wilson eds (1981) Menander Rhetor, “consolation”: 413.5 -  414.30; “funeral speech”: 
418.5 -  422.4; “monodia”: 434.10 -  437.4.
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and its basic characteristic is that the speaker is asked to assume the character 

of a given person and say what s/he would say in a given situation. Therefore, 

lament must have been encouraged and cultivated by ethopoiia but we should 

bear in mind ihat lament existed as a separate type of speech well before the 

classification of the rhetoricians of the first centuries of our era. The themes 

collected in it and prescribed in the book come from the long tradition of funeral 

speeches and lament in Greek literature and possibly society. Furthermore, 

Menandros claims that monodiai are more suitable for young people^^ and that 

it can be used by a husband for his wife, etc. (436, 25-26).

Charikles’ father follows the advice given both in ethopoiia and in monodia^ 

where we find the suggestion that we should speak in all three concepts of time: 

starting from the present, going to the past, and ending with the future.

His lament follows this type of division: it starts with the present condition of 

his child; it continues with the terrible way of his death (immediate past); and it 

ends with things that Charikles will not be able to do in the future.

The speech starts with an address to his child (texvov) and continues with an 

exclamation “d) Jtovripcov IjiJtaandxcDV,” typical elements in a lament.

Based on Hermogenes’ (and other’s) classification, this speech would belong to 

the pathetic ethopoiia'^'^ the example given is the speech of Andromache over 

Hektor’s dead body. According to Menandros, the monodia's aim is “GpTiveiv xai 

xaToixTi^EoOai” (434, 19).̂  ̂This aim is here clearly met. The speech is called a 

threnos in Achilleus Tatios (è^hex^ be tot) 0pfjvou 6 Jtatt]p jtokutctpaxTOV 

Poô)v 1, 13).

The impact of the boy’s death is presented in an antithetical manner. Death 

takes away the soul but leaves the body as a reminder of the lost person. In this 

case death took both. Apart from the amplification (aüÇTjOiç) that the double

“eijÔTiXov Ô8 d)ç at jiovcpôiai eLc56aoLV èjù vecoxéQoiç X.Éyeo8ai" in Men. R bet 436, 21-22.
See above (p. 2271.) the division of time in ethopoiia; see also Aphthonios 35.13-14 (Rabe), 

Nikolaos 65.11 -  66.8 (Felten). Similar advise for the division of time exists in theory for 
monodia, e.g. in Menandros, Rhet: 435, 17-23 (present), 435, 24-28 (past), 435, 28 -  436, 4 
(future).

Men. 435, 16: “ALaïQfiaEiç Ô6 xî̂ v [lovœôiav elç xpdvoug x q e l ç . ”

See the earlier classification on p. 227.
Men. 434, 18ff.: “ x l  x o l v u v  f) [xovœôia P o u X e x u l ;  G q t i v e l v  xai xaxoLXXL̂ EoOai, xolv [a e v  [iT] 

jiQoofîxœv f| Ô XE0VECÜÇ, aùxov [idvov S q t i v e I v  x o v  ouiEXSdvxa, JioQaiiiyvOvxa xct Eyxco^ia xolç 
0QTÎVOLÇ, x a i  O V V EX œ Ç xov Q q Y \ \ 0 ) \  è[A CpaV L^ElV , . .
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loss serves/^ the distinction between and o&na is also suggested by

Menandros in (420, 12-14):

. . . TE1A81Ç Ô6 TT]V q)UOLV EIÇ TE TO TOU OCOHaTOÇ K a X X o ç ,  071EQ KQCbXOV EQEÎÇ,

EIÇ TE T^V Tf|Ç lpU%f|G GÙCpUiaV . . .

This is suggested merely for the purposes of praise of the dead Perhaps the fact 

that Charikles died in such a terrible accident leaves no space for such 

enkomion, so the mourning over this situation prevails. The speaker refers to his 

son's previous appearance which is meant to be taken as “laudatory” but these 

words are too general.^^

Therefore, the first and second part of the speech is concerned with the death of 

Charikles based on the way Charikles died There are examples of that in 

Aristides Or. 32, 33; Himerios Or. 8, 13; Libanios Or. 17, 22-26, Or. 18, 267-271, 

etc. Further advice on similar cases is given by Menandros in 435, 18-21: 

paX.Xov yoLQ 6  Xôyoç xiVTiTixüiTEQOç e i  à j t b  t ô ) v  è j i ’ ôipiv xdi tc o v  v u v

OUnPdVTO)V o lX T lÇ oi TIÇ, El T^V fjX lX iaV  Tj TOV TOOJtOV TOU GaVOTOU XÉyOl TIÇ. El 

H aX Q ^  VOOCf) JlEQlJtEJtTûOXûDÇ ElT), EL ÔÇÙÇ 6  S d vaT O Ç  . . .

The last part of the mourning belongs to the heart of epideictic oratory. It refers 

to the future. It starts with two rhetorical questions: “jtoTE poi, t e x v o v ,  y a p E Îç ;  

jioTE oou 0uoa) TOÙÇ ydixouç, IjtJtEU xdi vujicpiE;” and the emotional tension rises. 

The potential wedding that the speaker introduced in this part is a very 

successful common place (xoivbç T O Jtoç). The antithesis of death and marriage is 

very common in such speeches, as Alexiou’s work has shown.̂ "̂

The remarkable repeated and complex chiasmus figure that follows highlights 

the opposition between the expected happiness and the tragic reality and is 

conducive to the amplification attempt ( x i a o T o v ,  % id S 6O 0a i, usually for a period 

with four parts, a T E T p d x w X o v ):

IjlJtEU x d l  vupKpiE;

VUptpiE l̂EV dTEXÈg IJtJtEU ÔÈ ÔUOTUXÉÇ.

T d ip o ç  piEV o o l ,  TEXVOV, 6  0 d X a j io ç ,

^  See also Men. 413, 3-4: cbç olov xe eoxi xœ Xdycp x6 JtdBoç èx xœv àq)OQ|iœv œv efjionev
jiEQL [AOVtpÔLOç”; “xdi xov èji’ aT&xœ 8gf|Vov a'ô^fîaaç” (413, 21-22); “ai)^œv xov Bqtivov” (420, 4- 
5); “xdl a'O f̂joeiç xov oixxov” (436, 3), etc. Amplification (afj^TiaLç) is a basic technique used by 
rhetors; its main aim is to present things bigger, better or, in our case, worse.

See the reference to “xav x6 dvOoç xiç xœv npoaœjiœv cwioXeoti”, in 1, 13, 3.
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ya^og ôè ô Gdvatoç,

0QT|VOÇ Ô8 ô vfAévaioç,. . .  

ô Ô8 xoDXVxbç ovToç TCOV ydi-icov (f)ôai.^^

The wedding and funeral is a also found in Aristides Or. 31, 12; Himerios 

Or. 8, 8-16; Plutarch Cons. Ux. 9.

According to Menandros, in the case of a dead person being young we base our 

lament: i. on the young age, ii. on his nature, namely that he was bright or that 

he had raised great hopes, and iii. on what has happened - e.g. that he would 

have been married shortly.^^

From the future we draw arguments such as “what hopes his family had for 

him.” This is prescribed in monodia (435, 28-29): “’djtb be tot) neXXoviog, oiaç 

8i%8V eXjribag em aÙTQ) tb  yevoç.” This is what this part of speech is all about: 

“when shall I perform at your marriage the rites that religion demands?”^̂  The 

mourning reaches its end with the topos of the destroyed hope^* which comes up 

in what the father expected from his son’s life (dX,X,o ooi, texvov, jtpooeboxwv 

Ttup dvdil^eiv, 1, 13, 6). The dead person often associated with light or fire which 

is extinguished^^ is a common image. Here the fire for a wedding is replaced by 

torches for a funeral by Tyche.

In speaking on funeral speeches (6 ejiitdcpiog Xoyog, 6 èjù jtpoocpdtQ) t0  

te0vea)ti Xeyojievog 419, 11-13), Menandros gives an example dealing with this 

area: “ouxohv bti XanJipbv touto èp8Îç, xdl t&v ev tf) JtoXei \iaXKow 

èvôoÇôtatov, dXX’ wojtep A,anjtdôa f)pji8VTiv ev tcp yevei jcejctcoxdta toutov 

baCjiCDV djteopeoev” (419, 18-21). It is not, therefore, accidental that this kind of 

imagery comes to stage; it is used in the same vivid way by Gregory of Nyssa

Alexiou (1974) pp. 151-152, where special reference to Achilleus Tatios is made and elsewhere 
(see Alexiou, Index in “marriage, death and” p. 272).

A.T. 1, 13, 5. For a similar technique in terms of style see Simonides PMG 531 (suggested by 
Prof. C. Carey).
^ Menandros, 435, 1-5: “èàv be veoç Tuxn 6 xeXevTfjaaç, àmo t t ) ç  fiXixCaç xov Sprivov xivfjoeiç, 
àjio xfjç cpuaecog ôxi evqnjT jç, ô x l  jAeydXoç jtaçéo%ev xàç èXjttÔoç, xai ctjro xœv crunPdvxœv ôxi 
+dvuovxi+ aùxœ eneXXe fiexd [ u x q o v  ô GdXapioç, efreXXov ai Jiaoxdôeç.”

Sec transi, by Gaselee (rev. 1969) in Loeb Classical Library 43; A.T. 1, 13, 5.
^ Sec the examples in Soffel (1974) p. 165; for èXjriÔEç: Lys. Or. 2,73; Arist. Or. 31,1; Him. Or. 8, 
21; Lib. Or. 17,31; Or. 18,2; èXjnteiv: Arist. Or. 31,11; Him. Or. 8,21; Lib. Or. 17,6; Or. 18,1; and 
jtQooôoxdv: Lib. Or. 18,283, etc.

Alexiou (1974) Index.
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where Abraham laments over the approaching sacrifice of Isaak: “xol aipo) èjt’ 

antip oi»x'i A,anjtdôa Ya|ifjA.iov, aXXh Jthp èjtitdqpiov.” ®̂

One cannot avoid noticing that the light has been extinguished by what is here 

called “f] JtovTipd Tuxh” (1, 13, 6). This is much expected and actually is 

prescribed by Menandros in monodia 435, 9-14:

XPh Toivuv èv ToûToiç ToXç Xoyoïç eù0ùç [xev oxstXid^eiv èv dpxTI Jtpbg ôai^iovaç 

xdl JtQoç pioipav dôixov, eixa djtb tou xatejceiYOVToç eûSùç XanPdveiv olov 

èÇfjpjtaoav, oîa xatd tou jtéoovToç èxcôpaoav . . .

This happens at the beginning of other lament or distress speeches in the novel 

but not here. Although exclamations to the daimones or Tyche are expected, the 

father here refers to “jtovTipd Tuxt].” The topos dL Tyche is found in Quint. Inst. 

Or. Ill, VII, 13; Theon 8 (2, 110, 5f.); Herm. Prog. 7, 16. 12f.; Aphth. Prog. 8, 22. 

8.̂  ̂This speech finishes with the antithesis that his wedding procession with the 

lights has been transformed into a funeral procession.

In this small funeral speech, a threnos, as characterised by the narrator, we find 

a great number of characteristics suitable for funeral oratory, mostly monodia; 

in fact, almost everything contained in this speech can be identified as an 

element found in other funeral speeches or handbooks dealing with the same 

questions.

Kleinias' lament:

The mourning of Kleinias is interesting from two aspects; firstly, it is the only 

other lament from the other important person in Charikles’ life; secondly, 

Kleinias is one of the chief supporting heroes in the novel and we are much more 

interested in his character^^ than in the character of Charikles’ father who is 

used here as a tragic figure.

The speech, introduced by the author in the context of a mourning competition 

(“xdl fjv Opfjvœv apiXXa, èpaoTou xdi JtaTpbç,” 1, 14), is partly a lament which

See Gregory of Nyssa “"De deitate filii et spiriti sancti”; Migne P.G. vol 46, p. 568D, quoted by 
Gaselee ib id  p. 42, note 1; more on this theme see Alexiou (1974) index.

Soffell (1974) p. 259.
Note the strange absence of a mother figure here which would have given a dramatic scene and 

would be in accordance to Greek tradition of female mourners; on female mourners see Alexiou 
(1974) p. 10 and elsewhere; here, presumably, the lover substitutes for the mother.
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follows certain characteristics of the family it comes from, but mainly it is a 

kind of prosangelia, a self accusation speech where the person speaking takes all 

the blame. It belongs to the type of speeches often found in the novels and 

suitable for persons who take responsibility for the loss of their lovers. The same 

happens later in the trial scene (7, 7ff.), where in a dramatic twist of the story 

Kleitophon produces a self accusation speech {prosangeliæ 7, 7). It also happens 

in Chariton (1, 4), where Chaireas accuses himself in a dramatic outcry and is 

asking for the death penalty.

Kleinias’ speech has a clear rhetorical structure:

i) first part: “’Eyco . . .  xQvoaîç f|vCaiç”: I am the only one responsible.

ii) second part: starting with the exclamation “01^01 XaQixX,8iç” and advancing 

to a ipoyog to the ungrateful horse.

iii) third part: the speaker returns to the first person ( o i j a o i  ô u o t u x ^ ç  èycû . . . )  

and repeats his self-accusation.^^

The two rhetorical questions at the beginning of the first part of the speech help 

raise the dramatic tone of the speech by showing how much the speaker regrets 

giving this kind of “fatal” present to Charikles. This part highlights the 

antithesis of the good intention the speaker had with the tragic outcome caused 

by it. It, therefore, contributes to the amplification of the passion (pathos) - 

misery and sorrow.

The second part of the speech contains an address to the horse which is called 

the fiercest of all beasts ( “j t d v t c o v  0 t]q i (o v  d Y p K O T a te”). The accusation against 

the horse contains elements of a ipoyog for the “wicked” animal. This kind of 

accusation is not unusual in the mourning speeches but is usually addressed to 

gods who caused the death. The claim that the horse did not appreciate beauty is 

related to a topos often used in such speeches and prescribed by Menandros^^ in 

420, 11-12; beauty is always on the agenda of the mourning speech.

This speech is more like an ethopoiia than a proper funeral mourning. It does 

not refer so much to the dead person as to the speaker’s responsibility and regret 

for the horse’s “crime.” The question “what would a person say in this situation

Compare the initial “èvœ |iov xov ôeoxdxTjv àixoXcoXexa” here with “èyœ croi xov cpovea, xov 
àvÔQOcpdvov èœvT]adnT]v” in Kleinias’ lament.
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over the dead body of his lover” is ideal for declamation; the speech is an 

ethopoiia.

Kleitophon’s emotional world: a man crving.

The next three speeches are laments in three different situations over the same 

person. Kleitophon produces three mourning speeches in the three cases where 

Leukippe is apparently dead. The first is in book 3, 16 when Kleitophon 

witnesses the alleged sacrifice of Leukippe; the second is a small speech in book 

5, 7 where Kleitophon mourns over her supposed head less body; and finally, the 

third is a speech in book 7, 5 when Kleitophon while in prison hears from a 

supposed fellow prisoner that Leukippe has been murdered.

The mourner who wants to kill himself (3.16).

The speech is delivered by Kleitophon over the supposed Leukippe’s coffin; 

Kleitophon takes his sword to kill himself but before using it he delivers the 

mourning speech (he is alone). The speech is an ethopoii^^ which contains 

many rhetorical features suitable for mourning speeches.

It starts with an address to Leukippe whom Kleitophon calls “a0X,Ca Jtdvxcov 

àvÔQcojccDv xdl ôuoTu%eoT6pa” in an attempt to attract pity and sympathy for 

her; he then continues with an impressive priamel a rhetorical device used in 

Greek literature from a very early time (Archilochos, Sappho, etc.), roughly 

defined as a “kind of paratactic comparison”^̂  whose function is “to single out 

one point of interest by contrast and comparison.”^̂

See “Te[ieîç ôè tt)v qptJOLV 0(%a, etç te to toî) oœnaToç xdXXoç . . see also Quint Inst Or. Ill, 
VII, 12; Theon 8 (II,110,6f.); Herm. Frog. 7, 16.5; D. Hal. Rhet. 6,2; Aphth. Prog. 8, 22.7; D. Chr. 
Or. 29, 3-7; Arist. Or. 31,4; Soffel (1974) p. 255.

See the example found in handbooks on progymnasmata: “what would Andromache say over 
Hektor’s dead body?” See Theon, Frog 9, 45.9; also Theon 45.13-14 (Spengel): “What would 
Achilleus say over Patroklos’ dead body?”; also Hermogenes Frog. 9, 20.8-9 (Rabe), Nikolaos 
Frog. 64.2 (Felten).

Hornblower S. -  Spawforth A. (1996), OCD, p. 1244.
Race (1982) p. 7ff. where priamel is defined, and pp. 17-30 where we find a discussion on “The 

Relationship of the Priamel to other rhetorical forms.”
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In his study on the priamel. Race associates the priamel with “the motive of 

amplification” *̂ and also with exordium, noticing “the prooimial character of it” 

(notice that our example functions as a prooimioiH). Furthermore, the priamel is 

associated with rhetorical figures such as embellishment (xoonoç),^^ climax (as a 

part of the completion of the p riam el),paralle lism  and repetition/^ 

Kleitophon’s speech shows the same principles as the priamel discussed by Race: 

“the speaker wishes to broach his subject and to say something striking about it, 

but he does not want to do it directly, lest a due appreciation of its unique 

character be lacking.”"*̂ The priamel which is unfolded here is as follows: 

où TOV Odvaxov ôôùponai oou jiovov, (1)

OÙÔ8 o T i T 80V T ixaç 87Ù Ç év n ç , ( 2 )

0ÙÔ8 ÔTI o o u  Y8Y0V8V 8% pC oç ocpoYTj, ( 3 )  

bXV ÔTI T a u T tt T(üv o cü v  à T u /T ip a T c o v  j t a iY v ia ,  ( a )  

bXV ÔTI x a O d p o i o v  Y^YO vag d x a 0 d Q T O )v  ocopdTODV ( b )  

x a i  08 ^ c o o a v  d v 8 T 8 ^ io v  . . .  

bXV ÔTI o o u  TT)ç YctoTQOç T tt f iu o T f jp ia  è f i é p i o a v  x d l  t ^ v  x a c p ^ v  ( c )  

x a x o ô a C p o v i  Piupicp x a i  o o p c p .

The classical priamel usually contains two or three negative statements which 

are reversed by usually one positive statement. Here the priamel is stretched to 

the limits, yet its structure has a remarkable balance. The three initial 

statements refer to: i) Leukippe’s death (t6v  0 d v a T o v ) ;  ii) the fact that death 

happened in a foreign place (èm ÇévTiç) and iii) that she was violently 

slaughtered (ex pCaç ocpaYfj).

These three negative (où, oùôe, oùôe) statements are picked up immediately by 

an equal number of positive statements. Both negative and positive statements 

are conducive to a cumulative result of six reasons why the speaker should be 

mourning. It is a good way to accomplish amplification, showing the horror of 

the situation and its impact on the mourner who expresses his pain. The 

amplification is carried further by the two exclamation-sentences in the last part

Race ibid, p. 20 and p. 22, see also Menandros {Rhet 368, 1 -  369, 17) for the use of "a'^T]aLç” 
in the introductions of epideictic speeches.

Race ib id  p. 22f.; also Arist. Rhet. 3.14.12 (1415b 38ff). 
Race ib id  pp. 19 and 24.

41 Ibid. p. 27. 
Ibid. p. 27.
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of this speech: “o) jtovTiQaç èjù PcopoD ôaôovxictç ô  Tpocpwv xaivà pvaxfjpia”; 

the exclamations are also typical of a mourning speech (ôôupopai). In this case 

they introduce the idea that a sacrilegious act has taken place with the human 

sacrifice, with gods tolerating it. This part of the speech conforms to the 

strongly emphasised advice by Menandros in 435, 18-21:

[pdXA,OV XlVT]TlX(l5T8pOÇ 81 CCJtb TCbV 8Jt’ Olpiv] xai TÛV VÛV OUfApdVTCOV OlXTlÇoi 

TIÇ, 81 TTIV f)X,lxCaV T) TOV TpOJtOV TOU GaVOLTOU X,8yOl TIÇ, . . .

This is exactly what the speaker does in most of his speech; he devotes a large 

part of it mourning (ôôupopai)"*^ about the way of Leukippe’s death.

In Menandros’ treatise on the monodia, there is a detailed discussion of this 

topos with an emphasis on the characteristics of the face."̂ "̂  In this case the body 

has been mutilated and the lament focuses on the mutilation.

The handbooks on progymnasmata distinguish three types of ethopoiiaG. these 

are pathetic, ethical, and m ixed .T he speech under discussion, though pathetic 

in the most part, contains an element of ethos, as described by Hermogenes, 

when in a speech we are dealing only with the person whom we mourn then the 

speech is pathetic; if, however, we include in some way ourselves in the speech, 

then inevitably we are presenting aspects of ourselves, our ethos, and then the 

ethopoiia is mixed (i.e. it is both ethical and pathetic); the example given by 

Hermogenes is the mourning speech of Achilleus over the body of Patroklos, 

where apart from the “pathos” for the killing of Patroklos, Achilleus deliberates 

(pouX8U8Tai) what he should do about the war.

In our case, this element of the speech is contained in the last sentence; but, 

though small, it still reveals the ethos of the speaker. After the last sentence: 

“Xap8 ouv, AzvKiKKt], Tag jtQCJtouoag ooi Jtap’ èpot) %oàg” Kleitophon is 

described as holding out his sword to kill himself (3, 16). The author exploits this 

occasion to depict Kleitophon’s feelings towards his “lost” fiancée.

Men. Rhet 434, 23-26: “S v  ôè JtQoofixœv f|, cyùôèv t | t t o v  x a t  a v x o ç  6 Xéyœv olxTLoexat r\ o x i 
ÔQqpavoç xaxaX eXew ixai t |  o x l  à g ia x o v  jiaxQoç èaxéQTjxai x a i  x t]v  èQT][iCav ôôVQexai xt)V èavxo'ü  
a^xdc.”

Men. 436, 15ff.: “eixa ôiaxDJiwoeiç x6 eîôoç xoD acünaxoç oïoç t|v , o lo v  àjioPépXT]xe xo xdXXoç 

See the classification on p. 227.
Hermogenes, Progymnasmata, “nsQi fiGonouoç” 9 (20.6-22.5).
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Mourning over a stranger’s bodv!

The second mourning speech (5, 7) over the supposed Leukippe’s body comes 

after the “decapitation” of Leukippe. The speech is clearly connected with the 

previous death (in 3, 15) and uses amplification from the very beginning: “Nuv 

poi AeuxiJiJtTi T80vT]xaç àA,T]0a)ç 0dvaxov ôiJtkouv, yî! %où 0aA,daoTi 

ôiaïQou^ievov” (5, 7, 8). The new element - standard in funeral oration - we find 

here is the jealousy of Tyche.'^  ̂ The combination of jealousy and fortune is a 

topos iomiA elsewhere (Aristides, Libanios, Himerios, etc.)."̂ *

The third and last time that we hear about Leukippe’s death is when Kleitophon 

is imprisoned, the reader knows that there is a plot by Thersandros and sees 

Kleitophon not unexpectedly lamenting one more time.

The lament (7, 5) comes a short while after the alleged death and it is 

characterised as a 0qt)voç by the narrator/Kleitophon: Ô8 p,ou

0QT1VOÜVTOÇ” (7, 6, 1).

The threnos has three main parts:

i) the whole misfortune is a game of a daimon (present): “Tig |i8 ôaCucov

è̂ T]7tdTT108V . . .; Tig ^Ol A8UXlJC7tTlV 808l^8V . . . f|00Vfj.”

ii) the many unfortunate times with Leukippe in the past: “o^ioi AauxCjtJtT], . . .  

Jt8lQaTflQlOV.”

iii) a sense of guilt: “6 Ô8 dvdoiog. . .  jiqo oou.”

The double rhetorical question and the complaint to the daimon, both typical of 

a mourning speech, dominate the first part.

The second part (7, 5, 2) recalls the other cases of Leukippe’s “death.” With two 

rhetorical questions it stresses the fact that it is not the first time that 

Kleitophon has lamented for Leukippe; however, that was in the past; this time. 

Fortune is not joking (Tu%qg 7taiÔ8id). The antithesis of the better past and the 

worse present is also found in the distinction of the “three divisions of time”

On Moira and Tyche in laments in Greek literature see Alexiou (1974) p. 11 Off.
See Ar. “cpOdvog” 31.19; Lib. “cpOovetv” Or. 17,6 and “o %ogbg tcov cpOoveQcüv ôaL{xdvü)v” 18, 

283; and Him. “ejielôt] tag avto ircaoTdôaç ’E çivücùv qpOdvog èÇt]Q;iaoev” Or. 8. Further on tyche 
- daimon + phthonos, see Soffel (1974) pp. 167-169.
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suggested in Menandros (435.16ff and 413.14ff.)/^ This antithesis is stretched 

even more when Kleitophon speaks of the first and the second time, comparing 

the past with the present for the sake of amplification;

TO [ièv JtQCbtOV, OXOV oou TO OWfitt,

TO ôè ÔEUT8Q0V, XCtV TT̂V XECpoX̂ V ÔOXCÜV pï] 6%61V EIÇ TT]V TOCp̂ V

VUV Ôè T80vT]xaç OdvaTOV ÔiJtXouv, ipu%f|G ocôpaToç (7, 5, 3).

However, Kleitophon had characterised the second case as “OavaTov ôiJtX,ouv” 

where for the sake of amplification, he had argued that her death is a truly 

double death, shared by land and sea (5, 7). The past was bad but not as bad as 

the present.

The third part of the speech is in line with the tradition in which the lover 

accuses himself of being responsible for the other person’s destruction. 

Kleitophon confesses his guilt both because he complied with Melite’s advances 

and because, as a result, Melite caused Leukippe’s death.

Lament-like speeches of Kleitophon.

In the novel of Achilleus Tatios there are a number of highly distressing 

occasions where Kleitophon, desperate and frustrated, makes lament-like 

speeches which share common characteristics with funeral orations and follow 

similar principles. These speeches are ethopoiiai strong rhetorical features. 

The first interesting speech is the one which Kleitophon makes after the 

shipwreck and his arrest by the savage boukoloi in book 3, 10. That night, when 

the others were asleep, Kleitophon finds some privacy to mourn for Leukippe: 

T6t8, cbç èÇov fjÔT], xXaiEiv f|p%ov t^v AcuxCjtTiTiv (3, 10,1).

The speech is instigated by Kleitophon’s guilt for the misfortunes of Leukippe 

(xdl ÔT] X,0 7 iod|i8voç ô o c ü v  o u t t i  yéyova xaxcüv aiTioç 3, 10, 1) and is 

introduced in a similar way as a mourning speech would be introduced 

(xcDxuoaç èv Tf| puOiov 3, 10, 1), but it is a private speech (Tcp ôè vcp

xX.8\paç Tou xcoxuTou TOY ijfocpov), morc like a monodia. It is clearly recognised 

as a Oqtivoç by the narrator in 3, 11, 1.

See the distinction between the past and the present; Himerios Or. 8.5 (Colonna): 
“TgLoevbaiiiCDV ôiot oè j iq o t e q o v , vuvl ôè XQLodOXLOç”; see Russell-Wilson eds. (1981) p. 349.
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The speech presents a remarkable amount of material found usually at the very 

heart of funeral oration. In fact the speech is comparable to the one found in 

book 1, 13 delivered over Charikles’ body by his father.

The speech has a clearly cut structure:

• Introduction: 0eoi. . .  xaxœv.”

• The present predicament - amplification: “vuv ôé . . .  xeiQOvopiaiç.”

• proper threnos for Leukippe: “w twv àtuxima'tœv . . . kqoq, èpaot^v

ÔUOTUXOUVTa.”

• The address to “6aXaaaa”: antithetical ending - “(p0dvoç”: by benefiting 

them, the sea has harmed them!: “ndTT]v ooi f| 0dA,aaoa,. . .  d7Co0aveLV.”

The speaker starts in a classic way with an address to “08oC” and “ôainoveç” and 

typically blames on them all the misfortunes which he and Leukippe have 

suffered. This follows the advice given by Menandros in JcepC jAOvcpÔiaç:

“Xqt| toCvuv èv TouToiç Toîç Xdyoig eû0ùç piev axeTX,idÇeiv èv dpxTI Jtpbg 

ôaCpovaç xdl jcpbç ^oîpav dôixov.

This is how Kleitophon begins his speech:

0eo\ xdl ôaCpioveç, eüjiep èoté Jiou xdi dxoucte, xi ttiXixouxov f)0ixfixap,6V, 

(bç èv ôXCyoïç fitiEpaiç xooouxip jtX,fj0ei pa:cTia0Tivai xaxcüv;” (3, 10,1).

The next step according to Menandros’ JtepC piovcpôiaç is “eixa djtb xou 

xaxEJieiYovToç eû0ùç XafiPdvEiv oiov èÇfjpjcaoav, oia xaxct xob jtEodvxog 

èxcj5[iaaav.”^̂

That is happening next in Kleitophon’s speech (vuv ÔÈ xdi JtapaÔEÔcbxaxE f| îdg 

Xnaxaîç Alyujtxioig, iva n̂̂ ôÈ èXèouç TuxcojiEv, 3, 10, 2), which amplifies the 

situation. The gods did not simply hand them over to robbers but to Egyptian 

robbers with whom they can not even communicate in order to explain

themselves and to plead for pity (see èXèoug - eA,eov).

This part contains also an internal reference to the power of rhetoric: 6 ydp

koyog jtoXXdxig xov eXeov jtpo^EVEi (3, 10, 2). Indeed, this is the aim of this

speech as well. Immediately after it, the speaker goes deeper into the explanation 

of how Xôyoç can cause pity in the soul of the listener. The extract contains, 

surprisingly enough, an explanation of the whole aim of the speech. It looks like

Men. Rhet 435, 9-11.
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instruction from a handbook on rhetoric! In fact, it could perfectly have been 

one/^

The despair of the situation is shown by the typical rhetorical questions “vuv ô è  

jtoCçi nèv (poDvfi Ô8Ti0(ï)|X8v; Tivaç ô è  ô q x o u ç  :tQOT8Lva)ji8v;”. The combination of 

the questions and the bad situation as present (vuv) is also a standard element of 

lament.

The transition to the next section (3, 10, 4) is made smoothly by the exclamation 

“ c5 TCOV ctT uxnM '^ 'tcov . *HÔTi TOV 6 q t |v o v  è |o Q x f i o o | r a i ” : this part, devoted to 

Leukippe, is full of expressions and imagery taken from lament. Here we find the 

antithesis of (small) pain over his personal misfortune as opposed to the bitter 

threnos over Leukippe’s misfortune. The speaker’s plight is shown by two 

rhetorical questions of equal number of syllables and assonance: “jtoicp OTOjiaTi 

Opqvqoco; Jtoioiç o^i^iaoi ôaxpuoco;” It continues with the antithetic parallelism 

of the carefully balanced address {isocolon. 12 syllables on each side of the 

column) and the homoechon in the beginning of the clauses JtiOTT] - xpqoTfj: 

d) jtiOTT] pièv jtQÔç avdyxTiv èpcuTOç,

XQTiOTT] ô è  J tp b ç  è p a o T T iv  ô u o T u x o û v T a .

Then the mourning imagery is intensified by further classic examples from the 

funeral oration, as seen elsewhere.The imprisonment (as death) is represented 

ironically in terms of a wedding procedure: the comparison of the prison with 

the bride’s chamber, the earth as her marriage bed, the ropes and cords are her 

wedding jewellery, and a robber is outside instead of a bride’s escort, and instead 

of an hymenaion somebody sings her a monodia (funeral song).

The antithetical imagery is stretched to the limits and the wedding-funeral topos 

is being exploited to show the extremity of grief. The last part returns to the 

“blaming” topos where the speaker reproaches the sea for destroying him and 

Leukippe by salvation (né îcponaC oou Tf| cpiXavOpcojtCçt). The paradox is based 

on this antithesis; the cpOovoç ideâ "* which comes at the end completes a 

remarkable speech full of the armoury of rhetorical lament.

"Then proceed at once to take your cue from the immediate situation . . (transi. Russell -  
Wilson (1981) p. 203); Men. Rhet 435, 12-14.

See “ t ô )  yo.Q n o v o ü v T i  x f iç  f) ykéxxa. t i q o ç  ix e x T iQ ia v  Ô L a x o v o v ( ié v T )  x fjç  x œ v  à x o u o v x œ v

^ v x t j ç  f)ji6QOL x o  Ouixoiifxevov” in Achilleus Tatios, 3, 10, 2.
53 See, for example, p. 230f.

See p. 237.
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The other two notable cases where Kleitophon is represented lamenting are 

found when Kleitophon finds out that Leukippe has been struck by some kind of 

madness in book 4, 9 and again, after he meets Kleinias and hears from him that 

Sostratos, his uncle, had in the meantime actually offered his daughter as 

Kleitophon’s wife, just at the moment when they were about to depart secretly 

from their home (5, 11).

The first speech is a combination of a plea (to untie Leukippe) and a lament-like 

speech. The speech contains a number of antitheseis; (he loves her but he does 

not untie her; they were saved by fortune but they suffer;).

The antithesis reaches its peak in a carefully balanced construction:

(0 ôuoTuxeîç fineîç ôtav euTu%fjow îev

TOÙÇ 01X01 (pd^ouç èxjteq)Ei)YCxtiev,

iva vauayiav buoTuxfjoconEV

èx TT|ç 0aA.àooTiç jieQiYEydvaiiev . . .  (lacuna)

èx TO)v X,TiOTâ3v àvaoEOoaa^eSa’

naviaç yo.Q èrriQOÙnEOa.

This paradox full of antitheseis highlights the predicament in which the couple 

has been. After it another antithesis unfolds where the speaker expresses fear of 

good fortune. This leads to his main idea that he is the most unfortunate person: 

TLÇ ouv fmd)v xaxoôai|iovéoTEQOç, oT cpopounE0a xol ta  EUTnxfjuaTa;

We should also mention the use of rhetorical questions and the blaming of Tyche 

for their misfortunes.

The next speech (5, 11), called 0qt|voç,^^ is interrupted by Kleinias and is 

relatively short. It is an accusation against daimon^^ who caused him to miss the 

date of his wedding. It contains a few exclamations and the complete imagery - 

typical in lament - of ya^oç and 0dvaToç, 0qt|voç and ùfiévaioç.^^ In the last 

sentence the speech is internally linked with the funeral speech over the 

beheaded corpse earlier in the book (5, 7) by the antithetical thought of fortune 

“giving” him the bride whose corpse she refused to give in this case! This lament 

is over an idea (namely the unfulfilled wedding prospect) that the speaker so

55 See “o'ô 0Qfîvü)v xaïQÔç” in 5,11. 
See also p. 232, p. 237, and p. 239.
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much wanted to be realised (and in fact he has suffered so much for it) and he 

just realises that he has lost his chance.

Lament-like speeches of female figures: Pantheia and Melite.

Two more independent speeches are going to occupy us in this discussion of this 

aspect of rhetoric in the novel of Achilleus Tatios. The one is the lament of 

Pantheia (2, 24), Leukippe’s mother, when she realises that her daughter has been 

receiving a foreigner at night; the other is a long quasi-lament, a speech on the 

sufferings caused to Melite by her love for Kleitophon.

Pantheia’s speech (2, 24) is an ethopoiia on the borderline of mourning speech 

and il̂ oyog.̂  ̂ The mourning side is prevalent here. The speech is divided into 

three parts:

Part I: the falsified expectation: “AjicüXeoaç. . .  jtQooeôoxcov.”

Part II: wish or curse: “c5q)eA,ov . . .  ôveiôoç.”

Part III: amplification: How bad is the “present”: “vuv o e . . .  ôotiXoç f|v;”

The speech starts with the topos of “the destroyed hope.” According to 

Menandros, if the dead person is young then, apart from other areas, we will 

base our arguments on his “nature,” the fact that the hopes we had were great:^^ 

“Ajt(j5A.eodç non, !\s,v'ninw(\, xaç eXjtiÔaç.” Then she continues with an address to 

her husband, Sostratos, and moves swiftly to the typical technique (for this type 

of speeches) of the antithetical expression:

8 v  B u Ç a v T i ( | )  n : o Â . 8 f i 8 Î ç  u j c 8 q  c i A.X,o t q i ü ) v  y c t i i c o v ,  

èv Tup(p Ô8 xaTa7t87toX8H'noai (2, 24, 2).

The next idea is again on the same topos taken from funeral speeches (the 

defeated expectation) which closes the circle opened with the first sentence: 

oinoi Ô8iXaCa, t o io u t o u ç  yd^ouç ôaj)8O0ai où jtpoôeôdxcov (2, 24, 2).

The next part is also common in ancient lament. This is what Alexiou^® 

describes as “the expression of an unfulfilled wish.” As she has rightly pointed

See p. 230f.
See also Kleinias’ lament over Charikles’ death (1, 14) on p. 232f.
See “àjto Tr\ç f)X,LXLaç toy 6 qtivov xivfiaELÇ, àTio tfiç (pvoecog ôtl evcpVTig, oxi [reydXaç naQÉoyEV 

xaç l'Kmbaç . . 435, 1-3; also 420, 2-3: “xQeLTTovç ei%ov èv tovtw toiç èXjiCôoç oL TQécpovxEç”
also “xai yé\oç  èaxéetioev XT|g èXjtiôoç xai yovéaç. . . ” 413,18-19.
'° Alexiou (1974) p. 178ff.
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out, it has different forms which can be classified under categories such as “had I 

never been bom” (as Helen or Andromache said) or “that the death had occurred 

at a different time or place or in a different manner.” This is exactly the idea 

behind the series of Pantheia’s wishes, with the difference that the subject in 

question is not death but suspected rape. She had better stayed in Byzantium 

and suffered rape in the conditions of war. This would have been better than the 

present state: oux 6i%ev f) ouiiqpopà ôià rqv avdyxTiv ôveiôoç (2, 24, 3). This idea 

is also a way of comparison which introduces smoothly the next part of the 

speech, the amplification part. This section bases the argument on another 

typical topos iiom funeral oration: “How terrible is the present situation.” 

Starting with “vuv Ôè,” which is repeated later, it refers to a double misfortune 

(dôoÇeîç èv oïç ÔuoTu%6ig). The balanced sentence (2, 24, 4) “èjcXdva ôè \iz xdi 

XOL TG&v èvujtvCwv q)avTdo|xaTa, t6v ôè dXqGèoTEpov ôveipov oûx èSeaaduqv” 

contains both an antithesis of ideas and an equal number of syllables (isocolon). 
The antithetical statements contribute to the amplification of the misfortune 

which is made clearer further on by the introduction of the comparative (vuv 

dGXiwrepov dvET îfjGqg. . .  auxT] ôuoxu%6 0 xèpa tt)ç na/aipaç xo\if\ ...).

The series of exclamations spread in the three parts of the speech are also 

suitable to this type of speeches: oijroi, ZwoTpaxe; oqioi ôeiXaia; oitioi xcbv 

xaxwv.

The speech is full of material usually found in funeral oration, creatively adapted 

to suggest that what happened is worse than death.

Another creative and interesting treatment of the same area of rhetoric can be 

found in a couple of speeches of Melite (5, 25-26). Melite does everything to 

persuade Kleitophon to become her lover (and husband). The first is a lament

like speech, the second is a suasoria.^^ The speeches in this scene are given a 

remarkable weight by the author, comparable only with the discussion 

{controversia) on straight love and homoeroticism at the end of book 2 or the 

speeches in the trial scene, with the difference that here we have to deal with 

epideictic and deliberative oratory. The first speech is introduced by the 

narrator’s comment on Melite’s delivery:

Ferrini (1987-88) has analysed this speech and has underlined its rhetorical features.
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“t o  o x T in a  xov JtQ oacojtoD  T o o a v t a  ei% ev, ooa e lj iE iv  fjO eX ev” (5, 25, 2); later “f| 

Ô8 8T Q aY Q )08i TtdA,iv” (5, 25, 4) and finally “x a n x a  eX ayE, x a i  d p ia  e x X a iE v ” (5, 

25, 8). Then the next speech is introduced, stating that she delivers it in a 

different mood: “'Qç ô e  èoicÔTtcDV èycb xdxœ vevevxco ç , p ix Q o v  ô ia X iJ t o u o a ,  Xéyzi 

^ExaPaXouoa” (5, 26,1).

The speeches are so powerful that the author feels the need to explain how a 

woman (who has not followed the educational system designed normally for 

men) can make such speeches. It is *^Qa)ç - not school education - that taught 

her how to declaim: ôiôctoxEi yaç 6 TEqcoç xai Xoyouç (5, 27, 1). Her speeches 

have rendered Kleitophon unable to resist any longer (“EJtaOov xi av0Q(ojtivov... 

ji8QipaXouoT]ç ouv fivEixopriv xai JtEQijtXEXopévTiç TtQoç xàç jtEQiJtXoxàç oûx 

àvxéXEYOv” 5, 27, 2-3).

Melite’s first speech, conforms to the theory and practice of funeral oration (in a 

wider sense). The beginning of each section is introduced by an exclamation:

I ÔUOXUXT1Ç èyà) (5, 25, 2): her impossible situation.

II (L ÇEbyoç %ax’ èpiou yofixwv (5, 25, 3): her deception by the couple.

III oipoi ÔEiXaCa xc&v xaxwv (5, 25, 4): repercussions of the situation on 

her marriage and on her personality.

IV djtioxE xai pdpPapE (5, 25, 6): Kleitophon is acting against the will of 

the god (Eros).

V CO xdl Xnoxcbv dypicoxEpE (5, 25, 7): amplification: even a heartless 

robber would have succumbed!

VI Euvobxe xai dvÔpôyuvE xai xdXXouç pdoxavE (5, 25, 8): curse/insult. 

The repeated use of exclamations helps the amplification process; the actual 

exclamations function as headings.

Part IV consists solely of five rhetorical questions, where the listener is not given 

the faintest opportunity to defend himself by disrupting her arguments.

The speech contains the familiar antithetical expression of ideas and a well- 

balanced parallelism in the isocolon, as for instance: 

xai piooupEvq xov pioouvxa cpiXw 

xai ôôuvopévTi xov ôôuvovxa eXeco

Perhaps they reveal the e'OQeaiç-part in the work of the orator, namely the search for kepbalaia 
- material for arguments.
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x a i  0ÎIÔ8 ^ P p iç  TOV EQCüTa J ta v e i .

As expected, amplification works right from the beginning and is elevated a step 

higher in each section, reaching its peak in section V:

CO xai Xtiotcov aypicoTEpE . . .  

akkd, TO jtdvTcov vPpiOTixcoTaTov. . .  

and finishing in section VI with the triple abusing characterisation (with more 

syllables in every next step): euvoD/e xai dvÔQÔynve xai xâXXovç Pdoxave and 

the curse, which is common in this kind of speeches.

The whole scene recalls laments or accusation speeches from tragedy and indeed 

the author calls part of her speech a result of Tpaycpôéco (èTQaycpôei). We have 

seen that Melite uses every possible rhetorical device to show, indeed to magnify, 

the predicament she is in, before she advances to the second speech, her suasoria 

(5, 26).

Conclusions

The threnoi in the novel of Achilleus Tatios show a remarkable amount of 

rhetorical material also found in funeral speeches and in the theory preserved 

about them. We can only associate them with the progymnasma called ethopoiia, 

because there is no other earlier surviving handbook on funeral speeches with 

which we could find a link.

The evidence, however, contained in them shows that by the time of Achilleus 

Tatios laments are a well developed type of speeches with standard 

characteristics found in later handbooks. The fact that there has not survived a 

handbook specially discussing them does not exclude the probability that the 

genre was well developed by that time and distinct from other types of speech, 

including ethopoiia. The sophistication of those speeches and standard 

particular characteristics found in them suggests that threnos^"  ̂is a mature type 

of speech very popular with the novelists.

Alexiou (1974) 178ff.
Speeches of this kind are called ‘"threnoi by the author on many occasions: see 1, 13, 2; 3, 11,

1; 7, 6, 1, etc.
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This survey has shown that the author follows a tradition of creating laments by 

employing either certain characteristic imagery and sophisticated rhetorical 

techniques or texts and handbooks that do not survive today. Based on 

Menandros, Dionysios of Halikarnassos (whose short treatise on funeral 

speeches does not deviate from the traditional line found in Menandros) and the 

progymnasmata, we find sufficient evidence to argue that he follows some kind 

of teaching in the creation of his speeches (possibly the traditional teaching 

which survives in great detail in Menandros).
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2. Threnos in Chariton and Heliodoros in comparison to Achilleus
Tatios.

In what follows we try to identify rhetorical influences in a number of mourning 

speeches in order to assess the impact of epideictic rhetoric on the three novels 

in question. These speeches have all a common theme: their speakers are 

lamenting for a sad event (death, slavery, etc.); this common feature allows us to 

class them together. Our aim is not to prove that all these speeches are formal 

rhetorical laments, but to identify to what extent these speeches can be 

associated with funeral speeches and if there has been any rhetorical influence 

on them. Many of the speeches are very short and adapted to the context of the 

novels. But, still, we believe, it is remarkable to find even the occurrence of a few 

(two or three) rhetorical features in a speech of a limited length; for example, 

Kallirhoe’s six-line speech in Chariton 1, 11 contains a couple of motifs which 

are also found in funeral oration and the subject of the speech is compared with 

lamenting (1,11, 4) and crying (1,11, 2).

Threnos in Chariton.

In the novel of Chariton^ there is a high frequency of lament and lament-like 

speeches. We witness Kallirhoe mourning for Chaireas extensively (three times)

 ̂The majority of laments and other lament-like speeches belong to Kallirhoe.

A. Kallirhoe mourning for misfortunes and calamities:
1, 8, 3-4: in tomb.
1,11, 2-3: on board.
1, 14, 6-10: on board.
1, 8, 6-7: pregnant.
5, 1, 4-7: Distress speech - complaint to Fortune.
5, 5, 2-4: Lament about her Fortune and beauty.
6, 6, 2-5: Kallirhoe after hearing the intentions of the King.
7, 5, 2-5: When she thinks she has been captured on Arados.
7, 6, 7-8: When she thinks that the admiral (Chaireas) who captured Arados will want her as his 
wife.

B. Kallirhoe mourning for Chaireas
3, 7, 5-6: When interpreting her dream about Chaireas (she thinks he is dead).
3, 10, 4-8: Kallirhoe’s lament when realising she is going to be sold.
4, 1, 11-12: Formal lament.

C. Chaireas’ laments
3, 3, 4-7: Chaireas’ threnos in the empty tomb: death and wedding.
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and for misfortunes or ordeals she is going through (quite often); We find 

Chaireas lamenting (four times) and other characters making lament-like 

speeches, like Dionysios (two times), Kallirhoe’s mother and Statira.

Apart from Chaireas and Dionysios, the two successful suitors in Kallirhoe’s life, 

all the other mourning speeches are delivered by female characters.

Let us analyse some of the most representative speeches to see whether elements 

found in Achilleus Tatios existed also in the much earlier Chariton.

Kallirhoe Lamenting.

Mourning over misfortunes.

In 1, 8, 3-4, after regaining consciousness in the tomb where she was buried, 

Kallirhoe starts mourning for her predicament. It is actually a mourning for her 

own “death”! The speech contains the basic characteristics of a funeral speech, 

like the initial exclamation (oqioi tœv xaxcov), the paradoxical antithesis (^cboa 

xaxcoQUYnai jiTiôev àôixouoa xai ajtoSvfjoxo) Sdvaxov ^laxQov. "YyiaCvouadv 

[IE 7tev0ot)ai . . .); the rhetorical question which shows her desperate situation 

(xCva XIÇ ayytXov jteujti^ei;); and the standard traditional tiénipiç (piencpo îai oou 

. . .  1, 8, 4), a complaint or blame usually directed to Fortune or god but here 

addressed to Chaireas who is the main responsible of her predicament.

The speech finishes with the rhetorical address to Chaireas (dôixe Xaipéa) and 

a series of negative statements followed up by a positive (népiqponai ôe oû% ô x i... 

dXXd ôxi. . .  oûx eôei. . .  oûô’ . . .  àXXâ . . .)

In 1, 11, 2-3 (on board) when realising she is going to be sold as a slave, 

Kallirhoe makes a lament-like speech, full of antithetical thinking; it ends with 

the amplification of the description of Kallirhoe’s predicament. In this simple

3, 3, 15-16: When discovering the boat with Kallirhoe’s jewellery.
4, 3, 9-10: Chaireas: when he hears about Kallirhoe’s marriage with Dionysios.
5, 10, 6-9: Chaireas before “committing suicide.”

D. Other laments
2, 6: Dionysios’ distress speech.
3, 4, 2-3: Kallirhoe’s mother lamenting when she sees her daughter’s jewellery. 
5, 10, 1-5: Dionysios’ lament after the complications in court.
8, 3: Statira’s short lament on Arados.
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complaining speech both antithetical thinking and amplification stem from 

funeral oration.

Antithetical thinking is a basic characteristic of funeral oration.^ Here, the large 

number of Athenian ships that her father defeated in the past is indirectly 

contrasted to the small cutter (“xéX,Tiç pixpbç” 1, 11, 2), yet her father is unable 

to help her. Although she is of noble origin, she is taken to a foreign country 

where she is going to became a slave; the antithetical thinking reaches a peak 

with the idea that the conqueror is going to be conquered: “tdxa ôè ayopaaei xiç 

tqv "EpuoxQdxouç Qvyaxéga ôeojtoxqç A0Tivaîoç” (1, 11, 3). The whole passage 

compares and contrasts the past with the present and the past is presented as 

always better than the present: “Ttoacp \ioi xpeixxov qv èv xdcpcp xeio0ai vexpav” 

(1, 11, 3). This is compared with what happens now: “vtiv ôè x d l  Çcüvxeç xai 

à7to0av6vxEç 0iÊ EUx0TijiEv” (1, 11, 3).̂  The presence of antithetical thinking 

along with the process of amplifying the idea of misfortune indicate rhetorical 

association with mourning speeches.

In her next lamentation in 1, 14, 6-10 Kallirhoe mourns for her being sold to 

Leonas. The amplification starts from the first sentence (dXkoç xdqpoç, . . . 

èpTijidxEpoç èxEîvou piakkov 1, 14, 6)* continues with the address and complaint 

to Fortune and the development of the idea that “even though the past was bad 

the present is much worse and hence unbearable.” In this we find a rhetorical 

question “xCva ôè èvxaü0a xaXeoca;”, which again contributes to the 

amplification purposes.

Her situation looks much more sad with the series of antithetical thoughts which 

dominate the speech (“xov èpaoxTjv cpovèa èjtoCqoag”; “è k d x x iO E  xa ip C cü ç  h e  xtjv 

c p iX o ü o a v ” 1, 1 4 , 7 ) .  Her beauty did not work for her own benefit but for 

Theron’s financial gain. She is sold in an isolated place and not even in a city as 

a slave.

The amplification continues in the second and last part of the speech which is 

addressed to Chaireas. Now, she claims, she has lost him for ever (dkii0(üg 

d j t o X œ k d  O E , Xaipéa, xooouxq) ôiaÇEUx0eîoa j i E X d y e i ) ;  while he is mourning

 ̂Alexiou (1974) p. 150ff.
 ̂See also p. 227f. and p. 237f.

4 Notice the use of the comparative èpTipoxEQOÇ for amplification purposes found also later in 1, 
14, 8: Tovç TOigaTOiç qpoPeQooxEQOvg.
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over an empty tomb she - Hermokrates’ daughter - is sold as a slave! In other 

words, the present experience is much worse that the previous one/

Tyche is blamed in Kallirhoe’s next distress speech in 2, 8, 6-7 in which she 

expresses regret for the fact that she is pregnant, arguing how badly she has been 

treated by Tyche^ which now adds one more complication in her life. In the 

second part the speech becomes more emotional; it is addressed to her unborn 

child based on the antithesis that the child has been buried before it has even 

been bom; the idea of the bad future is enhanced by two rhetorical questions in 

which her child-to-be is called a slave and an orphan without fatherland.

Similar things happen in her other mourning speeches. In 5, 1, 4-7, for example, 

while on her way to the trial, Kallirhoe makes a distress speech - a complaint to 

Fortune - where she uses amplification, rhetorical questions and accusations to 

Fortune, the idea with which she starts her speech.

In 5, 5, 2-4 when Kallirhoe hears that she is going to take part in a trial she 

makes another lament-like speech. The speech has a notable balance; first there is 

a series of asyndeta where in 5 verbs we have the whole story of Kallirhoe. 

Immediately after it there are a couple of equally well-balanced sentences:

“oux fjpxei ooi ôiaPdXeiv àôixo)ç jae j ï q o ç  Xaipéav, 

oXk’ eôcoxdç jioi naQa AiovuaCcp jAOixeCaç u:t60eoiv” 

and

“ t o t e  p o u  T q v  ô i a P o X q v  & % d p % E U o a g  Tctqpq), 

v u v  ÔE P a o iÀ .ix c p  ô ix a o T T iQ ic p  . .

The next part contains a few rhetorical questions which underline her 

impossible situation; it finishes with a complaint against her beauty which 

causes her such hardship; there is the paradox that instead of her being lucky for 

being beautiful she feels threatened by her own good looks!

The lament-like speech of Kallirhoe after she hears the king’s intentions towards 

her (6, 6, 2-5) is similar in tone but goes one step higher in the amplification 

process. The first sentence has an internal connection with Kallirhoe’s other 

lament-like speech in 5, 5, 7 where she had predicted that she would not cross the

 ̂A similar idea can be found in Achilleus Tatios 7, 5, 3; see p. 237. 
 ̂See also p. 232, p. 237, and p. 239.
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river Euphrates and expressed her fears that when she is away from Ionia 

someone might find himself attracted to her. This is now happening, and she is 

once again complaining for her bad luck. Now it is certain, she claims, she 

would never see her country and relations; once more the present time is 

depicted as being much worse than the past ( o u x e t i  yoiQ  updç oij^o^iai). Like 

Kleitophon in Achilleus Tatios’ novel, Kallirhoe claims that now she is really 

dead (vuv àA.îi0â)ç KaXXipOT] xeGvTixe; 6, 6, 3). Notice the similarities of this 

beginning with Kleitophon’s speech: “Nuv l̂oi AeuxCitJiTi téOvTixaç àXT|0coç 

0dvatov ôiJikouv,. . . ” in 5, 7, 8.

She blames her xdXlog for this predicament:

“d) KâWoç èjtCPouXov,

ov fxoi jtdvTcov xaxwv aiTiov.

ô i d  0 8  àvT iQ é0T iv ,

ôid 06 èjtQd0Tiv,

ôid 0 6  EYTipa n6Tct XaïQÉav,

Ô id  06 6 iç  B a p u W v a  fjx0T ]v, 

ô i d  0 6  j ta p e o T T iv  ô ix a o T T iQ ic p .”*

And then with the introduction of a rhetorical question she intensifies the 

amplification:

“jtdooiç pi6 Ttapéôûoxaç;

kyiOTaîç, 0akdtTTi, tdq)(p, ôoukeiçt, xpCo6i.

jtdvTwv ôÈ PaouxaTov 6 6pü)ç 6 PaoiXecoç

xdl oujto) Xéy(D xqv xot) PaoiXécoç ôpyqv"

qpoP6 0 ü)X6oav qyou^ai xqv xt|ç PaoiXiôoç ÇïiXoxumav,” etc.

We witness the same features in 7, 5, 2-5, when Kallirhoe, while in Arados, 

complains to the statue of Aphrodite, and later in 7, 6, 7-8 when Kallirhoe 

becomes suicidal because she thinks she is going to be captured by the general 

who wants to marry her.^

 ̂ Notice also the comparison between past (xdxe) and present (vOv), following the principle of 
comparison between past and present where the latter is always presented as worse than the 
former, a common idea in funeral oration (see p. 227f. and 237f.).
* Char. 6, 6, 4.
 ̂The motif wedding - death is recalled here: yd^ov o'ù% Tjjio é̂vo), 0dvatov eii%o[iai.
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Apart from these lament-like speeches, Kallirhoe delivers one proper funeral 

speech for Chaireas in 4, 1, 11-12 and on two other occasions she mourns for 

Chaireas’ supposed death: 3, 7, 5-6 (short) and 3, 10, 4-8.

The first (4, 1, 11-12) contains many basic elements of funeral speech in a 

condensed form: antithetical thought, parallelism, paradox, references to Tyche’s 

cpOovoç (ècpOdvTioaç)^  ̂ and address to Tyche; in the other two we find similar 

techniques.

In a similar way we find Chaireas making lament-like speeches, notably in 3, 3, 

4-7, in 3, 4, 2-3, in 4, 3, 9-10, and in 5,10, 6-9.

In the first case we find rhetorical questions, complaint to some god, and the 

BdXanoç-Tdqpoç imagery. In the other two we find similar elements. Likewise, in 

other lament-like speeches of secondary characters we notice the same features.

In this general overview of threnos in Chariton we find the following repeated

motifs coming up frequently in the speeches:

address to the person by whom the threnos is caused or to Fortune;

complaint or blame (nenil îç) to a god;

antithetical thinking (very frequent);

exclamations and apostrophe:,

rhetorical questions (frequent).

As we saw earlier, all these elements are found also in Achilleus Tatios but in a 

much more developed and analytical form. Chariton does make use of the basic 

elements of funeral speeches, which shows that he is also aware of the fact that 

in these particular places he has to follow some principles. Although much 

earlier than Achilleus Tatios and still considered belonging to a time before the 

second sophistic movement, Chariton seems to follow roughly the same basic 

rules of the funeral oration which are later expanded and displayed to the 

extreme. One can in no way argue that his motifs have reached the 

sophistication of those used by Achilleus Tatios but it can be said that there is 

evidence in his work of their presence even if sometimes they have an 

elementary form. His mourning speeches do not reach the careful balance of

See also p. 237, note 48.
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Achilleus Tatios’ lament-like speeches and the richness of their imagery, but still 

they are permeated by a limited but persistent repertory of features found in 

funeral speeches.

Achilleus Tatios was probably familiar with Chariton’s n o v e l a n d  this early 

novelist’s work was a significant step, from a rhetorical point of view, in the 

progress the novel made in his successor’s hands.

“ See 2, 6: Dionysios’ speech; 5, 10, 1-5: Dionysios’ lament-like speech; 2, 4, 2-3: Kallirhoe’s 
mother’s threnos when she first sees her daughter’s jewellery; 8, 3: Statira short lament in Arados.

See also p. 45ff. and esp. p. 49.
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Threnos in Heliodoros^  ̂in comparison to Achilleus Tatios.

Charikleia makes a couple of notable speeches which can be examined under the 

category of threnos. There is not a single real lament over Theagenes’ death. Her 

speeches are lament-like complaints about her sufferings, either to Apollo for the 

suffering he caused to the couple in the initial stages of the novel (1, 8, 2-3) 

where the reader is informed swiftly of what has happened to them until now, or 

about her ordeals while in Nausikies’ house (5, 2, 7-10), or in 5, 29, 4, when she is 

in distress because she realises Trachinos’ intentions to marry her, or in 7, 14, 4- 

8, where Charikleia laments over Kalasiris who died recently. This particular 

speech contains some characteristic elements of a funeral speech such as the 

motif of the “great loss” (“âjteotÉQTipai jtaxépa” 7, 14, 5; “ciJtoA.G5A.8xa” 7, 15, 

6),̂ "̂  and the technique of amplification (au^qoig) where Charikleia exaggerates 

her misery:

“ t o y  pev qpuoEi Y E V v f j o a v x a  oux eyvcjxa, 

xbv Ô6 Oepevov XapixXea, oqioi, JtQOÔeôœxa,

xbv Ô8 0ia08^d|i8vov xai xpecpovxa xdl jtEpioco^ovxa ctJtoXc5X8xa . . .” (7, 14, 

6);̂  ̂ address to the dead person (xQoqpEU xdi owx8p; 7, 14, 6) and a couple of 

rhetorical questions showing her despair in the second part (such as xi yoLQ xdl

Lament Speeches in Heliodoros;

Charikleia
1, 8, 2-3: “we have suffered enough.”
5, 2, 7-10: Lament; she hopes that Theagenes is alive.
5, 29, 4: Distress speech.
6, 8, 3-6: Charikleia’s long lament speech (she knows he is alive).
7, 14, 4-8: Charikleia’s mourning.

Theagenes
2, 1, 2-3: he thinks Charikleia has been killed.
2, 4,1-4: when he thinks that the murdered girl they found in the cave is Charikleia. 
5, 6, 2-4: lament-like speech against Fortune.

Demenaite 
1, 13, 3: (indirect).
1, 14, 6: (indirect).
1,15, 3-6: (Distress speech).

Thyamis
1, 31, 1: (very short).

14 See p. 257, note 24.
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Ô8t T̂)v £Ti;. . . elç 7toia\ acpopcoviaç èXjiCôa;), and a remarkably long string of 

asyndeta, full of metaphors:

“ô xeiQaycoYOç Tf|ç ?evt]ç, 

f| paxTTjQia TTîç JtXdvTiç,

6 Çevaybç xfiç èiù t^v èveyxouaav 

6 Tâ)V cpuvTcov àvaYvcüQLopbç,

f) JtaQail̂ UXTl TWV ÔUOTUXTlpdTCOV, 

f| eùJtOQia xai kuaiç tcov dpTixdvcov,

f) TcdvTcov tcl)v xa0’ fipdç aynvQO. KaXdoiQiç dTioXcoXe” (7,14, 7); 

or the last part of her speech:

“oixETai f| oepvT] xd l peCXixoç, 

f) aoqpri xdi f) jioXid r<p ôvxi qppfjv . .

In his attempt to describe the dead person’s life and to underline the significance 

of the loss, the speaker makes virtually an enkomion. The idea is not strange to 

Menandros who, in fact, encourages the person who makes the funeral speeches 

to mix enkomion in his funeral speeches/^

The technique of a persistent repetition of a certain pattern, as illustrated here 

by Heliodoros, cannot be found to this degree in Achilleus Tatios who is very 

artful with his laments, but it is found in later rhetoricians - who might even 

have been contemporary with Heliodoros/^

This characteristically standardised style became very popular especially with 

the Christian orators - many of the early ones in fact had gone through the same 

pagan educational system as Achilleus Tatios or Heliodoros. A simple 

comparison of the passage of Heliodoros with that of Gregory of Nyssa, for 

example, says it all: 

dcpnpeGï] XT|G q)davôpCaç 6 xujtoç, 

xb dyvbv xt|ç etxppoouvqç dvdôqpa, 

f) eûjtpooixoç OEpVOXTIÇ, 

f) dxaxacppôvqxog fipepoxqç,

Notice the reference to three divisions of time which represent the transition from past to 
present to future emphasising the progressively worsening tragic situation.

Men. Rhet. 434, 20-21: “n;aQafi,iYVUVTa rot eYXtofiia xoîç Opfîvoiç, . . . , iva Jipocpaoiç xov 
Bqtîvo'ü f) TO èYXtüiXLOv”; 420, 9: “xal vXt] o o i yivéoQw  toi èY>tœjiLa tô)V Ogfjvœv"; See Aristides 
Or. 31 and 32.
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f] 'OipriXTi tajtEivocpQooTJV'n, 

f) 7i8JtaQQT]OiaanévTi alôcoç, 

f| avujiixTog Tü)v àyaQCbv àpnovCa; and 

oixetai ô Tf|ç JtiaxecDç Çr|X,oç, 

ô TTiç ’ExxXîioiaç oxnXoç, 

ô XG3V OnoLaaxTiQicüv xoonoç, 

f) 7toX,naQx^ç ôeÇid, 

ô xoivbç Xü)v xaxajtovonpiévcDV

The text given above is an example of the technique in discussion comes from 

Gregory’s funeral speech for the Empress Aelia Flaccilla, who died in 387/^ We 

can identify the same features in the enkomion, which shows their association in 

the two different types of speech. In Proklos’ Enkomion to the Holy Virgin 

M ari^^ we find the same encomiastic feature:

SuvExdXeoe ydp f)pâç vuv èvxau6a f) a y i a  ©eoxdxoç IlaQ0évoç MapCa* 

xo djiokuvxov xî|ç JiaQ08vCaç XEipfjkiov,

6 Xoyixbç xou ôeuxéqou Aôdp JtapdÔEiooç 

xb èpYaoxfÎQOv xîiç èvcooEcoç xwv cpuo80)v 

fj jtavfÎYUpLç xoû ocoxTipCou ouvaXXdYM-oxog, 

f) Jtaoxdç, 8V f) 6 Aôyoç èvunq)8uoaxo x^v odpxa*

f) eptpuxoç xfjç cpuoECDç pdxoç, rjv xb xî|ç 08iaç (bôivoç Jtûp où xaxéxauoEV 

f) ôvxoç xoùcpri v8qp8>.Ti,. . . ,  etc.

Equally interesting and doser to traditional devices is the long lament-like 

speech in 6, 8, 3-6 where Charikleia, taking Knemon’s wedding with Nausikles’ 

daughter as a starting point, reflects on her personal misfortune. In the middle of 

the joy of a wedding scene, the author makes Charikleia retreat to her room and 

make a lament-like speech based on the wedding - funeral motif, well-known 

from funeral oration, thus performing a kind of funeral ritual in a wedding 

context! The underlying antithetical motif acts as a constant reminder of the 

sadness of death, especially when contrasted with the joy of life or, as here, the

See the impact of it on later laments in Christian hymns, e.g. the Akathistos Hymnos (to the 
Virgin Mary) and other Christian hymns; see Alexiou (1974) p. 152ff.

Gregory of Nyssa, Migne 46. 884 b-c.
“’EjCLxdcpLoc Xdyog etç flXaxiXXav BaoLXioaav.”

20 Proklos (episk) Oratio /; Migne 65. 681 A-B.
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merriment of a wedding day/^ The whole speech is orchestrated in such a 

manner that it contributes to the amplification. We also find an address to 

Tyche and Daimones (6, 8, 5) to whom she casts a she finishes with an

address to the person for whom the whole lament takes place (Theagenes).

Theagenes’ mourning speeches.

On several occasions Theagenes thinks that Charikleia is dead and, therefore, he 

finds himself mourning for her death (2, 1, 2-3; 2, 4, 1-4); on another occasion we 

find him complaining in a speech for the misery that Fortune has caused him. 

The first of these three speeches (2, 1, 2-3) is the most remarkable from the 

aspect of technique. Theagenes, believing that Charikleia has been killed, starts a 

bitter lament. His speech follows traditional patterns - found also in Achilleus 

Tatios - such as the isocolon, oixetai XapCxXeia, OeaysvTiç ciJtdXwke, as does the 

amplification process in which the present situation is presented as much worse 

than one could normally expect:

“o ù  p q v  8Ti O tt)0fjoopaC  o o u ,  qpiA,TdTT|, x e ip e v n ç

O Ù Ô 8  TCP X O lV C p TTJÇ (p U 0 8 Ü )g  V O jiC p, TO  % aA ,8Jt(O T(% TO V ,^^

OÙÔ8 8V %8pdlv àTtoX.iJtolîa'nç Tov pCov a iç  ^^oukqOqg 

bXTh JtuQoç, o ijio i, Yéyovaç ctvdkcona . . . ” (2, 1, 3);

Then the idea of a funeral instead of a wedding comes up:^  ̂ “ToiaûTaç èjtt aoi 

X,an7tdôaç dvfi tôv  vu îcpixœv to\3 ôaipovoç dipavTog” (2, 1, 3). A praise to her 

beauty which was lost in such a sad way (xai Ô8ÔajtdvTiTai to èÇ dvGpcojtcov 

xdXkoç); a blame to the cruel gcxl who did it and a reference to the deprivation 

that the god caused him (jtQOoacpfiQTiTai p8 . . .  djt8OT8pq0qv 2, 1, 3)'̂  ̂the use of 

asyndeta: ‘‘f]vua0(o, X8kuo0a) jtdvTa, cpopot, xCvôuvoi, cpQ0VTiÔ8ç, èXjtCÔ8ç, 

8QCJDT8Ç” (2, 1, 2) all show a strong rhetorical construction.

21 See also the lament of Chari kies’ father (A.T. 1,13) on p. 230ff.
^ Notice the use of comparison; see also note 4.

Found also in Thyamis’ short speech when killing the girl in the cave (1, 21, 1) “Toia'Oxaç èjit 
O O I Xa[i,n;dôaç àvù  tcov  vuncpixcov x o û  ô a L ^ o v o ç  ai|>avxoç” (2,1, 3); see also 230f. and 241.

The idea of “oxeQetv” is typical in funeral speeches e.g.:
“ajiooxEQelv”: Lys. 2, 7 1 .7 3 ;  Lib. 1 8 ,  3 .

“ d c p a iQ 6 L O 0 a L ” : Thuk. 2 ,  4 4 ,  2 ;  Lib. 1 8 ,  2 8 3 . 2 8 5 ;  Greg. Nyss. Pulch. 4 6 1 ,  1 3 ;  Flac. 4 8 0 ,  1 7 . 

“ à v a Q J i d Ç e i v ” : Men. Rh  4 2 0 ,  4 ;  [Dion. Hal.] Rhet. 6 ,  5 ;  Him. 8 , 1 ; Greg. Nyss. Flac. 4 8 0 ,  5 ; see 
Soffel (1974) p. 163.
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On the second occasion (2, 4, 1-4) when Theagenes takes the dead body of a 

woman in the cave as Charikleia’s, he makes another moving and remarkably 

artful funeral speech, similar to that of Achilleus Tatios. Again the speech starts 

with an exclamation for the god-sent misery (“o) oupcpopàg 08T)X,dTou” 2, 4, 1) 

and a rhetorical question in which he wonders about who the god responsible for 

this misfortune may be:

Tig ouv dxopeoTog ’Epivùç (2, 4, 1); the parallel structure:

“(puytiv TT|g èveyxouaTiç èjtipaA.oûaa,

xivôuvoiç ÔaXaoocüv xivôuvoiç jteipatTiQicov ujtoPaXouaa,

XyiOTaîç Jtapaôoiioa,

jtoA.X,dxiç tœv ôvtcov dXXoTpiwoaoa;”

and “xEîTai XapixXeia . . .

xeXtai ô’ ouv ôjacdç ..

the idea of deprivation (“dvfjpTtaotai” 2, 4, 2);̂  ̂ the address to the dead person: 

“dXX,’ CÜ yXuxEia, . . the exclamations (2, 4, 3); the mouth that has been 

silenced (2, 4, 3)̂  ̂ and the eyes which have lost their illumination;^^ the 

destruction of her beauty; the bride imagery,^* etc.

Also there are a number of rhetorical questions which show his despair and a 

promise that they meet again soon. All these are common places in a funeral 

oration as we have seen in Achilleus Tatios. In other speeches we find similar 

devices common to funeral oration, as in Theagenes’ complaint for his bad luck 

in 5, 6, 24.

From this general overview on threnos in Heliodoros we can see that the author 

uses general devices found also in real funeral orations in his lament-like 

speeches where his characters are in distress; however, this happens in a more

See note 24.
^  Notice here the striking similarity of the text with the theory of Menandros 436, 15-21: “e ix a  
ôiaTUJiœoeiç to  eiôoç tot) oœ^axog oîoç t|v, oIov émopépXrixe to  xdXXoç, to  t<Sv Jioçeiœv 
EQiiBrijia, o ia  yXibxxa ovveoTaXTai, . . . ôcp0aX|Xü)V ôè ^oXai x a i  y^^vai xaTaxoijATiSeidai, 
pXecpdQcov ôè eXixeç ofixÉTi eXixeç, oXlh ovfiJiejiTœxdTa JidvTa”; see also Heliodoros 2 ,1, 3.

The imagery of light and darkness is clearly expoited here where light is a metaphor for life 
and darkness for death (see more on this popular metaphor and its use in funeral oration in 
Soffel’s (1974) commentary on Menandros 419, 19-21, p. 243ff.); see also Alexiou (1974) pp. 187- 
189 for more on light and darkness in lament.
^ See “dXX,’ œ tl dv oé tlç ovoiidaeie; vu[i(pT]v; oXK' dvufAcpeuTog yap,ETTiv; dXX’ djiEiQaToç” (2, 4, 
3).
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subtle way, from the aspect of the plot, than in Achilleus Tatios. He never insists 

too much on using and stretching motifs extensively; he rather prefers 

traditional, common structures. In a few instances, however, he demonstrates the 

whole repertoire of his oratorical armoury; this usually happens on the occasions 

which need a “real” funeral speech drawing motifs and imagery from proper 

funeral oration. It is here that the author comes closer to Achilleus Tatios in 

terms of style. By contrast, Achilleus Tatios exploits all the opportunities 

available to use rhetorical devices drawn from funeral speeches.

The fact that Heliodoros is less interested than Achilleus Tatios in doing so is 

further corroborated by their author’s habit of giving reported lament-like 

speeches on many occasions^^ where he could have provided us with direct 

speeches - thus creating and exploiting their dramatic effects. Perhaps he is more 

concerned with the plot and advanced narrative techniques and less with 

oratorical display in his novel.

See p. 254, note 13. The same happens with courtroom speeches: see p. 218.
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The impact of funeral oration on the novels.

Ancient novelists have been criticised as “killing” their heroes far too often and 

then bringing them back to life again. This has been one of the odd and 

unattractive parts of the novels for the reader of today. It just seems too 

implausible and unnatural. If we try to look at the advantages that this has in 

the novel we soon realise that among other things (it raises the dramatic tension; 

it makes us empathise with the hero; it creates twists in the story, etc.) the 

occasion is created for the heroes to express emotion and to describe their 

psychological situation by delivering a speech. These speeches are a good 

demonstration of the authors’ rhetorical training and, particularly in the second 

sophistic, they are used for display purposes. The rhetorical quality of these 

speeches can also make a difference in the sketching of the characters. Achilleus 

Tatios, for instance, is very much interested in this area. Every time a tragic 

situation occurs we find rhetoric of some kind behind it. This happens so 

extensively that is leaves no doubt that authors used rhetoric as a recurrent 

component of their story. Whether the frequency of such scenes is an immediate 

result of the authors’ desire to display their rhetorical abilities is a question that 

cannot be easily answered. The fact is that the novelists summon up all their 

rhetorical abilities from this particular area - the funeral oration - whenever the 

occasion arises.

Lament speeches are essential for this kind of literature since they reveal the 

inner emotional world of the heroes. Emotion is a basic ingredient of the ancient 

romance. Therefore, these speeches become the “carrier” of this feature of the 

novel. They show us the weak points of their heart, even of brave and tough or 

cruel characters, and they help the reader to form a rounded picture of the 

characters involved. Apart from that, when seen in a broader perspective, the 

high frequency of mourning speeches contributes to the enhancement of the 

reader’s sympathy and his emotional entanglement in the story. The speeches are 

used as “pressure releasers” in which the characters let out all emotions and rage 

and explain to others (indirectly) how they feel. They are a window which lets 

the reader take a view of their emotional suffering.
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There is also a difference in the treatment of mourning speeches among the three 

novelists. While Achilleus Tatios is prepared to include almost any element of 

funeral oration in his laments (or lament-like speeches) creating thus rich 

speeches full of related imagery and allusions which show a close link to proper 

funeral oration, Heliodoros treats his speeches more freely. He is more relaxed 

with the themes which he incorporates in his speeches, and he shows individual 

style; he is selective with motifs, shortens the speeches or the imagery in it and 

often presents them in indirect way, summarised by others in reported speech 

(e.g. Demenaite’s speechesw hen  he is not so much interested in depicting a 

character completely. Often Heliodoros - though this cannot be denied 

completely for the two other authors - uses his lament-speeches to advance his 

plot.^  ̂Chariton, on the other hand, uses many features found in funeral oration 

but he does not reach the height or the variety found in Achilleus Tatios’ or 

Heliodoros’ works.

Rhetorical display is evidence of “quality” in any type of work. However, in the 

later work of Heliodoros this tendency seems subdued. Although the use of 

rhetoric in this novel is still considerable, it has started to become less artificial. 

Things are not said just for the sake of saying them. The dust of the second 

sophistic movement, where rhetoric was the predominant force, appears to settle 

down. This is true for the authors of secular literature as opposed to the 

Christian authors. If we take a look at Christian orators^^ of late antiquity - St 

Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory of Nazianzos; Synesios, Proklos, etc. - we will 

realise that the high pitched oratorical force goes on for many more centuries in 

the service of Christianity.^^

See 1, 13, 3; 1, 14, 6.
J. Birchall has shown this in his (1996) article.
Achilleus Tatios’ and Heliodoros’ kind of rhetoric is found abundantly in their work and this 

has its reasons. Early Christian orators are not so much concerned with the means of persuasion 
as with their aim which is to convert the pagans, to strengthen the belief of their followers and to 
impress newcomers. All these purposes were served with the rhetorical-display style.
”  See, for example, Dihle (1994) p. 518.
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3. Ëpideictic Oratory in the novel: Enkomion and Psogos,

Epideictic oratory has played an important role in the ancient novel and the use 

of enkomion (or psogos) can be found as a constituent ingredient in several 

speeches of a different nature and purpose, although there is no such thing as a 

complete enkomion or psogos in the novel. This, however, does not mean that 

epideictic oratory played a subsidiary role in the creation of the novels. On the 

contrary, there are many instances in which we find it used in the formation of 

arguments for praising or blaming speeches and in non-epideictic speeches 

where the epideictic element is dominant.

As we will see later on (p. 265ff.), Achilleus Tatios makes his heroes create small 

enkomia in the playful intellectual competition between Konops and Satyros. 

Similarly, the first part of the priest’s courtroom speech in Achilleus Tatios (8, 

8, 9) is reminiscent of many characteristics which are also found in psogos, 

although this part of the priest’s speech seems to be strongly influenced by 

classical oratory.^ It is on this that the priest builds all his other arguments. 

Likewise, Heliodoros uses encomiastic technique in the presentation of his 

heroes in order to convince us of their superlative beauty and to attract our 

admiration for them.

Enkomion and Psogos in Chariton.

After the abduction of Kallirhoe, while on board, the pirates deliberate about 

their destination; Theron states his opinion on Athens and the inquisitive nature 

of its people. The speech belongs to the deliberative kind. However, in his 

attempt to convince his fellow-pirates that Athens is not the right destination 

for them, Theron uses the following piece of argument suitable to an invective 

speech {psogos)\

“p id v o i y a p  u |ieX ç o ù x  a x o u e x e  t q v  7ioXvKQay\ioovyr\v x œ v  A G q v a C w v ; ôt|[i6ç 

èoxL  A ,dXoç x a i  c p iX o ô ix o ç , è v  ô e  x(p X i^ iëvi piupC oi o u x o q p d v x a i  j t E u a o v x a i  xiveç  

EopiÈv x a \  jtd 0 E v  x a u x a  (pEpopEV x d  qpopxCa. ujtoil^C a x a x a X fjil^ E x a i j t o v q p d  x o ù ç

 ̂ See p. 83, p. 185, and p. 189ff.
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xaxofjGeiç. 'Ap&ioç rtdyoç ei)0i)ç èxet xai dpxovteç tDpdvvcov Pap-uTepoi. 

l̂ aXA-ov Ii^paxovaCcav AOîivaio'uç cpoPTi0a)|iEv” (Char. 1, 11, 6-8).

The speaker starts with a rhetorical question and then presents a series of 

negative statements of increasing intensity: the Athenians are talkative and keen 

on litigation, then he moves to n^ptoi ouxoqpdvtai, then to dpxovteç who are 

called “PapuTEpoi TupdvvcDv” and concludes with the idea that the Athenians 

are worse even than the Syracusians ([idXXov). Responsible for this climactic 

presentation are rhetorical principles found in epideictic oratory.

Additionally, encomiastic elements can be found in the introductory description 

of the two main heroes of the novel by the narrator, where the heroes are praised 

for their beauty. We find these in 1, 1, 1-2, for Kallirhoe; and in 1, 1, 3, and 1, 1, 

5, for Chaireas.

In the first instance (1, 1, 1-2), for example, the narrator praises Kallirhoe for 

her xdXXoç. She is a “0aujAaoT6v ti x p h ^ a  Jtap0evou" and “dyaXna Tf|ç dXqg 

SixEX,Caç.” Her xdXlog is not human-like (amplification) and can be compared 

with that of goddesses (comparison). Her qpfjuq is spreading everywhere and she 

is a “jiapdôoÇov 0Éana.”

This short presentation of the heroine contains a number of standard 

encomiastic elements found in almost all the rhetorical handbooks on enkomia?

• The praise of (or reference to) xdA.Xoç

• Amplification

• Comparison

• The impact on others

All or some of these principles are found again and again in such speeches.^

 ̂ Men. Rhet 371, 14-17: “[lexoi tt]v yeveaiv ègelç tl xai negl cpvoEcog, oîov otl è^Xa[ii|>gv 
(bÔLvœv 8'ÔEiÔTiç TO) xdX.X,EL xaTaX,d[iJiü)V x6 cpaLvdfXEVov daxégi xaXXioxœ xœv xax’ on&gavov 
èq)djiiXXoç.” Also in his funeral speech (420, 13) there is reference to “x6 xoD ooonaxoç xdA.Xoç” 
and elsewhere; see especially 436, 15-20 with specific details; see also Theon 8 (II, 110. 6f. 
Spengel), Hermog. Prog. 7, 16. 5f. (Rabe), etc.
 ̂ In 1, 1, 3 Chaireas is praised for his beauty (“[XEigdxiov E’unogcpov”), he is "jidvxœv 'O îEgéxov" 

(comparison), and he is composed to mythological heroes, another characteristic found in the 
handbooks. See enkomion in almost all authors of progymnasmatar, see, for instance Theon 8 (II, 
111. If. Spengel).The presentation is shortly after followed in 1, 1, 3 where Chaireas is described 
as going home “oxCXPcav mojiEg daxfjg”; there is reference to his “gleaming face” ("xœ XanJigô) 
xoî) JtgoocoTTO'U ..."). In praises the orators are specifically instructed by Menandros to illustrate 
the “ X afX JigoxT iç  x œ v  j t g o o c ù j t œ v . ”  See Men. Rhet. 420, 7-8: “iva xol r\ Xa[xJT;g6xT]Ç xot) n g o o c o j i o v
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As we have seen here, Chariton is not too much interested in creating proper 

speeches of praise (or blame), but he makes some use of material known from 

this kind of speeches. Encomiastic elements are used moderately and for very 

specific purposes; this is probably because enkomion and psogos became more 

fashionable in later times. Chariton cannot be regarded as contributing as much 

as the other novelists to this rhetorical aspect of the novel.

cpaLVTixai” (so that the light of their personality shines”); also Xan̂ iQOTTjC is associated in Men. 
Rhet. 419, 19-21 with the family (ysvoç): “oxixoDv ou  Xa îjrpov xoDxo èQelç” (419, 18).
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Enkomion and psogos'm. Achilleus Tatios.

Quite different is the case in Achilleus Tatios’ novel. Here we find the paignion‘* 

between Konops and Satyros (2, 20-22). Some of the speeches there are called 

m yth o i/ a part of which can be regarded as encomiastic; the praise of the 

mosquito thematically recalls the praise of the fly (puiaç eyxcopiov) by Lucian, 

where we find a detailed description of the fly and a frequent comparison with 

other animals of similar kind, including the mosquito (gnat).

In this intellectual competition speakers use techniques suggested in rhetorical 

handbooks of progymnasmata (in the relevant chapters on enkomia). Both sides 

present a myth. The first (2, 21), related by Konops (about the lion’s weakness), 

contains a praise of the lion’s virtues and a basic synkrisis between the lion and 

the elephant in terms of their weak points. In the second one (2, 22) there is 

again a synkrisis between the gnat and the lion with the ultimate aim to praise 

the gnat. Theon’s “HeQl eyxcopCou xai li^dyou” in his progymnasmata begins 

with the definition of enkomioir.

“’Eyxcojiiov 8 0 T I kdyoç èpq)avi^ü)v peyeOoç tcov x a t’ à Q 8 T t ] v  j t Q d Ç 8 a ) v  xai t c o v  

dXXcov dyaQwv j i 8 q C  t i  wQiopevov jtpdocojtov" (Theon, 8 ;  Spengel II, 109. 20-22). 

In Satyros’ myth the gnat compares himself to the lion (hence the synkrisis) in a 

self-encomiastic speech -  which, of course, applies to the whole species.

Further on, Theon gives practical advice -  in the form of a “recipe” - on how to 

go about different types of enkomia - which, by the way, are divided into three 

categories according to the subject they are treating:

i) 81Ç TOÙÇ ÇcbvTaç (8YXc5̂ iiov)

ii) 8ig TOÙÇ T80V8CüTaç (èjiiTdcpioç)

iii) 8ÎÇ TOÙÇ 08OÙÇ (ùpvoç)

 ̂ See the description of their “competition” by the narrator in the words “jipoaéjiaiÇs” and 
“ a v T L J i a i ^ e i v ”  in 2, 22.
 ̂ Achilleus Tatios 2, 20: . ( p é ç e  o o i  uDOov ouio x c ô v œ ijro ç  e u i œ . ”  In 2, 21, immediately after

follows the mythos that Konops relates to Satyros. In 2, 21 Satyros introduces his own story 
which is nowhere called a mythos; he calls it a “Xoyoç cp iX o o d cp c o v ”  whereas he calls mythos the 
story he just heard from Konops: "Axouoov x c i i i o v  x i v a  \ôyo\", e i J t e v ,  "àjio x c ü v c ù n o ç  xai 
X é o v T o ç ,  ôv àxfjxod t l v o ç  x œ v  c p iX o a o c p œ v  % a ç i Ç o | i a i  ô e  o o i  x o û  [iiiO o'U  x o v  èXecpavxa.” In this 
clearly the gnat tries to diminish the lion’s virtues and to enlarge his own powers with the 
ultimate aim to present himself also the most virtuous by comparison.
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His advice for all three types of praise is the same and the speaker should take 

care to adapt it to his needs. In this general plan, therefore, when speaking in 

praise of somebody one should take care to cover the following areas of virtues: 

( t c o v  Ô8 ayadCby)

i) xb. HÈV Jt8Q\ lpu%fjv T8 XOL f|0OÇ

ii) xa be kzql ow^a

iii) xa be e^a)08v f)̂ iiv ujtdp%8i.^

Following that, there is a more detailed catalogue of specific points that the 

speaker should make under each of the three categories. In the “ta  Jt8pl to 

ocbfia” there is advice to go through the following topics: 

xou Ô8 ocopaxôç èoTiv uyicia, io%ug, xdkkoç, 8i»aio0Tioia.^

In the same way there is advice for the “t^u/ixà àyaQa” which are “xa 

ojtouôaîa f]0ixa xoù xouxoiç àxoXovdovoai jCQctÇciç, oîov ôxi qppôvipoç, ôxi 

a(j5q?Q0)v, ôxi àvôp8îoç, ôxi ôCxaioç, ôxi ôoioç, ôxi èX8u08Qioç, xai ôxi 

H8vaX6q)Qa)v, xdl ôoa xoiaûxa.”*

Interestingly, the gnat uses several of them in presenting himself. Firstly, his 

power (lo%ug), then his bravery (âvÔQcCa) and all the things he can do.  ̂ His 

speech is well planned. Its plan is revealed to the trained/initiated reader. On 

three occasions the speaker uses “areas of finding arguments” {kephalaia\ such 

as those given in the theoretical handbooks. When moving from one area to 

another the gnat says: “è|io\ be m-8Y80oc; |i8v . . . , xdkkoç . . . , x^v Ô8 &vôo8iav 

Hou” (2, 22).

The same areas have been used in the first part of the speech not for encomiastic 

purposes but for the opposite effect: to make the lion look common and useless 

in comparison with the gnat. There is some advice in the progymnasmata that 

when working on the opposite of enkomion, effectively on psogos, we should use 

the same topics but to the opposite aim.̂ ®

The last part of his speech (2, 22, 3) has to do with the gnat’s achievements; there 

is advice for this, too, in the handbooks: “8Jtaiv8xdl be cloiv al TtpdÇciç xdi al

 ̂Theon, 8, Spengel II, 109. 22-24.
 ̂Theon, ib id  110. 6-7.

® Theon, ib id  110. 7-10.
 ̂“jiQd^eiç” or “ejiLXTiSs'Ufi.axa”; see Theon, ibid.

See, for instance, Theon’s advice: “’Ex piev xoiixœv èjiaLveoofieOa, t|)é ôpEV ôè èx xœv 
èvavxiœv”; Theon, ibid. 112. 17-18.
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ôid TOV xaïQov, xai zi novoç ÏTcga^é xiç t] jtQwtoç, . . . Tj ôte ovbûç, T] jidXXov

TCÜV d X A .O )V , T) \LZX’ Ô X lY C O V , . .

For Hermogenes^^ and M e n a n d ro s the jtpd^Eiç-part in an enkomion (either 

alone or as a part of a funeral speech) is the most important (to ôè xupicoxaxov 

al Jtpd^eiç). For Hermogenes -  a contemporary of Achilleus Tatios -  there is 

another issue quite useful for this discussion. In his chapter on where we can 

find arguments for our encomiastic speecĥ "̂  the most important dcpopnq is the 

following:

|i8YiaxTi Ô8 èv xoîç èYXCDuCoiç dcpopfiT] f)  djtb xœv o u y x o î o e c d v .  r)v xd%8iç, cbç dv ô  

xaipoç uqpT]Yf|T̂ cci-̂ ^

It is mainly this topos that is being exploited in this speech and that is why this 

mythos looks more like a synkrisis. Mythos and synkrisis are supported by the 

encomiastic nature of the speech.

In his advice on how to go about enkomia on animals Hermogenes specially 

suggests that we should follow similar procedures to those in the other types of 

enkomia; the following more specified subjects are also mentioned:

Hwç xp8cp8xai; 

jroxajtbv xt]v xpuxqv;

Hoxajiov xb ow^a; 

xCva epYa 8X8i; etc.^^

All these points are included in the speech in question (2, 22).

In the contest of myths, the question “who is stronger and better equipped” can 

satisfactorily be answered by looking at the areas of body (ow^ia) and acts 

(8pYa).
Further on the issue of the speaker announcing the area he is going to develop, 

which is being mentioned by the gnat, we can find some information in 

Menandros who actually advises that this should be a normal procedure in 

enkomia because it makes the hearer more attentive, making thus easier the 

amplification procedure:

“ Ibid  p. 110.
Hermogenes, Prog. 7, 16. lOf. (Rabe). 
Men. "HeqI ejritacpion" 420, 24 -  27. 
Hermogenes, Frog. 7, 14-18 (Rabe). 
Ibid. 17. 2-4.
Ibid. 17. 9-12.
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XQTl Ô8 yiyyéoK ziv  xol qpijA-dTxeiv to jcaQotYYê M'Ct dti, oxav ixéXXnç djtb 

xeq âXaCov |i8xa|3aCv8iv tie, xecçâXaiov, Ô8î jtQOoi[iidÇ8a0ai 7t8p\ ov |i8XX8iç 

8Y%Eip8iv, iva jtQ008XXixbv xbv dxQoax^v èpYdoTi xdi [it] èdç Xav0dv8iv q̂Ô8 

xXéjiX8O0ai Xü)v x8qpaXaio)v Xï̂ v ÇfjxTioiv* avÇfjo8ü)ç ya g  olx8Îov xb 

7lQ008XXlxbv JtOl8lV xbv dxQOaXTlV xa\ 8JtlOXp8(p8lV 6ç 7t8Ql H8YlOXü)V dxOV8lV 

^éXXovxa. X1081 Ô8 ovY%pioiv èqp’ éxdoxcp xcbv x8cpaXaCo)v xovxcov, d à  

ovYXQivcov cpvoiv (pvo8i xa'i dvaxQoqpTiv dvaxpoq)fl %di JtaiÔ8iav jiaiÔ8içt xal 

xd xoiavxa, dv8VQÔDV xa'i jcaQaÔ8iY^axa, oiov Tcopiaicov PaoiXécov xa'i 

oxQaxTiY<ï)v xal "EXXtivûdv èvôoÇoxdxœv/^

From this extract we can also see that Menandros too considers synkrisis as an 

important technique in the enkomia. The speaker should pay special attention to 

comparing similar things, e.g. cpuoiv (puoci, etc., something that the lion and the 

gnat do in the two speeches respectively.

In sum, one can see that far too many similarities exist between those two 

speeches and rhetorical features especially suitable to enkomia, to be 

coincidental.

17 Men. Rhet 372, 14-25.
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Achilleus Tatios' enkomia of cities.

Apart from enkomia of people and animals, there are enkomia of things, ideas, 

etc. Generally speaking, the basic principles for making an enkomion of any 

type can be found in the different progymnasmata. More specifically, one can 

find advice in the first treatise attributed to Menandros: 

riü)ç XQ̂  xw^GV ejtaiveiv (344,15 -  346, 25);

IIcüç XQ̂  JtoXeiç èjtaiveîv (346, 26 -  351, 19);

Ilcüç Ôeî Xifiévaç èYxwnidÇeiv (351, 20 -  352, 5), etc.

In Achilleus Tatios book 5 (5, 1 - 5, 2) the narrator gives us his impression of

Alexandria from the day he first visited it. He is stunned by the beauty of the

city (tt|ç JtoXewg aoTQCtJtTov to  xdX.>.oç) and the pleasure he got from the sight. 

The narrative is partly a description of the city and partly an enkomion of 

Alexandria, the principal intention being to praise the city for its beauty.

The narrative contains amplification techniques: the doTpdjtrov xdkXoç of the 

city, the narrator cannot satisfy his eyes (Oeaxriç dxoQeoToç fj|iTiv xdl to  xdXlog 

ôXcDç oi)x è^fÎQxouv lôeîv). The polysyndetæ “xd p,cv epXejtov, xd ôe epieX-Xov, xd 

Ô8 6JteiYop,T|v IÔ8ÎV, xd Ô8 OÛX fj08Xov jtaQ8X08iv’’ as well as the asyndeton which 

immediately follows: “expdxci xqv Oéav xd opco^cva, 8iXx8 xd JtpooôoxcDucva’" 

all assist the amplification process.

In Menandros’ "^enkomia of cities"^* there is clear advice on how to go about 

praising a city. Praises of cities are essentially based on headings taken from 

praises of countries on the one side and individuals on the other. So in the 

material borrowed from praises of countries we are concerned with “position” 

(xqv 08OIV 346, 29) and the related topics arising from it (climate, mainland, sea, 

territory, etc.)^  ̂ In the material borrowed from praises of individuals we are 

dealing with “origins, actions, and accomplishments” (xd yévoç, xdç jcpdÇciç, xdç 

87tiXTiÔ8U08iç 346, 30-31). Each of those is extensively analysed (with some 

puzzling gaps in places) in the following chapters of this particular section of 

Menandros’ “How we should praise cities.”

riœç XQÎ1 JioX eiç è j ia tv E Îv , 346, 26 - 351, 19.
See Russell -  Wilson eds. (1981) Menander Rhetor, p. 249.
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In Achilleus Tatios 5, 1-2, Alexandria is praised in terms of its position, 

surroundings, size, population, festivals, namely, a scheme which is very similar 

to that given in Menandros. This also agrees to a great extent with the advice 

given in Dionysios of Halikamassos where the headings are among others, 0eaiç, 

payeGog, buildings, mythical traditions.^^ Similarly, in Quintilian 3.7.26 there is 

advice on how to adapt a praise of a man in order to make a praise of a city. 

This is, for example, what Aristides does in his “Smymean Oration 

Especially in 17. 9 -  17.12, 17.14, 17. 16, 17. 17, 17. 21 -  17. 22, we find features 

parallel to the description of Alexandria. More specifically, in 17. 9 we find the 

position of the city “it lies spread above the sea, ever displaying the flower of its 

beauty”;̂  ̂further on he speaks about its magnitude and beauty in similar terms 

as in Achilleus Tatios (5, 1, 6: “fieyeSouç Jipog xdkXoç dpikXav”): “and its 

magnitude adds to its beauty” (17. 9).̂ ^

Based on Aristides’ Or. 17.23 and Libanios’ Or. 11.150,̂ "̂  Russell and Wilson 

observe “that a section on the character of the ôîipoç was normally expected,” 

and that “there is nothing of this in Menander.”^̂  However, there is extensive 

reference to Ôîinoç (especially its size) in the last part of 5,1, 6.̂ ^

In Achilleus Tatios, because of the festival, Alexandria is lit after the darkness 

with torches and this beauty is a challenge to the beauty of the Sun: “Tote yap 

81ÔOV jtokiv èpiÇouoav Jtep'i xdkXoug oupavcp" (5, 2, 2). Similarly, in Aristides 

there is extensive reference to the surrounding cities and the special celebrations 

such as the Dionysia (in 17. 5).

In Aristides 17. 10, the impact the city has had on him is discussed 

continuously, as in Achilleus Tatios. Similarly in Aristides 17. 8: “and it itself 

holds the eyes in thrall without beguiling the ears”;̂  ̂ “ever displaying the flower 

of its beauty” 17. 9; “the city, . . . , takes one’s breath away through three

Rhet 151 M t  U-R; see ib id  275.19ff.
Aristides Or. 17; transi, by Behr (1981) voL II. 

^ Aristides, 17. 9; transi, by Behr (1981).
"xai eoTLV aiiTT) t o  l̂eyeGog xdXXovg jieQiouaia" (Dindorf I, Smyrnean Oration (XV) p . 374, 

14-15); again in Monody for Smyrna “jiQoaiovTL |xèv svdvç àoTçajiTj v.aK'Kovç xal lAeyeOœv 
à0i0[io(7 (Dindorf I, XX, p. 425, 18-19).

Lib. Antiochikos, Foerster 1, 412; see Russell -  Wilson eds (1981) p. 250.
^ Russell -  Wilson ibid
^ See Aristides, Smyrnean Oration (XV) “jiepl yaq ôtîhou u  ôel X-eyeiv; aùxoç yap xgiveig xal 
e x L  PeXxCm i i t o i f i a s L Ç  d^Tiyou îevog Jipoç xo xaXXtoxov” (Dindorf I, p. 381, 15-17).

Transi. Behr (1981) vol II, p. 2.
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spectacles most fair, nor can one find a place where he might rest his eyes. Each 

object attracts him, like the stones in a variegated necklace” (17. 10). Also in 17. 

17: “and no one is in such a hurry that he stares straight ahead at the road and 

does not change his view, shifting his eyes to his right, and what was to his left 

before his gaze. For the city attracts him as a magnet draws bits of iron and 

masters him with voluntary compulsion ..

Alexandria has the same impact on the narrator’s eyes: “xai j a o u  t o ù ç  

ôq)0aA.nobç eyepiaev t|Ô o v t | ç”  (5, 1, 1). The same is seen in 5, 1, 4-5: “eyoD ôè 

tiEQiÇcov TOÙÇ ôcpOaXpoùç 8iç Jtdoaç tàç  âyuidç Oeaxriç âxoQeotoç fjtiTiv xal tb 

xdXloç ôX(oç oùx èifjQxouv lôeîv. ta  [lev epXejiov, ta  ôe ejieA.X,ov, ta  ôè 

f|jteiYb|iT]v lôeîv, xà ôè oùx fj0eX.ov jtapeX0eîv èxpdxei xtiv 0èoiv xd ôpcütieva, 

eiXke xd ôpo5|ieva, eiXxe xd jtpooôoxcotieva.” Moreover, his confession 

“ôcp0aXpiol vevixfjne0a” is similar. Furthermore, “el ôè elç xbv ôf)nov è0eaodnr]v, 

ê0aiîp,aÇov, el . . .” and “xal xoùxo neyioxov è0eaodn'nv”; also "xoxe ydp eîôov 

ji6A.iv èpi^ouoav jtepl xdXkoug oùpavcp," etc.

Ail these parallels show that the same principles are applied by Aristides in his 

far longer and more detailed speech on Smyrna and by Achilleus Tatios’ 

narrative on Alexandria. There is clearly some resemblance between enkomion 

of cities and the passage in question. The rhetorical techniques followed in both 

passages evidently follow established principles taught at the time of both 

authors and show another aspect of Achilleus Tatios’ indebtedness to rhetoric.

28 Ibid., p. 5.
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Achilleus Tatios’ praise of objects.

In Achilleus Tatios we find also a couple of interesting speeches in praise of 

objects, such as red wine (2, 2, 4-5).

“IldGev, (b |eve, ooi to uôcüq touto to Jtopcpupouv;

11668V ouTCDç 8UQ8Ç alfio yXuxu;

oi) ydp èoTiv èxeîvo to %apon qeov.

TO pev yhg  elç Ta oTepva xaTaPaCvei xal X,&%Tqv 8%Ei tt̂ v f)ôovfjv

TOUTO Ô8 xal jtQO Tou OTopaToç Tàç QÎvaç 8Ùq)QaCv8i xal SiyovTi pev t|>uxQOV

èOTl,

elç TT]v yaoxzQOL ôè xaTaOopov àvdjiTei xdTcoOev f|ôovfjç itvQ.”

The speech resembles poetical forms on similar themes. It is so artful that it can 

be compared with Hellenistic epigrams. It is evidence of how rhetoric has 

invaded and assimilated areas of poetry.^^ It starts with two rhetorical questions 

beginning with jtoBev which introduces the comparison between water and the 

unknown liquid - red wine - and the advancing pleasure the latter gives as it is 

being consumed - presented gradually in three stages: the aroma just before 

drinking, the cool feeling at the moment it is being drunk and the overwhelming 

effect after it is drawn which lights the fire of pleasure.

The second praise of an object is a prose paraphrase of a song (2, 1, 2-3):

“qoôov yoLQ 87tfiv8i TO Jopa. 81 TIÇ TÔç xapjtdç TT|ç (f)ÔT|ç JteQieXûDV \|̂ iXbv ïXeytv  

appiovCaç t6v Xôyov, outûoç dv 8%%8v 6 Xoyoç.

El Toîç dvOeoiv qOeXev 6 Zeùç èjtiüeîvai PaoiXea,

TO QOÔOV dv Tü)V àv0éü)v 8paOlX,8U8. 

yî|5 èoTi xoopoç, 

cpuTûv dyXdio^ia, 

ôqpBaXpoç dvBewv,

A.8i|iü)voç epuBqpa, 

xdXXoç àoTpdjtTov 

EpwToç jcvéei,

A c p p o ô iT T iv  j t p o Ç e v e î ,
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EVCOÔEOi q)'uA,X,oiç xojiçi,

8l»xivfjx0 iç JteTdXoiÇ TQVCpd,

TO TtétaXov T(p ZecpvQcp yeX#."

This short presentation of a poetical praise to roses shows the close relation 

between epideictic oratory and Hellenistic poetry and the challenge oratory 

poses in this poetical territory/^ Although in both “praise to red wine” and here 

we are not given the poetical form of the praises, the resemblance is strong.

In the Greek Anthology, both roses and wine are frequently mentioned in a 

praising manner. Rose is the object of admiration for its excessive beauty;^^ it is 

mentioned as a main constituent of a wreath^^ or as a decoration of the bridal 

room;^^ as a simile for a woman;̂ "  ̂ associated with Eros;^  ̂ or as a comparison 

with the lips (V, 236). Oivoç, on the other hand, is also a very popular topic in 

Hellenistic poetry. It is usually associated with love;^  ̂fire (IX, 749), etc.

The context in which this praise is made is also interesting. According to 

Vilborg,^^ this chapter (2, 1) “was regarded by Calderini” “as a later addition,” a 

view which Vilborg does not share. This chapter, as well as the next one, is a 

good example of illustrating Achilleus Tatios’ method of work. As Vilborg notes 

in defending his view that the chapter is not an interpolation, “it is 

characteristic of our author to make an excursus of this kind whenever an 

occasion presents itself’;̂ * this is true but this particular occasion is carefully 

prepared and is not incidental as somebody might think. The scene is perfectly 

functional; the “literary riddle” which was popular in the time of Achilleus 

Tatios is also present here.

The themes are a preparation for the reader who may take the hint of how this 

novel is going to evolve. Leukippe’s initial song about the fight between the boar

See Lesky (1966) p. 830: “Whole genres like the encomium or the epithalamium, which once 
belonged to poetry, have now (i.e. in the second sophistic) become the permanent property of 
rhetoric.”

A similar song given in prose we find in Longos 2, 7.
See, for example, IX, 610; XII, 58; XII, 195; XII, 234. 1; IV, 1.6; V, 62; V, 142; V, 144. 3-4; V, 81.

1.

XVI, 388; V, 147. 4.
XV, 19. 8.

557. 3.
XVI, 388; V, 147. 4; see tpiXégaoTov q o ô o v  V, 136. 5; also V, 144.
See, for instance, V, 167. 1-2; V, 199; XII, 175.
Vilborg (1962) p. 37.
Ibid  p. 37.
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and the lion (2, 1) prefigures the fight of the protagonists against ill fate and 

their dangerous adventures, while the praise of the rose alludes to their love, and 

the happy end. This last topic -  love - had been brought up by Kleitophon before 

(1, 16-19) in his attempt to make Leukippe^^ accept his advances. There is a 

discussion about the peacock and the peahen (1, 16), the power of love (1, 17) 

over various living and lifeless objects (plants, etc. 1, 27), water, reptiles (1, 18), 

followed by 1, 19 where we hear Kleitophon -  the narrator - praising Leukippe 

to the initial narrator and of course to us. Now this last chapter is in many ways 

associated with the praise of the rose found in 2,1.

In the previous chapter (1, 19), after the whole scene engineered between Satyros 

and Kleitophon to give Leukippe a hint of Kleitophon’s love, we are told that 

Leukippe responds positively: f) ôè ujteofjuaLvev oiix à^ôwg àxoueiv.

The narrator at the first opportunity presents what he thought of the girl in a 

short speech which is equivalent to a praise of Leukippe:

Tb 08 xdkXoç doTQdjttov tou ram qttov èôôxei p.oi xov AeuxiJtJtTiç elvai 

jtQOOCüJtou (1,19, 1);

TO yoLQ TOU ocünaToç xdkkoç aÙTT)ç JtQoç Td TOU Xeinüivoç fjpi^ev dv0q (1,19, 1). 

Leukippe’s song of q o ô o v  can be taken as an indirect acknowledgement by the 

heroine, assuring her listeners that she has taken the hints.

In both praises (1, 19, 1-2 and 2, 1, 2-3) we can trace a certain pattern which is 

known from rhetorical handbooks. The encomiastic topoi on external 

appearance “ t o  t o u  o c ü f A t t T o ç  xdkkog” found in Menandros’ “jtEpl èjtiTaqpiou” 

(420, 13; see also 419, 11-13), can also be found in his “PaoiA.ixbç ^oyog” where 

he gives advice on how to praise a king (371, 14ff.), and also in other 

handbooks."*® This is clearly borrowed from enkomia; information found 

elsewhere on this can also be legitimately used in detecting the encomiastic 

nature of any speech. We can compare the praise of Leukippe with the following 

passage of the “ITsqI piovcpôCaç”"** which elaborates in great detail on how to 

praise specific elements of external (bodily) appearance:

See, for example, “PouXofAevog o ô v  Ei)o.yiùyo\ t t ] v  x 6 q t ] v  eiç epcoxa ^aQaaxevdaaL, Xdycov 
j iQ o ç  TOV SdTUQOv f]Q % o}niv , d jio  ToD ÔQVL0OÇ Xa^cov XT)V 6 'ô x a i p L a v ”  i n  1, 16, 1.

Theon Prog. 8 (Spengel II, 110. 6), Hermogenes Prog. 7 (16. 5), Dion. Hal. Rhet. 6, 2; 
Aphthonios Prog. 8 (22. It).

It is stated in Menandros (434.21ff.) that “monody is made up of encomiastic elements”; See 
Russell-Wilson eds. (1981) Menander Rhetor p. 325. Since praise is a standard constituent in
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e i t a  ôiaT\)jC(0 O8iç  to  eiÔ oc toî) ocofxaToç- o io ç  f |v , o îo v  à jto P é p ^ T ix e  to  xdX X oç. 

To Tô)v j ta o e iü jv  ê o v 0 im a . o i a  yXwTTo ovvéoxaXTai, o io ç  lo v ^ o ç  cpaCveTai 

fia p a v O e iç , o lo i  P o o T o v y o i xd^iriç oi>x8Ti X oiJtov  jt8QipX8JtToi, ôcp0aX.fia)v Ôè 

p o X a i x a t  x a T a x o i^ T ie 8 Îa a L , pX8cpdQ0)v  ô è  8XiX8ç oi>x8Ti 8A.ix8ç, àXXb.

o\)iiJt8JtTü)x6Ta j td v T tt (Men. 436, 15-21).

This advice on how to express sorrow over the lost beauty is based on 

encomiastic topoi on the 8iôoç tou oœnaToç. The reference to the xdXXoç of 

Leukippe’s JtQOOcojtov, also reveals that the speaker follows a certain rhetorical 

plan. In comparison with Menandros’ text given above and our praise of 

Leukippe we find the following striking similarities which illustrate this:

• Reference to "xdXXog" is the basic idea in a praising description of the 

unique beauty of a person. The expression "to tou ocopaToç xdXXoç" is 

frequently found in Menandros when he wants to refer to different topics in 

praising a person; this expression is the heading of a standard encomiastic 

topos found also in Theon “toD ôè owpaTog èofiv uyeCa, loyug, xdXXoç, 

zvmoQy\oia”'̂  ̂ Likewise, in Hermogenes: “8Q8Îç ydp Jt8pi pièv ocojiaToç ôti 

xaX.6ç,.

• The “jtaQ8io)v in Menandros is found in “poôov ôè dv8T8XX.8v èx 

Tfjç 7taQ8idç” of Achilleus Tatios.

• The “ôcp0aX[iô)v poXdi xdi yA.î|vai,” namely the encomiastic reference to the 

eyes, is here replaced by the “lov ôè f| tcüv ôqp0aX.pd)v èpdpuaïQCV auyfj.”

• The reference to hair, “PdoTpuxoi xon-pç,” is here made by the “at ôè xdpai 

PooTpu%ou^8vai paXXov 8iXCttovto xittou.”

In examining the use of oratory in Achilleus Tatios we realise that he calls it 

into action carefully any time we wants to accomplish a certain plan. Here, for 

example, he draws material from rhetorical encomiastic topoi because he wants 

to illustrate his heroine’s beauty, which is the initial reason that brings the 

couple together. Additionally, apart from the connection with the next chapter 

(2,1), the passage exploits the information given earlier in the description of the

funeral speeches we find that in all three types of funeral speeches analysed by Menandros there 
is advice on the topics which we can use for praise in general; see 419, 2ff. and esp. 419,15-21. 

Theon 8; Spengel II, 110. 6f.
Hermogenes Prog. 7; also D. Hal. Rhet. 6.2; Aphth. Prog. 6; Also Arist. XXXI, 4 Behr (1981); 

Dindorf I (1829) p. 127.
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garden (1, 15), which also contains praising elements with no obvious function 

to the superficial view.

Achilleus Tatios also uses headings from psogos in a forensic speech in book 8, 

9. After Thersandros accused the priest of protecting the young couple, the 

priest makes a speech, the first half of which is devoted to blaming Thersandros’ 

character"̂ "* and way of life. The priest’s speech appears to follow advice form 

theory of psogos to a certain extent. Ancient rhetoricians treat enkomion and 

psogos in the same chapter, claiming that the material we use to praise 

somebody can equally be used for the opposite purposes if inverted.

In his psogos of Thersandros the priest goes through the following headings'*^ 

found also in the theory of enkomion and psogos in Hermogenes"^  ̂ and other 

authors of progymnasmataâ^
In the heading “qpuoiç (8, 9, 2) we find:

oejivoTTita (8, 9, 2), 

acoqpQOOuvTiv (8, 9, 2)

Ttaiôeiaç (8, 9, 2)

xai OUTÜ) jxev àaxcîv rqv ipu%qv èvoiACÇeto (8, 9, 3).

In the heading “cpuoiç oconatoç” (8, 9, 4-5) we find information about 

Thersandros’ Jtpd^eiç and èjtitqôeujiaTa; more specifically he refers to 

doeXyeiav; dvaiaxuvTiav; uPqiÇcüv; àvaCôeiav; P>.aoqpT]neîv; (8, 9, 5). Notable is 

also the persistent use of comparison (and comparatives) suggested in 

handbooks as a suitable technique for praise.'^^

All these are elements of enkomion and psogos, borrowed here by the priest in 

order to create an effective psogos of Thersandros with the aim to discredit him. 

This can be traced in the rhetorical handbooks, where there is a clear division of 

o0)[ia and which is suggested in almost all handbooks on enkomia (for

instance Theon, ibid): 'TlepX èyxconCou xdl xl̂ oyou": "ejtei ôe xà 6ya8à ndXioxa

^  For more on the way character can be used by speakers and its significance see May (1988). 
Aphthonios Prog. 9, 27.17 -  28.6; Theon Prog. 8,112.17-18; Nikolaos 53.20 -  54.2.
In psogos we use the same material (xecpaXata) as in enkomion; Aphthonios prog 9, 27.17-18 

(Rabe).
Hermogenes, Progl, 15.18 -  17.4.
See p. 279, note 60, and p. 281, note 64.
Hermogenes Prog. 7, 17.2-4; Aphthonios Prog. 8, 22.9-10 (Rabe); Nikolaos Prog. 52.13 -  53.6 

(Felten).
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èjtaiveîtai, xœv ôè àyad(bv tct l̂èv jtegl te xai f|0oç, xà ôè Jteçà oœ^ia,

etc."; also in Hermogenes/^ "H8q\  eyxcDfiion": xol ^t]v xai cpnoig xai

ocojiaxoç è|exaa0fja8xai xol xonxcüv èxdx8pov xaxà ôiaiQ8 0 iv," etc.

Here the priest starts from qpnoiç in 8, 9, 2-3, speaking among other

things about his insolent tongue (xt^v ykwxxav p,8 0 XTiv upQ8ü)ç 8%8i); his lack of 

ocpvoxTixa, ocDqpQoouvTi and jtaiÔ8ia, etc., revealing in the end that he is 

developing this topic by his final statement: xai ouxco pèv àoxciv xt]v ij;u%̂ v 

èvopCÇcxo (8, 9, 3). Next he goes to ocbpa (8, 9, 5) and concludes that 

Thersandros cannot be praised either for his owpa or his lî uxfj.

In M80OÔOÇ 8Jtixaq)Co)v Dionysios of Halikamassos^^ gives advice on enkomion. 

When we want to praise a person who has died we use the same heading as in 

enkomia .̂ “djtb xcov auxc&v xojccov Xtijix8 0 v, dcp' wv tc8Q xai xà èYXc5[iia* 

jtaxQiôoç, yévouç, q)uo8wg, dywyTiG, Jtpd|8a)ç.”^̂  Concerning dywy^ he says: “’Ey 

ôè xfi dycDYt] YEvop^voi èm pèv xwv xoivœv . . .  év xoîç lôioiç xt]v dvaxQO(pT]v xdl 

x^v jtaiÔ8iav xdl xà èjtiXTiôcupiaxa . . . ” (6, 3).̂ ^

Concerning jtpd%8ig he suggests: “ÔJtoxav ôè Jt8pl évoç xivoç kcYwpcv, Jtcpl xî|ç 

dpcxTiç jtoiT]o6p80a xôv Xoyov, oîov jtcp'i dvôpciaç, Jt8p\ ôixaioouvTiç, jtcpl 

ooqpiaç ÔJtoîoç Jt8p\ xt]v jtokiv èv xouxoiç, ÔJioîoç lôiçx Ji8p\ èxaoxa* ÔJtoîoç Jt8p\ 

cpCkouç, ôjtoîoç 7i8p\ 8x0pouç,” etc.̂ "̂

Similar information we find in Hermogenes: “8ixa f) dYODYh, Jtûç fjx0Tl t] Jtwg 

8JtaiÔ8u0Ti. . .  8p8îç Yàp Ji8p\ jièv ocopiaxoç, ôxi xakoç, ôxi H8Y«ç, dxi xaxuç, ôxi 

loxnpoç, Jt8pl ôè i|fUxf|G, OTi ôixaioç, ôxi oioqppœv, ôxi ooq)dç, ôxi dvôp8ïoç. èdi 

xouxoiç èx xâ)v èjtiXTiôcû idxcDV, oîov Jtoîov èncx^Ô8U08 piov, etc.”^̂

Similarly, in all other authors of Progymnasmata and in M enandros.In  Theon, 

for example, “jtcp'l cYXiopiiou xdl ti^oyou,”^̂  we find all the details presented here 

by the priest.

Hermogenes, Prog. 7 (16. 3-5 Rabe). 
Dion. H. Rhet VI U.-R.

52 Ibid  p. 278, 16-18 U.-R.
“  Ibid  VI, p. 279, 19-22.

Ibid  p. 280, 2-6 U.-R.
Hermogenes ib id  16. 3ff.
Men. Rhet 420, 9-12: “xai tiXri ooi yivéoOœ xa èYXc5[i,ia tcùv 0Qfjva)v. èyxcoiiidoeig ôè àjiô 

jidvxœv Tô)v TOJiœv tgûv èyxœ^iiaoTixœv, yévo'uç, yevéoeœç, cpiioeœg, dvaxQocpfig, miôeCaç, 
èjtiXTiôe'Ufi.dxGûV,. . . ” and elsewhere.

Theon Prog. 8 (109. 28 -  112. 8 Spengel); see also p. 279, note 60, and p. 281, note 64.
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Enkomion in Heliodoros.

The praising dimension in a speech is taken further by Heliodoros but with a 

clear purpose: either to idolise his heroes’ virtues in the case of the main couple, 

or to be used as a deceiving device with which the characters flatter their 

listeners in order to persuade them to do what they want (see Kybele’s speech). 

His main purpose is to exaggerate the beauty and the preciousness of his two 

main heroes. Thus in 2, 33, 3-5 Charikles makes a straightforward speech in 

praise of Charikleia; in 3, 3, 4-8 the presentation of Theagenes contains a strong 

praising element.

In 3, 4, 1-6 we find a praising description of Charikleia that corresponds to 3, 3, 

4-8 where Theagenes is presented. In 7, 12, 4-6 Kybele makes a speech in praise 

of the Greeks while in 7, 14, 2-3 Kybele praises Arsake to Theagenes and in 10, 

7, 4-5 Persinna’s speech to Hydaspes praises the young girl and can be associated 

with 3, 4, 1-6 where we find the description of Charikleia.

The praising element in the first speech (2, 33, 3-5) serves a very specific 

purpose. Charikles tries to persuade Kalasiris to speak to his daughter in order 

to make her change her mind on the subject of love and marriage. Charikles 

admits that he has been unable to do that. A large part of this is an enkomion of 

her. By going through her education, her physical beauty, her commitment to 

Artemis and virginity (even if this is supposed to be causing trouble to him at 

the moment) and especially her good rhetorical education he shows how precious 

she is. These are all topoi for praising found in the rhetorical handbooks which 

deal with enkomia. The speaker uses auxesis here: his daughter is better than he 

expected her to be; note the use of the comparative “x q c Cttcov” (2, 33, 3); then 

she acquired the Greek language very rapidly: note the use of superlative 

“tdxLOTa”; also Td%iora she developed from child to youth like a flower and her 

beauty has exceeded the others so much ( outod ôt] xàç Jtdoaç ujteQpepk'nxe, 2, 33, 

3) that everybody watches her as an “dpxetujtov dyaXtia.” The fact that he 

cannot win her over with promises or arguments shows how well founded her 

education is. As Charikles claims:
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àXXh  T O  xotXejtcÔTatov xoiç ènoîç, t 6  t o î ) Xoyov, x a t ’ èpiot) xéxQTixai Jtxepoiç xa i 

XTiv èx X,6yo)v TtoXiJTreipCav, t]v jtOLXtXTiv èôiôaÇd|XT]v Jtpbç xaxaoxei^Tiv xot) xbv 

dQioxov f)QT|O0ai pCov,. .

This one of the most important virtues of the girl, apart from her brightness and 

her beauty, and it is not difficult to understand how this information sounded to 

a sophisticated audience. Charikles has managed to equip his daughter with the 

ideal education so well that even he cannot escape the effects of her good 

rhetorical training.

In the “II8q\ EYXcapCou” of the progymnasmata of Hermogenes the author 

discusses the whole range of places where one should look for ideas and 

arguments when making an enkomion. Some of the basic things that should be 

mentioned are “f) dYCOYh”; q)UOiç ipuxhG ocojxaxoç; for owpa (xaXbg, péYaç, 

xaxuç, loxupbç); for ipuxq (ôCxaioç, owcppmv, ooqpoç, ctvôpeîoç); and also "èm 

xouxoLÇ èx xcüv èjtiXTiÔEUndxcùv oîov jcoîov èjtexqôeuoE pCov, cpiXbooqpov q 

pqxopixbv T] oxpaxKoxixov;^^ This shows there is extensive correspondence 

between what is said about Charikleia in this speech and the theory on 

enkomion found in progymnasmata.^^

Later on, in 3, 3, 4-8 when narrating his story, Kalasiris gives a description of 

Theagenes {ekphrasis). The description focuses on the external appearance of the 

hero and it is here that the praising element is concentrated. Everybody turns 

his eye to him as he advances; he is like a flash of lightning and the impact he 

has on his viewers is overwhelming (see for instance 4 and 8). The main 

characteristics discussed here are (opaibxqg (3, 3, 7), àvôpeia, and xaXXog. 

Similarly, in 3, 4, 1-6 Kalasiris describes Charikleia {ekphrasis) as an 

extraordinarily beautiful lady who shines even more brightly than the light of a 

torch.

2, 33, 5.
The other basic topoi are “origins,” “acts,” etc.; see also Men. Rbet. 420, 9-12: “xai ytveaOco 

TOC èvxœnia tcüv Oqtîvcüv. èYxœpiidasiç ôè ôcjiô jiocvtcüv tcüv tojicüv tcüv èyxcü^LaoTixcüv, yévovç, 
YEvéoecüç, cpiiascüç, àvaTQOcpîiç, rcaiôeiaç, èjiiTTiôe'UfidTCüV . . . ” and elsewhere.

Similarly, in the earlier Theon {Prog. 8, 109.28ff.) the three main categories for praising the 
gcxxi sides of a character “toc T iegl ilm%T]V,” “tcc r tgp i oœpa," and toc e ^ O e v  with JiaiôeCa, xdXXoç 
among the main subcategories of these. Likewise, in the later authors of progymnasmatic theory: 
Aphthonios, 21.20 -  22.9 (Rabe); Nikolaos, 50.4 -  53.6 (Felten).
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With these two ekphraseis the author tries to emphasise the fact that his two 

heroes are extremely special. In the end Knemon is certain that he recognises 

them by the description: “Outoi èxeîvoi XaQixXeia xai GeayevTig” (3, 4, 7).

But in the next comment of Knemon the author shows more clearly his whole 

plan:

'O Ô8 "c6 Jtctxep, 08O)Q8iv aÙTOùç xai âjtovxaç (f)f]0T]V, ouxcoç êvaoYcoç xe xai ouç 

oiôa I5èv f) jtaoà oou ôifiYT]oiç vitéàzih.z\" (3, 4, 7).

This is exactly what the rhetoricians suggest that the speaker of an ekphrasis 

should do. He should put the item in front of his hearer’s eyes and the main 

characteristic of such a speech should be èvapyeia.^^

Hermogenes in the chapter “Hepl èxcppdoecoç” makes an interesting remark 

about this. He acknowledges that he knows that some orators do not think that 

8xq)paoiç is a separate progymnasma because it can also be found in other types 

of speeches, among them enkomia:

"loxeov Ô8, 6ç xcbv dxpiPcoxepcDV xivèç oûx 80T]xav xtiv exqppaoiv 8ig yf^K^aotia 

d)ç Jtp0 8 iXïitî i6VTiv xai èv tiii0cp xai èv ôiTiYntion:i xai èv xojtcp xoivcp xai èv 

èYxcüjiiQ}* xai y«Q ÊX8ï, cpaoCv, èxcppd^on8v xai xojtouç xai jtoxa|AOÙç xai 

jtpdYnaxa xai jtpdowjca."^^

Here the descriptions and enkomia have similar aims.

Kvbele’s speech.

On two occasions Kybele speaks in praise of the Greeks and of the young couple. 

In the first instance (7, 12, 4-6) she uses èjtaivoç to gain the good-will of the 

couple in order to make them accept her plans. Their appearance, she claims, 

betrays their noble origins and the fact that they are Greeks means they have 

something in common with her.

In the second instance (7, 14, 2-3) in her attempt to persuade Theagenes to 

succumb to her mistress’s advances, Kybele makes a speech in praise of Arsake.

See, for instance, Hermogenes, " n e g i  è x q p Q d a e œ ç " :  “’Exqjgaoiç èoxt Koyoç J ieg iT iY T lJ ia T ix o ç , œ ç  

cp ao L , ê v a o y f i g  x a i  'ÔJi’ ô \ | ) i v  d y c o v  t 6  ÔTjX.o'unevov” (22. 7-8 Rabe); further on "àgetai ô e  

è x c p Q d o e c o ç  [ id X ,L a x a  i i e v  o a q p f îv e L a  x d l  e v d g y e i a -  ô e l  y c tg  xt)v è g ^ T iv e i a v  ô i d  x f iç  d x o T |g  o%eôov 
XT]v ji,T]xavâa0aL" (Hermogenes, 23. 9-11 (Rabe).

Hermogenes ibid  23. 15-19 (Rabe).
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Persinna’s speech.

In 10, 7, 4-5, just before sacrificing the two youngsters, Persinna makes a speech 

pitying Charikleia. This speech is in effect a praise which stands between 

enkomion and funeral speech.T he girl is praised for her extraordinary xdXXog, 

her eùyeveia (eûyevTiç t o  pXeii^a), her lAeyaXo^poauvTi, her ( tt |ç)  xatci ttiv  

f)X,ixiav ax|ifi, and her Greek origins all found in Theon ''nep'i evxcDfiiou xoi 

il̂ oyou,"̂ '̂  for example, as topoi for praising a person:

We praise basically three aspects of a person:

TÔ3V Ô8 àyaOôJV

TCt H8V 7C8p\ XOI f|0OÇ

TCt Ô8 3T:8pl O Ü )p a

ta  Ô8 8§O)08V flUÎV UJtdpX8l

Starting from the last part Theon indicates:

TO)v êÇ a)08V  j ip c ü T o v  jièv z v y i v z i a  c t y a 0 6 v ,  ô i t t t i  ô e  f| ja8v jtôX .8ü)ç x d l  8 0 v o u ç  x d i  

7to X ,iT 8 ia ç

f] ô è  y o v écD v  x d l  d X X o )v  o lxcC ûov .

Then, "ToO ôè ocaiiaxoç èativ" among other things xdXXoç, the main feature that 

concerns the novelist, and finally ii;u%ixd dya0d:

i d  o j i o u ô a i a  f ] 0 i x d  x d l  t o u t o iç  àxoXovdovoai j t p d Ç c iç  o i o v  ô t t  q ) p 6 v i [ io ç  . . . 

x d l  ÔTi jiC Y a X o c p p œ v , x d l  ô o a  t o i a u x a .

When seen in this light, this short speech of Persinna showing pity for the 

imminent loss of a remarkable girl reflects certain encomiastic procedures 

recommended in the progymnasmata. It prepares the ground for the overturning 

twist of the story at the end.^^

Heliodoros here uses an (ironic) adaptation of the standard literary motif of the “mother 
mourning over her child.”

Theon, Prog. 8 (Spengel II, 109.19ff., esp. 110. 2,110. 6; 110. 8; 110. 10, etc.)
The speech can be associated with 3, 4, 1-6 as confirming the description of Charikleia.
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PART IV

The novelists’ creativity and their readers’ response.
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1. Creative use of rhetoric by the novelists.

As we have seen so far, there is sustained use of rhetoric in the three novels 

under discussion, but the question that now arises is “how creative is this?” Do 

the novelists only reproduce rhetorical devices in the novels with no other 

purpose apart from showing off their rhetorical training? Or does rhetoric serve 

a function in each particular case in the novels and thus constitutes a more 

purposeful device? In order to address these questions we should discuss a 

number of specific cases in which we can see how rhetoric is used in each of the 

three novels.

The fact that the three novelists make use of their education and follow 

rhetorical principles still detectable today does not automatically suggest that 

their use of rhetoric is mechanistic,^ rather the opposite. Their use of rhetorical 

strategies on various levels (motifs, strategies, headings, situations borrowed 

from rhetorical themes, etc.) in the context of a novel is often indicative of their 

creativity. Rhetoric is used in various ways, such as to characterise people, to 

show their ingenuity, their viciousness or their manipulative abilities, etc.; it is 

used to present a convincing story which is enriched with incidents similar to 

those encountered in rhetorical teaching. In the hands of the novelists rhetorical 

themes and techniques become vital units of their novels; a closer study of how 

they employ rhetoric will show how resourceful these authors were. The authors 

do not simply copy examples or put into practice slavishly the advice found in 

rhetorical handbooks. They show their creativity in the way they adapt them for 

their novel’s needs. The significant advice, for example, that the speech should

 ̂ The fact that rhetoric is used creatively by the novelists has been also noted by others. 
According to Ruiz-Montero’s conclusions (Ruiz-Montero (1996) p. 67) in the case of rhetorical 
exercises by the novelists “these exercises are instruments at the service of the creativity and 
talent of each author; they are not a beginning and end in themselves, but rather a means.” The 
extent of creative use of (mainly descriptive) rhetorical passages in Achilleus Tatios and 
Heliodoros can be seen in Bartseh (1989); Bartsch finds similarities of the use of descriptive 
(rhetorical) passages in the novels with other works of rhetoricians, such as Lucian, the 
Philostrati, etc., who “not only used the devices found in the Progymnasmata but developed and 
deployed them with a view to their own larger literary goals”; these rhetoricians “are concerned 
not only with showing their skill at simply describing but also at interpreting what is to be 
described, or manipulating the description in such a way that it takes on a new relation to the 
material it introduces or in which it is embedded” (Bartsch (1989) p. 14). Therefore, in the works 
of these rhetoricians “a descriptive passage” is used “to draw in its audience and ask of them an 
effort of interpretation” {ibid  p. 15). In these lines she discusses the presence of similar passages 
in the two novelists in discussion {ibid. pp. 171-177 and passim).
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have a tripartite temporal division is used to show intense pain through the 

comparison of the (happy) past with the unbearable present (and the destruction 

of future expectation)/

Even in the schools of declamation students had the liberty to use their ingenuity 

and show originality/ After a period of teaching it was clear that students 

should not be allowed to rely on others too much and that they should take the 

initiative to develop their own ideas in their own way/ The priest’s attack on 

Thersandros in Achilleus Tatios (8, 9) may have a resonance from Aristophanes 

and similarities with character assassination of the Aischinean type/ but the 

way the whole speech is presented with the use of ethos as a means of 

persuasion^ betrays the author’s resourcefulness, as he makes the priest use the 

whole array of rhetorical weaponry to demolish Thersandros’ credibility.

If anything, education in the declamation schools had a clear appreciation of the 

“cleverness or novelty” of what the speakers said.^ Creativity is highly sought 

after in the schools of declamation, and the speaker would be expected to use 

rhetorical techniques in his own way by combining his chosen topics in his own 

style. The novelists who, as it appears, had a good rhetorical training adopt it for 

a variety of purposes in different forms and contexts. For example, auxesis 

(amplification) is used in the presentation of Kleitophon’s suffering after he 

learns in prison that Leukippe has been murdered (7, 5). In his lamenting speech 

he uses amplification in expressing the idea that Leukippe, after a number of 

previous false deaths, is now really dead and thus the present situation is 

presented as worse than what happened in the past (see p. 237f.). In another 

instance, in Melite’s speech amplification helps her to be convincing by 

presenting Kleitophon as utterly emotionless in front of her suffering (see p. 

244).

Likewise, in Chariton (1, 14, 6-10) Kallirhoe describes her predicament (the 

result of her sale to Leonas) with the assistance of auxesis in order to verbalise 

her already difficult (and worse than before) situation and to express it in the

 ̂See p. 227ff., p. 2381. (and note 49), and p. 250.
 ̂Quint. II, X, 14-15; also Bonner (1949) p. 51. 
Bonner (1977) p. 274; also Quint. II, VI, 5-7.

 ̂See p. 174, p. 177ff. (esp. 182f.); see also p. 276ff.
6 See p. 83ff.
 ̂Kennedy (1999) p. 46.
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darkest possible colours (see p. 249; similarly in 6, 6; see p. 250). In similar lines, 

Charikleia in Heliodoros (7, 14, 6), for example, tries to present the situation as 

‘‘even worse than it appears” in her lament for the death of Kalasiris (see p. 

254f.). In all these cases amplification is used as a means to enhance the sense of 

a tragic picture.

Another rhetorical device which is used in a purposeful way is the final heading 

{telika kephalaia). This device is particularly favoured by Heliodoros (see p. 

154ff.). Especially in the confrontation between Thyamis and Arsake the 

deployment of this device dominates the speeches; this shows how powerful cases 

can be made based on those headings, to the point that Arsake, defeated in the 

rhetorical confrontation, loses her temper and resorts to threatening (see p. 

156f.). The use of eschematismenos logos is another rhetorical device used by the 

same author in a very interesting way, to make a dramatic scene full of suspense 

which is also intellectually demanding. While we read the scene, provided that we 

are aware of the technique and its special rules, we wait to see whether this 

specialised rhetorical device used in the speech of Hydaspes (10, 16, 4-10) is 

going to work (see p. 145ff.).

Much of these rhetorical techniques do not appear to be simply reproduced in 

the novels, but seems to have been adapted to their environment. The purpose of 

the school exercises, especially the progymnasmata, for example the saying 

(yvcojiT]), was to give scope to the students to exercise on such rhetorical 

techniques, especially the amplification,* in order to be able to use it later in any 

environment. In fact, declamation was nothing more than an exercise in which 

the speaker’s ingenuity was tested.^ Both the nature of the complexity and the 

fictional nature of the themes given^® meant that creative imagination was a 

primary ability required in constructing an interesting speech. “Sophistry is also 

one place within the rhetorical system where allowance is made for genius and 

inspiration, something that technical handbooks cannot create.”^̂

* Bonner (1977) p. 258f.
 ̂Kennedy (1999) p. 46.

See, for example, Seneca, Contr. 1,4; 1,6; 2,2; 7,1, etc. 
" Kennedy (1999) p. 50.
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The novelists’ creativity is also manifested in their ability to see things from 

different angles, as when arguing both sides of an issue/^ Their construction of 

rhetorical scenes, their discovery and selection of arguments appropriate to the 

situation show how rhetoric has taught them to be flexible and inventive. Their 

stylistic ornamentation, the choice of topics, the adaptation of themes and their 

incorporation in their stories show their resourcefulness. Their ability to create 

paradox in the rhetorical speeches, especially the forensic ones, shows how they 

try to exploit it. In Chariton 1, 5, 4, Chaireas - the killer - instead of a defence 

speech presents a direct self-accusation speech while Hermokrates - the victim’s 

father - speaks for his acquittal (1, 5, 6-7)! Likewise Kleitophon, in a last-moment 

change of mind, decides to confess to a crime he has never committed (7, 6, 3), 

and his friend Kleinias defends him by trying to disprove his claims! In 

Heliodoros, instead of speaking for the salvation of his daughter, Hydaspes is 

shown (apparently) to argue for her sacrifice to an audience which he hopes will 

reject this idea. This reversal of the purpose of speeches, along with the 

occasional reversal of the normal order of speakers (such as that in Achilleus 

Tatios 8, 10, 1), shows how freely the novelists used rhetorical techniques in the 

courtroom speeches.

In our attempt to expose the influence of rhetoric on speeches in the novel, we 

often concentrate on the similarities of a given speech in the novel with a certain 

real speech or, more frequently, with advice given in various rhetorical 

handbooks. This, however, should not give the impression that the speeches are 

always reproduced following word by word either other speeches or technical 

advice. Despite the fact that they often recall bits and pieces of other speeches or 

adopt certain techniques, nobody has ever identified with any certainty a speech 

or a specific handbook which has been slavishly imitated by our authors; they 

create their speeches independently and are not interested in pure reproduction. 

Their use of traditional teaching material shows rather that this material comes 

from various sources, has been absorbed and reworked, in the form of 

advancement, expansion, shortening, and imaginative adaptation. Their 

extensive use of rhetoric shows that they have assimilated rhetorical knowledge

12 See, for example, p. 69ff., p. 195, p. 198ff., p. 209ff., etc.
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and are well aware of rhetorical principles, which they use freely in the 

invention of their novels.

The novelists’ inventive use of rhetoric also shines through in their use of 

epideictic (encomiastic) material, because of its limited range of techniques and 

topics, this is an area that can easily be exhausted Nevertheless, in the three 

novels we witness the heroes being described, praised or denounced through it, 

being mourned, sympathised or pitied, or even expressing their inner emotional 

world through it. Rhetorical theory of lament and praise has had a strong impact 

on describing the novel’s characters or on presenting them lamenting, but here, 

too, a selection of material has been made, modifications have taken place and 

the final product is intended for rather different purposes. In Chariton, for 

example, we find a surprisingly large number of mourning or distress speeches, 

and epideictic rhetoric is used here widely with the effect of producing highly 

emotional dramatic scenes. The principles of his praising or mourning speeches 

are derived from epideictic theory, but the speeches are his own creations which 

are adapted to their context, focus on specific purposes on each occasion for the 

sake of the novel and, though a product of ihetorical training, are constructed 

according to the novel’s wider needs (plot, characterisation, dramatic tension, 

pace, etc.).̂ "̂

The use of epideictic rhetoric has mainly a common purpose in all three novels: 

the display of emotions on behalf of the characters. With them the reader is 

allowed access to their emotional world. The speakers’ rhetoric cries out for the 

natural human reaction of sympathy with the person suffering. The characters 

verbalise their emotional despair using proven rhetorical devices to an extent 

that can seem excessive, at least by today’s standards, although this varies. 

They appear to use all means available to attract sympathy, and what better 

advice could one follow than to use professionally tried epideictic techniques and

See p. 247, note 1.
See also Reardon in Schmeling (1996) p. 332.
For example, south Europeans would perhaps find it easier to appreciate such overwhelming 

expression of emotion in comparison to western phlegmatic societies where the presentation of 
emotion in this way seems inappropriate or undignified. Besides, all three authors come from the 
Near East.
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topics appropriate to the subject? We find, however, some instances where 

topics of rhetoric are mixed^^ with topics of poetry/^

In epideictic rhetoric the comparison of Menandros’ work with speeches in the 

novels has revealed a tendency to broadly follow a traditional rhetorical plan. 

This, however, in no way indicates pure reproductive use. The essence of 

rhetorical teaching was to have ready at hand a certain way in which the 

speakers would construct their speeches, a certain mould and certain areas from 

which they would draw their ideas. What material they would put into action for 

their specific case or what ingredients they would choose and in what quantities 

was each orator’s choice. Audiences were not interested in or did not expect so 

much innovative material to be presented to them, but were interested mainly in 

the way it was presented, the right choice, their effective presentation and their 

persuasiveness.

Another instance where we see the novelists’ creative imagination at work is in 

the adaptation of oratory for the needs of the plot. In the trial scenes, for 

example, the details of the crime usually appear before the speeches and thus the 

narration part in them is quite different from that in real trial speeches. In a real 

forensic speech the speaker narrates the “facts,” emphasising or leaving out the 

sides of the story that are not helpful for his case. In these speeches narrative is a 

vital part and a matter for serious scrutiny. In the novels, however, the author 

gives the details to the reader beforehand, so that he observes the speakers from a 

higher vantage-point of prior knowledge. The irony that arises from this gives 

the reader an opportunity to assess the speakers’ abilities and their 

trustworthiness.^* In this way the reader knows the truth but is placed into a 

position in which he is able to witness how the characters manage to escape 

from an awkward position or how they can achieve what they want, etc.

Another imaginative use of rhetorical devices, such as ekphrasiSy can be seen in 

the way these are embodied in the novels. One example is the symbolic meaning 

of the abduction of Europa by Zeus described at the beginning of the Leukippe

See p. 273f.
As Anderson (1989), p. 122 rightly claims for similar cases in the second sophistic: “the 

material itself was infinitely adaptable, and it is easy to be misled by mechanical and highly 
repetitive recipes for panegyric from the handbooks into supposing that all was predictable. On 
the contrary, the audience knew what to expect, and it was the sophist’s job to see that they did 
not always get it.”
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and Kleitophon, etc/^ The apparent analogies of the stories depicted in 

rhetorical descriptions {ekphraseis) with the heroes’ own prospects play an 

important role in the process of reading the novels. The reader is invited to 

interpret them and to make hypotheses which are later confirmed or disproved. 

In fact, the latter can often be more entertaining than the former.^®

Intertextual references to classical orators create parallels between characters 

and figures of the past (Demosthenes, Aischines; see p. 83, note 19, and p. 173ff). 

These allusions are not mere borrowings for the sake of persuasion only; they add 

a historical dimension with the inevitable comparisons they evoke. Allusions to 

highly esteemed orators (e.g. Demosthenes, etc.) are used to give their novels a 

certain elevated status.

Elsewhere, we see specific rhetorical advice found in handbooks being ignored 

In Achilleus Tatios’ courtroom scene (8, 10), we see a good example of a speech 

that is deliberately over-ambitious in the manner of the Asianic school and in 

sharp contrast with the priest’s speech (8, 9). By violating some basic rhetorical 

principles (see p. 87, p. 99f. (and note 50), p. 107f., p. 174, note 1), Sopatros 

spoils his case and fails in his attempt to support his client. The novelist has here 

presented a negative character ignoring or breaking the prescriptions of the 

rhetorical handbooks. Similarly, Thersandros’ second speech contains a number 

of weaknesses (see p. 107), which assist in the failure of that trial.

Another example which shows that the novelist’s priorities were not to 

reproduce rhetorical advice slavishly is the scene with Kleitophon’s false 

“confession” of his crime in Achilleus Tatios 7, 8. Here the situation is much 

more complicated than the Hermogenean treatise On Issues provides for. 

Hermogenes’ aim is to provide a scheme on how to acquit the defendant. Here, 

Kleitophon is concerned with a double purpose: one for himself (death penalty) 

and one for Melite (her implication in the murder). In his speech Kleitophon uses 

both counterposition (acceptance of responsibility) and transference 

(transference of responsibility to someone else) because he takes responsibility 

for his wrongdoing and transfers part of it to Melite. Hermogenes, however, sets

Schwartz (1998) p. 384ff.
Plepelits (1996) p. 399.
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out a strategy for either accepting full responsibility and suggests a certain set of 

principles, such as showing that something beneficial has arisen from it 

(àvtCoTaoiç; see p. 117, note 85) or for transferring it to the victim or to a third 

party, which again aims at the acquittal of the accused/^ Achilleus Tatios, by 

contrast, adapts these prescriptions for his own story, showing Kleitophon using 

both techniques at the same time in order to achieve different objectives.

“Deceit speeches,” such as self-denunciation, eschematismenos logos, etc., appear 

in the three novels, but they are quite different in each case. In Chariton (1, 5, 4- 

5; see p. 45f.) it is a straightforward case of self-denunciation where the person 

making it believes he has committed the crime and asks for the death penalty; in 

Achilleus Tatios (7, 7, 2-6; see p. 68ff.) Kleitophon is well aware of the situation 

and his self-denunciation speech {prosangelia) appears as a reaction to it and 

aims at the involvement of a third party in the “crime,” while in Heliodoros (10, 

16, 4-10; see p. 145ff.) Hydaspes’ speech shows how a speaker can manipulate his 

audience in order to achieve the desired result. Although all three cases belong to 

the same family of speeches, they show great originality in the way they are 

adapted to their contexts.

The theory of telika kephalaia (see p. 154ff.; also p. 200ff.) cannot be 

implemented without ingenuity. The author has to know this persuasive 

technique in theory, but how these headings will take form and work for his 

stories is a totally different matter. Without their inventiveness the authors 

would have been unable to use this technique in their novels with such subtlety 

that it often escapes the reader’s attention that such a strategy is in action. 

Another major piece of evidence of the creative use of rhetoric in the novel is its 

transformation into a functional device for the involvement of the reader. In 

“watching” the characters’ use of rhetoric, the reader makes assumptions about 

the degree of success of their rhetorical abilities (be it forensic or deliberative or 

other). The sophistication of the rhetorical techniques applied illustrates their 

ability to use persuasive language in general. This invites the reader to judge the

Bartsch (1989) suggests that the rhetorical descriptions in the novels invite interpretation (p. 
15). Rhetoric is used as part of a general strategy to involve the readers in the reaction, the irony, 
and the interpretation of scenes {ibid  p. 172ff.).

Hermogenes, On Issues, 39.1-10 (Rabe).
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speeches’ effectiveness and to try to anticipate the other characters’ reactions 

and the consequences of the speeches in the development of the story.

Speeches in the novels tend to have short-term effects. Kleitophon’s self 

denunciation (7, 7) in his trial brings about the death sentence at the end of the 

trial (7,12,1), which raises the suspense. Meanwhile, speeches presented for both 

sides in this trial aim at the salvation or condemnation of the main hero. Their 

purpose is to involve the reader, principally the one equipped with rhetorical 

education.

Similarly, in Heliodoros’ novel Charikleia proves the effectiveness of her rhetoric 

on numerous occasions, for instance in her delaying tactic to Thyamis’ wedding 

proposal (1, 19; p. 134ff.) or in her speeches at the court of Hydaspes (p. 142ff.). 

In Heliodoros, rhetoric is in general terms effective. Demainete manages to take 

revenge in a similar way as Kleitophon does in Achilleus Tatios, achieving the 

condemnation of her son-in-law, although he is later vindicated At the moment, 

however, the outcome of the trial produces injustice and a new thread in the 

plot, a subplot, which creates expectation and thus involvement.

In Chariton’s novel rhetoric often appears ineffective. Initially, although 

Chaireas produces a self-denunciation regarding the accidental death of 

Kallirhoe, his speech is ignored by the judge, who is also the father of the victim, 

and Chaireas is acquitted. Later, in Dionysios’ and Mithridates’ trial scene, 

Mithridates wins his acquittal only when he produces hard evidence (5, 8, 8), 

that is, Chaireas himself -  disproving Dionysios’ claims. However, Dionysios is 

still entangled in the trial case since now he has to prove that he, and not 

Chaireas, is the legitimate husband (5, 8, 8); this is used to raise the suspense 

again.^^ The trial is, however, postponed indefinitely until the war is over, when 

it appears that Dionysios gains Kallirhoe as a reward for his bravery in the war 

(7, 5, 15), while Chaireas’ bravery at sea leads him to unexpectedly find Kallirhoe 

in 8, 1, 8. Here again, the careful use of rhetorical techniques in the trial scene is 

used as a means to raise suspense (even before the proper trial we witness the 

careful preparation and worries of the two litigants, especially those of

^ From the moment the king gives the litigants five days to prepare we are constantly reminded 
of the passing of the time with details as to what is happening to Kallirhoe while she is hosted by 
Stateira (5, 9, Iff.), Dionysios’ reaction (5, 9, 8ff), a series of his etbopoiiai (5, 10, 1 and 5, 10, 2- 
5), Chaireas’ reaction and etbopoiiai {5, 10, 6-10).
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Dionysios). Although carefully prepared speeches and attention to detail raises 

expectations and suspense (and slows down the pace of the story), the 

effectiveness of the use of rhetorical techniques is reversed by external factors. 

The difference in the treatment of rhetoric by Chariton in comparison to 

Achilleus Tatios and Heliodoros presents similarities with the different literary 

tendencies of sophistic authors which Bartsch discussed in her 1989 book, where 

regarding the “employment of the descriptive in the works of the prominent 

sophists of the period,’’̂  ̂ i.e. Lucian, the two Philostrati, etc. she notes that we 

“see how a descriptive passage might be used to draw in its audience and ask of 

them an effort at interpretation.”̂ "̂ However she notes that there are differences 

in technique in the use of descriptive passages by the sophists. Others, such as 

the Philostrati, provide an explanation of “context and meaning” in their 

descriptions while others, such as Lucian, leave their viewers wondering about 

their meaning until somebody else supplies an interpretation^^. This tendency, 

characteristic of the sophists of the second sophistic, to analyse and look eagerly 

for a deeper meaning in a picture^^ can be seen as exploited more by Achilleus 

Tatios and Heliodoros and considerably limited by Chariton (whose descriptive 

rhetorical material is considerably less anyway).^^

In terms of rhetorical techniques the novels are not original; in terms of their 

implementation they are. The speeches contain a selection and combination of 

techniques, ideas, etc. that show imaginative use and versatile adaptation. 

Summing up, we can say that the three novelists under discussion follow the 

prescriptions of the rhetorical handbooks only in order to make speeches more 

persuasive. Occasionally, handbook advice is deliberately ignored in order to 

make the failure of a speech appear plausible. The differences between Chariton, 

Achilleus and Heliodoros in their attitude to oratory generally can also be 

observed in their creative adaptations of rhetorical prescriptions to specific 

contexts or situations in their respective novels.

Bartsch (1989) p. 14. 
Ibid  p. 15.
Ibid
Ibid  p. 14.
Ibid  pp. 36-37.
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2. The readership of the ancient novels.

The question of the readership of the ancient novels is a complicated one, 

principally due to lack of sufficient hard evidence from antiquity. It became 

more complicated in the hands of modem scholarship. As a relatively new area 

of study, the novel provoked the “philological reflex” which automatically 

compared these texts with works of the classical era and attributed the 

differences to the targeting of a less well educated readership than that of 

classical literature.^* Since then, scholars have tried to address the question of the 

educational level of the novels’ readership. To show how the debate has developed 

over the last two decades, it may be useful to trace briefly its main stages. This 

will also help to clarify my own position in this question.

Hagg (1983) in his attempt to locate the place of birth and readership of the 

novel claims that “the first novels were aimed at the educated classes of the 

Hellenistic cities of Asia Minor, to people who looked back with a certain 

nostalgia to the fifth and fourth centuries”^̂  and afterwards it reached 

Alexandria “and once there, its real flourishing and its movement down the 

social scale s ta rted .F u rth e rm o re , according to him the “theory of a 

predominantly female audience” is “at least partly confirmed.”^̂

Wesseling (1988) started from the point that “there are at least a few indications 

that some intellectuals were acquainted with Greek and Latin novels”;̂  ̂ after 

examining various references to the novels by such people, he suggested more 

realistic estimates of the general rates of literacy,^^ especially in rural areas, and 

also rejected the idea of a female readership because of their restricted education

^ Cf. for instance Perry (1967) who in talking of its uses identifies the readership of the novel in 
the “children and the poor-in-spirit” or the “intellectuals on isolated occasions for the ostensible 
purpose of satire or parody,” etc. Perry (1967) p. 5); also Reardon (1991) p. 41: “the romance is a 
popular form, in the sense that it is addressed originally to a fairly wide and probably not unduly 
cultivated audience” (thus approximating Hagg’s (1983) views); or “one might think of romance 
as the relaxation of the literate” (thus approximating Perry’s (1967) views); see further in 
Reardon (1976) p. 130. It should be noted that these are only ideas that are put forward at an 
early stage of the scholarship on the matter. Much more comprehensive studies (which we discuss 
here) came a bit later. Further on this in Bowie (1994) p. 441ff.

Hagg (1983) p. 98.
Hagg (1983) p. 98; note that this seems to be the opposite of what Reardon has assumed, 

although it is based on similar criteria; see note 28.
Hagg (1983) p. 96; see criticism of this view in Bowie (1996) p. 96f.
Wesseling (1988) p. 68.
Ibid  p .  7 0 .
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in generaP"  ̂ and lack of such data. He concludes that the intended audience of 

Achilleus Tatios, Longos, Heliodoros and Chariton -  with the exception of 

Xenophon - is “the intellectuals in the first place but not exclusively”^̂  and that 

the novels’ function is that of entertainment which however varies “as to the 

character of the work in question” and “to the nature and education of 

individual readers.”^̂

For Heliodoros, Morgan (1991), based on the “assumption that the responses of 

this series of functional audiences are intended to stand in some sort of relation 

to those of the real audience outside the narrative frame,” investigates the 

possible relation between internal audiences in scenes of the novel and its real 

readership and concludes that the three audiences in the Aithiopika which the 

author has examined “offer the reader some degree of narcissistic 

identification”^̂  mainly through the fact that “they reflect and form the reader’s 

own responses”;̂ * Knemon, in particular, appears as an “exact fit, cognitively 

and affectively, with the reader.”^̂

Morgan (1995) in evaluating the kind of readers the novel had, concludes that 

the “romance then was being read by those rich enough to own luxury villas”;"̂® 

furthermore, that “the novelists were not, and did not project themselves as, 

members of the seething masses. Neither they nor their books, as physical 

objects, are in any sense down-market of other l i te ra tu re .F o r  the “sophistic 

romances,” in particular,'*^ he concludes that “in the course of its development 

the novel came to demand of its readers a degree of sophisticated self-awareness 

and reflexivity that would have restricted full appreciation to those with a high 

level of literary training.”'*̂ Additionally, it is suggested that the “intellectual 

classes”'*̂ were its “readers all along” and that the “earlier novels” would have

Ibid p. 72.
Ibid  pp. 75-76.
Ibid  p. 77.
Morgan (1991) p. 99. 
Ibid p. 99.
Ibid  p. 99.
Morgan (1995) p. 136. 
Ibid  p.137.
Ibid  p. 141.
Ibid p. 143.
Ibid  p. 143.
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been read by others as well/^ Therefore, “the novel-reading public was not an 

entity distinct from the rest of the reading public, and that the novels are better 

regarded as off-duty amusement for the highly literate than as a product aimed 

at those with lower grades of taste and education.'*'^^

Earlier Stephens (1994)̂ ^̂  had shown that the “social structure of the ancient 

world” seemed to preclude the idea of the novels “being a popular source of 

entertainment.”"̂* In comparing the number of fragments of the novels with 

fragments of other genres she finds a considerable disparity in number"*  ̂ to the 

disadvantage of the novels. However, the quality of the production and texts of 

the surviving fragments reflects the high social status of their owners and classes 

them among other groups of “works of the high culture.” ®̂ All these observations 

suggest that the reading public of the novels is “a public that in education and in 

inclination and ability to read and write matches well with the authors of novels 

themselves, a public for which their contemporaries were writing.”^̂

Bowie (1994) argues for a predominantly male readership and against a female 

and juvenile aud ience .H e also argues against the wide spread of readership 

(popularity) of the novels among the less educated, suggested mainly by Hagg 

(1983),^^ and he assumes an educated and well-to-do readership. Furthermore, 

he provides lengthy argumentation^^ to show that “there are insufficient grounds 

for denying that the novel was known in intellectual circles” and concludes that 

the evidence suggests that for Longos, Achilleus Tatios, Heliodoros along with 

Chariton and M etiœhos andParthenope^r^ educated readership is expected.

Hagg (1994) rejects the views of a number of modem scholars^^ who oppose the 

suggested wide “popularity” of the genre as expressed by Perry and Reardon^*

Ibid  p. 143.
Ibid  p. 143.
See also Stephens (1990) in Tatum and Vernazza (1990), pp. 148-149.
Stephens (1994) p. 409.
Ibid  p. 410ff.
Ibid  p. 412f.
Ibid  p. 415.
Bowie (1994) pp. 437-440.

”  Hagg (1983) p. 93.
Bowie (1994) p. 440; also Bowie (1990) pp. 150-151.
Ibid  pp. 443-448.
Ibid  p. 448; especially for Longos see ib id  pp. 451-452.
That is Wesseling (1988), Treu (1989), Stephens (1990 and 1994), Bowie (1990 and 1994), 

Harris (1989); see further in Hagg (1994) p. 51.
Hagg (1994) p. 51.
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mainly on the basis that if popularity of the novel is rejected then the “widely 

accepted”^̂  explanation that was given principally by Perry about the creation 

of the novel, which is based on “the general sociocultural and psychological 

background” is also seriously undermined^® This applies only to the early novels 

and not to “the three “sophistic” specimens whose sophistic readership can never 

have been in serious doubt.”^̂  Therefore, Hagg suggests that we should treat the 

early novel (which reveals the initial readership) and the sophistic novel 

separately. He claims that Chariton (and Parthenope) is an isolated case and 

aims high,^^ but this does not exclude different audiences like “his own equals,” 

on the one side, and “a potential -  and larger -  audience people a step or two 

further down the sociocultural ladder,”^̂  on the other. According to him, it is not 

a “condition for a reader of Callirhoe to be well-educated -  though it would of 

course have constituted a definite advantage, because it would give fuller 

satisfaction.” '̂* Besides, Hagg continues, “the narrative suspense, the emotional 

impact, the escapist function were there for all, the rhetorical and classicizing 

embellishment for some.”^̂  According to him, exclusiveness depends on the 

complication of “the narrative structure and the phraseology”;̂  ̂ he claims that 

these constitute a “hindrance for the less literate” in the sophistic novel but not 

in Chariton, “though these things are of course extremely difficult for us to 

assess.”^̂  However, the author concedes that “there is no way of actually proving 

that Chariton did address himself to others than his equals” *̂ but he reserves for 

himself the right to doubt that readers who “were unable to appreciate certain 

rhetorical niceties,” etc. should “be excluded from either the actual or the 

intended readership of his novel.”^̂  Furthermore, Hagg rejects Stephens’ (1994) 

views on the high readership of the novel based on the physical appearance of 

the surviving papyri, suggesting that “money and intellectuality do not

Ibid  p. 50.
Ibid  p. 50.
Ibid  p. 52.
Ibid  p. 53.
Ibid  p. 53.
Ibid  p. 54.
Ibid  p. 54.
Ibid  p. 54.
Ibid  p. 54.
Ibid  p. 54.
Ibid  p. 55.
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necessarily go together”^̂  and that the novels were read to others “primarily by 

means of recitals, within the household, among friends, or even publicly.”^̂

As far as internal evidence is concerned, stereotyped phraseology, 

recapitulations, and foreshadowing in Xenophon and Chariton give a helping 

hand to the inexperienced reader/^ While Hagg accepts that certain techniques, 

such as foreshadowing, would “no doubt stimulate inexperienced readers to keep 

on reading, listeners to stay l is te n in g ,h e  does not regard demanding material 

such as the use of specialised rhetorical techniques, allusions, etc. to be off- 

putting for the inexperienced readers. Although Hagg put forward good ideas 

and contributed enormously to the discussion on the readership, his hypothesis 

seems to suffer from the common enemy of any discussion of this matter, namely 

the lack of any hard evidence which would make it is readily acceptable.

Later, Bowie (1996) examined the two opposing views that had been formed by 

that time. The one, mainly supported by Hagg, claimed that the novel was 

created “as a literature designed for a new category of reader, men and women 

who were literate but not intellectual, readers of huge Hellenistic cities,”^̂  and 

the other that “the texts were primarily produced for and read by the same social 

and intellectual élite who read Plutarch and historians or attended philosophy 

lectures,”^̂  a view which Bowie also shares. After claiming that the 

intertextuality found in both “sophistic” and the earlier novels “holds the two 

groups together”^̂  in terms of readership and that a distinction should be made

Ibid  p. 57.
Ibid  p. 58.
Ibid  p. 58ff.
Kaimio (1996) working in similar lines with Hagg, suggests that “the stereotyped phrases 

describing the reactions of the surrounding crowd” are used by Chariton as a “guidance to his 
own audience as to the perception of his work” (p. 72), conceding at the same time that such 
phrases exist in the other extant novels as well but are, according to him, “a minor part of the 
complex narrative” (p. 72). Similarly, Paulsen (1995) examining mainly some instances in 
Heliodoros where the reader is invited to solve “riddles” (see p. 352ff.), such as the opening scene 
of the novel (whose secret is revealed at the end of book 5), suggests that, irrespective of the 
degree of their education, all people, as long as they could read (or enjoy recitations), could find 
pleasure and enjoyment in reading Heliodoros’ novel This argument overlooks the fact that even 
the instances with the “riddle-solving” require some king of experience and a trained audience. 
Moreover, it does not answer the question satisfactorily of what can we do with the less 
accessible intertextual references or the sophisticated rhetorical material which abounds in the 
novels we have examined in this study, for example?

Ibid  p. 63.
Bowie (1996) p. 87.
Ibid  pp. 87-88.
Ibid  p. 88.
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between “actual” and “intended readership,” *̂ he warns against over-dependence 

on the arguments that readership should be explained in accordance with the 

emerging needs of the “late Hellenistic man”^̂  or the needs of the society, as 

Perry and Hagg*® had suggested.*^ Bowie concedes that the intended readership 

of the “sophistic novels” is generally assumed to be “highly educated,” and he is 

prepared to accept with great caution that in the case of novels like that of 

Chariton “their writers may have envisaged a few less highly educated readers,”*̂  

while the surviving evidence of actual readers of the sophistic novels suggests 

educated readership.*^

As far as the early novels are concerned he rejects the idea of a female readership 

on the basis of the limited number of educated women.*"̂  Based on the use of 

allusions in Chariton and the Metiochos and Parthenope, he suggests that the 

readership is the same as that of classical texts,*^ but concedes that some of 

Hagg’s arguments in his 1994 article have considerable force (e.g. that “the 

narrative suspense, the emotional impact, the escapist function were there for 

all, the rhetorical and classicizing embellishment for some,”*̂  which means that 

“Chariton may have had several audiences in mind.”*̂  Later on he explains that 

Hagg’s suggestion that the idea of lower readership is supported by the existence 

of linking summaries, recapitulations and foreshadowing in these novels could 

be explained not only in Hagg’s way (namely as a helping hand for the 

inexperienced reader or the listening audience). Bowie suggests that this may be 

explained as responding to real needs of any readership, and therefore high as 

well, since a reader “resuming the reading of the work after a pause might 

welcome a reminder”;** moreover, he suggests, the raising of the dramatic 

tension achieved with foreshadowing cannot only be regarded as intended for 

lower readership. Therefore, the evidence used for such an suggestion is

Ibid  p. 88. 
Ibid  p. 89. 
Ibid  p. 89. 
Ibid  pp. 89-92. 
Ibid  p. 92. 
Ibid  pp. 93-95. 
Ibid  p. 95
Ibid  p. 95.

^ Ibid p. 96 (where there are further references). 
Ibid  p. 96.
Ibid  p. 98.
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dangerously shaky. To this contributes the scarcity and unreliability of evidence 

of the actual readership of the early novels which again, wherever it exists, may 

suggest a cultured reader. Bowie’s comprehensive examination of the issue and 

his juxtaposition of intended and actual readership leads him to reach 

interesting and viable conclusions on readership on the basis of existing evidence 

and less (if at all) on the basis of speculation.

Holzberg (2001), starting from the estimate that a maximum of 15% of the 

population could read and write at the time and that only the rich and educated 

were reading literature, concludes that the people who were reading Chariton 

were the same as those who were reading Thukydides, for exam ple .In  view of 

the demanding literary language and intertextuality of the novels he notes that 

the illiterati who could possibly have heard the novels from others -  who 

supposedly were reading or reciting them - would have had very little to identify 

with.^° Holzberg suggests that it would be difficult to imagine that the novelists 

(even Chariton and Xenophon) aimed for anything less than the upper classes.^  ̂

The contribution of the present thesis to the debate (which is on the verge of 

saturation, due to a desperate lack of hard evidence) is very close to Bowie’s 

view of a well-educated readership (Bowie 1994 and 1996). The material 

discussed here can only endorse the view that the intended readership was 

educated, given the quality and quantity of rhetoric in the novel. The evidence 

gathered indicates that all three novelists go to great lengths to present rhetorical 

material, such as forensic, epideictic, and deliberative speeches, which would 

have been a waste of time for the authors and a tedious experience for the 

readers if they were not expected to be appreciated and enjoyed by an at least 

similarly educated audience. Added to that, the ubiquitous presence of explicit 

or implicit allusions, which all previous scholars dealing with readership accept, 

makes it untenable to claim that these authors did not have in mind a cultured 

audience. Now the idea that the novels were actually enjoyed by a wider 

audience who did not have the background to appreciate their subtle rhetorical 

techniques seems strange and goes against the kind of evidence which we have 

discussed in this study.

Holzberg (2001) p. 55. 
Ibid  p. 56.
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As discussed in chapter 2 of part I (p. 50ff.), Chariton’s novel, for example, 

which has often been included in the category of a lower readership, goes to great 

lengths in his courtroom speeches to follow the traditional structure and 

techniques, to the point that the speeches of Dionysios (5, 6) and Mithridates (5, 

7) are seen as following a model structure of a forensic speech.

Furthermore, the choice and variation in the introductions of direct opening and 

subtle approach according to the circumstances (which we compared on p. 52ff. 

with the theory found in the A d  Herennium), the attempts to attain all aims of 

the introduction (p. 54ff.), the three qualities of a narration, some of them 

explicitly stated (p. 57ff.), and the sophisticated presentation of arguments and 

proofs in their speeches, all indicate that Chariton had in mind rhetorically 

highly alert readers, equipped with at least similar educational experiences. In 

fact, his care in constructing his forensic speeches is such that he might give the 

impression of taking all measures in the speeches so as not to be seen as lacking 

rhetorical knowledge or being incapable of creating rhetorical speeches 

according to the instructions provided in the forensic arts. Chariton’s carefully 

structured forensic speeches imply that they are expected to be evaluated by 

educated people capable of recognising and appreciating their inner qualities. 

Regarding Achilleus Tatios and Heliodoros, things are even more obvious. In the 

section on Kleitophon’s trial we discussed the structure and techniques (p. 68ff.) 

and we saw that they follow various rhetorical techniques (see, for example, 

Kleinias’ speech in p. 71ff.) or the priest’s highly allusive and carefully prepared 

speech (p. 82ff.), or even Sopatros overlooking some principles of forensic 

oratory (treading in hostile territory) and derailing the whole process (p. 87f.), or 

the rhetorical techniques used in the speeches (p. 89ff.), or even the complicated 

application of the equally complicated issue theory in the courtroom speeches (p. 

llOff.): all these examples show that Achilleus Tatios’ audience would have lost a 

lot of appreciation and pleasure in reading his novel without being familiar with 

rhetorical theory accessed only by educated people.^^ In fact, without

Ibid  pp. 56-57.
See further p. 50ff. and also Schmeling (1974) p. 116ff.
A further example of the subtlety that Achilleus Tatios’ use of rhetoric can reach is the use of 

Asianic style by Sopatros (in 8, 10) in contrast to the Atticistic style by Kleinias (in 7, 9) (see 
Winkler in Reardon (1989) p. 263, note 65). One should expect only educated readers to have 
noticed the different styles and to make inferences as to the qualities of each character or why
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appreciating this, Achilleus Tatios’ great care in presenting a variety of 

rhetorical devices would have proven pointless to his readers to a greater extent 

than that of Chariton. In modem times, when these novels were approached 

without the appreciation of the relationship of the educated author with the 

educated intended readership, they were sometimes judged to be tedious. "̂*

In Heliodoros the sophistication is such that again much of his rhetorical 

sophistication would have gone unnoticed if not intended for educated readers. 

For example, the carefully presented speech of Charikleia (p. 138ff.) with which 

she manages to postpone her “wedding” to Thyamis (1, 21-22), is so full of 

rhetorical techniques that only a rhetorically aware reader can fully appreciate 

what Charikleia is doing there. For example, the fact that she appears to gather 

her thoughts and keeps her head in a certain position is a rhetorical posture 

which sends certain messages to the audience (p. 138f.); it would have been 

recognised only by highly educated readers. Another example which relies 

extensively upon the expected ability of the educated reader to recognise 

rhetorical techniques is Hydaspes’ use of eschematismenos logos (p. 145ff.). How 

could one appreciate what Hydaspes is doing in his speech -  which is virtually 

playing with fire -  if one was not aware of the subtle techniques and the 

effectiveness of the figured speech, which Heliodoros here transforms masterfully 

into a literary device? Or how could one fully appreciate the verbal conflict 

between Thyamis and Arsake (p. 154ff.), and why she is using the rhetorical 

devices she is using, without being familiar with the techniques of telika 

kephalaia'l The speeches are in fact so sophisticated and so subtle that an 

uneducated reader would have been at a loss in the same way as a modern reader 

is if unfamiliar with the rhetoric of the time. In fact, reading these speeches 

without this knowledge is in places similar to reading a handbook on specific 

techniques of DNA fingerprinting without even knowing anything about 

biology.

one side is less successfully presented than the other. See further on Asianism and Atticism on p. 
226, note 7.

See p. 16ff., esp. 19f.
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Furthermore, as we have seen in the case of Achilleus Tatios -  but no doubt a 

further investigation would reveal similar allusions in Chariton^^ and Heliodoros 

- the allusions to classical oratory (p. 173ff.) would go undetected by the 

uneducated reader and therefore what would be the point of them being there? 

The use of advanced rhetorical techniques examined in this thesis (p. 192ff.) 

points in the same direction. The exploitation and treatment of themes which 

recall progymnasmatic and declamatory material of the rhetorical schools have 

one target: the educated reader. By contrast, stories like the Aisopika or even the 

Life o f Alexandros have been more appealing to a wide audience and thus 

more appropriate.^^

The evidence of extensive use of epideictic rhetorical material by the three 

novelists (p. 222ff.), either in the form of praise or blame or in the form of 

laments or other similar speeches, shows that they are so fully dependent on 

rhetorical motifs and techniques that there should be some expectation of people 

appreciating them as such. In fact, we should interpret them as literary pools 

where the educated readers find concentrated rhetorical material for the 

stimulation of the cultured. Interestingly, Chariton appears to be following the 

same principles in his use of epideictic material as Achilleus Tatios (p. 247ff., 

esp. p. 252f.); this may indicate that he, too, aimed at a similarly educated 

readership.

All the evidence presented in this thesis, therefore, suggests that, without proper 

education, the novels would not have been appreciated properly - with 

increasing difficulty as we go higher on the ladder of rhetoricity and 

sophistication. It should be kept in mind that our evidence focuses only on the 

rhetorical aspects of the novels and the use of this criterion as evidence for the 

novels’ readership; outside this^^ there is other evidence summarised 

conveniently by Bowie (1994 and 1996). However, when assessing the readership 

of the ancient novels the use of rhetoric in them can be a valuable criterion, since 

it is at the heart of any discussion of the education of the people of the time.

For Chariton’s use of allusions see Hunter (1994) and Papanikolaou (1973) pp. 14-23, where 
there is special reference to orators in pp. 22-23; for the novelists’ use of allusion in general see 
Fusillo (1990a) pp. 131-132 and (1990b) pp. 27-48; Bowie (1996) p. 95.
^ Holzberg (1995) 16-17. Even Xenophon of Ephesos would have posed difficulties in places, 
though considerably less so than the other novelists; see Bowie (1996) p. 106.

See, for instance. Reeve (1971) pp. 514-539.
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Conclusions.

In the previous chapters we have examined and analysed the issue of rhetoric in 

three of the five extant ancient Greek novels and in some of the surviving 

fragments.

Our choice and rhetorical analysis of some of the most characteristic speeches of 

the novels in question does not claim to have exhausted the analysis of rhetoric 

in the novel in every aspect and detail. Indeed, we often omitted material that 

could be used to show additional rhetorical features, because this would have 

taken us beyond the aims of this study. These omissions, however, did not harm 

our main objective. The present selection of speeches and subjects aims to show 

the nature, extent, and dimensions that rhetoric has in the novels and establish 

their strong relationship with rhetorical theory.

The analysis has shown that the three novelists were familiar with technical 

rhetorical principles in all branches of rhetoric which can be traced in the 

ancient rhetorical handbooks of Roman times and later Greek antiquity. 

Forensic rhetoric is, of course, dominant in the novels, and it is this that strikes 

us first to such an extent that when talking about rhetoric in the novels our 

mind goes mainly to forensic rhetoric. As a result, the other two branches have 

been seriously neglected.^ This is also true for the handbooks which place 

emphasis mostly on the theory of forensic rhetoric.

That is why we started our survey from the courtroom speeches. In the first 

chapter we attempted to show that Chariton uses technical rhetorical strategies 

which can be traced in mainstream rhetorical theory. Chariton’s use of rhetoric 

shows a well-trained orator. The A d  Herennium offers good assistance in the 

process of tracing these rhetorical strategies and leaves no doubt that what 

Chariton does in his courtroom speeches is comparable with what is being 

taught in the schools of rhetoric and that the author has received such training 

which he applies in his work. Of course, this kind of rhetorical training is not 

necessary in writing a novel; it can, however, become a useful tool in producing 

interesting scenes. The more one knows about rhetoric the better equipped one is

 ̂ I have not encountered yet any extensive study on the use of epideictic or deliberative rhetoric 
in the ancient novels.
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to appreciate the novel fully. Here, rhetoricity is low in comparison to other 

novels, such as that of Achilleus Tatios, and thus a reader who is uninitiated in 

rhetoric can still approach and enjoy the novel without any major difficulties.

A comparison of Chariton’s and Achilleus Tatios’ courtroom speeches shows 

that there is some correlation between them. From this aspect Chariton is much 

closer to Achilleus Tatios than we would expect. His use of rhetoric is more 

complex than we used to think.

The courtroom speeches of Achilleus Tatios must have been some of his 

moments of pride. They are very well planned and play a central role in the 

novel. Apart from the detailed discussion of the different parts of the speeches, 

the detailed exposition of the arguments and the techniques used show that the 

author used forensic-rhetorical material to a remarkable length. His speeches can 

withstand detailed rhetorical analysis which reveals an immense amount of 

careful rhetorical planning, a kind of serious “rhetorical premeditation.” The 

extent of this is not immediately obvious, since Achilleus Tatios as a competent 

orator hides his art. His way of thinking and working is the same as that found 

in rhetorical handbooks.

Further analysis of Achilleus Tatios’ courtroom speeches based on Hermogenes’ 

On Issues has shown that the information given in the handbook helps reveal the 

technical preparation of Achilleus Tatios’ speeches and illustrates how much 

rhetorical information is hidden behind these “simple” and short imaginary 

forensic speeches.

The case of Heliodoros is also very interesting. One or two centuries after 

Achilleus Tatios, he is still very knowledgeable on the area. There is evidence 

that he has mastered advanced rhetorical techniques which he uses moderately 

where he wants to raise the dramatic tension, to create intellectually challenging 

discussions and, mainly, to delineate his heroes’ character and ingenuity (mainly 

that of Charikleia). Subsequently, the author’s use of rhetoric shows the 

dynamics of this art. One of the best examples of that -  apart from Charikleia’s 

speeches - can be found in the use of eschematismenos logos made by Hydaspes. 

Another good indication of Heliodoros’ rhetorical ability can be found in the 

confrontation of Thyamis and Arsake. The speeches there show a rhetorical 

agenda which is exposed with the help of the theory on the final headings.
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The investigation of the fragments has shown that the rhetorical element is 

spread through a considerable number of novels, in addition to the complete 

ones, and thus it cannot be claimed that rhetoric was a peculiarity of some 

(later) novels only. It provides us with a good indication that rhetoric followed 

the novel from the very first stages of its appearance. Therefore, rhetoric did not 

perfuse the novel in the second sophistic movement but competent rhetorical 

skills were present in earlier authors too. Additionally, the range of the evidence 

shows that rhetoric was not only a characteristic of a certain stage in the 

development of the novel. The only thing that changed during the centuries was 

its style, its quality, and the extent of its application, whenever used. The 

evidence that we have today, however, does not show consistent presence of 

rhetoric in all the fragments. This may indicate that rhetoric was not a necessary 

component in all ancient novels.

The chapter on the relationship between classical oratory and the novel of 

Achilleus Tatios (p. 173ff.) has shown that there is firmly traceable evidence for 

the way and the extent to which classical oratory influenced the ancient novels. 

The information given is only an indication of the existing relationship, and 

further investigation with this single objective in mind might result in a 

separate thesis. The evidence of the influence of classical oratory on the novel 

indicates that we should not underestimate that classical oratory still had a 

considerable direct effect a couple of centuries later on the novelists of late 

antiquity through their training.

In the second chapter of part II (p. 192ff.) we have tried to show that much of 

the material contained in the novel was produced under the influence of 

advanced rhetorical exercises practised at the last stage of rhetorical education. 

This is evident mainly in the courtroom speeches of Chariton and in several 

speeches of Achilleus Tatios and Heliodoros.

In comparison with the other two, Heliodoros is restrained in his use of lengthy 

rhetorical speeches, apart from the courtroom scene. His use of lengthy 

rhetorically charged speeches is confined to specific areas, while Achilleus 

Tatios has the habit of exploiting any appropriate occasion.

However, intermediate rhetorical training such as that of the progymnasmata 

had a stronger and more straightforward impact on the novel than the advanced
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rhetorical exercises. This may be because fewer people reached the highest stage 

of specialisation in rhetoric. Moreover, it may have been a matter of personal 

choice. Besides, the variety of the progymnasmata offered much more diverse 

material to the novelists and that is a main reason for their popularity among 

them.

The section devoted to epideictic oratory (p. 222ff.) shows that all authors were 

familiar with this area of rhetoric as well. In its first stage we dealt with funeral 

oration and in the second with enkomia. We found out that Achilleus Tatios was 

very fond of mourning speeches. He is very careful in the construction of them. 

Their characteristics indicate that these speeches are indebted heavily to the 

author’s excellent knowledge of epideictic rhetoric. Chariton also shows a 

significant range of epideictic material which has not been fully appreciated up 

to now. Concerning Heliodoros there is evidence that the author was familiar 

with sophisticated epideictic oratory, but he is usually restrained in its 

application and his use of material is rather traditional.

In the part which refers to enkomion and psogos (p. 262ff.) we found also that 

the authors were aware of the relevant techniques at an advanced level. 

Differences exist but in general the three novelists use material taught in detail 

in the rhetorical schools. Correspondence between the rhetoric in speeches 

discussed and the instructions found in the surviving manuals on epideictic 

rhetoric is remarkably close.

Focused on the three representatives of the genre -  from the early Chariton to 

the late Heliodoros - and based mainly on various rhetorical handbooks we tried 

to show that the novelists use rhetoric in various areas of their work. This is 

illustrated by the way they think, which shows their “rhetorical premeditation,” 

and their ability to apply rhetorical devices in a purposeful way.

Rhetoric of all branches is abundant in the novels, and the authors employing it 

are not newcomers. The complex techniques they borrow and their ingenuity in 

their application shows that they are not following slavishly existing patterns 

but they put rhetorical devices into the service of their novels. Their rhetorical 

techniques must have appealed to contemporary readers who were “rhetorically 

alert.” The novelists’ persistence in using them indicates that these people must 

have been very sensitive and appreciative towards rhetoric.
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In the last part of this thesis, based on the evidence discussed in this project, we 

support the idea of an educated readership and of an artful deployment of 

rhetoric by the novelists who avoid reproduction of rhetoric mainly by giving it 

a function in each case.

In evaluating the rhetorical element of Chariton's novel in terms of quality and 

quantity, and when contrasting it with the other “sophistic" novels of Achilleus 

Tatios and Heliodoros, we find ourselves at variance with what is widely 

believed today about the “sophistic" and the non- or pre-sophistic novels. These 

names and the theory behind them are misleading. Chariton’s novel contains 

much more ambitious rhetorical material than would be expected by a “non

sophistic” novel.

We have seen more or less that rhetoric exists to some degree in almost all novels. 

In those we have examined there is a difference in the use of rhetoric by each 

author but overall all three of them use it quite extensively. Rhetoric had been 

evolving with varying intensity both during republican and imperial times. Of 

course, it reached a peak in the second century and this is obvious in Achilleus 

Tatios. The divisions, however, among the novels can no longer be accepted in 

the traditional way. It is the quality and quantity and the variety that changes 

from author to author and not the existence of rhetoric. Unless we “stretch" the 

date of Chariton so much as to shift him into the second sophistic movement - 

even its very beginning, a hypothesis which would be hard to prove - we have to 

rethink what we mean by attributing the term “non-sophistic" to the novel of 

Chariton.

Those parts of the novel which are characterised as “highly rhetorical," though 

very well embodied in the story, are not perfectly fused into it. On the contrary, 

they may have been intentionally crafted to stand out as artful highlights. The 

author considers it an advantage to be able to use rhetorical ingenuity to shift 

his story-line in different directions, slow down the pace, create dramatic 

tension, etc. Modem scholarship has been very slow to appreciate this.^ If not 

ignored, the use of rhetoric in the novel has been criticised, especially in times 

when people felt entitled to be judgmental towards ancient literature of this 

type, without realising that there might have been something lost in our

 ̂See p. 16ff.
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communication with the ancient novel, whose many aspects are still puzzling us 

today. Therefore, it is these passages or dimensions of the novel that have been 

from time to time rashly dismissed as boring, artificial, tedious or detrimental to 

the plot, that need special attention. In order to appreciate the literary qualities 

of the novel we have to judge it on its own merits. Rhetoric in the novel is 

responsible for some of the most memorable “highlights” of these works. The 

great effort devoted to them is the reason why these speeches are some of the 

finest moments of the novelists’ works.
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